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Abstract

This thesis presents a chronological survey of the 
position of the Sudras down to circa A.D. 500. The first

ftchapter discusses the reasons for the absence of works on 
the Sudras, whose disabilities could not be justified by 
modern standards. The second chapter questions the theory 
that the Sudras were pre-Aryans, and suggests that large 
groups of Aryans were also reduced to that position. The 
third chapter reviews the ambiguous position of the Sudras 
in the later Vedic period, when they could participate in 
some Vedic rituals and were excluded from others. This see; 
to have been the result of their old membership of Aryan 
tribal society and later degradation in varna society.

The fourth chapter shows that during the pre-Mauryan 
period the heterogeneous elements included in the Sudra 
community finally became the working class of varpa-divided 
society, and that various economic, politico-legal, social 
and religious disabilities were imposed on them. In this 
and subsequent chapters attention has been paid to the study 
of their material conditions and their connection with slaves 
The fifth chapter throws light on the large scale employment 
of slaves and hired labourers in state farms and the requisi
tioning of 6udra labour in bringing virgin soil under culti
vation by the Mauryan state.



The sixth chapter examines the nature of the extremist 
measures of Manu against the Sudras in the post-Mauryan peric 
and suggests that they were probably the product of internal 
and external convulsions, which undermined the old position 
of Sudras as semi-slaves. The seventh chapter deals with tfc 
question of their transformation into peasants, their growing 
importance as artisans and traders and their admission to 
certain religious rights, which meant a radical change in the 
position. The last chapter indicates the possible reasons 
for the comparative calmness of the labouring masses in ancie 
Indian society.
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction

The modern study of the ancient Indian social order 
owed its inception to the efforts of the East India Company, 
which could not govern an alien people without some knowledge 
of their institutions. The preface to A Code of Gentoo Laws 
(1776), one of the first English works which have some 
bearing <l>n the early social history of India, states that 
"the importance of the commerce of India and the advantages 
of a territorial establishment in Bengal" could be

(h
maintained only,} "an adoption of such original institutes of 
the country, as do not intimately clash with the laws or 
interests of the conquerors'1.^1  ̂ In his preface to the 
translation of the Manu Smrti (1794) Sir William Jones, the 
father of modern Indology, adds that if this policy is 
pursued, "the well-directed industry" of "many millions of

(2Hindu subjects" "would largely add to the wealth of Britain";
Four years later, on the basis of these sources, Colebrooke

^  (3)wrote an essay onx"Enumeration of Indian classes", J which
appeared to him among the most remarkable institutions of

(1) Vivadarnavasetu, Translator's preface, p. IX This work: 
was translated from English into German in 1778.

(2) Institutes of Hindu Law, Preface, p. XlX. Cf. Discourse o.
Colebrooke in the first general meeting of RAS (15 March,
1825), Essays, i, 1-2.

(5) Essays, ii, 157-70.



I n d i a . S o o n  after (1818) these sources were utilised by
Mill to describe the caste system in his History of India.
While discussing the disabilities of the Madras he came to
the conclusion that the vices of caste subordination were
carried to a more destructive height among the Hindus than
among any other people, and Txe^warL^that the hideous society
of the Hindus continued in his times. But from the same
sources Elphinstone (1841) deduced that the condition of £udra
"was much better than that of the public slaves under some
ancient republics, and, indeed, than that of the villains of
the middle ages, or any other servile class with which we are 

(3)acquainted” . J He also perceived that such a servile class
(h.)did not exist any longer in his time. J

But there is no doubt that many age-old social practices
continued into the 19th century. The glaring contrast between
the rising industrial society of England and the old decaying

( 5)society of India attracted the attention of the educated 
intelligentsia, who were being permeated with the spirit of 
nationalism. They realised that the practices of sati, life
long widowhood, child marriage, and caste endogamy were great

(1) Essays, ii, 157.
(2)-*ffistory of India, ii, 166; i, 166-9; 169 f^n.l. It seems

that Mill’s generalizations about the history of India 
exercised the most dominant influence on later British 
historians.

(3)xHistory of India, i, 34.
(4) Ibid., 107.
(5) In 1902 an old Indian writer laments that the brahmanas

should be made to take their place below Eurasian (Anglo-
Indian) industrialists. fr-C. Ghosh, Brahmanism and Sudra, p . 46. u ------ -------- -------



obstacles to national progress. Since these practices were
supposed to derive sanction}* from the Dharmasastras, it was
felt that necessary reforms could be effected easily if they
could be proved to be in consonance with the sacred texts.
Thus in 1818 Rammohan Roy published his first tract against
sati, in which he tried to show that, according to the sastras
it was not the best way for the salvation of a woman.
In the fifties of the same century Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar
ransacked smrti literature in order to make out a case for

(2)widow remarriage. ' In the seventies Swami Dayanand, the
founder of the Arya samaj, brought out a collection of
original Sanskrit texts called the Satyarthaprakasa to suppor
widow remarriage, rejection of caste based on birth, y ' and
the ludlras1 right to Vedic education. We do not know
how far the early social reformers drew inspiration from the
contemporary works of Muirw y  who tried to prove that the
belief in the origin of the four varnas from the primeval man

*did not exist in ancient times, J and from those of Weber, wfc
presented the first important critical study of the caste

(n\system dm the basis of the Brahmanas and the SELtras. ('

(1) The English Works of Rammohan Roy, i, Inlrod. , p.XVIII; ii,
125-192.

(2) R.G. Bhandarkar, Collected Works, ii, 498.
(3) Sat.yartha-prakasa, 4th samullasa, pp.83-92, 113-122.
(4) Ibid. , 3rd samullasa, pp.39, 73-74-*
(5) Original Sanskrit Texts, i.
(6) i b i d ----------
(7) Indische Studien, x, 1-160.



On the occasion of the introduction of the Age of Consent
Bill in 1891, Sir R.G Bhandarkar brought out a well-documente<
pamphlet citing Sanskrit texts to establish that a girl should
be married only when she attains maturity. On the other hand
B.G. Tilak, to whom any stick was good enough to beat the alie]
rulers, cited texts against this Bill.^1^

This tendency to quote ancient scriptures in support of
modern reforms can be well summed up in the words of R.G.
flhandarkar (1895): "In ancient times girls were married after
they had attained maturity, now they must be married before;
widow marriage was in practice, how it has entirely gone out..,
Interdining among the castes was not prohibited, now the
numberless castes... cannot have intercommunication of that 

(o')nature".v J

But the attempt of the Indian scholars to present their 
early social institutions in a form more acceptable to the 
modern mind did not always commend itself to western writers. 
Thus Senart (1896) pointed out that the castes have been 
compared by Hindus of English upbringing with the social 
distinctions that exist among Europeans, but that they 
correspond only very remotely to western social classes. "

(1) R.G. Bhandarkar, Coliecced Works, i i , 538-83*
Also see Bhandarkarfe criticism of Jolly's article on the 
"History of Child Marriage", Ibid.,384-602.

(2) Collected Works, ii, 522-23*
(3) Caste in India, pp. 12-13*



Similarly Hopkins (1881) stated that the position of the sudi
was not different from that of the American house slave
before 1860.^^ Reviewing Hopkins' generalizations,
Hillebrandt (1896) held that the position of the sudras
should be judged in comparison with the slaves of the ancient

(2world and not in the context of developments m  later times.
Criticising Hopkins, Ketkar (1911) complains that

European writers are influenced by their ideas of racial
discrimination against the Negroes, and hence unduly exaggerat

(3)this in their treatment of the caste system. The main
trend noticeable in the works of recent Indian writers such

O "toCe/voas Ketkar, Dutt, Ghurye and Valavalkar is to present the
system in such a way as may help to recast it in response to

(4)-thLe present requirements. v J Thus it would appear that 
problems of ancient Indian society have been largely studied 
against the background of struggle between the reformist and 
orthodox schools. The dominant motives of reform and 
nationalism have undoubtedly produced valuable works on India' 
early social life; but what appeared to be seamy and ugly 
in comparison with modern standards came to be either ignored

(1) Mutual Relations of the Four Castes in Manu, p. 102.
( 2 ) Hillebrandt, "Brahmanen und Sudras**, Festschrift ftlr karl

Weinhold, p. 57-
(3) Ketkar, History of Caste, p. 9; P* 78, f^L. 3-
(4) Ketkar, op . cit. ,}»9; Radhakrishnan's to Valavalk

ar's Hindu Social Institutions,, The works of Dutt and Ghuy 
display a better historical sense, but see Dutt, op. cit., 
Preface, p. Vt ------



or explained away unconvincingly. For instance, it has been 
argued that the disabilities of the Sudras did not reduce 
their happiness or well-behg.

It isthis tendency to concentrate on favourable aspects4
of esr^y social life that accounts for the almost complete
absence of works on the position of the sudras in Ancient
India. Even European writers gave their attention mainly
to the study of the upper classes of Hindu society. Thus Mui:
devoted 188 pages to the legends of struggles between

(2 )brahmanas and ksatriyas. J Hopkins (1889) presented a • •
comprehensive study of the "Position of Ruling Caste in Ancienl
India" The admirable work of Fick (1897) on the social
organization of north-eastern India also mainly confined
itself to the treatment of ksatriyas, brahmanas and gahapatis

• •

or setthis. It is difficult to explajp. these writers' lack 
of interest in the fortunes of the lower orders unless we 
suppose that their vision was circumscribed by the dominant 
class outlook of their age.

The first independent work on the Sudras is a short 
article by V.S. Sastri (2)922), who discusses the philological 
basis of the term £udra. I n  another article (1923) on this

(1) On the basis of the Sukraniti-sara, Sarkar, Hindu Sociology 
p. 92-95; of. £.V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Indian Cameralism, 
p. 85

(2) Original Sanskrit Texts, i, ch, IV.
(3) JAOS, xiii, 57-376.



subject he tries to show that the sudras could perform Vedic
rituals. In a recent article (194-7) Ghoshal deals with the

(2 )status of the Sudras in the Dharmasutras. ' The latest articl
is by a Russian writer G.F. Ilyin (1950),^^ who, on the basis 
of the Dharmawastra evidence,^^demonstrates that sudras were 
not slaves. The only monograph on sudras (194-6) is published b 
a 'qell known Indian politician, who confines himself to the 
question of their o r i g i n . T h e  author is entirely dependent 
for his work on translation^v 'and, what is worse, he seems to 
have worked with the fixed purpose of prmving a high origin for 
the sudras, a tendency which has been very much in evidence amcr 
the educated sections of the lower caste people in recent times 
A single passage of the Santi Parvan, which states that the 3u3e
Paijavana performed sacrifice, is sufficient to establish the

* (7)thesis that sudras were originally ksatriyas. (J The author
does not bother himself about the complex of various
circumstances which led to the formation of the labouring class

(1) ’’The Status of the Sudra in Ancient India” , Visva-Bharati 
Quarterly, i , 268-278.

(2) i£, xiv, 21-27.
(5) ^sudras qnd sklaven in den altindischen Gesctzbhchern" in 

Sowjetwissenschaft, 1952, 2 tr. from Vestnik drevnei istori 
1950, No.' 2, pp. 94-107.

(4-) Kane's compilation of the Dharmasastra extracts ret
sudras provide valuable raw material for an historical 
study of their position.

(5) Ambedkar, Who were the Sudras?
(6) Ibid., Preface, p. ry.
(7) It is to be noticed that in recent caste movements many 

£udra castes claim to be Ifeatriyas. Thus the Dusadhas 
claim to be the descendants of Duhsasana, and the Goalas 
those of the Yadus.



known as the Sudras.
The present work has been undertaken not only to provide 

an adequate treatment of the position of the sudras in ancien' 
times, but also to evaluate their modern characterizations, 
either based on insufficient data, or inspired by reformist 
or anti-reformist motives. An attempt will be made to 
present a connected and systematic account of the various 
developments in the position of the sudras down to circa
A.D. 500.

This study has to be mainly based on literary sources, 
the precise dating of which or of their various parts has oeen 
a baffling problem. We have adopted the generally accepted 
chronological brackets of the literary texts, but in the case 
of differences of opinion we have indicated our own reasons 
for adopting an unconventional dating.

Although the texts belong to different periods, they 
repeat ad nauseam the same formulas and terminologies, which 
make it difficult to detect changes in society; hence special 
attention has been paid to the study of variants. Many of 
these texts cannot be understood without the aid of the 
commentators, who not unoften project the ideas of their own 
times into earlier periods.

Further, the literary texts, brahmanical and non- 
brahmanical, seek to establish the supremacy of the brahmanas
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or of the ksatriyas, or of both, but they hardly show any 
sympathy for the sudras. It is argued that the Dharmasastras 
and other treatises are books written by the enemies of the 
Sudras and as such have no evidential v a l u e . B u t  the 
lawbooks of other ancient societies also follow the principle 
of class legislation as the Dharmasastras do; unfortunately 
for lack of sufficient data we cannot definitely say how far 
the Dharma^astra laws were followed.

Since the Sudras were regarded as the labouring class, 
in this sbudy particular attention has been paid to the 
investigation of their material conditions and the nature of 
their economic and social relations with the members of the 
higher varnas. This has naturally involved the study of the 
position of slaves, with whom the Sudras were considered 
identical. The untouchables are also theoretically placed in 
the category of Sudras, and hence their origin and position 
has also been discussed in some detail.

In order to explain aid illustrate certain developments in 
the position of the sudras, wherever possible comparisons 
have been made with similar developments in other ancient 
societies and among primitive peoples known to anthropology.

(1) Ambedkar, op. cit. , p. 114-.



CHAPTER II 
The Origin of the gudras.

In 181*7 it was suggested by Roth that the sudras might
have been outside the pale of the Aryan society.^^ Since
then it has been usually held that the fourth varna of the
Brahmanical society was mainly formed by the non-Aryan
population who were reduced to that position by the Aryan

(2 )conquerors.v 9 This view continues to derive support from 
the analogy of conflict between the white-coloured Europeans 
and the non-white population of Asia and Africa.

If Dasas and Dasyus be identical with the original 
inhabitants of India speaking non-Aryan languages,^ ^  it is 
possible to adduce evidence in favour of this view from the 
Rg Veda. In the numerous hymns of that collection, which are 
repeated in the Atharva Veda, the Aryan god Indra appears as 
the conqueror of the Dasas, who mostly appear to have been

•
human beings. It is said that Indra consigned the base Dasa 
varna to the cave.^' As the controller of the world, he

(1) ZDMG, i, 81*.
(2) VI, ii, 265* 388; R.C. Dutt, A Hist, of Civ, in Anc.

India, i, 12; Senart, Caste in India, p. 83; N.K. Dutt, 
Origin and Growth of Caste In India, pp.151-52

c£ * ~ * 9 , Bhandarkar, Some Aspects of Ancient Indian Culture,p.1(
(3) Muir thinks that there is nothing to show that they were 

non-Agyans.* Original Sanskrit Texts, ii, 387.
(U) ydnema vl£va cjavani^ krt^ni, yo a^sam varnamadharam

gdh^kah. RV, II. 12. h., AV' XX. 3k. k.
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takes upon himself the task of bringing the Dasas into 
subjection#( a n d  is asked to prepare himself for their 
destruction.^ The recurring theme of the Rg Vedic prayers 
made to Indra is the request for the overthrow of the Dasa
tribes. tvi^as)^^^ Indra is also represented as having 
deprived the Dasyus of all good qualities, and as having 
subjugated the Dasas. (10

There are more references to the destruction or subjugation 
of Dasyus by Indra than of Dasas. It is stated that having 
killed the Dasyus he protected the Aryan varna.^^ Prayer is 
made to him to fight against the Dasyus in order to increase 
the strength of the Aryans.f°) It is significant that there
are at least twelve references to the slaughter of the Dasyus, 
mostly by Indra.(?) On the contrary, although there are

— * — —  ~(l) ... yathava3£m nayati dasamaryah. kK, V. 34. 6.
(2^ ... das£ve£aya cavah. RV, II. 13* 8. Sayana interprets
( this as the destruction of the dasas, but VI, i, 358 takes

it as the name of a Dasa.
(3) R V , II. 11. 4; VI. 25. 2; and X. 148. 2.
(4) RV, IV. g8.4. _
(5) “ • hatvi d£syunpraryam varnamavat. R V , III. 34. 9;

AV, XX. 11. 9 (not in the Paiopafsda re^c^cion)
(6) W ,  I. 103. 3; A V , XX. 29. 4.
(7) The term dasyu-hatya occurs_,in RV, I. 51. 5-6, 103- 4;

X. 95. 7 9~Q-9.7. Dlfsyu-ghna occurs in RV, TV. 16 . 10 and
dasyu-han in RV, X. "577 IT Ddsyuhdntama occurs in RV, VI.
16. I'5, VIII.'"39. 8 and is reproduced in VS, XI. 34. There
are many other references to the hostility between the 
Aryans and Dasyus^ viz. RV, V.7.10, VII. 5*6. etc. Indra 
is called dasyu-ha in RV, 1.100.12; VI. 45*24; VIII.76.11, 
77.3. There are similar references to the slaughter of 
Dasyus by Indra in AV, III.10.12; VIII. 8.5, 7; IX. 2.
17 & 18; x.3.11; XITT 46.2 ; XX.11.6 , 21.4, 29.4, 34.10, 
37*4 , 42.2 , 64-3 , 78.3. ,and by Agni in AV 1.7.1, XI.1.2. 
Manyu is called ^as.vu~ha in AV, TV.32.3*



references to the killing of individual Dasas, the word 
dasahatya does not occur anywhere. This indicates that the 
two were not identical and may suggest that the Aryans followed 
a policy of ruthless extermination towards the Dasyus, which, 
in^case of the Dasas, was tempered with moderation.

The.fight between the Aryans and their opponents mainly 
took the form of the destruction of fortresses and walled
settlements of the latter.  ---  — ~------
 ^ Both the Dasas and Dasyus were in possession of numerous
fortified settlements/1 '* which are also associated with the

(2 )enemies of the Aryans in a general way. This naturally
reminds us of the later discoveries of fortifications in the 
Harappa settlements/-^ It seems that the nomadic Aryans 
coveted the wealth of their enemies accumulated in the 
settlements, for the possession of which there went (bn a 
regular warfare between t h e m / ^  The worshipper expects that 
all those who make no oblations should be killed and their 
wealth should be given to the people/ The Dasyus are
described as rich (dhaninah) but without s a crifice/^ Mention

•

(1) rv, 1.103.3; II.n . 6; IV.30.20; vi.20.10, 31.4.
(2) RV, 1.33.13, 53.8; VIII.17.14. »
(3) WKeeler, The Indus Civilization, up.90-91.
(4) RV, IV.30TT51 V.I4O.6"; X.60.6.
(5) asmdbhyamasya vgdanam daddhi suriSeidohate. RV, 1.176.4.• ■

(6) r v , 1.33.4.



is made of two Dasa chiefs who are called wealth-seeking.'1  ̂

Desire is expressed that the might of the Dasa be subdued, and 
his collected wealth be divided among the people through Indra.* 
The Dasyus also possessed jewels and gold, which probably 
excited the greed of the A r y a n s ! B u t  to a people of cattle 
culture like the Aryans, it was primarily the cattle of their 
enemies which held the greatest temptation. Thus it is argued 
that the fclkatas do not deserve to have cows because they make 
no use of milk products in the s a c r i f i c e . O n  the other hanc 
it is likely that the enemies of the Aryans valued the horses 
and chariots of the latter. A Rg Vedic legend tells us that 
the Asuras had taken the city of a royal sage named Dabhiti, 
but on their retreat were intercepted and defeated by Indra, 
who recovered cattle, horses and chariots and restored them to
the prince.^)

The Dasyu way of life further antagonised the Aryans. 
Apparently the tribal and semi-settled life of the Aryans based 
on cattle keeping was incompatible with the sedentary and urban 
life of the people of the indigenous Harappa culture.^^ Their 
predominantly tribal life expressed itself through several 
communal institutions such as the gana, sabha, samiti and the

(1) ^handasa vrsabhd vasnay^ntoddvra.ie varcfnam g^mbaram ca .
RV, VI.U7.21. " T

(2) vaydm t£d asya sdmbhrtam vdsuindrena ffibha.jemahi.
(3) RV, 1.33.7-8. . .
(U) kirn te krnvanti klkatesu gavo nagjram duhrd n£ tapanti 

gharm^m.RV, III.33.l 4 /
(5) RV, II.15.U.
(6) Wheeler, The Indus Civilization,Afc90-91.
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vJLdathftf, in which the sacrifice played a very important part.
But the Dasyus had nothing to do with sacrifice. This was 
true of the Dasas as well, for Indra is described as coming to 
the sacrifice distinguishing between the Dasa and the Arya.^^
A whole passage occurring in the seventh book of the Rg Veda 
consists of a string of adjectives such as akratun a^raddhan 
and aya.iflan applied to the Dasyus to emphasise their non
sacrificing character.^2  ̂ Indra is asked to discriminate the 
sacrificing Aryans from the non-sacrificing Dasyus.^-^ They
are also called ayajvanah,^ T h e  word anindra (without Indra)

(5)has been used at several places, and presumably refers to
the Dasyus, Dasas and perhaps some Aryan dissenters. At one
place the Dasyus are called abrahma (not believing in the

(6)brahma) by implication. In the Aryan view the Dasyus
practised black m a g i c . S u c h  a belief is especially found
in the Atharva Veda, in which the Dasyus appear as evil spirits
to be scared away from the sacrifice.''^' It is said that an
all-powerful amulet enabled the sage Angiras^ to break through

(o')the Dasyus* fortresses,v'' The evil character of the Dasyus in

(1) RV, x.86.19; AV, XX.126.19.
(2) RV, VII.6.3.
(3) RV, 1.51.8.
(1+) RV, I.33.1+.
(5) RV. 1.133.1; V.2.3; VII.uS.IL6; x.27.6; X.1+8.7.
(6) The terras abrahma and anrcah !n RV, X.105.8 probably apply 

to Dasyus, who are mentioned in TKe preceding oassage
(X.105.7).

(7) RV, IV.16.9.
(8) AV, II.11+.5.
(9) AV, X.6.20.



the Atharva Veda seems to have teen tased on their fighting
record in the Rg Vedic period. According to the Atharva Veda
the god-blaspheming Dasyus are to he offered as victims.^)
It was believed that the Dasyus are treacherous, not practising

( 2 )the Aryan observances, and hardly human.v '
The difference between the Aryan and the Dasyu way of 

life was further brought out by indicating the relation in 
which the Dasyus stood to the Aryan vrata, generally meaning 
law or ordinance.^^ If it be possible to establish some 
connection between this word and vrata, which means tribal- 
troops or groups, it may be suggested that the term vrata 
probably means tribal law or usage. The Dasyus are generally 
described as avrata  ̂ and anyavrata.(5) The word apavrata 
has been used at two places^^ and perhaps applies to the 
Dasyus and dissenting Aryans. It is notable that such 
adjectives have not been applied to the Dasas, which again 
indicates that they were more amenable to the Aryan way of 
life than the Dasyus.

There are reasons to think that there was difference of 
colour between the Aryans and their enemies. It appears that 
the Aryans, who are called human (mantis! praja), worshipping

(1) AV, XII.1.37.
(2) RV, X.22.8. -
(3) P.V. Kane, JBBRAS, XXIX, 12.
(U) RV, 1.51.8-9; 1.101.2; 1.175.3; VI.1U.3; IX.Ul.2.

] avrata, however, has nowhere been applied to the Dasas.
(5) RV, VIII.70.11; X.22.8.
(6) RV, V.U2.9; in V.U0.6 apavrata is identified with 

darkness.



Agni Vai^vanara, on occasions set fire to the settlements of
the dark-hued people (asiknivigah), who deserted their
possessions without f i g h t i n g . T h e  Aryan deity Soma is
described as killing people of black skin, v/ho apparently were
D a s y u s . ^ ) Further, Indra had to contend against the Raksasas
of black skin (tvacamasiknTm) /  3) and at one piace he is
credited with the slaughter of fifty thousand ’blacks’ (krsnas)

• • •

whom Sayana regards as Raksasas of black colo\ir.^) The god
is also described as tearing off the black skin of the Asura.^-
An important exploit of Indra, which may have some historical
basis, refers to his fight against a hero known as Krsna. It

• • •

is stated that when Krsna encamped on the Am^umatT or Yamuna
with ten thousand soldiers, Indra mobilised the Maruts (the
Aryan vid) and fought against the adevTh vi£ah with the help of
the priest-god Bphaspati.(^ ) Adevih vjgah have been explained

• •

by Sayana as Asuras of black colour (krsnarupa asurasenah). It i
suggested that Krsna was the non-Aryan dark hero of the Yadava♦ • •
tribe. (7) This seems likely because later traditions speak of

(1) RV, VII.5*2-3. Geldner’s tr. The end of Harappa culture 
aT Rana Ghuncjai III is marked with fa great conflagration*.
B.B. Lai, A I ,^9,^p.88.

(2) ghn^ntafr krsnam apa tv^cam ... sahvamso d£syumavrat£m.
RV IX.i+1.1-2.

(3) RV, IX.73.5. (U) RV, IV.16.13. Geldner, however,
cToes not introduce the Raksasas in this context.

(5) RV» I .130.8.f 6) ... ddha drapst? arg^umdtya updsth£* dharayattanvatfi titvlsanah 
vfdo ^devirbhya carantir brhaspdtina yutfendrdh sasahe. * *~ 
RV, VIII .96.13-1B-; ' O'

(7) Kosambi, JBBRAS, N S , xxvii, U3-



hostility "between Indra and Krsna. There is also reference
• • •

to the killing of the krsnagarbha, doubtfully interpreted as
• • •

pregnant wives of an Aswra named Krsna; by Sayana.'^  Similarly
• • • / •

mention is made ofthe overthrowal of the krsnayonih dasih
) • • • • •_

uj xuui-a. Sayana fancifully takes - them as the lowest
demon-like troops (nikrstajatih .... aswlh senah), but• • • • *" m

Wilson takes krsna in the sense of black. If the latter
• • •

meaning be correct, it would appear that the Dasas were black
in colour. But the description 1 black* may have been applied
indiscriminately to them as it was to the Dasyus and other
enemies of the Aryans. The above references, however, leave
little doubt that the Aryan followers of Indra, Agni and Soma
had to fight against the black people of India. In one
reference, the Rg Vedic hero Trasadasyu, son of Purukutsa, is

(3)described as the leader of the ’dark-complexioned* men,w /
This may indicate that he had established his hold over them.

If the word anasa- ^  applied to the Dasyus is taken in the
sense of ’noseless* or one with a flat nose, and vrsa^ipra• •
applied to the Dasas^^ as »bull lipped* or having big 
protruding lips, it would appear that the enemies of the Aryans 
were physiognomically different.

(1) ydh krsnagarbha nirdhann rnirvana. RV, I.101.1.' —  «■ ■ ■ —  mmmmm .■  ■■■■ "*y  ■  im —  0

(2) s& vrtrah^ndrah krsndyonih puraradaro dasTrairyadvf ...
RV, fl.20.7. Sayanafe comm. But Geldner suggests that 
aasih implies understood pdrah, and that the poet is 
thinking in terms of pregnancy.

(3) RV> VIII.19. 36-37.
(k) RV, V.29.10. Sayana explains anSsa as one without speech 

Tas.varahita).
(3) RV, VII .99.4.
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The term mrdhravak, which occurs in its different forms at 
six places in the Rg Veda^ ) gives some idea of difference in 
the manner of speech between the Aryans and their enemies. It 
qualifies Dasyus at two places.^2 ^Sayana explains it as Tof

(3hostile speech*, and Geldner renders it as 1 of wrong speech*. 
Unless the term mrdhravacah is taken in the sense of *unintell- 
igible speech* , it does not give any evidence of linguistic 
difference between the Aryans and the Dasyus, but only shows 
that the latter hurt the sentiments of the Aryans by their 
improper speech. Thus although the main issue in the war 
between the Aryans and their enemies was the possession of 
cattle, chariots and other forms of wealth, differences in race, 
religion and mode of speech also served to exacerbate relations, 

If inferences can be drawn from the relative occurrences 
of the terms dasa and d£syu in the Rg Veda, it would appear 
that the Dasyus, who are mentioned eighty-four times, were 
obviously numerically stronger than the Dasas who are mentioned 
sixty-one times. The struggle against the Dasyus was attended 
with much bloodshed. The Aryans, who in the early stage of 
their expansion coveted cattle for their upkeep, naturally did 
not understand the value of urban settlements and organised

(l) RV, I. llk.2; V .29.10, 32.8; VII.6.3, 18.13. Not at 
Tour places, as in Who were the Sudras,>71.

(2} RV, V.29.10; VI1.6731
(3) In RV, I.17U.2 Geldner translates mrdhravacah as 

*misreJder^d*.
U / ? '
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agriculture/^ The destruction of the pre-Aryan^settlements 
seems to have "been complete. It is this which accounts for 
the disappearance of urban life during the Vedic period. While 
the spoils of war, especially cattlerp must have added to the 
power of the warriors and priests, raising them above the vi£, 
it was slowly realised thst the peasants of the cider culture 
could provide labour power with which the Aryans could carry or 
agriculture.

Alongside the conflict between the Aryans and their enemie
there went on the internal conflict in the Aryan tribal society
Through a battle song addressed to Manyu^personified Wrath^ hi£
aid is invoked for overcoming the two kind of enemies, Aryans
and D a s a s / 2 ̂ Indra is asked to fight both against the godles
Dasas and Aryans who are described as the enemies (£atravah^
of his f o l l o w e r s / ^  It is said that Indra and Varuna killed

♦

the Dasas and Aryans who were the adversaries of Sudas and
thus protected him/*4''* On behalf of the good and righteous
people prayer is made to the two chief Rg Vedic deities Agni
and Indra to counteract the hostile activities and oppressions

—  ( of/of the Aryans and D a s a s . S i n c e  Aryans were one the chief
enemies of their fellow men, it is no wonder that along with

______________________________________________________________    A L ____

(1) Wheeler suggests the complete break-up of organised agri
culture on account of the invasion of the uncivilised 
nomacjs (i*e. £ryans). flp.cilj., p.8.

(2) sahyama dasamaryarp tydya yuja s^haskrtena sahasvata 
— > identical with AV, IV.32.1.
(3) R2, X.38.3; ,cf. AV,, XX.36.10. s
(k) dasa ca vrtra hatiimaryaui ca sudasam indravaruuavasavatam.

RV7 VTI.83.T.--------
(5) RV, VI.bo.6.



the Dasas they also are said to have been destroyed by Indra,1  ̂

If Wilson’s translation of a Rg Vedic passage be accepted,
Indra is lauded for having saved the people from the Raksasas 
and Aryans on the bank of the seven rivers, and is further 
called upon to deprive the Dasas of their weapons!^)

Of thirty-six occurrences of the word arya in the Rg Veda 
nine make clear mention of hostility among the Aryans them
selves.^) At one place the Aryan enemies are lumped together 
with the Dasyus and at five places with the Dasa, which again 
suggests that the Dasas were on better terms with a section of 
the Aryans than were the Dasyus. They were considered as 
natural allies of the Aryans in their inter-tribal conflicts, 
which gradually undermined the tribal basis of their society, 
and helped the process of fusion between the Aryans and Dasas, 
Five of these references occur in the earlier portions of the 
Rg Veda, which shows that the internal conflict was a fairly 
old process.

The most important evidence for internal conflict within 
the Aryan fold at an early date is the record of the Da£a-

- M
ra3na battle, which is the only important historical event in 
the Rg Veda. Geldner thinks that RV, VII.33 which speaks of

V  1 ■ mmmmmm

(1) rv, vi.33.3; Gf. x.102.5 .
(2) y3 gkga ddmhaso mucadyd varyat sapt£ sfndhuga • 

vddhardasasya tuvinrmna ninamah. RV, VIIT.2lu27. Geldner 
"taSe's the passage in the ’sense-'of Indra’s turning aside 
the weapon of the Dasa from the Aryan, ^ ^

(3) RV, VI.33.3, 60.6 ; VII.83.1; VIII.21+.27 (a disputed pssj 
X.38.3, 6=>.6, 83-1, 86.19, 102.3. Four of these refs. hav<
been correctly quoted by Ambedfear, op.cit., pp.83-U.



this battle belongs to an early period.^) The Battle of Ten 
Kings was primarily a (conflict between two main branches of the
Rg Vedic Aryans, namely the (purus and the Bharatas, in which

(2 ̂the non-Aryans may have joined as auxiliaries• ' While the
Bharatas were led by the famous Rg. Vedic hero Sudas and assist-
ed by their priest Vasistha, their enemies comprised ten kings

• •

belonging to the five well-known tribes Anus, Druhyus, Yadus,
Turva^as and Purus along with five less known tribes of Alina,
Paktha, Bhalanas, Siva and Visanin. The opposing confederacy

• •
_  _  ( -z)was organised by the priest Vi^vamitra and led by the Purus* J 

It appears that the battle was, in fact, a memorable attempt of 
the lesser Aryan tribes to maintain their separate identities, 
but they were completely routed by the Bharatas under Sudas on 
the Parusni. There is no indication of the treatment of these 
conquered Aryans, but essentially it might have been the same 
as in case of the non-Aryans.

It is not unlikely that there were many other inter-tribal 
conflicts of this kind, of which we have no records. Indica
tions of such struggles are found in references which represent 
the Aryans as violators of vratas established by the gods*
Five such passages quoted by Kane from the Rg Veda can be 
interpreted in this light.( ^  In a dialogue between the

(1) VI, i,356, fn.U of s.v. Daga-rajna.
(2) RV, VII.33.2-5> 83.8. The actual battle hymn occurs in 

RV, VII.18.
(3) VA, p.2U5. On account of their hostility to other Aryans 

TEe Purus are called mrdhravacah in RV, VII.18.13.
(U) JBBRAS, NS, XXIX,11. *



primeval Driest Atharvan and Varuna, the priest boasts: !,No
Dasa by his greatness, not an Aryan, may violate the law that 
I will establish.11 ̂ 1 ̂

Muir has quoted as many as fifty-eight passages from the 
Rg Veda, which he interprets as containing denunciations of 
religious hostility or indifference shown by the members of the 
Aryan community.^2  ̂ Many of these passages belong to the 
kernel (Books II - VIII) of the Rg Veda, and may be taken as 
reflecting the conditions prevailing in the earliest period of 
the Aryan settlements. Several of these are directed against

(3) (1+)the illiberal people who are called aradhas&m, aprnanantarrr
• • •

or aprnatah.( 3) At one place Indra is described as the enem; 
• • •

of the prosperous (edhamanadvit ), probably of Aryans who
T~c\ _rendered him no service^ since Dasas and Aryans who con

cealed their treasure from the people were considered objects 
of a t t a c k . F o r  the sake of his people Agni is said to 
have captured property whether situated in the plains or the

0 0

(1) n£ me dasd naryo mahitya vratdm mimaya .yddah^m dharis^e.
AV, v.11.3; gfaippg'., VIII.1.3.

(2) JRAS,NS,ii, 286-234.
(3) RV, 1.84.8.
4) RV, 1.125.7.
5) RV, VI.44.11.
6) RV, VI.47.16; JRAS, 1JS, ii, 286-294.
7) yitsyaydm vf^va aryo dasah ^evadhipa arfh. RV, VIII.51.9. 

Sayaqa’s comm, to this passage, and also that of Uva^a 
and Mahldfeara to a similar passage in VS, XXXIII, take 
dasa as an adjective of ailya, but Geldner (RV, VIII.51*9) 
takes arya and dasa as two independent nouns. In any 
case it is clear that the j^ryan was also an object of 
attack.



hills, and to have overcome their Dasa and Aryan enemies#^^ 
These passages suggest that even the Aryan enemies were deprive 
of their possessions (presumably cattle wealth) and consequent!;
reduced to the status of impoverished non-Aryans.

Many passages show a general hostility towards the people
known as P a n i s M u i r  understands them as niggards.' ^
According to the authors of the Vedic Index Pani in the Rg Veda

• •

denotes a person who is rich, but who does not give offerings
to the gods, or bestow daResinas on the priests, and who is
therefore an object of intense dislike to the composers of the
Samhita.^^ In one passage they were described as bekanStas • •
or 'usurers’ (?) being subdued by Indra.(5) The fact that the
Panis were capable of making sacrifices, and entitled to
wergeld shows that they were members of the Aryan fold.'^ 
Hildebrandt identifies them with the Parnis who formed
part of "the Dahae, a great group of i>cythian trihes of 
horsemen and warriors".^®^ The authors of the Vedic Index
think that the term is wide enough to cover either the aborig
ines or hostile Aryan tribes.

Of the passages which represent Panis as niggards, and

(1) sdma.jrya parvatya vasuni dasa vrtranyarya .jigetha .
RV, X.69.6.

(2) rv, I.12U.10, 182.3; IV.25.7, 51.3; V.3U.7; vi.13.3,
53.6-7.

(3) .IRAS, NS, II.286-29U.
(k) VI,i, U71.
(5) Ibid. RV, VIII.66.10.(6) vi, i,472.
(7) IBId.
(8) Gp.rshman, Iran, p.2b3.
(9) A i ,472.



condemn illiberal people in general, some may have been 
inspired by greedy priests eager for gifts, but on the whole 
they seem to reflect the tendency among certain Aryans to 
accumulate wealth at the cost of their fellow tribesmen, who 
naturally expected some share in their acquisitions through 
sacrifices made to Indra and other gods,^^ thus providing 
frequent occasions for the common feasts of the community. 
Failure to check this process was bound to give rise to 
economic and social inequalities.

It remains to be examined how the extra-tribal and inter
tribal struggles of the Aryans led to the disintegration of 
tribal society and the formation of social classes. Although 
the word varna is applied to the ArylrPand Dasa'^ in the 
Rg Veda, it does not indicate any division of labour, which 
became the basis of the broad social classes of later times. 
Arya-and Dasa-varnas represent* two large tribal groups which 
were in the process of disintegration into social classes. 
There is sufficient evidence for this in the case of the 
Aryan people. Criticising Senart Oldenberg rightly points 
•ut that caste does not exist in the R£ VedaV  ̂ but the 
collection does give the impression of slowly emerging social

(1) RV, VII.UO.6.
(2) RV, ,11.1.3U.9. . t
(3) devaso manydg) dasasya £camnante na a vaksantsuvitaya

varnam.RV, I.10U*2; III.3U.9.(U) ZM(TV“li, 272.



classes in their embryonic stage. The word brahmana is
mentioned fifteen times and ksatriya nine times. Nevertheless
as would appear from the repeated occurrences of words such as
jana and vig(^), and from the nature of its institutions, Rg
Vedic society was basically tribal in character. We do not
Imowr'if the Aryans possessed slaves at the time of their first
advent in India. According to Keith the Vedic Indians were
primarily pastoral;'2  ̂ at least &4oholds good of the Aryans
known from the early pasts of the Rg Veda. Anthropological
investigations show that some pastoral tribes also keep slaves
although in a relative setose slavery is more developed among

( )agricultural tribes. '
But there is no doubt that the urban population of 

Hanappa society had differences of wealth almost amounting to 
class d i v i s i o n s . W h e e l e r  suggests that between the 
Harappans and Mesopotamians slaves formed one of the articles 
of trade.1" 5) It is reasonable to hold that the Harappa 
urban settlements could not have flourished without the supplus 
in agricultural products provided by the peasants in the 
adjacent countryside. The pattern of the Indus political 
system has been likened to that of Sumer - a priest-king

(1) Jana is mentioned about 275 times and vi£ about 170 times.
(2) CHI,i,99.
(3; Landtman, Origins of Social I negualities, p.230.
(k) Childe, The Most Ancient East, p.175*
(5) The Indus Civ»,t«9i+.



governing a servile population through a rigid b u r e a u c r a c y ^  
We do not know in what relation the Dasyus and Dasas stood to 
the various classes and peoples of t*re Harappa society. As 
the Aryans advanced further east, in the Gai0|ga valley, they 
probably encountered the Copper Hoard people who were the 
earlier inhabitants of that region.^2  ̂ It is clear that, 
like other peoples in the copper age, these peoples also may 
have been divided into classes.

For lack of data it is difficult to get a precise idea of 
the effects of the Aryan impact on Harappa society and vice 
versa. Spoils of war must have added to the wealth and social 
status of the tribal leaders, who could afford to patronise 
priests by making gifts of cattle, and in some cases of female 
slaves. Thus a sacrificer is described as moving with his 
chariot "first in rank and wealthy, munificient and landed in 
assemblies".^

Despite the paucity of information reasonable hypotheses 
may be made about the social adjustment between the Aryans 
abd survivors of Harappa society and other peoples.v ‘  ̂ In the 
first flush of the Aryan expansion the destruction of the 
settlements and the peoples such as the Dasyus seems to have 
been so complete that very few peonle in north-western India

(1) Mackay, Early Indus Civilizations, pp.xii-xiii.
(2) Lai, AI, No.9,93.



would remain to be absorbed into the new society. But this
may not have been the case in the succeeding stages of their
expansion. While the majority of the survivors and especially
the bomparatively backward peoples would be reduced to helotage
the natural tendency would be for the vid of the Aryan society
to mix with the lower orders and for the Aryan priests and
warriors to mix with the higher classes of earlier societies.
 ̂ That in some cases the enemies of the Aryans were given

high status in the new composite society is clear from two
references. At one place Indra is described as converting
the Dasas into Aryas.^1  ̂ Sayana explains this as teaching
them the Aryan way of life. At another place Indra is said
to have deprived the Dasyus of the title of the arya.(2 ) May
this suggest that some Dasyus were raised to Aryan status
and then deprived of it presumably on account of their anti-

iAryan activities. All this may lead us to suppose that some
of the surviving priests and chiefs from the enemy peoples
were given corresponding positions (possibly of inferior nature
in the new Aryan society.

It has been contended that Brahmanism is a pre-Aryan
institution.v^ 1 But the equation of brahmana with the Roman

#

priest flamen^whose office was created during the period of the
0 0 0 0

(1) ydya dasanyaryapi vgtra kdro vajrintsutdka nahugapi.
RV, VI.22-10. f __ ,

(2) ahdm gdsnasya srtathita vddharyamam n& y6 rard aryam n£ma
d^syave. R V , X.U9.3.

(3) Pargiter, Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, pp.306-3.



Roman kinga^undermines this hypothesis• (  ̂ Besides, there is /
the well-known similarity between the Atharvan priests of Vedic
India and Athravans of Iran. Even then a major objection
remains to be answered. Keith says that the state of Rg Vedic
belief and the comparative magnitude of the Vedic pantheon
must have been the product of much priestly effort and the

(o')outcome of wholesale syncretism. ; And hence, though the 
brahman? as such was an Indo-European institution*the priestly 
class of the Aryan conquerors may have been largely recruited
from the conquered.^)-------  —
 ^ There is nothing to indicate the proportion, but it seems
that some of the pre-Aryan priests found their way into the
new society. It would be wrong to think that all the ’black^*
were reduced to the status of the dudra helots; since there ar<

V
some references to black seers. In the Rg Veda the As*in3
are described as presenting fair-skinned women to black
(£yavaya) Kanval^ who probably is named krsna ’black* at

• • •

another p l a c e 1̂ )  and is the poet of the hymns (RV, VIII. 85 and
86) addressed to the twin gods. It is perhaps again Kanva

• / £
who is mentioned as krsna rsi in the first book of the Rg Veda.

• • • • •

Similarly DTrghatamas, mentioned as a singer in one hymn of the

(l) 1, Fl&men-Brahman Chs. II & III. For another vi ew seePaul Thieme, ZDMG, N F , 27, pp.91-129.
(2) CHI,i,103.
(3) losambi, JBBRAS, N S , XXII, 35.
(k) RV, T .117.8., but Sayana explains £yavaya as kustarogena 

syamavarnaya.
(5) RV,VIII.o5«3-U»Kanva is also mentioned in RV, VIII.50.10.
(6) RV, 1.116.23; cf.I.117.7* Pargiter thinks THat the Kanvay- 

-anas are the only proper brahmaqas. DKA, p.35.



Rg Veda, may have been of dark colour, if his name was given to 
•

him after his complexion.^1  ̂ If is significant that in 
several passages of the Rg Veda he is known by his metronymic 
Mamateya alone, and a later legend says that he married 
a slave girl^and begot KaksTvant.^ ^  Again in the first book 
of the Rg Veda priestly Divodasas, whose name suggests a 
dasa origin, are described as writing new hymns^) while
in the tenth book the Ahgiras author of the RV, X.U2-UU is 
called ’b l a c k * . S i n c e  most of the above references occur 
in the later portions of the Rg Veda it would appear that 
towards the end of the Rg Vedic period some of the black seersi
and Dasa priests were worming their way into the newly organise 
£ryan community.

Similarly it appears that some of the conquered chiefs 
received high status in the new society. Priestly acceptance 
of gifts from the Dasa chiefs like Balbutha and Taruksa earned 
them unstinted praises, through which they gained in status 
in the new order. The process of assimilation went on in
later times, for the later literature records the tradition

(6 )that PratardanaDaivodasT went to the world of Indra, who was

(1) RV, 1.158.6; Ambedkar, Who were the Sudras? , p.77.
(2) VI, i.366. In the Sat. Br., XIV. ■ .Iul5 there is the case 

oT a mother wishing for a black son who possesses the 
knowledge of the Veda.

(3) Hildebrandt*s suggestion, VI,i,363*
(k) RV, 1.130.10.
(5) Kosambi, JBBJ^AS. N S , XXVl, J+U.
(6) Kattsitaki’ I ^ a T T  ’III.I. qiioted in VI, ii.30.



historically the titular ruler of the £ryan invaders.
Early literature hardly throws any light on the process

of assimilation between the Aryan commoners (vi£) and those of
'the survivors of earlier societies. It is likely that most
of them were reduced to what came to be known as the fourth
varna in Arj^an society. But if we leave out the (©orusa-sukta,
there is no evidence of the £udra varna in the Rg Veda. In the• •
early Rg Vedic period there existed, however, a small servile 
class of female slaves. It seems that^when the male members 
of the enemies of the Aryans were killed, their wives were 
reduced to slavery. Thus it is stated that Trasadasyu, the 
son of Purukutsa, gave away fifty women as gifts.'1 ) Further 
evidence for the existence of female slaves is to be found in 
the earlier portions of the Atharva Veda. Therein the female 
slave is described as wet-handed, smearing the pestle and 
mortar*2 ) and also throwing lye on the droppings of the c o w , (3) 
which shows that she was engaged in domestic work. This 
collection provides the earliest reference to a black dasT.^)
^  References, therefore, suggest that in the early Vedic
society female slaves were employed in domestic work. The use

(1) RV., VIII.J9.36. _/
(2) yiidva dasyardrahasta s^mamtd ulukhalam mdsalam dumbhatapah. 

AV, XII.3.13; PaTpp^., XVI1.37.3. *
(3) AV, XII.U.9; in the parallel passage in the PaippK. XVII. IS.9 the term dasi is replaced by devT.
(U) AV., V.13.8.



of the word da si makes it obvious that these were the womenfolk 
of the conquered Dasas.

*

The use of the word dasa as slave is to be found mostly in
the later portions of the Rg Veda. Two cases occur in the
first b o o k / ^  one in the tenth b o o k / 2 ̂ and one in the
supplementary hymns (called valakhilya) inserted in the ei#ih
b o o k / ^  The cnly early reference of this type is found in
the eighth book/^' There seems to be '̂ je/ither word in the
R£ Veda which could mean slave and it is thus clear that male
slaves hardly existed in the early Rg Vedic period.

Of the number and nature of slaves in the later Rg Vedic
«

period, references give only a vague idea. In the valakhilya 
there is mentioncf a hundred slaves, who are placed in the same 
category as asses and s h e e p / ^  The word dasa-pravarga in 
another later reference may mean wealth or assemblage of slaved 
This would suggest that towards the end of the Rg Vedic period 
slaves were increasing in number, but there is no evidence of 
their being engaged in productive activities. They seem to 
have been in the nature of domestic servants attending on their 
priestly (case of D l r g h a t a m a s ^  or warrior masters. They

(1) RV, I.32.8, 158.5/ after Geldner's tr.
(2) RV, X.62.10.
(3) W ,  VIII.56.3.
(k) RV> VII.86.7. Hillebrandt regards this as of doubtful 

nature. He wrongly adds 'vuLleicht* to VII.86.3- which 
should be VII.8$.7. ZII,iii,l6. _ y

( 5 )sdtdtp me ^ardabhanatp ^at^mSrpavatinam; gatdip dasa £ti jafc
R V , VIII.56.3. It is possible that 100 may be a convention

(6) Sqasblma^yam yag£sam suviram dasdpravargam T^y-rW£va - 
W d h y a m . h J, i^Z.8, (7V*RV. 1.158.5-6.



. 3 2 .

They could he freely given away.^^ It seems that failure to 
pay debts resulted in the enslavement of the defaulter.^)
But the very name dasa shows that war was the most important 
source of slavery during the Vedic period.

Who were the Dasas? They have been generally confused
with the Dasyus. But the absence of the use of the word 
flasa-hatya (slaughter of the Dasas), in contrast to that of
dasyu-hatya (slaughter of the Dasyus), the appearance of

—  (*>) Dasas as auxiliaries in the inter-tribal wars of the Aryans, j

the absence of their description as apa-vrata, anya-vrata,
etc., the mention of dasa vi£as (clans) at three places^'

j (5)and above all their identification with the Iranian Dahaerf,
a Scythian tribe, sharply distinguish^ the Drsas from the
Dasyus, who seem to have had hardly anything in common with the 

(6)Aryans. On the contrary, the Dasas were probably an
advance guard of mixed Indo-Aryan peoples who came to India

(1 ) utd dasa parivise smaddisti goparinasa; yddusturv££ca 
mamahe. RV, X. *62.10. r'"

(2) RV, X. 3UTH.
(3) Supra^. p p - 2-o.
(U) RV, JI.ll.Li-, IV.28.U and VI.28.2. B.N. Dutt thinks that 

TFe mention of Dasa vi.3 in RV, VI.28.2 means that the Dasa 
gets the Vai^ya rank (Studies in Hindu Social Polity, 
p.33U). But since the vaiSyas did not exist 'then as a 
social class, vi£ can be better interpreted here as clan.

(8) The Dahae may Tvave been closely allied in race and language 
with the Iranians, but this is not very clearly proved.
(V I , i, 357j fn.20). Zimmer calls the Daoi or Daai of 
H e r o d o t u s ,  i, 126, a Turanian tribe. '(Ibid.)

(6) It is suggested that the Dasas and Arya 
level, above the Dasyu-Bhils. Shafer,

were on a social



at the time when the Kassites appeared in Babylonia, (c.l?50 BG 
This can be linked up with the archaeological hypothesis which 
assumes either a continuous movement or two main movements of 
peoples from Nortfyp Persia towards India and places the first 
movement fairly soon after 2000 It is perhaps this
which accounts for the Aryan policy of conciliation towards 
them and the easy assimilation of their dhiefs such as L'frodasa, 
Balbutha and Taruksa into the Aryan fold. It is because of 
this that the Dasas appear as frequent allies of the Aryans 
in their inter-tribal conflicts. Thus it would appear that 
the name dasa in the sense of slave was derived not from the 
non-Aryan inhabitants of India but from a people allied to the 
Tndo-Aryans. In the later period of the Rg Veda the term 
dasa may have been employed indiscriminately not only to^the 
survivors of the original Indo-European dasas but also-te- 
c q v -6P pre-Aryan peoples such as Dasyus and Raleasas, and also 
those sections of the Aryans who were impoverished or reduced 
to subjection on account of internal conflicts within their 
ranks.

Had the number of the Aryans been negligible, they could 
have imposed themselves^as a new crust of ruling minority

(l) Stuart Piggot, Antiquity, Vol. XXIV,_No.96, 218. Lai 
suggests the influx of peoples at Shahl Tump (modern 
Baluchistan) in the first half of the second millenium BC.j 
and at Port Munro (Afghanistan) in the second half of the 
second millenium Up. A I , No.9, pp.90-91.



consisting of the upper classesf/on the conquered peoples,like 
the Hittites, Kassites and the Mitanni in Western Asia* But 
the Rg Vedic evidence is fatal to such an hypothesis.^^
Not only is there mention of mass slaughter of the conquered 
peoples, hut also of the settlements of numerous Aryan tribeL^ 
Recent discoveries of Painted Grey Ware, which is undoubtedly 
a continuation of the Grey Ware tradition of Iran, and is 
said to he as old as the 12th century BO* are associated with 
the Aryans.^ fac  ̂ that this oottery occurs at numerousAsites in the upper Ganga and Stulej basins and in the Ghaggar
valley and that it can he assigned to the neriod circa 1100- 
800 B.C. indicates that the people who made it came in 
substantial numbers.

Again, the distribution of the Aryan languages over the 
greater part of India presupposes mass migration of-i-t*. speakers 
As will be shown later, in northerrJndia the 3udras, along 
with the vai^yas, accounted for the overwhelming majority of 
the population, but there is nothing to show that they spoke 
noi^ryan languages. On the other hand, in the later Vedic 
period the 3udras understood the Aryan speech, as is clear 
from the formula of address used for them on the occasion of

(1) VI, ii, s.v. varija, p.255> fn. 67.
(2) For RV tribes see VA, pp.21+5-8 and for later Vedic tribes,

pp.2^5-262.
(3) B. Lai, *Protohistoric Investigation*, A I , No.9, 97.
Ik) —Besides Hastinapura this ware has been discovered at over

thirty other sites in the upper Ganga and staler) basins and at twenty sites in the Gnaggar valley. Ibid.. qb .



the sacrifice.(1 ) In this connection a tradition from the
Mahabharata is significant: "Sarsvatl, consisting of the Veda,
was formerly designed by Bfcahma for all the four castes; hut 
the £udras having through cupidity fallen into ignorance1, a 
condition of darkness, lost the right to the V e d a . "(2) Weber 
understands this passage to mean that in ancient times the 
3udras spoke the language of the Aryans.(5) It is possible

that some of the autochthonous tribes abandoned their speech 
in favour of Aryan dialects, as in modern times several 
tribal peoples in Bihar have given up their languages and 
adopted Aryan dialects such as KurmalT and Sadana, but their 
number must have been small as compared to that of the people 
whose language they adopted. Even in modern times, when the 
Aryan-speaking people enjoy much better facilities for spread
ing their language and culture, they have not been able to oust 
the non-Aryan languages which, in some cases, have shown 
capacity for vigorous growth.

On the basis of the foregoing discussion it would not be 
overbold to state that the Aryans came to India in large 
numbers. With some possible admixture from the enemy tribes, 
warriors and priests could account only for a small minority of

(1) & t *  Br*» 1.1.4.11-12.(2) varnal^catvarEt ete hi yesarp brahml sarasvati; vlhlta 
brahmapa purva lobhattvajnanatatp gatab. SP,vl81.15.

(3) Indische Studien, ii, °>U,fn.



the Aryan population. In course of time the majority of the 
Aryans could not escape the fate of being reduced to the 
position of commoners and helots. But in the Rg Vedic period 
the process of economic and social differentiation was still 
in its very early stage. In the predominantly tribal society 
the military leaders had hardly any fixed and regular source 
of surplus grain or cattle on which they and their priestly 
supporters could live and flourish. Their most important 
source of income lay in the occasional exaction of tribute, 
and spoils of war from the conquered peoples, which also, 
presumably, they had to share with the members of the tribe.^^ 
Bali is the only word indicating some sort of tax in the Rg Vedi 
Generally it means a tribute or offering made to a god,'2 ) but 
it is also used in the sense of tribute paid to the king. (3)

Probably the payment of bali was voluntary,^) as there was no 
machinery of collection or collector such as the bhaga-dugha 
of later Vedic t i m e s , t o  realise it from the people. We 
have no instance of the grant of land by the tribal kings to 
their warrior or priestly followers, presumably because the 
land belonged to the tribe as a whole. The equalitarian 
character of Rg Vedic society is further evident from the

(1) R.S. Sharma, JBRS, XXXVIII, k3k~5; XXXIX, U18-9.
(2) RV, 1.70.9; vTTTlO; VIII.100.9.
(3' Utelihrtjf' (paying tribute) in RV, VII.6.5; X.173.6.
(U) Zimmer's view quoted in VI, ii,-'52.
(5) VI, ii.100.
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prescription of the same wergeld for everybody, male or
f e m a l e t h e  compensation amounting to a hundred cows.'^

In essence the Rg Vedic £ryan society, and perhaps the
society described in the Atharva Veda^was characterised by the
absence of sharp class divisions amongst its members, a feature
which is usually found in early tribal societies♦(^  ̂ Perhaps
the (Quranic speculation regarding the origin of the varnas 

• •

refers to this stage, when it is said that until the advent of 
the Treta age there was no varna division and nothing like the 
greed or the tendency to s t e a l . B u t  even in the earliest 
period,in addition to the slowly emerging military leaders 
and priests, there were husbandmen, and artisans who practised 
a number of crafts. Common words for weaver, tanner, cappenter 
and plaiter suggest their Indo-European origins.^— '1 The 
existence of a widespread Indo-European word for chariot shows 
that the chariot-maker may have been known to the Indo-

1) Maxjipiller s tr. of RV, V.61.8, SBE, xxxii, 361.
2) VI, ii.331.

(3) Landt^ , Origin of Social Inequalities, instances quoted on 
pp.5-12. He also refers to the absence of classes among 
the Nagas and Kookies of Eastern India/ (p. 11.*)

{U) varnadramavyavastha^ca na tadasanna samkarah; na lipsanti
hi ta*nyonyannanugrahnantl caiva hi. Va.p .,i.VIII.60; 
cf. Dtgna NTkaya, AggaftfiaButta.

(5) Carl Darling, A Dictionary of Selected Synonyms in the 
/principal Indo-European Languages, for leather (carman) 
see p.40, for weaving, p .i+01, for takgan pp.58^-90, and 
for plaiting pp.621-622. Cf. Childe, The Aryans, p.86.



E u r o p e a n s . T h e  rathakara (chariot-maker}, however, does
not appear in the Rg Veda, where'the carpenterTs work is• ™ 1 11 1
referred to in several early passages.^2 ) It appears from
the Atharva Veda that chariot-makers (rathakara) and metal
workers (karmara)enjoyed a position of importance in society.
In the early portion of that collection a newly elected king
prays to a plant amulet (parna-mani) to help him to strengthen

• •

his position among the skilful builders of chariots, and the 
*i ....

ingenious workers of metal, who constitute the folk around him. 
These artisans are to be made his aids,(3) and in this sense
seem to be on a par with the kings, king-makers, charioteers
( suta) and troopleaders (gramari^^ w h o  constitute the folk
round about the king and are to be made his aids.^^

Obviously the crafts mentioned above were practised by the

(1) Childe, The Aryans, pp.86 and 92.
(2) RV, 1^•35'.6, 3b.5i Y i -32.1^
(3) ye dhivano rathakarab karmara ye manisinab; upastinparpa 

m^hyam tram sdrvankrnvabhfto j^nan. AV, 111.5.6. 
Bloomfield^s tr. is*?ollowed here. Whitney gives the same 
tr. as Bloomfield, but takes upastins in the sense of subje
cts after Sayana. Sa. takes ahivana'b and maniginab as 
separate nouns^meaning fishermen and intellectuals. The 
Paipp. text is slightly different: ye taksano rathakara
karmara ye manTgioah; sarvams tan parna randhayopastim
kgnu medinam. III.13.7.

(U) Presumably he was the head of the village both for civil 
purposes and military onerations. VI, i, 2U7.

(5) AV, III.5.7. —



members of the Aryan community (vig), and no social stigma
was attached to them. A later passage from the Rg Veda
describes the carpenter who usually bends over his work till
his back aches.^^^This may convey some idea of the difficult
nature of his work, but implies no contempt for it. That the
carpenters were a low caste, or formed a separate class of the
people is certainly not true of Vedic times. But the
smith (karmara), the carpenter (taksan) , the tanner (carmamlia)
the weaver and others, quite dignified occupations in the
Rg Veda and apparently practised by respected members of the •
vii, came to be reckoned as £udras in the Pali t e x t s . I t
is likely that non-Aryans also pursued these crafts independ- 

( 5)ently,v-1 but there is no doubt that many descendants of Aryan 
artisans, who stuck to the old professions, were relegated to 
the position of the 6udras.

The earliest speculation regarding the origin of the four 
varnas is to be found in the mythical story of creation em- 
bodied in the Purusasukta (hymn of man) of the Rg Veda. Thist.
is considered as an interpolation in the tenth book of that 
collection. But it is r e p r o d u c e d w i t h  slight changes

(1) RV, 1 .105.18.
(2) VI, i ,297.
(3) PV, VIII.5.38.
(U)VI , ii.265-6 .
(5) cf. Pick, The Social Organization in N.E. India,

pp.326-7.



in the later Vedic literature/-* ) and in the traditions of
the epic/2 ), P u r a n a s ^ )  and Dharmadastras/^) It states
that the brahman*, emanated from the mouth of the primeval man,
the ksatriya from his arms, the vai£ya from his thighs and the
£udra from his f e e t / 5 )  Either it shows that the 3udras were
supposed to belong to the same stock,, and hence were a section
of the Aryan community, or it represents an attempt to find a
common mythical origin for^the heterogenous brahmanical society

%
^— - In point of time the (purusasukta version may be ascribed 
to the end of the period of the Atharva Veda -^ ̂ in which it 
occurs in the latest portion/') it seems to provide a 
theoretical justification for the disintegration of tribal 
society, into classes. Already in the Rg Vedic period division 
of labour had gone a long way. But although members of the 
same family w orked as poet, physician and grinder/^) this did 
not involve any social differentiation. Towards the end of 
the period of the Atharva Ved», however, differentiations of 
functions tended to develop into differentiations of rank and 
tribes and clans gradually disintegrated into social classes.
It appears that the 4$udra tribe, or sections of the Aryans

(1) Pane. gy .. V.1.6-10; VSjasaneyi Samhita XXXI.11;
TaittirTya Arylufeka, ITT.12.5 & 6.

(2) mFFT, XII .73.Ti-*5.
(3) Vayu P ., i .VIII .155-9 ;Mark.P., ch.2+̂ ; Visnu P, i. Ch.VI.
( U) Vas. Dh.S., m/.2 ; Bau.Dh.S., T.10.1"1.5-6; cf. Ip.Ph.S. >

T. 1.1.7., Manu, T.3ll Yai., III.126.
(5) RV> X. ->07T2T
(6) AV, XIX.6.6.
(7) Whitney, HOS, vli, p.cxli; viii,
(5) RV, IX.112.3.



employed in servile work, sank to the position of the fourth
varna, and in this sense the tradition of the common origin
of the four varnas may have an element of truth. But it
does not represent the whole truth. It is possible that in
subsequent times the descendants of the Aryan 3udras went on
multiplying in the new fertile Garr^etic settlements, but
from the Vedic period onwards large numbers of aborigines
of varying stocks were successively incorporated in the dudra
v a r n a . ' O b v i o u s l y  the old tradition of the common origin
of the varnas could not explain the accession of the non-

*Aryan tribes to the brahmaijical fold, but it could serve as a 
useful fiction. It could help to assimilate and keep the 
hetrogenous elements together, and, in so far as the 3udrasfv
were supposed to have been born from the feet of the first man,
it could justify their servile position in brahmanical society.

When do the 3udras first appear as a social class meant
for the service of the three higher varnas? Rg Vedic society

• •

had some male and female slaves who acted as domestic servants,
but they were not so considerable as to constitute the servile
varna of the ^udras. The first and the only reference to the
kudras as a social class in the Rg Veda is to be found in the

—  -
Purfcsasukta passage already referred to^which recurs in the 
nineteenth book of the Atharva Veda.(^ ) There are two other

(1) Oldenberg, ZDMG, li, 1 ^ -
(2) AV, XIX.6.6.



passages in the same book which also seem to refer to the
existence of four varnas. In one of them prayer is made to
the darbha (grass) to make the worshipper dear to brahmans,
ksatriya, Sudra and arya.'1 ' Here, ftrya probably stands for
vai^ya. In the second passage desire is expressed for being

-  (2 )dear to gods, to kings and to both 3udra and arya. ' It
appears that here gods stand for brahmanasand aryas for vai3- 

(1$yas. We have to bear in mind that all these passages occur 
in the nineteenth book, which, along with the twentieth, 
forms a supplement to the main collection of the Atharva Veda . 
An earlier passage mentions a charm made*by brahmapa, 
rajanya or 3udra and includes a spell that it may recoil on 
the m a k e r . T h i s  belongs to the second grand division 
(Books VIII-XIl) of the Atharva Veda, which, according to 
Whitney, is ’palpably of hieratic origin.’ This suggests 
that the varna system developed under priestly influence.
The only other reference relevant to our purpose, which, on 
the basis of Whitney, can be assigned to the early period of 
the Atharva Veda, mentions brahmapa, rajanya and vai^ya^^j? 
but leaves out the 3udra. It is evident then that the 3udras 
appear as a social class only towards the end of the period

l) AV, XIX.32.8 ; Paipo., XII.U.8.
2 )_AV.XIX.62 . 1^ Palpp., II.32.5.

Whitney’s note on the translation of XIX.62.1; HOS,viii,
k) AV., X.1.3. 1003.5) HOS, vii, civ.
6) AV, V.17.9; Paipp., IX.16.7.
3) wEitney* quoted supra^



of the Atharva Veda, when the Purusasukta version of their 
origin may have been inserted into the tenth book of the Rg 
Veda.

One would like to know why the fourth varna came to be
known as £udras. It appears that just as the common
European word 1 slave1 and the Sanskrit fdasaf were derived
from the names of conquered peoples, so also the word £udra
was derived from a conquered tribe of that name. There is

/
no doubt that &udras existed as a tribe in the fourth century
B.C. Diodoros records the advance of Alexander against a
tribe called Sodral] who occupied portions of modern Sind.

The existence of some of the tribes mentioned by the
Greek writers can be traced back to a much earlier period.
For instance, the Abastanoi of Arrian (called Sambastai by
Diodoros) may be identified with the Ambasthas of the Aitareya
Brahmana/2 ) which mentions an Amba§tha k i n g ! T h e game ■ / *
case may apply to the jiudra tribe^otherwise it would not be 
possible to trace the 3udra varna of circa 10th century B.C. 
from the jJudra tribe of the Uth century B.C.

Three references to 3udra in the earliest portion of the 
Atharva Veda can be interpreted in this light. They belong,

(1) McCrindle, Invasion of India, p.2^3. Arrian mentions 
Sogdoi (ibid, p.l57)> which may be wrong. Sydroi are again 
clearly mentioned by ^tolemy (VI.20.3) as inhabiting the 
central portion of Arphosia, which covered a considerable 
portion of eastern Afghanistan and the eastern frontier of 
which was skirted by the Indus. (McCrindle, Ancient India 
as described by Ptolemy, p.317) S teven son roans■ ^yorj.A ’TOO*. py - a rtolcrB̂ -; — -

(2) PHAI, p.255. (3) Alt.Br•> VIII.21.



according to Whitney, to the first grand division of the
Atharva Veda (Books I-VIl) which is Tin very large measure of
popular ogigin1 and is hy all odds 1 the most characteristic
partf of that collection.^^ In two of them the worshipper

/
desires to see everybody whether Arya or <5udra with the help o

( 2 )a herb, in order to detect a sorcerer.v ' There is no
mention of brahmana or rajanya in this connection. The
question is whether the Arya and ^ddra represent here two
social classes (varnas) or two tribal groups. The latter
supposition seems to be plausible. The earlier opposition
between Arya and Dasa or Dasyu is replaced by one between 

/

Arya and ^udra. It is worth stressing that these references 
do not give any idea of social distance or disabilities 
which is implicit in the conception of varna. They may be 
compared with another passage from the same collection which 
speaks of Arya and Dasa, and in which it is claimed by the 
priest or Vartuna that no Dasa or Aryan can damage the course 
he m a i n t a i n s . M e n t i o n  has been made of similar passages 
in the Rg Veda in which the worshipper desires to overcome 
his enemies, both Aryans and Dasas or Dasyus. The one 
obstacle in the way of the correct interpretation by

> *0 HOS, vii, pp.cxlviii and civ.
(2) t£yah£m s^rvarn pa^yami yd^ca £udrd utaryah.

AV, IV.20.U, 8; Paipp., VIII.6.8.
(3) AV, V.11.3.



brahmanical commentators of such Vedic texts as have direct
hearing on social relations, has been the tendency to look
ahead to later developments. An example is the meaning of
the words arya and dasa in the Rg Veda. Sayana takes arya

—  — — —  • — 1
as the member of the first three varnas, and dasa as the 
6udra] this is obviously based on the later division of 
society into four varnas, which Ssyana's interpretation is 
meant to justify. Likewise in the Atharva Vedic reference 
under discussion Sayana explains arya as a member of the 
three varpas/-^ which naturally makes £udra the representat
ive of the fourth. But it would be very hard to interpret 
earlier texts, if they are approached with the later conceptioi
of arya and £udra as developed in the BharmaTJastras.

That the Sudras appear as a tribe in the earliest part 
of the Atharva Veda can be also inferred from the third 
reference, in which the fever takman is asked to attack a
wanton 3udra woman along with the Mujavants, Balhikas and

(2)Mabavr§as. All these peoples seem to have been inhabitants 
of nobth-western I n d i a / w h e r e ,  in the Mahabharata , the 
jSudra tribe has been described as living, along with the 
A b h l r a s / 1̂  Another verse also repeats the desire that 
the fever should go to the foreign people/-^ All this

(l) fiomm. to R V , II.12.U. 
la) domm. to AV, IV.20.U.
2) AV, V.22.7£8.

Cf. VA, pp.258-9.
gudrabhT^atha daradafa ka£mTrab pa^ubhifa saha.Mbh».VT .10.66 
U6 where aparandhrafe in the Cr. Ean. is a mistake for 
aparantaty. T5) AV> V.22.12.1U.



would suggest that the context in which the Sudra woman is 
mentioned relates to the attitude of hostility of the Atharva 
Vedic Aryans towards the foreign tribes inhabiting north
western India. And hence the word gudra here probably means 
a woman of the Sudra tribe. In the parallel passage from 
the Paippalada recension £udra is replaced by d a s l / ^ w h i c h  
shows that in the authorTs view the terms were interchangeable, 
Therefore, the occurrence of the term £udra in what is regarde< 
as the earliest and the most characteristic part of the Atharvi 
Veda, should be understood not in the sense of varna, but in 
that of a tribe, which suits the contexts better.

Coupled with the AbhTras the 3udras are repeatedly 
mentioned as a tribe in the Mahabharata, which contains 
traditions that may look back at least to the 10th century B.C 
This epic makes a clear distinction between 3Judra class 
(kula), which is mentioned along with the kulas of Ksatriya 
and VaidyaC^) and £udra tribe which is mentioned along with 
the AbhTras, Daradas, Tukhar^s, Pahlavasy etc.' ^  As a tribe 
the Sudras find place in the list of peoples conquered by 
Nakula in the course of his all round victorious march 
(dig-vi ,jaya) and in that of those sending presents to
Yudhisthira on the occasion of his great coronation sacrifice • •

(1) Paipn., XIII.1.9.
(2) Ibid., II.29.8-9. Pahlavas and BarbaAas are also mentioned 

ibid., 11.29.15.
(3) Mbh, VI.10.65.
(ij.) Ibid., VI.10.66.



(rajasuya). jn determining the chronology of these peoples, 
a distinction has to he made between Sudras and AbhTras^who 
probably existed at the time of the Bharata war, and others, 
such as Sakas, Tukharas, Pahlavas, Romakas, Chinas and Hunas 
whose names were interpolated into the list later.^^ Foreign 
sources of the first few centuries preceding or succeeding 
the Christian era give no indication of the foreign connection 
of the Sudras and AbhTras. There is hardly anything to suppor 
the view that the Abhiras came to India in the early centuries 
of the Christan era. It appears that they existed as a tribe 
at the time of the Bharata war'^' and in the period of chaos^ 
which followed the aftermath of the great war, they spread 
themselves over the P a n j a b . T h e  repeated mention of the 
Sudras along with the Abhiras would suggest that they were an 
old tribe flourishing at the time of the war. This fits in 
well with the interpretation of the term 3udra in the sense of 
tribe in the earliest part of the Atharva Veda.

The next question is whether the Sudras were an Aryan or 
pre-Aryan tribe, and if Aryan, when did they come to India? 
Contradictory views have been expressed on the ethnological 
classification of the Sudra tribe. Formerly it was main

(1) Ibid., II.U7.7.
(2 ) Ibid., II.U7.7/ff.
(3) P. Banerjee, JBRS, xli, loO-l.
(U) Buddha Prakash, JBRS, xl, 255* 260-3-



tained that the Sudras were an earlier wave of Aryans 
later on it came to be held that they were a stem of the pre- 
Aryan peop l e s . ^ ) No evidence has been adduced in support 
of either view, but in the light of the available data one 
may be inclined to think that the Sudra tribe had some affinity 
with the Aryans. It is interesting to note that they have 
always been bracketted with the A b h T r a s , (^) who spoke an 
Aryan dialect called AbhTrT.' ̂  The fact that the people 
of the £udra class could understand the Aryan speech in the 
period of the Brahmanas also may suggest, though remotely, 
that the 3udrs tribe was acquainted with the Aryan language. 
Further, the Sudras have never been mentioned in lists of the 
pre-Ar^an peoples, such as Drawdas, Pulindas, SabaJias, etc.

(1) Weber, ZDMG-, fv, 301, fn.2, cf. Foth, ZDMG,1,8U»
(2) Vick, SONT, p.315; Keith, CHI, 1,86; Lassen, Ind.Alt., 

ii,17U. cf. Weber, Indischey Studien, xviii, 8§-86_1and 
255. Zimmer identifies the Sudroi of Ptolemy with 
BrahuT(Alt. Leb., U35)> but there seems to be no basis 
for such a supposition, cf. Hopkins >_PeI igions of India, 
P.3U8 , fn.3- Pargiter thinks that Sudras~and XbhTras 
were considerably intermixed and closely connected 
aboriginal races. (Mark.P., Tr.,) pp.313-lU> fn.)

(3) Mbh, VI.10.U5 and Uo! 6$ and 66; in the critical
. edition of the Mbh., VII.19.7 £urabhTra_seems to be a

wrong reading. It should be dudrabhirah as found in 
other Mss. (fn. on VII.19.7). Sudras and AbhTras are 
again mentioned together in the Mahabhasya of Patafioali 
(Pat. on Pa., 1.2.72.6).

(U) The earliest specimens of Abhlrokti are found in the
Nafeya^astra of Bharata, a work of the second or third 
century A.D. (P.D. Gune, Introduction to Bhavisayattakaha 
pp«50-5l). These are clearly very much allied to 
Sanskrit.



( 1 )They are always located in the north west,' 1 which, in 
later times, was an area mainly occupied by A r y a n s . f e 
Abhiras and theSudras were settled near the S a r s v a t l . ( 3 )

It is stated that, because of her hostility towards them, 
the SarasvatT vanished into the desert.^ ̂  These references 
are significant, for along with the DrsadvatT the Sarasvatl 
marked one of the boundaries of the region £rya-de£a.
Reference has already been made to the Dahae, the Iranian 
parallel to India Dasa, but it is difficult to establish 
such an equation in the case of Sudra. It has been doubtfully 
suggested that Sudra may be equated with the Greek word
kv £pde (5) which is used by Homer (circa 10th cen.-9th cen, 
B.C.) in the sense of great, and is applied as an epithet 
generally to divine beings and rarely to a mortal being.'

(1) The Mbh. list/practically/occurs in the Puranas, in which 
the £u<3ras_are mentioned as a people along with the 
AbhTras, Kalatoyakas, Aparantas, Pahlavas (wrongly 
mentioned as Pallavas in the Cr. Edn. VI.10.66) and others 
Mark.P., ch.57. 35“36 and Matsya P . ch.113.90.
In the Gupta period the Sudra tribe seems to have held a 
definite territory, which is listed in the Visnu Purana 
(IV.2I4-.I8 ) along with the territories of Saurf^TtraT r— 
Avanti and Arbuda. There is no justification#for 
Diksitarls reading as £ura (Gupta Poli ty ,/̂ 3“U) > for the 
text clearly mentions £udra territory.

(2) Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, ii^355^357^
(3) sudrabhTrj^gana^caiva ye caSritya sarAsvatim. Mbh. > Tl*

29.37 ^
(k) ^udrabhiran prati dvesad yatra nasta sarsvatl. Mbh.y(Cal. 

IX.37.1. ’ ' *(5) Wackernagel, ,,Indoiranisches>> , Sitzungsberichte der 
Kbniglich Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1918,
l a o - t i i l  -(6) sv. KOdoos_ Liddell and Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon.1.



In later times in India £udra was a term of opprobrium 
applied to people disliked by the brahmans; on the contrary 
it was a term of approbation in Homeric Greece. This may be 
explained very tentatively by suggesting that members of a 
hypothetical Indo-European Kudra tribe became important among 
the leaders of the tribes which later invaded Greece, while 
those of this tribe who entered India were subjected by their 
fellow invaders.

-^That the same term carries inverted meanings in different
contexts is clear from the example of asura. While Asura was 
associated with evil in India, his prototype Ahura was a god in 
Iran. The analogy may apply to the use of the term dudra in 
India and Greece but cannot be regarded as definitive unless 
it is proved that the k~c)p6i were a tribe in Greece. Never
theless, on the basis of all that has been said above, it may 
not be improbable that the Sudras, like the Dasas, were a 
people allied to the Indo-Aryan stock.

If they were allied to the Indo-Aryans, when did they 
come to India?-—   -------------- — --- -
 ^ It has been suggested that they were an earlier wave of
Aryan imigrants.(1 ) But since they are not mentioned in the
Rg Veda, it is likely that they represent a later thrust of 
•

foreign tribes into "fctae north-western India towards the close

(l) Weber, ZDMG, iv.301, fn.2; cf. Roth, ZDMQ.i.SU.



of the Rg Vedic period. On the basis of archeological evidence • '*•
it is possible to think of the continuous process of the

to/
movement of peoples in India for nearly a millenium after 
2000 B*C.  ̂ a hypothesis which is also supported by linguistic 
evidence.'"'* It is, therefore, probable that the Sudras came 
to India towards the end of the second millenium B.C.«when they

A- /

were defeated by the Vedic Aryans and were gradually absorbed 
into the later Vedic society as the fourth varna.

It has been asserted that the -ksatriyas were reduced to
I

the position of sudras as a result of their long struggle 
with the brahmans, who ultimately deprived their adversaries.A (3)of the right to the upanayana (investing with sacred thread).
On the basis of a solitary tradition occurring in the Satiti
Parvan of the Mahabharata, that Paijavana was a Sudra king,
it is claimed that Sudras were ksatriyas in the beginning.
Such a view seems to be without any foundation in facts.
Firstly, ksatriyas as a well-defined varna with their rights 

• •

and duties did not exist in the Rg Vedic period. Fighting 
and management of the common affairs were the concern of the 
whole tribe and not confined to a group of chosen warriors. 
From the very beginning the slowly emerging groups of warriors 
and priests co-operated in leading the vi£ in their fight

(1) Stuart Pigott, Antiquity, Xfciv, No.96, 218.
(2) T. Burrow, The Sanskrit Language, p*31«
^3) Ambedkar, op.cit., p.239*
(k) Ibid. ,^139-n2.



against the £ryan as well as non-Aryan peoples. As time
passed, the warriors bestowed on the priests generous gifts,
and the religious rituals were much elaborated, so that the
power of the priests who performed them and of the warriors
who patronized them was much strengthened as against that of
the common people. Secondly, in spite of the echoes of the
struggle between priests and warriors during the later Vedic
period, as reflected in the stories of Para^urama and Vi£-
vamitra, there is nothing to show that the upanayana formed
the issue, and that it was decided against the ksatriyas.
Perhaps the struggle centred round the question of social
supremacy, which determined the nature of the privileges to
be enjoyed by them.
— ^ There was some dispute regarding the brahmanical monopoly

of knowledge, which was successfully challenged by the
ksatriyas. It seems that A^vapati Kaikeya and Rnvahana 

• •

Jaivali were not improbably teachers of the brahmanas.(^ ) 
Ksatriya rulers like Janaka of Mit^ila contributed to the
growth of the tlpanisadic thought, and the ksatriya ruler• •
Vidvamitra climbed to priesthood. In north-eastern India 
the ksatriya revolt reached its climax with the preachings 
of Bautama Buddha and Vardharaana MahavTra, who chimed social 
primacy for the ksatriyas and gave the next place to the

(l) Kosambi, JBBRAS, N S , xxiii,U5-



brahmanas. The real issue was, who would get the first place
in society, brahmancuor ksatriya? Neither in post-Vedic

# •

nor in preHV>auryan literature is there anything to show that 
— ^the brahman^ intended to reduce the ksatriyas to the third

or fourth varna, or that the ksatriyas wanted to do the sane * • •
-  ^  to the brahman^.

Thirdly, it is wrong to think that in the "beginning the
loss of the upanayana was the decisive test of a 3udra.
In this case modern court decisioiis^cannot serve as a guide
for the time when the sudra class came into being. Loss of
the upanayana in the case of^sudra, as will be shown later,
is to be found only from the end of the. later Vedic period,

6t*
and, even so, it was not the only but one*of several 
disabilities imposed on him as a mark of his servility. As 
will be shown later, the loss of the upanayana was not the 
cause of the conversion of Aryans into Sudras but the con
sequence of their having sunk to the lower orders as a result 
of the rise of economic and social enequalities.

Fourthly, it is difficult to vouch for the authenticity 
of the tradition 'in the Santi Parvan that Paijavannwas a 
3udra. He has been identified with Sudas, the head of the 
Bharata tribe, and it is argued that this famous hero of the 
Battle of Ten Kings was a dudra.(“) There is nothing in the

(l) Ambedkar, op.cat., pp.l85“qO 
(2; Ambedkar, op.ciT., p.139*



Vedic literature to support his view, and the &anti Parvan
tradition is not corroborated by any other source, epic or
(puranic. The tradition says that Sudra Paijavana performed
sacrifices, and occurs in a context where it is stated that
the Sudras can perform five great sacrifices and make gifts.(^)
It is difficult to judge whether the tradition was true or
false, but clearly it was meant to serve as a precedent for
Sudras making gifts and sacrifices, which, as will be shown
later, was in keeping with the liberal attitude of the Santi
Parvan, It may be also pointed out that in later times the
term Sudra or vrsala was applied indiscriminately by the• #
brahmanas to anybody who went against them. We do not know
if this* was the case with^Sudra Paijavana. In many cases
such statements do not mean that ksatriyas and brahmanas were

♦ •

reduced to the status of Sudras, but they merely suggest the 
Sudra origin of these personages, especially on the side of 
their mother.(2)

Evidently the Sudra tribe performed military functions, 
as was the case with the Aryan tribes and their tribal 
institutions.^ I n  the Mahabharata the army of the Sudra

(1) Mbh.,XII.60.38-1+0.
(2) A number of frsis, whose mother belonged to one or the othei 

section of wfiat was regarded as the Sudra varna are 
enumerated in the Bhavigya P ., 1.1+2.22-26. fhe list 
occurs in several other Puranas and the Mbh. Infra, p.

(3) R.S. Sharma , JBRS, xxxviii, 1+35”7 ; xxxix, 1+16-7 .



people is mentioned along with that the Amba§£has, Sibis,
Surasenas, etc But this could not make the whole tribe
a ksatriya varna, as we know it, with well defined functions • •
and privileges. Therefore, the theory that the ksatriyas 
were reduced to the position of Sudras has hardly anything to 
commend itself.

The attempts at an etymological derivation of the term 
£udra seem to be uncertain, and hardly help to elucidate the 
problemlof the origin of the varna. The earliest attempt' t
is to be found in the Vedanta-sutra of Badarayana where the 
word is divided into two parts £uk ’grief’ and dra from root 
dru 1 to rush’.(2) While commenting on this passage Sahkara 
gives three alternative explanations why Jana^ruii was called 
a dudra; viz: (i) 1 he rushed into grief* (sucam abhidudrava), 
(ii) f grief rushed on him* (£uca va abhidudruve), and (iii)
’he in his grief rushed to Raikva’ (guca va Raikvam abhidu
drava ). ̂ Sahkara concludes that the word £udra can be 
understood only by explaining the meaning of its components 
and not o t h e r w i s e . B a d a r a y a n a ’s derivation of gudra 
and Sahkara’s gloss thereon have been rightly regarded as 
unsatisfactory.^  ̂ The Janadruti referred to by Sahkara is

(1)Mbh., VII.6.6; cf.19.7.
(2) 'Sugasya tadanadaragravapat tadaaravanatasuc^ate.Ved.S.,
(3)Mentioned as a king in Gha.ftp.,IV.2 .3. /I.3.3U.
( iOSahkaraS comm, to Ved.S. ,1.3.3U.
(3)sudra avayavartha sambhavat rudhartha sya casambhavat.Ibid.
(6)IA, li, 137-8. ■ ^



is said to have ruled among the Mahavrsas, a people who are• •
mentioned in the Atharva Veda as living in north-western India, 
It is doubtful if he belonged to the 3uara varna. Either he 
belonged to the Sudra tribe, or to some other north-western 
peopleJ^^ who were dubbed as Sudras by brahmanical writers.

A very similar derivation of the term is given by the 
author of the fafaadi-sutras in the grammar of Panini^ where 
£udra is resolved into two components i.e. root £uc or 
duk + ra. It is difficult to account for the suffix
ra, and in this case also the derivation seems to be fanciful 
and far-fetched.^^

Brahmanical traditions in the Puranas also connect the
term £udra with the root £uc, to be grieved. It is said 
that 1 those who grieved and ran, and were addicted to manual 
tasks, and were inglorious and feeble were made Sudras.*(*+) 
But such explanations of the term £udra rather reflect the 
position of the varna in later times than account for its 
etymological derivations. In this respect the Buddhist 
explanation of the term seems to be as fanciful as the

sucer da3ca.II.19.
IA, li, 157-8.
Tocantagca dravanta^ca paricaryasu ye ratafc; niste .jaso 
alpaviryasca Sudras tanabrav it tu sab. Vayu Fh., i. VI11.158 
The Bhavigya P ., adds that the Sudras were so
called because they received droppings of the Vedic knowle< 
dge; ye te £ruterdrutim pgaptah £udrasteneha klrtitah.



brahmanical. According to the Buddha, those who were of 
dreadful and mean conduct (luddacjfera khuddac^ara ti) came 
to be known as sudaas, and thus the word sudda came into 
existence.1' ̂  ' — ---- ------— — — . — -y

-^In the Buddhist lexicon of the early medieval times
3udra became a synonym of ksuara.^2 ) On this basis it is
suggested that philologically £udra comes from ksudra ^
Both derivations are philologically unsatisfactory, but are
important as illustrating the ideas associated with the
concept of the dudra varna in ancient times. While the
brahmanical derivation betrays the rrf serable condition of
the £udra, the Buddhist tradition refers to his mean and
inferior status in society. The derivations merely show
how even etymological and linguistic explanations are
influenced by prevailing social conditions. [The miserable
or negligible status of the £udra varna at the time of its
origin is hardly born out by the picture of society in the
Rg Veda and the Atharva Veda. Nowhere in the collections is 
•

there any evidence of restrictions regarding food and marriage 
either between the Dasa and the Aryan, or between the £udra 
and the higher varnas.(^) The only early reference, which

(l") sudda tveva akkharam upanibbattam. Digha Nikava* iii,95* 
( 2) If.ahaVyutoat t i , s . v ."^udra.
(3) IA, li, l’3$-Q .
(k) TE is wrongly stated by N.N. Ghosh that such restrictions 

between the Aryan and the Dasa are vouchsafed by the 
.Rg Veda. JC, xii, 17^.



implies such social distance between the varnas, is to be
f'ound in the Atharva Veda where it is claimed that the
brahmana enjoys the right to become the first husband of a
woman as against the rajanya and vai^ya/-/ The £udra does

*

not come in for notice, probably because his varna did not 
exist at that stage. There is nothing to show that dasas or 
Sudras were considered as impure, or that their touch imparted 
pollution to the food or the body of the members of the higher 
varnas.(2)

This discussion on the origin of the 3udra varna may be 
summed up by stating that large sections of people, Aryans 
and pre-AryanSjw-ere reduced to that position, partly through 
external and partly through internal conflicts/ 3) Since 
the conflicts centred mainly round the possession of cattle, 
and perhaps latterly of land, those who were dispossessed of 
these and impoverished came to be reckoned as the fourth 
class in the new society. The view that the £udra varna 
was made up of the pre-Aryans seems to be as one-sided and 
exaggerated as the view that they mainly consisted of the 
Aryan peoples.ih)-----------------        ^

(1) AV, V.17.8-9
(2) ~Sf. Originand growth of the Caste system,pp.20 and

62 .
(Ip) Gheld, Ethnology of the Mahabharata, pp.89-95;

B.N• Dutt, Studies in Indian Social Polity, pp.28-30; 
tttotoeakar, Vvho were the Sudras, p.259.

<«3) &E. VI, ii.255T



 >The generally held sociological theory that a division
into classes is always originally connected with ethnical(1)dissimilarities only partly explains the origin of the sudras 
and dasas (slaves). It is more than likely that dasas and 
Sudras were respectively named after tribes of these names 
having affinities with the Indo-Aryans, but in course of 
time they came to include large groups of the pre-Aryan and 
degraded Aryan populations. It seems fairly clear that in 
the early Vedic period there was no considerable £udra or 
slave population, and that the Sudras did not suffer from 
those disabilities^which gradually fell on them from the 
late Vedic period onwards.

(l) Landtman, op.cit., p.38.



CHAPTER III 
The Later Yedic Period 
(c. lOOO-c. 600 B.C.)

The later Vedic literature, which is 
source for the study of the position of the sudras during that 
period, mainly deals with rituals, pervading all aspects of 
the life of the people. Every important public or individual 
act is accompanied by an appropriate ritual which not seldom 
takes into account the fact that society was divided into four 
varnas.

Information gleaned from the rituals mainly relates to the
land of the Kuru-Pancalas where the major part of the later
Vedic literature was c o m p o s e d . T h i s  literature roughly
covers the period from circa 1000 to circa 600 B.C., and
presupposes various phases of social development, differing
according to the times to which a particular text can be
assigned. Thus the collections (Samhitas) of the Black school

(2)of the Yatjus are earlier than those of the White school.
Of the Brahmanas the datapaths and the Aitareya, which make 
important statements on the inter-relation between the varnas, 
are 'comparatively modern', while the Pahcavimsa and TaittizTva

(1) Winternitz, HIL, i, 195-6. Keith says that the home of the 
Taittirlya school was the middle country, as 3*4 was the 
home of tv e Kathaka, the Maitrayani, and even the Vaiasaneyj 
and the Satapatha » Hos , xviii , p . xciii.

(2) Weber, lad. Lit., p.”55.

.ther almost /only
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are the most ancient. Even later than the Satapatha
Brahmana and the Aitareya Brahmana is the Jaiminlya Brahmana 

• • •

and so is the Kaksitaki or SaAkhayana Brahmana.^^J in some
111 • • '

cases it is difficult to draw a line between the Srautasutras
and the Brahmanas; thus the Bafrd-hayana Srautasutra may be
regarded as a late Brahmana. The Apastamba Srautasutra

’(5)seems to be similarly old. In addition to these, the
dates of other principal Srautasutras (viz. Asvalayana, 
Katyayana, SaAkhayana, Latyayana, Draifcyayana and Satyasadha)

• • • k

have been fixed between 800 and 400 B . C . ^ )  present
the number of the Upanisads exceeds even two hundred, but only

(7)six of them can be ascribed to the pre-Buddhist period. (J 
In examining the material from the different strata of later 
Vedic literature regard has to be paid also to the relative

rp\dating of the various parts of individual texts. J Moreover, 
in the later Samhitas, and especially in the Brahmanas, we find
far more frequent use of optatives than in the Rg Veda and the

(9)Atharva Veda. 7 Hence many statements in the later Vedic 
literature are not in the form of the record of facts that

(1) Wackernagel, Altind. Grammatik i, pp. xxx-xxxi; Keith, Hos 
xxv, 44.

(2) Keith, Hos,xxv, 46.
(3) Winternitz, HIL, i, 191.
(4) B.K. Ghosh, VA, p. 235-
(5) Keith, HOS, xviii, p. xli.
(6) VA, p. 476.
(7) Ibid.: p. 467-
(8) Here it is not possible to do more than refer to the 

opinions of generally accepted authorities.
(9) Mac&onell, A Vedic Grammar for Students, p. 118.



actually occurred, but are to be interpreted as instructions 
and advice. But occasional evidence for things which may have 
happened can be culled from the narrative portion of the 
Mahabharata, which reflects happenings in the later Vedic 
period.^ ̂

Since the sudras appear in post-Vedic times mainly as the 
serving class, we will begin the study of their position in the 
later Vedic period with an inquiry into their economic con
ditions. In an early reference they are described as being in
possession of cattle, which could be taken away by the people

(o')of the higher varnas for sacrifice. ' This is corroborated 
by another reference in an early Brahmana, in which the sudra 
is represented as beih^g born without god and sacrifice, but 
owning many cattle (bahupasuh) It is obvious that such
sudras, who held independent property in cattle, which seem 
still to have been the chief form of wealth, may not have been 
under the necessity to serve others.

Nevertheless, there are some references to the functions 
of the sudra as a serving class. It is stated in the 
Jaiminlya Brahmana that the sudra is created from the feet of 

(p^ijapati without any god, and therefore the lords of the house 
are his gods ad he is to earn his living by washing feet. y 
In other words, according to a later source he has to live by

(1) Cf. PHAI, pp. 7-8.
(2) MS,* IV. 2. 7 and 10.
(3) Pane. B r .,V I . 1. 11.
(4) sudro * anustupchanda vesmapatidevas; tasmad u padavanejye- 

naiva ,ii,ii:visati. Jai.Br". VI. 65-59.
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serving people of higher varnas. The same source further
informs us that as a result of the Horse Sacrifice (asvamedha) ,
the nourisher vaisya becomes wealthy, and the rising sudra

(2 )becomes an expert worker. J It is not known if the term 
karmakarta is used here in the sense of hired labourer, a mean
ing always attached to a similar term karmakara in post-Vedic
literature. In an early Upanisad, however, the sudra is
called Pusan or the n o u r i s h e r , a  title (posayisnuh) applied
to the vaisya in the Jaiminxya Brahmana. w  y This would, then,

(6)suggest that he was the tiller of the soil, ' engaged in 
sustaining and producing activities for the nourishment of 
society. Probably in the earlier part of this period, like 
the vaisyas, he paid part of his produce as taxes, an obligation 
from which he was freed in post-Vedic times.

But the impression that the sudras constituted the 
labouring class is gained from several other references. In
the pfrrusamedha (sacrifice of a man) a brahmana is to be
sacrificed to the priesthood, a rajanya to the nobility, a 
vaisya to the Maruts (the class of peasants), and a sudra to

(1)j£u£rusa sudras.yetaresam varnanam.Satyasadha Sr. S u . , XXVI.
1. 7,‘but this is not to b e ‘f6uhd in ahy other early Sr. S .

(2) jfrtthata sudro daksah karmakarta. Jai.Br., II, 266. Perhaps 
there is no parallel for this passage in other Brahmanas.

(5) Karmakara occur© in Tai. B r . Ill, 11. 10. 3 in the sehse of 
a rtvik priest and not as a hired labourer. There seems 
to be no mention of karmakara in other Brahmanas.

(4) Br. Up., I. 13.
(5) II. 2b6.
(6) Mookerji, AIE, p. 158.



toil (tapase).^^ It was thought that the sudra symbolised
hard work. In the list of sacrificial victims, members of
four varnas are followed by those of various occupations such
as chariot-maker, carpenter, potter, smith, jeweller, herdsman,
shepherd, farmer, brewer, fisherman, hunter in addition to
certain peoples such as Nisada, Kirata, Parnaka, Paulkasa and

• •

(2 )Bainda, J who presumably were included in the broad term of 
( 5 )the sudra. The list, therefore, shows that although the

crafts had increased in number, they were no longer practised
by the members of the vis. The idea was gaining ground that
sudras included artisans and workers of various kinds.

What was the nature of relations between the sudra workers
and their employers? The authors of the Vedic Index say that
slaves were certainly included in the term sudra. J But the
number of slaves seems to have been very small. We learn of
ten thousands of female slaves, captured from various countries

( S')and given away by .Mga to his brahmana priest Atreya. "

The number is obviously exaggerated ad. conventional. * ^
> Aruni, the father of £vetaketu boasts that he possesses 

gold, cattle, horses, maidservants (dasls), retinue and dress, 
but does not speak of male slaves. J Tradition has it that

(1) VS, XXX. 5; Sat. Br., XIII. 6. 2. 10. Tai. Br., III, 4. 1.
1.

(2) VS, XXX. 6-21; Tai. Br., III. 4. 2-17-
(3) VI * ii, 267.
(4) Ibid.
(5) de^ad-desat samolhanam sarvasam adhyaduhitrinam; da£adadat 

sahasrani atreyo*niskakanthyah. A it. B r .,*VIII. 22.
The chapter is a part of^&he later portion of this work.

(6) Br.Uo., VI.2.7* There is no mention of land either.
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the brahmanas received female slaves at the time of the great
coronation sacrifice of Yudhisthira,^ which may be ascribed• •
to the later Vedic period. Clearly, then, during this period
female slaves were owned on a considerable scale by the ruling
chiefs and priests, but the same cannot be said of male slaves.(2)
The term dasa is mentioned in the Aitareya and Gopatha-Brahmanas

•

but not in the sense of a slave. It is remarkable that in the
list of words for servants (paricaranakarmanah) given in the

• • •

(3)Nighantu, y there is no mention of dasa, although there occur 
tan synonyms for servants. Perhaps the number of male slaves 
was so negligible as not to attract any notice. This would 
naturally rule out the possibility of sudras being employed
as morbe slaves on any considerable scale. Therefore Keith’s 
statement, that in the period of the Brahmanas for the peasant 
working in his own fields was being substituted the landowner 
cultivating his estate by means of slave labour, ' may not 
represent the true state of affairs.

Slaves working on land are first heard of in the Sreuta- 
sutras, which were composed towards the end of the Vedic period 
One of them informs us that two slaves are to be given away

(1) Mbh.(Gal.), II.33•52. Karna, the suta king of Anga^is 
found offering a hundred Mdgadhl slave-girls decked rid 
trained in music and similar accomplishments. M B h .(Cal.), 
VIII. 38.7# 18.

(2) Ait. Br., VI. 18-19; Gopatha Br., II. 4.2, 6.1.
(3) III. 5.
(4) CHI, i, 128. Cf. Ghoshal, Historfar and/Essays, p. 87, f/n.9



along with grain, plough and cattle, suggesting therby
that slaves were employed in ploughing and could be freely 
disposed of by their masters. But in several passages the 
practice of making gifts of land and of the people working on 
it is looked upon with disfavour. Thus it is stated that at 
the asvamedha sacrifice the sacrificial fee could not include

  / p \
land and men working on it (bhumipurusa var.iam). ' Again, 
in connection with the gifts in the one day (ekaha)sacrifice, 
it is laid down that land and sudras could not be given away 
(bhumiludravarjam). The same text, however, lays down 
the alternative that sometimes the sudras could be also given 
away, J but the commentary adds that this can be done only m  

case of those who are born s l a v e s . T h e r e  are two similar

suggests that in the sacrifice of all (sarvamedha) land is give:

social development towards the close of the Vedic period.

(1) ... dasamithunau dhanyapalyam slram dhenuriti. Latya. Sr.S
VIII. ¥."15^ 1 * 1 3

(2) AUjSr. S. , X. 10. 10.
(3) Ka. 3r. S ., XXII. 10. ^
(4) ^udradanamva darsanavirodha bhyam. Ibid., XXII. 11.
(5) Aa ca virddha garbhadasas.ya. Comm, to Ka. Sr. S . XXII. 11.
(6) "sahapurusam ca diyate. SaAkh. ̂r. S . , XVI. 14. 18.
(7) sahabhumi 6a diyate. The Comm, adds sapurusam ca . Ibid., 

XVI. 15. 20. • T

references from One of them says
that in the purusamedha sacrifice land with men is given away 
as sacrificial fee. (6) Ole other is not clear, and perhaps

(n)along with* the people. (J These references indicate a new
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Sudras were employed as slaves working on lands owned by
individuals (mostly ruling chiefs), and they could be given
away as gifts along with the land itself, although this did not
go without challenge from the .authors of the Asvala.yana and
Katyayana Srautasutras.

It is held tbat sudras were serfs in the Vedic period.
The term serf denotes one who is attached to the soil of his
master. He owns a patch of land for which he pays taxes to
his master and works on his fields, but can be transferred along
with the land to other owners. This interpretation of the woid
sudra does not quite suit the relevant references. Firstly,
individual ownership of land in the Vedic period was of a very
limited nature. Ownership implies free disposal of property,
but there are no examples of land grants in the Samhitas.
There is one such example, however, in the Chandogya Upanisad
in which a whole village is granted by the king Janasruti to 

(2 )Raikva. J Another instance is to be found in two later
Brahmanas. They inform us that land could be given away
only with the consent of the clan, and even there the earth

O')refused to be transferred. / In the earlier period there is 
no example of sudras being given away along with the land.
The development is to be found in some of the Srautasutras, but

(1) V I > ii. 589.IV. 2. 4-5.
Ait. B r .. VIII. 21; Sat. Br., XIII. 7*1*15*

(4) Ibid.



according to a commentary such sudras appear to he born slaves
(garbhadasa) , and not serfs attached to the soil. This
seems to be confirmed by the fact that in post-Vedic times the
sudras do not appear as peasants paying taxes. In the
vajapeya ('the drink of strength') sacrifice peasants (vi£ or

(2)vaisyas) are described as food for the nobility. ' It is
perhaps because of this that the vaisya is to be afflicted with
misery and sin.^^ In the Aitareya Brahmana the vaisya
is described as one paying taxes ( rt) and oppressed at
will (ajayeyyam) . All this would indicate that the vaisyas had
to pay part of their products to the rulers who lived on them.
Absence of such references in the case of the sudras shows
that they were not supposed to possess any taxable property.
In an Upanisad Soma is described as eating the lficsatriyas and • •

•Vaisyas respectively with his two mouths, the brahmana and the 
rajanya.^^ Here the rajanya is represented as paying taxes 
to the brahmana, and the vaisya to the rajanya. As usual the 
sudra is left out dm the ground of his inability to pay.

It is difficult to define the economic position of the sud
ras in the Vedic period in terms of slavery or serfdom.------- ^

(1) Comm, to Ka. Sr. S ., XXII. 11.
(2) vai^.yo' dyamano na ksiyate. . . brahmanasya ca rajanasya 

cadyo' dharohi srstah. Paric. Br., VI! 1. 10;
Sat. B r . , V . 2. 1! ‘l1?; VIII. 7- 1- 2, 2. 2.

(3) Sat. Br. V. 1. 5- 28.
(4) VII. 29.
(5) Kafcisitaki Up., II. 8-9*



Although the references give the impression of their being the
labouring masses, generally they do not seem to have been
slaves or serfs owned by individuals. Apparently just as
the community exercised some sort of general control over land,
so also it exercised similar control over the labouring
population. And, in this sense, the sudras may be compared
to the helots of Sparta, with the difference that they were
not treated with the same amount of coercion and contempt.

Although in the later Vedic period artisan sections of the
vis were reduced to the position of Sudras, there is nothing
to show that crafts or agricultural operations in which they
were employed were looked upon with contempt. So far as
agriculture is concerned, there was a positive attitude of
aiding, encouraging and honouring it by applying charms and
performing a number of domestic rites. As to the crafts,

(2 )there is no evidence of contempt even for leather-work. y 
This would suggest that impurity did not arise from the nature

^  1/1 pyyj-

of the task, which remained unchanged even in subsequent times./v
Significantly enough in the Srautasutra a ceremonial act was

( 3 ̂called silpa, a word which also means craft. The absence 
of contempt for manual labour during the later Vedic period may

(1) AV, III. 24, VI. 142; VS, IV. 10; Sat. B r ., I. 6. 1. 1-8.
(2) S.K. Das, has collected the relevant references. The Eco. 

History of Ancient India, pp. 139-40.
(3) iUVi-Sr. S . , Vlli. 4. 5-8; IX. 10#11, 11.2.
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be likened to a parallel development in Greece, where during
‘ifthe period from Hesiod to Socrates (cir. 800-cir. pOO B.C.)

public conscience was favourably disposed towards it . ^ ^
Respect for manual labour in the later Vedic period probably
lingered from the old simple society, in which even the -jfc ing

T2)lent his hand to ploughing. J

The sudras seem to have played a correspondingly important
part in the political life of the period. In the formative
stage of the Indo-Aryan polity they enjoyed^considerable share
in the functions of the state. It is striking that they found
place in the exalted body of about a dozen 'high functionaries
of the s t a t e ' c a l l e d  ratninsy(fjewel-holders) which may be
compared to the council of twelve, an institution of great
antiquity among several Indo-European peoples such as the Old

(II)Saxons, Frisians, Celts, etc. J The ratnins were so important
that on the occasion of the ra.jasuya sacrifice the -fUng had to
repair to their houses to perform the ceremonies of offering
jewels to various gods. The list of ratnins shows that they

(5)included the representatives of all the varnas. Thus the
two ratnins, the rathakara and the taksan, who are mentioned in

re)several texts, J belonged to the artisan section of the sudra
(1) Past and Present, No. 6, p. 1.
(2) Case of Janakfiu of Videfea.
(5) Jayaswal, Hindu Polity, ii, 20.
(4) Chadwick, The Heroic A ge, p. 370.
(5) Ghoshal, History and other Essays, p. 253.
(60 ... taksarathakarayorgrhe. MS«y I I .6.5; Ap.Sr.S., XVIII.10. 

17; Satya.Sr.g., XIII.4.8. It is to be noticed that taksa 
and rathakara are not mentioned in a similar description*of
ratnins in TS, I. 8.9* 1-2 and KS, XV. 4.
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varna. The fact that all kinds of metals are prescribed as
the sacrificial fee^1  ̂ in the ceremonies at their homes shows
that they owed their importance to their association with
metal-working. It has been shown earlier how the King in the
Atharva Veda tries to secure the aid of the karmara and the
rathakara. But in the present list the place of the karmara
is taken by the taksan, who, along with the rathakara, may
have been in charge of all the activities connected with
metal-working and coJtt-making without which the Aryan expansion
and settlements farther east could not have made any headway.
These two ratnins are not, however, mentioned in the Satapatha
Brahmana, where their place is taken by the go&kartan*i_(huntsman*
and palagala (messenger). There are reasons to think that
these two also belonged to the sudra varna. The ceremony of
offering jewels is followed by an act of expiation on the part
of the King, who is considered guilty of having brought the

(3)non-sacrificing sudras into contact with the sacrifice. '

(1) >8arvayasani Jtnksina. Ibid.
(2) Sat. B r ., V. 3.vl T  10-117“
(3) esa*etattamah ppravisattyetam w a  tamah ppravisati 

yAdayajfiiyanAyajflena pprasajdttyayajfiifrannva 'etadyajhena 
pprasajati sudranstvadyamstu«3at. B r . , V 37 2~ 2-4-.
The provision for expiation by means of offerings to 
Soma and Rudra, and Mitra and Brhaspati looks like an 
attempt to reconcile two opposite views, one earlier and 
the other later, about the participation of the sudra in 
the sacrifice. The King could enter into sacral relations 
with the sudra, but the sin arising out of it had to be 
removed by another rite. It is to be noted^that this does 
not occur in the Black Yajus texts ao-woll aa» in the other 
texts of the White Yajus. (Ghoshal, HjKL„ i, 133.)



Sayana goes too far when he includes even the senani (commander)
among the sudra ratnins. J In all likelihood the refereofe to

* "   A
non-sacrificing sudras applies only to the palagala and the
goftkartana. That the palagala was a sudra can he inferred

(2)from the fact that the palagall is addressed as a sudra. J 
At another place the term palagala is defined as false envoy 
(anrtaduta) t h e  quality here ascribed to the palagala in 
later times is always associated with the s u d r a . T h e  

gofokartana, who has been mentioned as a ratnin in several other 
lists besides that of the Satapatha, i s  specified as 'of 
low caste1 ( h i n a fi a t i ) b y  S a y a n a .  Presumably he was the keep-
er of game and forests and may have been a sudra. Keith

(7)takes gsatbr, one of the ratnins, in the sense of a carver, r/

which would mean that he also was a sudra. But this rendering
seems to be doubtful, for in the epic Jtsattr means a chamber-

• •

(8^lain' ' and there is no special reason for believing that the 
word was used with a different meaning in the Brahmanas.

the ratnins it is taksan who can be better rendered as aJ Amon^
carver. Thus it would appear that in some cases artisans, and

(1) sudran senanyadin... Comm, to Sat. Br., V. 3- 2. 2.
(2) Saftkh. Sr. S ., XVI. 4-. 4-; cf. SatV~Br., XIII.. 5. 2. 8.
(3) A p . Sr. S .* (Garbe's edn.), XVIII. 10. 26.
(4) Ibid., VI. 3. 12.
(5) MS, II. 6. 5; Ip. Sr. S . (Garbe's edn.), XVIII. 10. 20;

Satya. Sr. S ., XIII. 4. 8.
(6) Comm, to Sat. B r ., V. 3* 2. 2-4.
(7) He derives it from ksad to carve. H OS, xviii, 120.
(8) S.v. Moni^wWilliams, SartBk-Eng. Diet. Aceto SayanaT&e is the 

son of a *s. woman by a sudra. * (



in other cases herdsmen and messengers, from the sudra varna, 
were considered important enough to be approached by the iting 
on the occasion of his great coronation sacrifice.

But the position of the sudra ratnins needs further 
clarification. Firstly, they are not specified by their varna 
name, as is to be found in the caae of the brahmana, the 
rajanya and the vaidya ratnins. Secondly, in respect of
powers, functions and Bpresentation the scales may have weighted
heavily against the sudra ratnins, whose appearance in
political rituals in course of time may have been reduced to a
matter of form. The number of the sudra ratnins in individual

(2)lists varies from two to three*' ' There is nothing to 
indicate that their presence secured the representation of the 
whole sudra varna, but certainly some sections of that 
community could find a place in the polity.

Jayaswal views the ceremony of the offerings of jewels 
(ratnahavimsi) as a great constitutional change inasmuch as them .“t—
sudra, "the conquered helot is now worshipped by the man who is 
going to become ’’King" . This implies that the conquered

(1) The list of the ratnins in the Samhitas and Brahmanas has 
been compiled by Gho^fel on the page facing p. 24-9 in 
History and other Essays.

(2; In one list (MS, II. 6.5, IV. 3.8) their number is three, 
and in two lists it is two (KS, XV.4-; Sat. B r . ,V. 3. Iff. ) .
It is strange that they are not mentioned in the texts of 
the Black School of the Yajus (TS, I.8.9.Iff; Tai.Br.,1.7.3

(3) Hindu Polity, ii, 21.



pre-Aryan masses were deliberately given a high status in the 
Aryan polity. But it is clear that at least the two sudra 
ratnins, the rathakara and the taksan, owed their positions 
not to any deliberate policy of exalting the conquered in the 
Aryan political organization but to their original membership 
of the Aryan tribes which had now disintegrated into varnas; 
for in the Atharva Veda the rathakara and karmara (whose place 
is now taken by the taksan) are clearly described as part of 
the vis (folk) round the ̂ fcing.^ ^  Their indispensability as 
skilled workerw in metals and chariot-makers may have also 
contributed to their importance in early society. Neverthe
less, it is not unlikely that in the sequel the existence of 
these sudra ratnins gave some reflected importance to the 
other sections of the sudra varna.

The sudra's participation in the political life of the 
period is further evident from the ritual of the game of dice, 
which is prescribed as a rite in the rajasuya sacrifice and 
presented to us in two versions. In the earlier version, 
which occurs in the Black Yajus texts, the brahmana, the
rajanya, the vaisya and the sudra participate in a game of dic€

(2)for the sake of a cow which is won by the "King. ' In the 
later version, which occurs in the White Yajus texts, the

(1) AV, III. 5* 6.
(2) tatra pasthauhim vidlvyante brahmano rajanya vais.yah sudral

Varaha 5r: S . , III. 3 - 3 -  24. 5 ^
MS, IV. 4-. 6; Ap .Sr .S .>■ (Garbe's edn.), XVIII. 19.2-3 ;
Satya. Sr.S., XIII. 6. 29-30;



vaisya and sudra are eliminated as candidates in competition
for the cow, which is staked by the kinsman (sajata) of the
ifcing and won for him by the officiating priest (adhvaryu).
It appears that this contest for the cow was originally a
tribal custom to test the sagacity and wit of the leader. It
is, therefore, the old tradition of tribal solidarity and
homogeneity which accounts for the participation of all the
varnas in the ĝ tme of the dice. But with the passage of time 

*

the character cf the ritual changed; the vaisya and the sudra 
were excluded from the game. Nevertheless, it is significant 
that in the earlier period even a sudra could join as a com
petitor in a game which formed one of the preliminaries to the 
formal consecration of the-iKing.

Again, the £udra appears in another ceremony of the 
rajasuya sacrifice in which the sacrificer gives first gold to 
the brahmana and purchases splendour with it; then a bow with 
three arrows to the rajanya and purchases lustre with it, next 
a goad to the vaisya with which he purchases nourishment, and
finally a pot of beans to the sudra with which he purchases 

(p}longevity. Although varna distinctions are maintained and

Cl) VS, X. 29: Sat. Br., V. 4.4.19-23; Ka.Sr.S., XV. 7-11-20.(2) _
KS, XXXVIII. 1. This passage has no parallel in VS, Kap. S , 
TS and MS, but it occurs in a modified form in Tai.Br., II. 
7-9-1 & ;?, which mentions the gifts and results but does 
not bring in the four varnas. In place of ojas it gives 
vTryam. Cf. Satya.Sr.S.,‘XXIII.4.21, in which the passage 
occurs in connection with the odanasava oblation.
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sudras are probably represented as labourers engaged in 
agriculture, none the less they are brought into contact with 
the iSCing and are considered capable of conferring longevity on 
him.

The sudra is possibly connected with another ceremony of 
the rajasuya sacrifice, in which the newly consecrated «^ing is 
called on to ascend the four quartersof the sky^when brahma in 
the east, Ĵfcsatra in the south, vis in the west and phala, varcat 
and pustam in the north are asked to protect him.^^

(2)Jayaswal says that phala is evidently a substitute for sudra. 
This is not accepted by Ghoshal who takes the ceremony as
symbolising the influence of three higher castes in the Vedic

(3)polity. It has been also suggested that phala denotes
industrial classes. ' In our opinion the term phala, which

( S')is used in Vedic literature in its literal sense as meaning 
’fruit1 and not in its later secondary sense as ’result’, may 
not be unconnected with the producing activities of the £udra, 
but the same cannot be said of the term varcas which means 
lustre. As to the word pustam (nourishment), it is generallyTT*"
associated with the vaisyas, but in one passage the sudra is

(1) phala and varcas in VS, X. 10-13; bala and varcas in TS,
1 . 8. 13; pustam andfchalam j_n m s ? i t . 6. 10; pustam and
varcas in KS, "IF 7. 1  _

(2) Op , cit. , pt. II, p. 29, fy.n. 2.
(3) Hist, and Essays, p. 264-.^'
(4-) 3.V. Venkateswara, Indian Culture Through the Ages, pt. I,

p. 11.
(5) VI, ii- 57.
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also called pusan (nourisher). It may, therefore, be
tentatively suggested that the terms phalam and pustam reflect

• •

the producing activities of the sudra, who is thus indirectly 
called upon to protect the 'ifcing in the north.

We know that respectable sudras were invited to the great
(p)coronation sacrifice (rajasuya)of Yudhisthira. J The• •

contradictory statement that no :ion-sacrificing sudra was pres-
ent on the o c c a s i o n p r o b a b l y  reflects the later attempt
to exclude Sudras from political power. At any rate it seems
clear that at least some sections of the sudras participated
in the coronations of kings.

According to a passage of the Yajus collections of both
the schools, J on the occasion of the rajasuya sacrifice the
-fjj.ng established among the vi| ( p e o p l e ) p r a y s  to Jpurye for
the expiation of the sin committed against the arya and the

( 6 )sudra. Relying on (^apini^ the commentators Uva^a and
(7)Mahldhara take the word arya in the sense of vaisya. (J This 

shows that not even the King was free to oppress the members of 
the two lower varnas^a situation entirely different from the

(1) Br.Up. , 1 . 4 .  13.
(2) visasca manyMsudramsca sarvanana.yateti ca. Mbh., II. 30.41
(3) na tawyani samnidhau sudrab kascidasahina cgvratab* Mbh., II. 

53. 9.
(4) yadcchudre yadarye yadenascakpma vayam yadekas.ya dhi dhar- 

mapi tasyavayajanamasi. VS, XX. 17 (on the occasion of the 
sautramapi sacrifice); TS, I. 8. 3* 1; KS? XXXVIII. 5; 
cf. Sat. B r., XII. 9.2*3.

(5) vs, XX. <5.
(6) aryab svamivaisyayob. P a . , III. 1. 103*
(7) Comm, to V S , XX. 17. The VI takes it in the sense of aHya.



one in the Aitareya Brahmana^ ^  where the vaisya appears as one
to he oppressed, and the sudra as one to he heaten at the
pleasure of the ̂ fclng.

In the a^vamedha sacrifice, which was supposed to confer
universal sovereignity upon its performer, the sudras appear as
the armed guards of the horse wh>^ is sent out on an expedition

( 2 )of world wide conquest. '

That the sudra could use weapons can also he inferred from
an early passage which states that with the *#iing as helper they
slay a iiing, with the vaisya a vaisya, and with the sudra a 
* C3)sudsa. ' The traditional account in the Mahahharata refers 
to a king called Damhhodhhava who used everyday to challenge 
armed soldiers of the kgatriya, vaisya and sudra classes to

(A)prove themselves his equal in fighting. y While enumerating
different leaders and peoples participating in hattle, the epic
refers to the case of all the four varpas taking part and there-

( 5)hy gaining righteousness, heaven and glory. Thus the fact
that sudras also acted as soldiers again betrays the influence

(1) VII. 29, See infra.
(2) satagi sudra vartfcinah* Ap.gr.S. (Garbe’s edn.), XX. 5* 13;

Ka.gr.S ., XX. 507 It seems that motivated by later bias 
the gatyaghdha gp.s. , which is a popular version of the 
Ap.gr.S . , leaves out the sudra varuthinah. Satya*gr.S.,
XIV. 1. 46.

(5) tasmad raj ha raj an am asabhuva ghnanti vaisyena vai j.ya%i 
sudrepa sudram. TS", V I . 4. 8.

(4) asti kascidvisigto va madvidho va bhavedyudhi; sudro 
vaiiyah kgatriyo va brahmapo vapi sastrabhpt. MbJ|.^V. 94.7*

(5) tegamantakaraip yuddhag dehapa pmaprapasanam; sudravitkgatra-
viprapagi dharm.yaift svargyaip yasaskaram. Mbh., VIII. 32. 18. 
The Cr. £dn. reads vlrapam in place of viprapam^but the 
latter occurs in MS' 71 .3G and seems to be more suitable. ,



of the old tribal polity, in which every member could take up
w  ■ -* : •. ;J •• ' v*- •>arms.

It is to be further noted that the a.yogava, who is defined 
by the commentator as a son of a vaisya woman by a sudra, is to 
act as a vigilant dog in the horse sacrifice. Perhaps 
this refers to the practice of enlisting the aboriginals as
watchmen.  ______ — —       —------^
  The &atapatha Brahmapa furnishes the unique case of an
ayogava -ftms Marutta Avik^ita performing the asvamedha 
sacrifice, in which the Maruts act as his body-guards, Agni
as his chamberlain, and the All-Gods (Visvedcvas) as his

(2 )(sabhasadas) ’acco-gcoro. J This does not seem to be a case of 
a sudra king but probably is an example of a non-brahma^iical 
ruler being assimilated to the brahmap.ical polity. The 
definition of a.yogava does not appear until the Dharmasutras,
and we cannot be sure that Marutta AirLk^ita was a low caste kin$

It was provided in the asvamedha sacrifice that the house 
of the rathakara should serve as the resting place for the 
horse and its guardians. J This shows that the rathakara 
continued to hold his political position in the later ritual 
of the asvamedha as well.

The asvamedha sacrifice was performed with the object of

(1) Ka.Sr.S., XX. 37.
(2) Sat. Br., XIII. 5. 4. 6.
(3) Sat. Br., XIII. 4. 2. 17; Ap. Sr. S.* (Garbe's edn.)<,XX.

5- 18; K 5 . Sr. S .. XX. 55; Sat.ya. Sr.S.. XIII. 1. 47.
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conquering all the four varpas, which shows that the ruler
felt the necessity of securing the allegiance of all sections
of society. The same impression is acquired f?om another
passage, in which, on the occasion of the rajasuya sacrifice,
the priest makes the king successful in gaining splendour,
strength, offspring and firm footing, which qualities are
respectively associated with the brahmapa, the k^atriya, the

( 2 )vaisya and the sddra. J A passage of similar import is to
('Obe fbund in the Taittirlya Saijihita. J According to it the

rajanya has to repeat the kindling verses thrice, because in
addition to the allegiance of the warrior, he has to secure the 
obedience of three other classes of people, namely, the 
brahmana, the vaisya and the 3udra. All thms shows that the 
obedience of the sudra was not taken for granted as in some lat
er sources. That it was found essential for the king to win 
his support also is evident from a passage of the Jaiminlya
Brahmana. It informs us that the Pancala prince Darbha
Satanlki was honoured among the brahmanas, the k^atriyas, the 
vaisyas and the sudras successively though the use of the

(4)gayatH, the tpistubh, the ,jagati and the anugtubh metres. '

(1) Jai. Br., II. 266-267.
(2) Ait. B r ., VIII. 4-.
(3) TS., III. 5* 10. No parallel in other collections of the 

Yatjus.
(4-) Jai. ~Br. , II. 102. The same idea is conveyed by the 

Saftikhf £ r . S . , XIV. 33 • 18-19 in a slightly different 
form.
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A remarkable passage occuring in all the collections of 
the Yajus contains a prayer to Agn^to confer brilliance on 
'our' priests, warriors, vaisyas and s u d r a s . T h e  context, 
in which t^is passage occurs in the Vajasane.yi Sagihita, deals 
with formulas for the performance of the vasordhara, a sort 
of consecration service of Agni as king. On this occasion 
the officiating priest (adhvaryu) recites formulas meant to 
bestow all temporal and spiritual blessings on the sacrificer.
It is not clear, but may not be improbable, that the ritual 
is prescribed for the king^who prays^ to Agni to place lustre 
in all the varpas of his subjects including the sudras.

There was no uniformity in the nature and extent of the 
sudrsUs participation in what may be described as rituals of ar
political character. In some cases the minutiae of ceremonies 
varied according to varpa, and naturally the sudra was given the 
lowest place; in other cases all the varcas, including the 
sudra, participated in the ceremony in the same manner, and 
could expect similar blessings. At any rate, compared to 
rules in the Dharmasastras, it is worth notice that in the latei 
Vedic period the sudras could have some share in political

(1) rucaip. vS:s;/e§u sudre§u ma.yi dhehi ruca rucam. T S , V. 7*6.4. 
VS, XVIII.'48; KS, XL. 13; MS, III. 4.8; TS, V. 7-6.
The S at. B r ., IX. 4.2.14 has "rucagi no dhehi brahmaoegvi'ti' 
J. Eggeling thinks that the other three varpas are under
stood, and, therefore, in translating the passage notes 
them in the brackets (SBE, Xilll, 238). But the text 
probably furnishes a typical exampleof brahmanical juggling 
with the old ritual in the interests of their priestly 
pretensions.
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power along with the members of the three higher varpas.
But there is also the other side of the picture. Already

during thfes period a clear tendency had begun to exclude the
£udra from participating in the communal life. Thus the
£udra could not take part in the sprinkling ceremony on the
occasion of the ra,jasuya sacrifices, unlike the members of the
three higher varpas.^^ It has been contended by Jayaswal
that the ,j any a or the janya-mitra, who appears in the texts as
the fourth person to sprinkle water on the king, is a sudra

(2 )m  the sense of a man of hostile tld.be.v ' Such an inter
pretation seems to be without any authority. Whatever be the 
correct meaning of this term, ' it is clear that it has 
nothing to do with the sudra at any place in literature. It 
is also stated that on the occasion of the ra,iasuya sacrifice 
the three higher varpas could request the king to grant a place 
for the worship of gods. ' Although the exclusion of the 
£udra would naturally follow from the theory that he was 
born without gods, it can be also taken to indicate his 
declining importance in political life.

The Satapatha Brahmana explains certain rites as

(1) Sat. Br. , V. 3*5*11-14]$ Tai. Br. , I. 7*8.7; Varaha Sr. S . , 
III. 3*2.48.

(2) Hindu Polity, pt. II, 25* What Jayaswal further says impiiffl 
that in later times the sudra always appears as a 
participant in the abhigecjdana ceremony, but there is 
nothing to pri>ve this until we come to the coronation rites 
of the Agni Purapa (ch. 218. 18-20), a work of early 
medieval period. ^

(3) Por various interpretations see Ghus^al, Hist. 8c Essays, 
pp. 265-66 and S.V. Venkateswara, op. cit., pt. I, 11.

(4) A i t B r .. VII 20.
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establishing the control of the k^atra (ruling chiefs) over the 
vis (community) . The £udra is left out, presumably
because the king's control over him is taken for granted. 
Another passage, which speaks of the brahma and the k§atra

(p)being established among the v i s ,v ' but leaves out the sudra,
conveys a similar idea.

The 3udra was not admitted to the vajapeya (drink of
strength) sacrifice, which was supposed to increase the
strength of the king. According to one text it was open to
the brahmana, k^atriya and v a i s y a , b u t  in other texts even
the vaisya came to be excluded.

There is an indication of the lack of civic status of
the sudra in a minor ceremony described in the Taittiriya
Brahmana. In explaining a rite of new and full-moon day
ceremonies (dar£apurnamasa) it is argued that the sSdras who
are in front of their masters seek their favour, and that those
who are not capable of making contradictions are to be treated^

(5)-in the same manner as the sudras. This vwald suggest that
the £fidras were not expected to speak agamnst their master, and 
were thought to be completely servile.

An important development in later.Vedic polity is the

(1) gat. Br.o I. 3.4.15s II. 5-2.6; II. 5-2.27; cf. XII. 
7.3.15.

(2) Ibid., XI. 2.7.16.
(3) SI$k*. Sr. S . , XVI. 17.4. quoted in VI, i i , 256.
(4) Varaha S r . S . , III. 1.1.1; Ghosjjal, Hist. & Essays, p. 283* 

The vaisya w a s , however, associated with some of the minor 
ceremonies of the vajapeya sacrifice along with the
-ft^atriya (Ka. gr. S ., XIV. 75).

(5) Tai.B r ., III. 3-11.2. with Bhattabhaskara's comm.



tendency to claim a special position for the brahmana and the 
k?atriya, distinguishing them from the vaisya and the £udra. 
Ghoshal cites a number of examples to show the importance of 
the brahma and the k^atra as two dominant forces in society, 
their mutual antagonism and their close political alliance. 
Prayers for the protection of the two upper classes are to be 
found in the Saijihitas^2  ̂ as well as in the Brahmanas.^ ^
If such references are closely analysed, they seem to yield 
two results. Firstly, most of them occur in later literature, 
especially in the Satapatha Brahmana. Secondly, while the 
earlier references generally point to the combination between 
the two upper varnas, the later do it to the specific 
exclusion of the vaisya and the sudra. Thus the flatapatha 
Brahmana clearly states that the brahmana and the k^atriya 
enclose the vaisya and the s u d r a . T h e  same text also 
avers that those who are neither k^atriya nor purohita (priest)

('5')are incomplete. Attention has been already drawn to the
exclusion of the vaisya and the sudra from the game of dice 
in the later version of this ra;jasu.ya rite.^^ In connection 
with the same coronation sacrifice the Aitare.ya Brahmana states 
that the brahmana precedes the k^atra but the vai^yas and the

(1) HPL, i, 73-80.
(2) VS, XVIII. 38-44; K S n W £ . , XX. 2.
(3) Sat. Br,, III. 5.2.11; III. 6.1.17-18; IX. 4.1.7-8.
(4) Sat. Br., VI. 4.4.12-13.
(5) Sat. B r ., VI. 6.3.12-13.
(6 ) Supra, p .
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sudras follow him.^*^ Therefore it would appear that the
tendency to equate the vaisya with the sudra and exclude them
from public life is implicit in earlier texts, but becomes
explicit and pronounced in later literature.

This review of the role of the sudra in the public life
01' tne later Vedic period may be closed with an examination

(2}of the Aitareya^Brahmana passage/ ywhich has been interpreted
as indicating an absolutely servile position of the £udra
in the Vedic polity. Such a view is not justified by a close
scrutiny of the context and meaning of the crucial passage.
It is said that a king named Visvantara Safcpadmana performed
a sacrifice without the priestly clan of the Syaparpas^who
were removed from the altar. Their case was taken up by
their learned leader Rama Margaveya, who protested against
the dismissal of the priests, on the ground that he possessed
the knowledge of the food to be taken by the king in lieu of

( 3)^Joma on the occasion of the rajasu.ya sacrifice. ' The 
passage in question describes in his words the possible 
results of the various kinds of food to be taken by the king, 
and in doing so indicates the kind of relation which subsists 
between the ruling varpa of the warrior and the three other 
varpas. It is said that if the king takes soma, the food of

(1) visagi caivasmai tacchaudraip. ca varpairi anuvartmanau kurvanti 
Ait. Br., VIII. 4.

(2) VII. 29-
(5) Ait. Br.. VII. 27-8.
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the brahipapa, his progeny will he a brahmapa with all his
characteristics. He will be an acceptor of gifts, a drinker
of soma, a seeker of livelihood and one to be removed at will.
(yathakamaprayapyah)^1  ̂ If the king takes curd, the food of
the vaisyas, his progeny will be a vaisya, and will have all
the vaisya's characteristics. He will be tributary to
another, eaten by another, and oppressed at will. But we are
more concerned with the epithets which describe the position
of the sudra. It is stated that if the king takes water, the
food of the sudra, he will favour the sudras and his progeny

(2}will have all their characteristics. ' He will be (i)
any a s.y a oreg.yah, (ii) kamotthap.yah and (iii) yathakamavadh.yafr.
Keith correctly renders the first epithet as 'the servant of
another', but the same cannot be said of his translation of
the other two epithets. The second epithet kamotthap.yah
is rendered by him as one 'to be removed at w i l l ' a n d  by

(40Haag as one 'to be expelled'v ' at the pleasure of the master.
On this basis it is said that the sudra was a tenant-at-will

( S')who could be thrown out of his holding at any time. But

(1) Muir, Haug and Weber take the word as active in sense, 'mov 
ing at will'. But the verb is clearly used in the passive 
causative sense (VI, ii, 255), which Sayapa recognises.

(2) 'atha yadi apalu sddranam sa bhakgah: sudravistena 
bhakgena jinvig.yasi, sudrakalpas te pra,iayama,iaBig.yate.
Ait. Br., VIII. 29.

(3) HOS, xxv, 315.
(40 Tr. of Ait B r . , p. 4-85.
(5) Ghoshal, op.eft., i, 158.
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Sayapa's comment to this term states that the sudra could he
made to work at any time of the day or night whenever the
master d e s i r e d . H i s  interpretation seems to he quite
feasible because the plain meaning of the utthapana is the
act of causing to get up or rise. In early Sanskrit the
sense of expulsion is conveyed by other words such as

(2)nirvasanav ' or nigkasana. The third epithet yathakamavadhyafr
has been rendered by Keith as 'to be slain at will1, y but
Sayapa interprets the phrase as meaning that the sudra could
be beaten by the angry master if he went against his will.^^
Sayapa's interpretation is supported by the Nirukta, in which,

(as against three places where vadha means to kill,w ' at five
places it means to hurt or w o u n d . H a u g  is, therefore,
right when he renders the third epithet as 'to be beaten at 

(n\pleasure'. ('

The ready and uncritical acceptance of the false view that 
according to the Aitare.ya Brahmana the sudra could be slain at 
the pleasure of the master^ J led to the natural corollary that 
in the Yedic period he had no werg&ld, which he came to have in

(1) madh.yaratradau yadakadaciddina iccha bhavati tadanim a.ya*i 
utthapyate.

(2) P a . , II. 4.10.
(3) nos, xxv, 315.
(4) vadhyab = kupitena svamina tad.yo bhavati icchanianatikram.ya
(5) III. 11; V. 16 and X. 11. ”
(6) III. 9; IX. 15, 16, 18; X. 29. 
i,7; of the Ait. Br.,t.485.
( 8 ) v i ' , ■ i r . " 2 5 5 :--------  r
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A

the period of the Dharmasutras, when the relation of simple 
slavery was being abolished.^ ^  It is evident that such 
a view rests on a dubious interpretation of the term 
yathakamavadhyah. Moreover, although the wergeld (called 
vaira or vaira~cle.ya) was probably fixed at a hundred c o w s / ^  
there is neither any reference to the variation of this amount 
according to the varp.a nor to the denial of this right to any 
varp.a. There seems also to have been provision of penance 
for the expiation of the sin of manslaughter (vairahat.ya) 
through sacrifice, ' but this is also kept free from 
considerations of varpa. Therefore it would appear that in 
later Vedic society varpa distinctions were not so sharp and 
wide as to degenerate into the acute civic discriminations of 
the Dharmasutras, in which the £udra was entitled to the 
lowest wergeld of ten cows.

Reverting to the Aitare.ya Brahmana passage, the meanings 
which have been suggested for the two epithets applied to the 
sudra seem to be plausible. In the whole of Vedic literature 
there is no parallel passage which describes the sudra as one 
to be expelled and slain at the will of the master.

Whether the alternative meanings suggested above represent 
the true state of affairs is difficult to determine. This is

(1) Keith, CHI, i, 128-9; Dutt, op. cit. , p. 166; cf. Ghoshal 
HgL. i. 167.

(2) v1 i:i-> 331-
(3) Tai. Br.„ I. 5-9.5-6; cf. III. 4.1.7*
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because the Book VII of the Aitare.ya Brahmana, in which the
passage in question occurs, is a later part.^1  ̂ It would not
be surprising if some of the epithets here applied to the
various varpas were used by a discarded priest to ingratiate
himself into the favour of his patron king. It is not
without significance that even a brahmana is described as one
to be removed at will. In such a case the position of other
varpas can be well imagined.

All these considerations, however, in no way disprove
the low status of the sudra in the later Vedic polity* Our
object is to de
abundantly clear that while the sudra was associated with
several ceremonies of the two important sacrifices of
political nature, the asvamedha and the rajasu.ya, there had
already begun, possibly towards the end of the Vedic period,
a definite tendency to exclude him from rituals connected witjy
political life. In many cases the vaisya was also condemned
to the position of the £udra and deprived of his old rights.

Ritual literature can be also made to yield some
information on the social conditions of the sudra. A passage
of the Yajus collections states that the vaisyas and the sudras

(2 )were created together.v ' This runs counter to the

(1) Keith, HOS, XXV, 29; cf. VI, ii. 256.
(2) VS, XIV. 30; MS, II. 8.6; K£>7 XVII. 5; Kap. S. , XXVI.

25; TS, IV. 3-10.2.

ine it as precisely as we can. And it is
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Purfeu?asukta version, in which the vaisya precedes the sudra
in the order of creation, with the result that the latter is
assigned the lowest place in society. But the tendency to
put the vaisya and the £\Idra in the same social category is
noticeable in some rites, which show that a vaisya can be the
husband of a sudra woman and vice versa. I t  is ironically
stated that the arya husband of a 5ddra woman does not seek
prosperity, the idea being that such a marriage condemns him to

(0\a life of prolonged penury. J The commentators take the
term arya (with short initial vowel) in the sense of vaisya,
which provides evidence of marriage between the vaisya and the
sudra woman; but the authors of the Vedic Index regard these
references as instances of illicit union between the arya and 

(4.)the sudra. In most cases the reading is arya, and therefore
the interpretation of the commentators seems to be right. The 
reading arya is also accepted by J. Eggeling in his 
translation of the Satapatha B r a h m a n a where he rightly 
renders it as vaisya. But it is not beyond all possibility 
that the texts may have been tampered with to suit new 
situations, when marriage between the members of the higher

(1) Sat. Br., XIII. 2.9.8; Tai. Br. , III. 9-7.3; VS, XXIII.
3 0 - T i -  ---------  _

(2) sudra yadaryajara na posa.ya dhanayati. VS, XXIII. 30; 
ife," III. 13-3); TS, “VII. 4.19.2)3; KS (A^vamedha), V. 4.8*

r. S . , XVI. 4.4-6.
(3) Comms. of MahTdh«*La and Uva-fa to VS, XXIII. $0.
(4) VI, ii, 391.
(5) SBE, xliv, 326.
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varpas and the sudra was looked upon with disfavour. On the
basis of such an assumption it is possible to think of free

/
marital relations between the Xryan and the «S5udra tribes or 
the people who came to be included in the sudra var^a. Later 
on such relations came to be confined to the two lower varies.

In the Brahmapas priests and nobles seem to have been 
free to intermarry with the lower classes, including the £udra, 
as the cases of Vatsa and Kava^a i n d i c a t e . V a t s a  was 
called a sudra-putra by his brother Medhatithi, which shows 
that this was probably not used as a term of abuse. It is
said that Vatsa proved his brahmapahood by walking through the 
fire unscathed and thus wiped out this reproach. This case 
shows that the social rank of a person was not determined by 
his birth but by his worth. The case of Kava^a Ailu^a
being born of a dasf seems to be doubtful. The epithet 
das.yab putrab applied to him is regarded by Sayapa as a term 
of abuse. The Paflcaviqisa Brahmana®^^ provides an instance
of the legal marriage of the slave girl Usij, the mother of 
p§i DIrghatamas, if we may adopt her description given in the 
Brhaddevata.v J The Purapic traditions inform us that 
Kak^Ivat, a brahmavadinjwas the son of DIrghatamas by a £udra

(1) Keith, SHI, i, 126.
(2) Pahc. Br., XIV. 6 .6 .
(3) Ibid.
(4-) Ait. Br. , VII. 19 with Sayapa1s comm.
(5) Pane. B r ., XIV. 11. 17.
(6) VI, ii, 259; Bphaddevata, IV. 24-25•
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*1 ' ' n  4 *r*i 4- V\ -r\ *i r> Vv ̂  4 /•>»»maid-servant of King Bali,v J and in the epic.as being of
* —  (2 )sudra birth (sudra-.yQni) . v J It has been pointed out that

Mahidasa, the author of the Aitare.ya Brahmana«was a sudra.
There is nothing to support this view unless his surname

(3a)
Aitare.ya be interpreted as his being the son of Itara which 
means vile, low or rejected, but this seems to be too far
fetched. In a late Brahmapa Sudak^ipa K^aimi, a seer and 
pnest^is addressed as a sudra, ' but there are no 
particulars about his parentage, except that he was a 
descendant of K?ema, and possibly in his case this epithet is 
used as a term of abuse. About a dozen p?is, whose mothers 
belonged to what may be regarded as the one or the other 
section of the £udra varpa, are enumerated in the Bhayig.ya
Purapa, y With minor modifications the list recurs in

(6)several other ̂ ur^nas and the Mahabharata. ' It informs us 
that Vyasa was born of a fisherwoman, Parasara of a svapaka 
woman, Kapinjalada of a cap<Jala woman, Vasi§£ha of a 
prostitute (gapika), and the best of sages (munisreptha) 
Madanapala was the child of a boatwoman. As a justification 
for this kind of list, it is said at the end that the origins

(1) Va.yu P . . it, 37-67-94-.
(2) Adi Parvan, 98.25*
(3) Mookerji, AIE, p. 52.
(3a) According to Sayapa. VI, i, 121-122.
(4) Jai. Up. B r . , II. 2.5-6.
(5) I. 42.2212S.
(6) Anusasana P. (Kumb. edn. )̂  53• 13-19•
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of the p§is, rivers, pious people, great soils, and of the bad
character of women cannot be discovered.^ ^  Nothing definite
can be said about the chronological position of these p?is
or of their actual existence, but such a list testifies to the
practice of priests and p§is marrying sudra, or slave
women during the later Vedic period. It seems that kings and
chiefs too married sudra women. The palagall, who was the
fourth and the least respected wife of the HShng, was a sudra.^

The above examples show that marriage between people of
higher varp.as add sudra women was not discountenanced.^^
Probably in the beginning the Vedic Indians and the aborigines
married within their respective tribes.v J Even when tribes
disintegrated, and their members were divided among the four
varpas, the old practice may have continued for a time. But
already during the later Vedic period varpa^distinctions had
become so strong as not to permit marriage between the male
members of the lower classes and the females of higher classes.
There had begun also the tendency to look upon the sudra woman
as an object of pleasure for men of the higher varpas. Thus ir
a comparatively later Brahmapa the angtubh metre is compared

( S')to a sudra harlot fit for being approached.

(1) Anusasana Parvan* (Kumb. edn.)t53-38.
(2) Saitkh. Sr. S./ XVI. 4.4. 7
(3) Cf. Ghur.ye, op. cit., p. 51.
(4) CHI, i, 129.
(5) ^afikha. B r ., XXVII. 1. .This Brahmapa is considered to be 

of later origin than the gatapatha and Aitare.ya Brahmapas.



During this period we also find traces of contempt
for the capdala. It is stated that those who are of good
conduct here will attain good birth as a brahmapa, a kgatriya
or a vaisya; but those who are of bad conduct will enter a
stinking womb of a dog,swine or capdala.  ̂ It is to be noted
that, unlike the case of the capdala, birth in the sudra varpa
is not described as impure (kapuyam), though it seems to have
been looked upon as undesirable. It further appears that the

( p icap<Jalas, who were an aboriginal tribe,v v were coming to be
regarded as of reprehensible conduct. But in the early texts
of this period Xp appears as a victim in the purugamedha 

(*>)sacrifice, which gives no indication of his being untouchabli
w•

In the social ethics of the period under review certain 
bad qualities had come to be associated with the sudra.
We find Sunafr^epa of the SAgiras clan condemning his father 
Ajlgarta as a sudra, because he had sold him for three hundred 
cows as an object of sacrifice to Varupa. Though the son
was released by the god and the father gave him a hundred cows 
to blot out his stain, Suna^sepa rebuked him in harsh words.

(1} Cha. U p ., VI. 10.7.
(2) It seems that TjfcsaAku, who is described as dark in complex

ion, was probably the leader of the Capcjala tribe 
Rama.yapa, I. 58. 10-11.

(5) VS, XXX. 21; Tai. B r . , III. 4.1*17.
(4) VS, XXX. 17; Tai. Br., III. 4.1.14.
(5) Ait. B r . , VII. 1$-17; SaAkhj^. Sr. S ., XV. 24.

SOrwft'The Paulkasa, however, was associated with loath^iess
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As he said, "... thou art still not free from the brutality 
of a sudra, for thou hast committed a crime for which no 
reconciliation exists" This wmld suggest that, like
Ajlgarta, in times of hunger^ the sudras were prepared to part 
with their children. It was thought that for the sake of 
material gains they could be brutal and callous towards their 
near and dear ones.

It is interesting to note further that when ounaftsepa was 
adopted as a son by Visvamitra and given the first rank among 
his hundred sons, with the right of primogeniture, the fifty 
older sons refused to accept this position. This infuriated 
the father, who cursed them to have descendants of lower 
castes, such as those of the Andhras, PupqLras, Sabaras, 
Pulindas, Mutibas, Dasyus and antas (outcastes). While 
this account provides an early example of the priestly 
ingenuity in the invention of genealogies for non-Aryan peoples 
in order to assimilate them to the lower ranks of brahmapical 
society, it also shows that recalcitrant and disobedient sons 
were regarded as Dasyus and antas. In his commentary to this 
passage Sayapa also includes cap(Jalas and other low castes, 
but they are not mentioned in the text. J

In one of the supplementary formulae of the ^ajasane.yi

(1) nagagafr saudran nyayad asaipdhe.yaqi tray a kptam. Ait B r . ,
(2) Ait! B r !, VII. 18.
(3) cafldaladirupannica.iativisegan. Comm, to Ait. Brl, VII. 18.



Saqih.ita , to be used in connection with various seasonal and
domestic sacrifices, a desire is expressed for talking
kal.yanivak to the members of all the varpas.^1  ̂ It is
contended that this refers to the equal right of all classes to

(2)the study of the Veda. J But the term kal.yaplvak does not 
stand for the Veda. The commentators are right when they 
take it in the sense of kind and courteous speech. It
would imply that friendly words were to be used in talking to 
the members of all the varpas. A distinction, however, 
appears in the Satapatha Brahmapa, where, in the instructions 
for the performance of a certain ceremony, modes of address 
vary according to the varpas. Thus the terms 'come hither1 
(ehi), 'approach' (agahi), 'hasten hither' (adrava) and 
'run hither' (adhava) are respectively used in calling the 
preparer of the offerings (ha»§krtt) from the brphmapa, the 
rajanyabandhu, the vaisya and the sudra c l a s s e s . S u c h  

discriminations are frequently noticed in the social intercourse 
of post-Vedic times.

Of the four stages of life (asramas), which appear at the 
end of the Vedic period, only the life of the householder is 
prescribed for the sudra in later times, but there is no

(1) yathemaqi vacaqi kalyapimavadani janebhyab; brahma rajanya-
bhyaqi £ddraya c ary5ya c a svaya c arapaya c a . V& , XXVI. Z.

(2) Mookerji, AIE, p. 53*
(3) Uva^a and Mahidhara's comm, to VS, XXVI. 2.
(4) Sat. Br., I. 1.4.12.
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reference to such a distinction during this period. Although
the four a£ramas are mentioned in the Qhandogya Upanigad,
there is no reference to their connection with the varpas.
This "brings us to the question of the education of the sudra,
for, according to later texts, he cannot he admitted to the
stage of studentship (hrahmacarya a£rama) , which begins with
the ceremony of the upanayana. The earliest mention of the
upanayana is to be found in the Atharva Veda, where the youth
is initiated (upa-ni) into a new life by the teacher, for he

(2 )is supposed to be born from his belly. J The initiate
becomes a brahmacarin, but there is nothing to indicate his
varpa. On the basis of Arupi's exhortation to his s<nn
Svetaketu that he ought to pass through the brahmacar.ya it has
been held that for a long time the upanayana was confined only
to priestly or literary families, from whom it was extended to

(3)the whole brahmapa class and then finally to all the Aryans. 
This may be true if the upanayana be taken as the starting point 
of literate learning, since in ancient societies education was 
generally in the hands of the priests. The fact that the 
brahmacarin was normally a brahmapa is known from several 
s o u r c e s . B u t  this does not seem to be true of the

(1) Cha. U p . , II. 23.1-2.
(2) AV? XiT 5-3.
(3) Altekar, Education in Ancient India, p. 10.
(40 TS , VI. 3 .10; Gopatha Br". , 1 . 2 .2/ and 4; Sat. Br. , XI. 

374.12. /



upanayana and the brahmacar.ya if they are taken as signifying
the beginning of a new life by a person on his formal admission
as a full-fledged adult member of the tribe. Such an
interpretation can be put on the tradition that gods, men and
demons spent their brahmacarya period under the guidance of
their father Prajapati, who was their teacher. This cannot
be t aken to mean that literate learning was widespread among
the early peoples, but can only suggest that some form of
initiation into the life of the community was a universal
practice among the Vedic Indians or their ancestors - a fact
which is supported by the prevalence of similar practices among
primitive peoples. This practice of initiation was also
extended to the Vratyas^who were either de-tribalised Aryans
or non-Aryans, for they were admitted into Aryan society

(2 )through the acquisition of brahmacarya. '

It is significant that a practice of initiation similar
to the upanayana also prevailed among the early Iranians.
Speaking of the practice of the initiation of the male and
female Iranians by means of the investiture with a sacred
thread at the age of fifteen, which marked their admission

(3)into the community of the followers of Ahura Mazda, J Geiger

(1) Br. U p . , V. 2.1.
(2) AV, XI. 5, XV; Pane. B r . , XVII. 1.2. Bloomfield thinks 

that the converted.Vratya is exalted as a type of the 
perfect brahmacarin. The Atharvaveda, p. 94-.

(3) Vendidad, XVlll, 9 and 54.9; Spiegel, Altiranisctoytunde, 
iii, 700, cf. 54-8-9.
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says that it was an ancient custom which was modified and 
developed in later t i m e s . T h a t  the practice of 
initiation prevailed among the Spartans is also well known. 
Hence we may suppose that initiation was practised among the 
Vedic Indians as well. As such in the beginning the sudra 
members of the disintegrated Aryan tribes may have continued 
to perform the iniation rites of the upanayana and the 
brahmacarya in the same manner as they performed several other 
rituals. The Saqihitas and the Brahmapas do not refer to the 
£udra's exclusion from the rite of the upanayana.

The Chandogya Upanigad informs us that Janasruti, who 
was instructed in the knowledge of life (prapa) and air (vayu) 
by Raikva, was a sudra. ' But elsewhere he appears as the 
chief of a people called Mahavp^as,^ ^  who lived in the north
west. ........................   -_     ^

> He was dubbed a sudra either because of his association
with the people of the sudra tribe who also lived in the same 

ijUau^ / t - N
region, or^°f defamatory use of this termw ' for those who
lay outside the pale of brahmapical society.

(1) Civilization of the Eastern Iranians in Ancient Times, i*.
-------------------------------------------------------------------

(2) Thomson, Studies in Ancient Greek Society, i, 272.praci îe4-~Qf--ini-tiatrl-en -is nommnn among the- -pT-iiiii Live poo-ple 
(Thi^-rp-^5-^9).

(3) Cha. U p ., IV. 1.1-8, 3.1-4.
Jai. B r . , III. 7*5.2. Also called Nagari Janas rut e.yafr in 
Jai. Up. Br., III. 7*3.2. Aupavi Jansrufcya performed the 
va,japeya ceremony (oat. B r . , V. 1.1.5 and 7)*

(5) Winternitz, HIL, i , 22$, fn. 3«
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Janasruti may not have been a sudra, but there ar^other
indications to show that the sudra was not completely debarred
from acquiring certain kinds of knowledge. Thu^/it is stated
in the Taittiriya Brahmana that the vaisya was born of the
Bg Veda, the kpatriya of the Yajus Veda, and the brahmapa of
the Sama Veda. T h i s  obviously implies that the Atharva
Veda was meant for the sudra - a provision which is later on
vaguely repeated in the Apastamba Dharmasutra. It means
that the sudra was excluded from the acquisition of the
orthodox Vedic knowledge but not of other forms of knowledge.
This impression is also acquired from several passages of the
3atapatha Brahmana. They inform us that the priest could
instruct snake-charmers, usurers, fishermen, bird-catchers,
Selagas, Nipadas, Asuras and Gandharvas,many of whom seem to

(o')have belonged to the sudra varpa. J The subjects taught 
are the Itihasa, the Atharva Veda, the art of snake-charming 
(sarpavid.ya) and denj^iology (devajana-vidyg) The list of
students and subjects suggests that during the early period 
the priests did not keep themselves aloof from the practice of 
arts and crafts, which came to be included within the scope of 
activities assigned to the sudra varpa. But it is not clear 
whether such instruction was accompanied by the imparting of

(1) Tai. B r ., III. 12.9.2.
(2) Sat. Br., XIII. 4.3.7-13.
(3) Ibid., cf. Cha. U p .. VII. 1.1.
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literate learning to the sudras.
Towards the end of Vedic period there set in the

tendency to exclude the sudra from the upana.yana and consequent-
ly from education. Such an idea is possibly conveyed by a
passage of the Chandog.ya Upanigad, where a famous student
claims to have been the glory of the brahmapa, the rajan, and
the vaisya. But at another place.: the learner wishes to be
popular with every section of the people including the sudra^^
The first clear exclusion of the sudra is found in a late
Srautasdtra which lays down seasons for the upanayana of the

( 3 ̂three higher varpas. It clearly states that the upanayana,
the study of the Veda and the establishment of fire can bear 
fruit only in the case of those who are not sudras and do not 
indulge in wicked activities. Another text provides that 
the initiated student (upanita) should not talk to a sudra.
It is further prescribed that the sudra should wash the feet 
of the student who has completed his course (snataka) in a 
ceremony known as the offering of honey (madhuparka)
It is difficult to say whether the above references from the 
two Srautasutras indicate conditions in the later Vedic period. 
They may be assigned to the very end of that period, and 
perhaps even to post-Vedic times, for one of the earliest

(1) Cha. U p ., VIII. 14.1.
(2) Satyagadha Sr. S., XIX. 3*26. !
(3) Satya.gr. S ., XIX. 1.4; XXVI. 1.20.
(4) Satya.Sr. S., XXVI. 1.6.
(5; JJraM. S r ~ S . , VII. 3-14.
(6) Satya. Sr. S., XIX. 4. 13-
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Gljihyasutras, contemporaneous with the early Srautasutra^ makes 
it clear that the rathakara was entitled to the upanayana.^  ̂

It seems, then, that in the beginning the upanayana 
was the affair of the whole tribe; but as the tribe d i s - .

L
integrated into classes, it became a prerogative, a honorific
distinction to be attained by means of wealth and high social
position, which the initiated access to more or less

(p }exclusive, often secret,societies.v y Just as in Iran it was 
denied to the Huiti c l a s s , s o  also in India it was denied 
to the £udra varpa. Following Senart's view that clan 
exogamy and tribe endogamy later developed into the features of 
the caste system, it may well be argued that tribal initiation 
was transformed into the upanayana of the three higher varpas, 
with the result that it helped to bring about the social 
degradation of the sudra.

Although the loss of the upanayana led to the denial of 
education to the sudra, perhaps,it did not matter much in the 
period which we consider. We are still in doubt as to the 
precise nature of education during the later Vedic period, and

direct proof that literacy prevailed at that stag^

(1) Bau. Gr. S . , II. 5-6*
(2) Gheld, Ethnology of the Mahabharata, pp. 241-2.
(3) Senart, Caste in India, p. 118.
(4) In the recent excavations at Hastinapura several needle

like pointed tools have been discovered in the phase of 
occupation/ascribed to 1100-800 B.C., but it is not certain 
that they were used for writing. AI, No. 10-11, 14.
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It is likely that even the ksatriya and the vaisya "performed 
their duties towards the Veda in a very perfunctory way, if 
at all".^1  ̂ A later text shows that ordinarily the student 
made only a token performance of his Vedic s t u d i e s , a n d  

education may have been primarily the concern of the brahmapa. 
But the upanayana indicated something more than a right to 
education. It came to signify the higher social status of 
those who were entitled to this ritual.

The sudra was not admitted to the upanayana, on the ground
that it was a Vedic ritual. But the religious life of Vedic 
times shows that he was not always excluded from Vedic rituals. 
Many texts provide for the establishment of fire for sacrifice 
by the rathakara,v- J who could it in the rainy season. '
He occupies the fourth place in the list after the brahmapa, 
the ksatriya and the vaisya. In the Asvalayana Srautasutra 
the place of the rathakara is taken by the upakrugta. This 
term literally means a person scolded at or chid, but, accordin 
to the commentator, it stands for a carpenter (takgaka) . w J  
This would suggest that although the carpenters were reviled,

(1} Hopkins quoted in Mookerji, AIE, pp. 339-4-0.
(2) SaAkh. Gr. S., II. 7.21-25.
(3)

Tai. B r ., I. 1.4.8; Ap. Sr. S . ^Garbe's edn.), V. 11.7;
Ka". SrT S., I. 9; Satya. Sr. S . , III. 1; Varaha Sr. S.,
I. 1.1.4.

(4) Ap. Sr. S.y (Caland’s and Garbe's edn.), V. 3.19; Ka. Sr. 
S., IV. 179-81; Satya. Sr. S ., III. 2; Varaha Sr. S . ,
I. 4.1.1; Vaikha. SS?. S . , TTl; cf. Asva. Sr. S . ,11. 1.13*

(5) takgakakarmopajivyupakrugta ityucyate" AoV*Sr. S ., II. 1.13 
with the comm, of Narayapa.
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they continued to be admitted to the sacrifice. Another such
person, who enjoyed the right to the Vedic sacrifice, was the
chief of the Nigadas (nigada-sthapati) But his sacrifice
was meant for the pacification of animals through the v/orship

(2)of Rudra-Pa£upati. J In a similar reference at another
(*)place only the Nigada is mentioned. But the commentator

says that it refers to the Nigada chief (sthapati) , and adds
that in the Apastamba Srautasutra he is a traivarnika (of the
first three v a r p a s ' In the Mahabharata also the head of
the Nigadas (nigadadhipati) is said to have performed sacrific-

(5)es.w /  A passage of the gg Veda refers to the participation
of 'five peoples' (paricajanab) in the sacrifice. The
Nirukta explains the term pancajanab as meaning the four

(n)varpas and the Nigadas.v ' This cannot be taken as applying 
to the period of the gg Veda, as is sometimes done.^'^
Neither does the word nigada occur in the gg Veda nor is the 
existence of the four varpas a well-established fact there. 
Obviously the term pancajanab refers to the five gg Vedic 
tribes, whose members offered sacrifices without any distinctkn

(1) Ap« ^r. S . (Garbe's edn.), IX. 14.12; Satya. Sr. S . , XV.
4. 20; Varaha. Sr. S ., I. 1.1.5; cf. Ka. Sr. S ., I. 12.

(2) Ap. Sr. S’! (Garbe's end.), IX. 14.11; Satya. l?r. S. , XV.
4~. 19; ylraha Sr. S . , I. LI.5- :

(5) Satya. Sr. S ., Ill. 1. j
(4) Comm. to Satya. Sr. S . , III. 1.
(5) Mbh. , I. Si.46". |
(6) X. 53.4 . _
(7) N i r ., III. 8. Aupamanyava takes the term nigada as nigach- 

sthapati. Skandjsvami and Mahesvara on Nir. , III. 8.
(8) Mookerji, AIE, pp. 52-53* |



Yaska's interpretation, however, shows that in his time the
sudras as well as the Ni?adas, who came to he specified in the
Dharmasutras as a mixed caste horn of a brahmapa and a sudra
woman, could take part in the sacrifice. Thus the references
prove that occasionally the Nigada people and generally the
Ni?ada chief enjoyed the right to the Vedic sacrifice. It was
laid down that in the visvajit sacrifice the sacrificer would
have to stay for three nights with the Nigadas as well as with
a vaisya and a rajanya.^1  ̂ This shows that the Nigada
people were indirectly associated with this sacrifice.

Of the two categories of people enjoying the right to
sacrifice, it is clear that the rathakara was a member of the
Aryan community, but the Nigadas seem to have been a non-Aryan
people living in their own v i l l a g e s . T h e r e  are several
references to the black colour of the Nigada people in the

( 3Mahabharata and the Vigpu Purapa.w /  Probably as a step in 
their brahmapization, the Nigadas as a tribe were allowed to 
carry on their own sacrifice in the Vedic way, which privilege 
later came to be confined only to their chief. Thus it is 
evident that right up to the end of the Vedic period the right

(1) ... nigade$u haiva ta vased... vaisye va ha ta bhratyvye
va vased... rajani haiva ta vased. Jai. Sr., II. 184;
Pane. Br., XVIT 6.7; Kau§itakl B r., XXV. 15; An. Sr. S., 
(Garbe * s edn.), XVII. 26.18; Lltya. S r ■, S ., VIII. 2.8.

(2) There is a reference to the Ni?ada-grama in the comm, to th
Lat.ya. Sr. S. , VIII. 2.8.

(3) Quoted in Schafer, Ethno
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of sacrifice was enjoyed by the rathakara and the Nigadas, who 
fell under the category of sudras. What is more important, 
Yaska's interpretation of the term ffancajanab would show that 
in his opinion the whole sudra varpa enjoyed this right.

There is specific mention of the participation of the 
sudra in several religious rites. He could take part in the 
preparation of the offerings (haftg) for the god along with the 
members of the three varpas, although the mode of address 
employed for him reflects his lowest place in that rite.^^ 
Similarly along with the members of other varpas he could 
drink soma, and had to undergo atonement in case of vomiting^' 
Referring to the case of the dasl-putra Kava§a Ailu^a Hopkins 
points out that the sQdra's son shares the sacrifice and the 
sudra drinks soma in one of the half-brahmanical, half- 
popular festivals.  ̂J It is curious to note that a passage 
from the Kathaka Samhita does not permit sudras and women to 
drink soma. J This is, however, not found in other 
collections of the Yajus, and hence seems to be either an 
interpolation or at best the view of the Kathaka school.

The sudra also participated in two other minor rites.

(1) Sat. Br. , I. 1.4-.11-12; Ap. Sr. S. (Caland's edn.), I.VTT.
(2) cattvSro vai varpab* brahmapo rajan.yb vai^.yab £udro na 

haitegamekasccana bhavati yah somaiii vamati, sa .yat haite- 
sdmekasccittsyattsyaddhaiva prayasccittib. Sat. B r ., V.

(5) Ait. B r . , II. 19; Hopkins, Religions of India, p. 4-77- 
(4-) KS, XI. 10.
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He could take part in the rite of offering prepared food (odana-
sava) like the members of the other three varpas, the condition
being that food varied according to the varpa. Similarly
the rite of offering first fruits could be performed by the

(2}members of all the varpas.v J

The sudra's part in the solstice ritual known as the 
mahavrata furnishes important evidence of his participation 
in the religious life of the period. According to it the
sudra stays outside the vedi and the arya stays inside. They

cs
fight over the possession of^hide, and the victory goes to the 

( 3 )arya. In some texts the sudra varpa and the arya varpa
are distinctly mentioned.v J Where the reading is arya, it

C 5)means vaisya*, on the other hand where it is arya it means
a member of the first three varpas. In some texts the place 
of the arya is taken by the b r a h m a p a , w h o  appears as the 
opponent of the sudra, a feature which becomes common in post- 
Vedic times. Another Vedic passage, in which the two come in 
for special notice, state® that neither a brahmapa nor a sudra 
can be offered as sacrifice to Prajapati. The passage,

(1) arLyamanthagi brahmapah payomanthaffi ra,ianyo dadhimantham 
vaiSya udmantham sddrah. Satya. Sr. S ." Xfflll. 4-.17. The 
passage suggests the comparative poverty of the sudras.

(2) JUU-Sr. S . , II. 9 .7 .
(3) sudraryaur carmmapi parimapdale vyayacchete. ,jayatyaryah. 

K a . or. S., XIII. 40-4-1; Pane. Br. , V. 5* 14; Satya§adha 
g r . 5 . , X V I . 6.28. :

(4) Jai. B r ., II. 404-5* The term arya varpa occurs in KS., 
XXXIV. 5, but there is no mention of sudra varpa.

(5) gaftkhfr. gr. S ., XVII. 6.1-2; Lat.ya. gr. S., IV. 3.9.5-6.
(6) Tai. B r ., I. 2.6.7.
(7) asudra abrahmapste prajapatya^i. VS, XXX. 22.

\ ^ / ________________________________



which occurs in the later portion of the Va,iasane.yi Sagihita, 
probably indicates that, while the brahmapa is too high for 
the purpose, the £udra is too low.

As to the significance of the mahavrata ceremony, it 
possibly preserves the memory of fights for cattle both among 
the Aryans themselves and between Aryans and non-Aryans, who 
were reduced to the position of sudras. The SaAkha.yana 
Srautasutra states that this antiquated and obsolete custom 
ought not to be performed. This would show that the
sudra could enter into sacral relations with the members of the 
higher varjfas in an old ritual such as the mahavrata, but
ceased to do so when such rituals went out of vogue.

The sudra also had his place in the funeral rituals of the 
later Vedic period. It was laid down that the sudra could
have his sepulchral mound, though it would be only as high as
the knee, the height varying according to the varpa.
he sudras are described as having and worshipping gods like 

any other class of the community. In the Byhadarap.yaka

mythology the twin gods Asvins, physicians of the gods, are

(1) XVII. 6.1-2.
(2) Sat. B r ., XIII. 8.3.11. It is interesting to note that the

tomb of the k^atriya is to be the greatest in height and
that of the brahmapa to be the next.

(3) Br. U p ., I. 4.11-13.
(4) Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 168.

Upanigad the sudra is called pu^an, which suggests that this 
god is assigned to him.w /  Similarly in the Mahabharata

(4)regarded as sudras. ' It is significant that in the
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ratnahaviqigi ceremony the Asvins are associated with the
saggrahltr^  and Pu?an with the bha^adugha^2  ̂ But in the
Taittirl.ya Brahmana Pu$an, along with the Visvedevas (All-Gods)
and the Maruts (peasant-gods), is associated with the vaisyas^*
In a way the Visvedevas are indirectly assigned to the sudras
as well. The anugfubh, which is a later and popular metre
ascribed to the sudra, is also assigned to the Visvedevas^^
It is stated that through the recitation of this metre

(6)Prajapati' and Indra were honoured among the Visvedevas, and
the Pancala prince Darbha Satanaki among the sudras. ̂ ^
Therefore in this case the Visvedevas of divine society
correspond to the sudras of human society.

Of the gods associated with the sudras, Pu^an seems to have
(8)been a shepherd godv ' and, as such, probably represents the

cattle-rearing and nourishing activities of the aryan vis.
The Asvins, who are described in the later portion of the
ffg Veda as sowing the grain with the plough and milking food 

(9)for man,w /  may be associated with the agricultural activities

(1) Sat. B r., V. 3.1*8.
(2) Ibid., V. 3-1.9;
(3) Tai. B r . , II. 7.2.land 2.
(4) T&, VII. 1.1.4-5; Pane. Br. , VI. 1.6-11.
(5) Jai. B r ., II. 101; Saftkh. Sr. S ., XV. 10.1-4.
(6) Prajapati is not mentioned in the SaAkha.yana Srautasutra.
(7) Jai. B r ., III. 101.
(8) Dutt, A History of Civ, in Anc. India, i, 60-61.
(9) yavam v^keciasvina v£pante?aiii duhanta manu§aya dasra. . .

RV, I. 117.21.
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of the vis. The Visvedevas are assigned to the vis because 
of their being great in number. The fact that precisely the 
same three gods who were associated with the Aryan vis later 
came to be directly or indirectly ascribed to the sudra would 
suggest that even when sections of the vis were reduced to the 
position of Sudras, they continued to retain their old Vedic 
gods.

There is also evidence to show that considerable sectors
s'of the lower order,, Aryan and non-Aryan, worshipped Rudra- 

Pasupati, who seems to hav£ been a pre-Aryan deity. In the 
satarudnya litany, accompanying the offerings appropriate to 
various forms of Rudra, reverence is shown to all sections of 
society headed by the brahmapa and followed by the rajanya, 
the suta and the vaisya together with the different kinds of 
artisans and aboriginal peoples. But the first three varnas 
are mentioned in only one collection of the Yajus.^1  ̂ While 
the sudra as such is not mentioned in any of them, all the 
Ya,jus lists speak of reverence being shown to the rathakaras 
(cartwrights), the kulalas (plotters), karmaras (smiths), the 
Nigadas, the Puhji$£has (aboriginal people working as 
fishermen or catchers of birds), the svanis (dog-feeders or 
dog-keepers) and the mpgayas ( h u n t e r s ) , w h o  may well be put

(1) MS, II. 9.5.
(2) VS, XVI. 27; KS, XVII. 13; Kap. S., XXVIII. 3; MS, II.

^75; TS, IV. 5.4.2; Kapva S ., XVII. 4.
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in the fourth varpa. Besides, the Taittirlya Saqihita 
mentions makers of bows and arrows (dhanukaras and igukaras)  ̂̂  

r who may also fall under this category.
s These artisans and tribal peoples worshipped Rudra as thei:

(2}patron god. ' According to Weber the "Rudra book dates from
.

the time of these secret feuds on the part of the conquered
aborigines as well as of the Vratyas or unbrahmanised Aryans,
after their open resistance had been more or less crushed".
He further points out that various mixed castes were not
established without vigorous opposition from those thrust down
into the lower c a s t e s . T h i s  would imply, then, that in the
process of struggle against the growing privileges of the
higher varpas there went on considerable intermingling between
the discomfited sections of the Aryan tribes and the masses of
the conquered aborigines, with the inevitable result that some
Aryans, such as the rathakara and the karmara, rallied under
the banner of a non-Aryan god Rudra. It is worth notice that
in the ratnahavlmgi ceremony Rudra is described as the god of

( S')the govikartana, ̂ ' who is specified by Sayapa as 'of whatever
low caste’. It has been shown earlier that Rudra-Pasupati
was the god of the Nigada chief. Thus it is beyond all

(1) TS, IV. 5.4.2.
(2) Cf. VI, ii, 249-50.
(3) Ind. Lit., pp. 110-111.
(4) Ibid.
(5) Sat. B r ., V. 3.1.10.
(6) Supra, p. /0̂
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doubt that the sudras also had their gods, some Aryan, others 
non-Aryan. Therefore the brahmapical statement in the stories 
of creation that the £udra did not have any gods^^ does not 
represent the correct position. One creation legend at least 
implies that Day and Night were the gods of the sudra.
Clearly the brahmapical legends show a deliberate attempt to 
deprive the £udra of the right to worship and sacrifice, which 
he formerly shared with his Aryan fellowmen, or enjoyed 
independently as a member of the aborj^al bribes.

The mass of evidence in favour of the sudra's participation 
in the Vedic sacrifice is more than counterbalanced by the 
evidence against it. It is repeatedly stated that the 
£udra has no right to sacrifice^^ on account of his low birth, 
and that he is incapable of making sacrificial offerings.
A rite connected with the building of the fire altar 
(agnicayana) , without which there can be no Vedic sacrifice, 
is explained as removing Agni from the sudra varpa. But
the fact that such direct statements about the exclusion of 
the sudra from the Vedic sacrifice are not found in the 
Saqihitas may suggest their late origin. None the less, even 
in those texts there are numerous referencesywhich have this

(1) TS? VIII. 1.1; Page. Br. , VI. 1.6-11.
(2) VS, XIV. 30. Sat. .Br., VIII. 4.3.12.
(3) Tai. Br., III. 2.3•^ ; Kat. Sr. S., I. 5; Cf. Sahkh. Sr. 

S., I. 1.1-3; iWw.Sr. S., I. 3-3.
(4) Tai. B r ., III. 2.$.$.
(5) dat. B r ., VI. 4.4.9.



implication. The instructions for the ceremony of the
establishment of fire for sacrifice speak of only the first
three varpas, whose seasons for this purpose are mentioned
in the Brahmapas. ' Even the rathakara is left out. In
this connection it is stated that the fire coincides with the
universe^which consists of the brahmana, the k§&triya and the 

* ( 5 }vis. It is also said that the rajanya and the vis are born
of sacrifice and hence of the brahmana. J Again the
assertion that only members of the first three varpas are able 
to sacrifice and hence a sudra cannot enter the sacrificial
ground is in accord with the above statements.

In Edition to the dudra's exclusion from the general 
Vedic sacrifice, there are instances of his dissociation from 
certain specific Vedic rifeuals. For instance, the Soma 
sacrifice (sQma-.yaga) is prescribed for the brahmapa, the 
vaisya and the rajanya.^^ The agnihotra (am oblation to Agni) 
is to be performed by an ar.ya, who, according to the

(7)commentator, is a member of the three higher varpas. The
sudra is expressly prohibited from milking the cow for the milk

(1) MS, III. 1.5; III. 2.2. Only the brahmapa and rajanya
are mentioned in TS, ¥. 1.4-.5; XIX. and Kap. S .,
XXX. 2. Even the Vaisya is excluded.

(3) Sat. B r., II. 5-2.36.
(4-) Ibid. , III. 2.1.4-0.
(5) VI, ii, 590.
(6) Kg. Sr. j ■, VII. 105-
(7) A p . Sr. "S. < (Garbe's edn.), VI. 3-7 with the comm, of

RudracLatka.
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required at the agnihotra^ 1  ̂ because he is supposed to be born 
(2)of untruth.v ' Accordingly the earthen pot for milking 

(sthall) is to be prepared by an aryan.^^ But such a 
prohibition does not occur in the Va.jasaneyi and the 
Taittirl.ya collections of the Yacjus; it occurs only in the 
supplementary portions of the Maitrayapi and Kapigthala

** fcollections.v ' The corresponding passage in the Kathaka
Saqihita is without accent, which suggests its later insertion.
Furthermore, the Apastamba Srautasutra, which is considered

( S')as the oldest of its kind,w /  gives the alternative provision
that the 3udra can milk the cow.^^ The commentator tries to
circumvent this meaning by pointing out that he can do it when 

(7)allowed. {J All this would show that the ban on the £udra*s 
milking of the cow at the agnihotra may not belong to the 
genuine portions of the o?aijihitas. It may be ascribed to the 
time of the Taittirl.ya Brahmapa.

Harsh provisions, which even forbid bodily contact with 
and sight of the sudra on certain ceremonial occasions, began

(1) Tai. B r ., III. 2 . J.9-10; Kap. S ., XLVII. 2; MS, IV. 1.3; 
Ap. Sr. S. (Garbe’s edn.), VI. 3*11; Baiadha. Sr. S.,
XXIV. 3l; SaAkh. Sr. S . , II. 8.3; Satva. Sr. S ., III. 7-

(2) asato va e§a saijibhuto yacchudrab. ApT Sr. S. (S-arbe 1 s edn.
V I . 3 .12 .

(3) MS, I. 8.3.
f /■ N --\ ' J(5) Garbe, A p . S r . S ., ii, Preface, p. xii.
(6) duhyad v d . Ap. Sr. S. (Garbe1s edn.), VI. 3*13.
(7) Rudradatta's comm, to A d . Sr. S., VI. 3.13.
(8) Tai. Br., III. 2.3*9-10.
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to appear towards the end of the Vedic period. A person
consecrated for the sacrifice is asked not to speak to the
sudra, and the same condition is imposed on a person who

(2 )has been initiated (upanita).v ' The Satapatha Brahmana 
lays down that at the pravargya (an introductory Soma rite) 
ceremonyy the performer should shun contact with a woman and 
a sudra because they are untruth. '' Except one such 
reference in the Kathaka Sagihita, this is the earliest example 
of bracketting the woman with the sudra - a practice which is 
frequently found in later literature. It is also provided 
that a woman performing a rite for the sake of a son should 
not be touched by a vpgala, male or female, Wh0 j_n qater 
times: is identified with the sudra and depicted as anti- 
brahmapical. In the Satapatha Brahmana even a carpenter’s 
touch is regarded as imparting ceremonial impurity to the 
sacrificial vessels. But at another place, if the reading
in the Madh.yandin^recension of that text is correct, the 
takgan appears as reciting the mantra for Arugi.^^ It has

(1) §£• ) HI* 1.1.10; na sudrena saipbhageran. Dra. Sr. Sb 
VIII. ^.1A; Lat.ya. Sr. S ., III. p. 15-16 applies this 
condition to the performer of the sattra sacrifice.
Sat.ya. Sr. S ., X. 2.

(2) Dra. gr. ~STT VIII. 3.14-; Sat.ya. Sr. S ., XXIV. 8.16 also 
adds woman to whom a brahmacann should not balk after 
initiation.

(3) Sat. Br. , XIV. 1.1.31; also in Sat.ya. Sr. S ., XXIV. 1.13.
(4-) R.S. Sharma, JBRS, xxxvi, 183-191.
(5) Sat. B r . , XIV71T4-.12.
(6) asuddhastakga. Sat. B r ., I. 1.3.12. Brough suggests that 

this may be due to an earlier idea of offence to *the wood
land spirits in the desecration of the tree. Bane^ea, 
Studies in the Brahmagas, p. 127, fn.2.

(7) S t.Br., II. 3.1.3-l . In the Kanva rec nsj.u it i T)



to be remarked that all such references about avoiding contact Jj 
with the sudra occur either in the Satapatha Brahmana or the 
Srautqsutras, which indicates that the idea of the ceremonial 
impurity of the sudra involving prohibition of physical and 
visual contact with him appeared towards the close of the 
Vedic period.

A review of the position of the sudra in the religious
life of the later Vedic period shows that, in addition to the
rathakara and the nigada, who could take part in the Vedic
sacrifice, the sudra varpa as such had its gods and could

?
participate in several Vedic rites. It is true that in most 
cases the mode of participation was meant to indicate the 
sudra's low position in society, but on that account this 
privilege was not completely denied to him. The process of 
1 is exclusion, which is already in evidence in some of the 
earlier texts, became stronger towards the very close of the 
Vedic period. It seems that the growth of economic and social 
differentiation gradually changed the character of the tribal 
sacrifice, which tended to become individual and involved more 
and more gifts to the priests. In course of time the 
sacrifice came to be the prerogative of the higher varpas, who 
could afford the means to pay for it. This can be inferred 
from the commentary of Saftkara to a passage of the 
Byhadarapyaka Upanigad,^1  ̂ where he says that kfee Qod created

(1) I. 4.a>2.
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the vaisyas to acquire wealth, which is the means of performing 
rites. Similarly in the Mahabharata Yudhig-fhira is 
represented as stating that sacrifices are incapable of being 
performed by people who are poor, for they require a large 
store of diverse kinds of articles. He further says that 
merit attaching to sacrifices can be acquired only by kings and 
princes, and not by those who are destitute of wealth and

U  )helpless. This would imply that generally the sudra, who
could ill afford to make gifts on the occasion of the
sacrifice, was unable to perform it. In the case of a rich
sudra association with sacrifice was not considered
undesirable, for it was laid down that fire could be accepted

(2 )from his house. '

It is argued that^a sense of danger with which the purity 
of the Brahmapical faith was threatened from the idolatrous 
practices of the aboriginal subjects’ first suggested to the 
brahmanas ’the necessity of raising an insurmountable barrier 
between the Aryan freeman and the men of the servile class'.

(1) na te sak.ya daridrepa yajnah praptum pitamaha; bahupakara-§a yajna nana saqibharavistarafc. parthivai rajaputrair va 
akyab .praptugi pitamaha; narthanyunairavagufl.airekatmabh.ir- 

saphataib- Mbh. (Kumb.). XIII. 164.2-5: (Cal.)XIII. 107.2-' 
This passage seems to have been the product of a much later 
period, but it may be taken as reflecting conditions in the 
later Vedic period.

(2) yo brahmapo rajanyo vaisyasudro v a ’sura iva bahupugtassyat- 
tasya yrhddahptyadadhyat pugtikamasya. Ap . 5r .S“! ^Garbe' s 
edn. ) , V . 14-. 1. Of course the adjective baliupugtab is 
applied to the brahmapa, the rajanya and the vaigya as v/ell 
but seems to be of special significance in the case of the 
sudra who is described as being removed from the fire.

(3) Eggeling, SBE, x±±^ jntrod., p. xfli.



This seems to he a rather naive explanation. It is obviously 
based on the assumption that the sudras were made up only of 
the conquered peoples, which is only partly correct. Even so 
the Bg Veda, the Atharva Veda and many earlier references in 
later Vedic literature do not show any indications of 
protecting the purity of the brahmapical faith by raising 
strong barriers against the sudras. Possibly the sudras who 
were recruited from the conquered aboriginals were excluded 
from the Vedic sacrifice because of their different 
religions practices, but this cannot be regarded as the only 
cause of such a development. V/e have already pointed to 
possible reasons for the sudra's exclusion.^

The position of the sudra, which emerges from an analysis 
of the Vedic rituals, does not seem to be consistent. 
Economically, on the one hand, there is mention of his owning 
cattle and probably functioning as an independent peasant; 
on the other hand the sudras seem to have been domestic 
servants, agricultural labourers and in some cases slaves. 
Politically, we hear of sudra ratnins, but there is also 
mention of the sudra and the vaisya being enclosed by the 
brahmana and the k$atriya. Socially, it is inaccurate to 
think that sudras were saddled with restrictions regarding

(o')food and marriage;v there is, however, some evidence of
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contempt for birth in a capcjala family and of the ascription 
of certain bad qualities to the sudra. Religiously, the 
sudra was permitted to take part in certain rites, and yet 
excluded from several specific rituals as well as from the 
Vedic sacrifice in general. In other words, Keith is right 
when he says that in the Saphitas ahd Brahmapas the position 
of the sudra is ambiguous.

The contradiction in the position of the sudra during the 
later Vedic period may be partly explained by the chronological 
position of the references. Generally the non-admission of th 
sudra to rituals, which permeated all spheres of life, is to be 
found almost exclusively in later texts. But we also find 
rights sind disabilities existing side by side. This may be 
accounted for by the existence of decaying tribal features 
alongside growing varpa distinctions. As a member of the 
Aryan tribes the sudra retained some of the tribal rights of 
taking part in various rituals, even when he was thrown into 
the rankscf the serving class.

A striking feature of the sudra's position during this 
period is the special status accorded to the artisan sections 
of that varpa, such as the rathakara and the takgan. This was 
possibly owing to their great value as workers in wood and 
metal, without whom the Aryans could not expand and flourish.

(1) CHI, i, 129.
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It has been shown earlier how the takgan seems to have been a
smith. His high status in Vedic society is in keeping with
his honourable position in primitive agricultural communities,
in which he serves even as a councillor of kings.

It is not possible to accept the thesis propounded in the
(2}Vedic Index and accepted by several writersv ' thart the sudra 

was a serf in the beginning, that his life was insecure and 
then gradually his old disabilities began to be removed.
Such a view does not hold good of those Aryans who were 
degraded to the position of sudras. Of course the non-Aryans 
were subjected to a policy of extermination in course of 
early wars, but there is nothing to show that they were 
encumbered with disabilities. On the contrary, the process 
seems to have been just the reverse. While the earlier 
references point to the participation of the sudra in the 
communal life, the later references point to his exclusion, 
with the result that towards the close of the Vedic pefiod 
disabilities overwhelmed the old tribal rights. They become 
so marked and perhaps so oppressive as to evoke protests from 
the Upanigads. It is stated in the Bphadarapyaka Upanigad^ ^  
that even the capqLalas and paulkasas cease to be as such in 
the world of the soul, where all distinctions disappear.

(1) R.G. Forbes, Metallurgy in Antiquity, p. 79.
(2) vi, ii, 3 9 0 Origin and Growth of Caste, gp. 101-5; 

«/ Vaiiyalkar, Hindu Social Institutions, o. 268.
(3) IV. 3-22.
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The Chandogfra "Upanigad  ̂ states that even a capcjala is 
entitled to the leavings of the agnihotra sacrifice, round 
which hungry children sit just as they sit round a mother.
We do not know how far such protests in favour of the lower 
order were derived from the old ideal of ti^jpal equality, 
hut the possibility cannot be entirely ruled out. This 
tendency was carried forward by the reformation movements 
of post-Vedic times, while the opposite tendency, which sought 
to impose increasing disabilities on the sudra varpa, was 
continued by the compilers of the Gphyasutras and Dharmasutras.

(1) V. 24.4.



Chapter IV
The Pre-Wauryan Period 

( C . 6 0 0 - C . 3 0 0  B.C.)

For the study of the position of the Sudras in post-Vedic
times, the brahmanical sources, which mainly comprise the
Dharmasutras (law hooks), the Grhyasutras (hooks dealing with
domestic rites) and the grammar of Panini, can he supplemented
hy the early Buddhist and Jain texts. The chronological
position of these sources can he fixed only roughly. In the
latest study of the subject made hy Kane the principal Dharma-
sutras have been assigned to the period 600-300 B.C.(^)
 ^The Sutras show a grammatical freedom which is hardly

-  (2 )conceivable after the period of the full influence of Panini^ ' 
whose grammar has been assigned to the middle of the 5th century 
B.C.(3) The law book of Gautama, which contains most infor
mation relating to the /Sudras, is believed to be the oldest of
the Dharmasutras / ^  But its mention of Yavanas as born of 

%
sudra females and ksatriya m a l e s / m o r e  examples of the joint

(1) Hist.Ph.S .,ii, pt.I, p.xi. Meyer (Altin. Rechts-schriften, 
p.vii) regards the Bau. and the Ap.Dh.Ss. as pre-Bucidhist, 
and ascribes the Vas.Dh.S. to the fourth century B.C.
Cf. Hopkins, CHI,i ,2 .

(2) Keith, CHI,1,TI5.
(3) AP*y^vala, India as known to Panini, p.U75*
(h) Btihler, SBE,ii, xlv; Kane, Hist. Dh.S., 1,13*
(5) Gaut.Dh.S., IV.21. Hopkins thinks that this refers to

Bactrian and other Asiatic Greeks. CHI,i ,21+0.fn.l.
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notices of* the vaisya and the Sudra^) as found in the later 
Dharma^astras, the attempt to introduce uniform laws for the 
whole of India, the provision of punishment for cow-killing, 
the enumeration of nearly twenty mixed castes*^) - all these
features show that its contents underwent great revision in

(*0later times.^ Therefore all its laws relating to society
may not reflect conditions in the pre-Mauryan period.

The land of the Aryans '44^ ^ryavarta), to which the
Dharmasutras were to apply, embraced the region between the
Punjab and Bihar, and between the Himalayas and the hills of
Malwa^) the lawgiver Baudhayana belonged to the south
though the same cannot be said with certainty about ftpastamba,
who refers to a peculiar £radaha usage of the northerners
(udicyas) The school of Vasistha probably flourished in the* •
regions of the north-west.(^ )

To the period 600 - 300 B.C. may be also assigned the 
principal Grhyasutras,(q ) which have been characterised as 
’the most reliable reports’ on the daily life of the ancient 
Indians.(  ̂0 )

(1) Gaut.Dh.3., ? . ' . V.U1-U2, U5-
(2) Bfohler, SBE,ii,p.xlix.
(3) Gaut.Dh.3. , x m .  18.
(k) Ibid., IV.16-21.
(5) cIT"B.K. Ghosh, ii i ,6.7-11.
(6) CHI,i,2h2. *
(7) Ban.Dh.S., II.7.17.17; cf. Kane, Hist.Dh.S. i,l*U.
( 8 ) CHI ,17^9-50.
(9) Karie, H ist.Ph.S. , ii,pt.I, n'.xi.
(10) Winternitz, HIT., i,27U.
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Of the Buddhist sources the four collections of the 
suttas (dialogues} i.e. the DTgha, the Ma jjhima, the Samyutta
and the Aftguttara^ ) together with the Vinaya Pitaka (Book

\ ( 9 ^of Discipline)v ' may be roughly ascribed to the pre-Mauryan
period. It is more difficult to fix the date of the JSTtaka 
in which the gathas (verses) constitute the oldest stratum. 
Along with the stories of the past they^4-) may be put in the 
pre-Mauryan period, but the present stories occasionally seem 
to reflect conditions in the Mauryan period, and are clearly 
later a d d i t i o n s . ^ )  While the scene of the stories of the 
past lies in the western or central part of India, the scene 
of the majority of the stories of the present is in SSvatthi 
or Rajagaha.^' Further, the third, fourth and fifth volumes 
of the Jfftakas can be generally considered as parts that have 
assumed their present shape in a period posterior to the 
majority of the simple stories of the first and second volu4b6.

There are greater chronological uncertainties in the case
not/

of the Jain sources, which have been edited and studied as 
well as the Buddhist texts. It is held that the Jain

(1) Law, HPL,i,30-33*
(2 I b i d . T T %(3; For early date of the Jatakas see T.W. Rhys Davids,

Buddhist India, j^p.207*«d^ ^
U) Of course the gathas are the oldest part of the Jatakas.
5) Cf. Law, HPL,i75^T Hopkins, CHI,i,260, fSTn.l. The most 

recent discussion of the question is to be found in the 
article of 0. Fiser$(, A0,xxii, 238-9. The representation^ 
of the JStaka stories in the sculptures of the 2nd century 
B.C. fix the later limit of these texts.

(6) AO, xxii, 238-9. (7) Ibid.,xxii, 2h9; Rhys Davids, *



canonical works were first compiled somewhere towards the 
end of the fourthor the beginning of the third century B . c l ^ |  
Bu j dealing as they do with the life of MahavTra, they may b e f 
utilised for the pre-Mauryan period, from which they were not 
far removed in point of time.

Diverse opinions have been expressed on the authenticity
of these literary sources, which are difficult to interpret
in the absence of historical works or epigraphic records.
''here is a tendency to discard the brahmanical works in favour
of the Buddhist t e x t s / I t  is said that the attempt of
the Dharma^tras to fit the varnas into fixed patterns seems
to be artificial and speculative. ' Against this It is
urged that what is common to a number of Dharma4Td>ras must
have some basis in f a c t / ^  is argued that such a charge
used to be made against the scholastic writers of medieval
Eurone and has be^n rebutted by modern scholars/^' It will
not be proper, however, to place absolute reliance upon
either brahmanical or non-brahmanical sources. A correct • .
picture of the social conditions of the pre-Mauryan period 
can be based only on a co-ordinated study of all kinds of

(l) Jacobi, SBE,xxii, introd., pp.xliii. of Imperial Units,
p.423. Charpentier (Uttara., Introd," pp.32 & 43 ) ascribes 
them to the period between 300 B.C. and the beginning of 
the Christian era. (2) T.W. Rhys Davids, Dialogues
of the Buddha,i,286. (3) Senart, Caste in India, p.101,
Author* s note, p.x; Author of Census Report of India,
1901, p.546 quoted in Baines Ethnography, p.11.

( 4) K.V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, jlftanu,V5bT cr. Hopkins, CHI.i. 293-4.------------------------------f--------------------------------- ----
(5) r(.V. Rangaswami Aiyangar,/Indian Cameralism, p.48.



t e x t s . U n f o r t u n a t e l y  this is to be found neither in the 
Cambridge History of India, Vol. nor in The Age of
Imperial Unity, which tries to put together materials 
available in literary sources bearing on the period from

: .. : ' • • i- >
600 B.C. to A.D. 300, but leaves out of consideration the

( 3)Dharmasutras and the Grhyasutras.s"
.

There can be no difficulty in accepting facts attested 
by all these sources; where such concord is wanting, 
materials furnished by Buddhist and Jain sources may be 
taken as reflecting more of actual conditions than the rules 
laid down in the Dharmasutras. None of our sources, howeverV
represent the viewpoint of the Sudras and other submerged
sections of society. While the Dharmasutras emphasise the 
supremacy of the brahmanas, the Buddhist and Jain sources

(1) So far these sources have been studied only piecemeal. 
Jolly’s Hindu Law and Custom and the encyclopaedic 
v/ork of Kane on the Hisliory of the Dharma^astra do
not treat the contents of the law books chronologically. 
Excellent monographs based on the Pali sources by 
Pick, Rhys Da- ids, R M e h t a  and A.N. Bose suffer 
from the same defect. J.C. Jain’s Life as Depicted
in the Jain Canons lumps together all material 
without any regard to time and place. In spite of 
chronological treatnent in some cases works on the 
Indian caste system hardly take into account non- 
brahmanical sources.

(2) Separate chapters (VIII - IX) are devoted to social 
conditions as known from early Buddhist literature 
and the Dharmasutras respectively.

(3) Ch. XXI.



emphasise the primacy of the ksatriyas, only occasionally 
showing some lurking sympathy for the lower orders. More
over the information gleaned from the former is generally 
limited to northern India, hut that from the latter to 
north-eastern India.

There is some direct information about the Sudras in the 
Dharmasutras, a little in the early Pali texts and still less 
in the Jain texts. Perhaps on account of the scantiness of 
such information it has been argued by Pick that except for 
the theoretical discussions nothing points to the real exist
ence of the fourth caste, the Sudras, in the early Pali texis.

(2 )This view has been rightly questioned by 01denberg.v 7 We
can quote instances to show that a person was to be known
and his status defined by the name of his caste. Thus the
identity of an archer is enquired in terms of his being a
ksatriya, a brahmana, a vaisya or a £udra.^) A common 

• •
amjtillustration provided by the Buddha in'course of his dis-

courses is that a wise man is expected to know whether his
lady-love is a ksatriya, a brahmana, a vaisya or a £udra.^^• •
Even T.Vv. Phys Davids, who is inclined to reject the priestly 
evidence in toto, points out that In a general way the

(1) SONI, p.3lU; Dutt, Origin and the Growth of Caste^ etc.,
pp.268-^.

(2) ZDMG, li, 286. (3) Majj.N., i, U29.
( k) DYgha N .i , 1^3 ; Ma 3 j.N., ii> 33 and 1+0.
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fourfold varna system in the Buddhist texts corresponds to the 
actual facts of life.^^ All this establishes beyond doubt 
that the Sudras exist as a social class in the Buddhist texts, 
although their position and functions are not so sharply 
defined as in the brahmanical laws* That the Sudras 
constituted the serving class was only implied in the texts 
of the later Vedic period. But during this period the 
Dharmasutras made the explicit and emphatic statement that 
the duty of the dudra was to serve the three higher varnas,
and thus to maintain his dependants.^  ' He was expected
to run his independent house, which he supported by various 
kinds of occupation^. Gautama informs us that the 3udra 
could live by practising mechanical arts.^-^ It seems that 
sections of the 3udra community worked as weavers, wood
workers, smiths, leather-dressers, potters, painters)( ete.. 
Although these crafts are mentioned in the early Pali texi^")
there is no indication of the varna of their followers. The
gahapati^) (householder), who roughly corresponds to the 
vaisya in the brahmanical system, is described at one place 
as living by arts and c r a f t s . j f  a man Gf substance

(1) Buddhist India, p.5U.
(2) rp.Dh.S.,1.1.1-7; Gaut.Dh.S., X. 5U-57.
\3) gilnavrtti£ca.x.6o.
( k) Me'jftfca" rPre-Buddhist India, pp.l9U-20U.
(5) Known as gahavai in the Jain texts.
(6) sippadhitthana , Atig.N., iii,363.
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could become a gahapati, it is possible that some of the 
well-to-do 3udra artisans such as the smith Cunda, who served 
a sumptuous dinner to Gautama Buddha and his followers,^ ), 
or the conspicuously rich potter Saddalaputta, who was in 
possession of five hundred potte^shops and a large number of 
potters working under h i m / 2 ) were gahapatis. This may be 
also true of the head of the village of a thousand smiths, 
who gave his daughter in marriage to the Bodhisatta.(3) 
Although the term gahapati is nowhere applied to such artisans 
it is possible that some of them rose to this nosition by 
virtue of their wealth.

We cannot go into the history of crafts and craftsmen, 
which might well form the subject of a separate monograph.
But certain broad points may be notieed. The artisan members 
of the £udra varna played an important role in the agrarian 
economy of the pre-Mauryan period. Workers in metal not 
only made axes, hammers, saws, chisels etc., meant for the 
carpenters and smiths/^) but also supplied agriculture with 
ploughshares, spades and similar implements/-/ which enabled 
the farmers to provide surplus food for people living in the 
towns. The urban life(^) an£ the thriving trade and commerce,

(!) ghs^T* 9 ii»126. (2) Uipasag., p.!8U.
(3) Jat./ iii ,281. (k) Jat., v,U5.
(5) Mehta, op.cit., pp.198-9.
(6) Hlig cities like Savatthi were twenty in number, and six 

of them were considered important enough to be the scene 
of the Buddha’s passing away. (PTgha N . , ii,lU7).
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which appear for the first time in north-eastern India during
a..'

this period, could not have "been possible without considerable 
amount of commodity production by the artisans. In the 
principal towns the crafts were organised into guilds, the 
chiefs of which stood in a special relation to the king.(^) 
Certain artisans were attached to the household of the king 
and enjoyed his patronage. According to the gloss on 
Paninirs grammar these were known as royal artisans, of which
the royal barber (ra ja-najs>ita )and the royal potter (ra ja-

- \ (51 >kulala) are especially mentioned. '  This is also corrobora
ted by a later JcLfcaka story, which speaks of the royal potter 
(ra ja-kumbhakara) and the royal garland-maker (raja-malakara  ̂\
Some artisans were also attached to the setthis and gahapatis.• «
We learn that a setthi had his own tailor (tunnakara), who

• •

lived under his patronage and worked for his house.
Mention is also made of the weavers of the gahapati, who 
supplied yarn to hirru^) But the majority of the artisans 
were probably not attached to such masters; as instances of 
independent craftsmen we might cite the villages of the 
carpenters(6) and smiths,^) or the artisans living in the

(l) Mrs. Rhys Davids, CFT, i, 206. Vy
(2 ) Vrttilo Pa., vi.2.63. ( 3 0 Jat.,^230 and 232.
( U) Jat iv,3B. (5) gahapatikassa tantuvayehi. Vin.,iii,

2^8-9. Obviously such a gahapati probably employed them
for commodity production for trade.

(6) Jat., iv,159.
(7) Ibid., 281.
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f-i ̂  Kt o w n s . P o s s i b l y  the King exercised some sort of loss

concrol over the artisan villages through the patronage of
their chief. Thus the ietthaka (head) of the village of a

• •

thousand smiths is called a favourite of the king (ra fiavall- 
abho).•^ ) There was no such control over the scattered 
families of artisans, who lived in the villages catering to
the needs of the agriculturists. They are mentioned as

-  °* - f *)grama^ilpinjs by Panini. ^ ' Probably every village had
its potter, carpenter, smith, weaver and barber. According
to Panini there were two kinds of carpenters, the gramataksavx.. —- ■ .
who worked on daily wages at the house of his clients in the 
village, and the kafcitataksa who worked at his own residence^-*

• r
and was 'an independent artisan, not particularly bound under 
engagement to any one.f' A Jataka gatha refers to an
itinerant smith, who carries furnace wherever he is called
to go.(^) The artisans owned their implements and in some 
cases had free access to materials. Thus we learn of a 
brahmana carpenter, who gained his livelihood by bringing 
wood from the forest and making c a r t s * T h i s  may have been 
the case with the potter, who could obtain a free supply of 
earth and fuel, but not with the weavers and workers in metal.

(1) CHI,i,208.
(2) Jat.,iii,281.
(3) vi.2.62.
( U) Pa., v.4.95.
(5) (TToss on Pa., v.U.95.
(6) Jat., v i , 189.
(7) Jat., iv, 207.
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Nevertheless, "by and large, those who were served by the 
artisans were not their masters, as was the case in Greece and 
Rome, where slaves were employed in handicrafts,^ ^  but just 
their clients. The only control exercised by the state over 
the artisans in general lay in the imposition of a kind of
corvde. It was laid down that in lieu of taxes they would
have to work for a day in a month for the king.(2 - Otherwise 
the Dharma^astra rules give the impression that Sudras as 
craftsmen and artisans were independent people, for these 
occupations are prescribed for them in case they fail to maintain 
themselves by service.(3)

The mass of the 3udra population seems to have been 
employed in agricultural operations. The Dharmasutras assign 
agriculture to the vaigyas,^^ who were independent peasant 
proprietors paying a part of the produce as taxes to the stated 
But the fact that the Sudras had not to pay any land revenue 
shows that they were landless labourers. Apastamba states that 
the Sudras, who live by washing the feet, are exempt from taxes. 
This would imply that non-serving Sudras could become taxpayers.

(1)There is a reference to the craft of the home born slave in
Digha N , 1,51> "but this may indicate domestic service. Another
reference speaks of slaves and servants being engaged by a 
brahmaija in trade (Jat.. iv .16).

(2)3ilpino masi masyekaikam karma kuryub* Gaut.Dh.S., X 31; 
Vas.Dh.S., XIX.ZiT.

(3)Gautama Dh.S., X.53-55; cf. Ghoshal, IC, xiv,26.
(U)Osnt.Dh.S., X.UG; cf. Ap.Dh.S., II.llT?8.1 with the comm, of 

Karadatta. (5) Vas.Dh.S., I.H2.
(6)3udra£ca padavanekta , Sp.pVi.S., II. 10.26.5.
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.

But in an older manuscript of this law book the term padavanekta
does not o c c u r , w h i c h  suggests that it was inserted later to
provide justification for the exemption of the Sudras. Generally
therefore the Sudras possessed no taxable property in the form
of land, and as such most of them had' to work din the land of
others. This is amply clear from a passage of the Majjhima
Nikaya, which presents a classification of the earnings of the
four varnas. ft informs us that the brahmana lives on charities,

• * •

the ksatriya on the use of the bow and the arrow, the vaisya on 
agriculture and tending of cattle, and the £udra on the use of the 
sickle and the carriage of crops on the pole slung over his 
shoulder.-? ̂

Other references in the early Pali texts speak not of the 
Sudras as such, but of the dasas (slaves) and kammakaras (hired 
labourers) as being employed in agricultural operations. There 
can be little doubt that the landless Sudras were employed as 
kammakaras. There is evidence to show that the dasas also 
mostly belonged to the 5udra varna. This can be deduced from 
the phrase suddo va sudda-daso va, which is used by the Buddha to 
define the position of the 3udra after his enumeration of the 
first three varnas.(3) would be wrong to translate the term
sudda-daso va as the slave of a workman.(*+) The crucial phrase 
is clearly an example of a case in apposition, and means the

-L ' o I * S  pa, C-OL v'
(l) MS G2 according to Btthler’s classification. (2) suddassa 

sandhanam... asitahyahhahctim Ma 11.'J.. ii.180.
(3) Dtgha.N., i.lOljT ( U T t .W. Rhys Davids, SBB,ii,128.



the dudra who is a slave. It is inconceivable that the ksatri-
yas, the brahmanas, the setthis, who are represented as owning

• • •

slaves, should be left out and the dudra should be singled out
as owning slaves. Therefore Oldenberg is right in inferring
that the statement in question does not make any distinction
between the 3udra and the dasa.^' It is significant that the
earliest identification of the 5udra with the slave is found
in an early Pali text and not in the Dharmasutras, from which
this position can be inferred only indirectly. It is only in
the post-¥auryan period that Manu states this position in clear
and strong words.

Slavery was not exclusively confined to the members of the
dudra varna. Even gamafrhojakas (village headman),^) ministers,
brahmanas, ksatriyas and men of high birth might be reduced to • •

slavery. (H) In any case th ? number of such people could not
be considerable, the mass of the slave labour being supplied

(?)by the dudra varna. Slavery arising out of debt, purchase, 
free will and fear ^  can be Jxed&w,expected in the case of 
people of the lower orders t^an in that of the members of the 
higher varnas. For exampfe, Isidasi, the daughter of a cart- 
driver, was carried off as a slave by a merchant on account of

(l) 2DUG,li,286. U.K. Dutt writes that in the Buddhist liter
ature the slaves are nowhere called by the name of dudra 
(op.cit ). This case provides a clear implication to the
contrary. (2) Jat.,i,200. (3) Ibid.,vi,389»

(k ) Bandyopadhyaya, ’Slavery in Ancient India"* 7 Calcutta Review 
(1930), No.8, p.254.

(?) Bose, Social and Rural Economy of N. India,ii,U23•
(6) Jat.,vi,283 (gatha); Vin.,iv,22U.
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her father’s failure to pay his debts.d) But it is character
istic of the limited number of slaves during this period that

_ (2 )in the Jatakas there is no mention of slaves captured in war.
While some of the slaves, especially women, were employed 

in domestic service, (3) others were engaged in agriculture.
The slaves and hired labourers worked even on smaller holdings^) 
and more so on larger plots. In the early Pali texts there 
are at least two examples of big farms in Magadha, each of a 
thousand karTsas (i.e., 8000 acres according to Childers 
and of another field in KasT being ploughed with five hundred 
p l o u g h s , (6) aii owned by the brahmanas. There is also reference 
to a village trader depositing five hundred ploughs with a town 
merchant, showing thereby that he possessed la^ge landed prop
erty. (7) Five hundred or a thousand may be conventional 
numbers, but they provide an indication of the tendency towards 
consolidation of holdings, which reached its climax with the 
state control of agriculture in the Mauryan period. It is 
obvious that larger holdings could not have been worked without 
a considerable number of dasas and kammakaras.

We have hardly any idea about the numerical strength «**£-

fl) Sy. IsidasT TherT, Pali Diet, of Proper Names, i, 323-
( 2) Pick, op.clt. ,£.308. _

(3) dasT-bhSrah. Pa., vi.1.42; Suyagadarw** 1.14.8;
Jat.", iii, 39, 98-9Q .

(4) CHI, i, 207; Vin., I. 240. cf. Suva. «__ii .1.13 which refers
to both large and small fields. The dasas and kammakaras
of the Sakyas and Koliyas were employed in irrigating their 
fields (Jat., v.413).

(3) Jat., iii, 293; iv, 2?6.
(6) Sut.Nina., 1.4. (7) Jat., ii.181.



of slaves and hired labourers in relation to their employers* 
Even in the case of Attica, where statistics are available, it 
is very difficult to reach agreement on the proportion of the 
free to slave population. ( )  But the paucity of data in the 
case of India makes it much more difficult to obtain any defi
nite information on this point. A later sutta states that

(2)few are those who abstain from accepting male and female slaves. 
The brahmanical theory that the Sudras are meant for the service
of the three higher varnas is broadly reflected in the employ-^ 
ment of slaves and labourers by the brahmanas,1"') the ksatriya!
and the setthis and the gahapatis.  ̂ ) According to the• •
Dharmasutras the brahmanas could exchange slaves for slaves but 
could not sell t h e m . (6) ^11 this would suggest that slavery
prevailed on a considerable scale, but in any case it cannot be 
compared to the position in Attica where in the 5th century B*C. 
slaves comprised about a third of the total population•^7)

The Dharmasutras throw some light on the living conditions 
of the members of the 3udra varna. Gautama provides that the 
£uara servant should use the shoes, umbrellas, garments and (8)
mats, which are thrown away by the people of the higher varnas.

#

The same picture is obtained from a Jataka story, which informs
(!L) vras'iermanri, The Slave Systems of Greek & Roman Antiquity, 

pp.8-9. (?) But.Nina" , V.U72.
(3) Jat., iv,15; Tja .j ,1 .N., ii .1 8£. ( k) jat., v,kl3.
(5) Vin., i, 2U3, 272: ii,15U. (6) TpTDh.S., T-7.20.15;

Vas.Dh.S., H - 3 Q ; Gaut .Dh .3. , v.i .16 .
(7) Westermann, op.cit., p T X  
( 8) jTrnanyupanaccha travasah kurcani . X  .



ns that clothes gnawed by rats were intended for the use of the 
dasas and the kammakaras.(•*-) Gautama further adds that the
remnants of food are meant for the 3udra servant.^ ̂ The 
Anastamba Pharmasutra instructs the pupil to put down the 
remains of food left in his dish either near an uninitiated 
arya or near a dudra slave belonging to his t e a c h e r ^  which 
clearly implies that the remains of food were to be eaten by 
the dudra servant. This is also attested by the Hiranyakedin 
Grhyasutra, which lays down that, in a three-day vow undertaken 
after the completion of his studies, a student should not give 
the leavings of his food to a dudra.(^) Panini refers to 
special terms applied to food leavings, which were presumably 
given to domestic s e r v a n t s . W e  learn from a passage of the 
Vinaya Pitaka that the sick wife of a merchant preserved the 
ghee/ which she had vomited, for the use of the dasas or the 
kammakaras who might apply it to their feet or burn it in a 
lamp.(6) it is also recorded that five hundred people accom
panied the Order of the monks led by the Buddha in the hope of 
eating the remnants of their food.^1) All this would show 
that there was nothing unusual about the 3udra servants eating 
the remnants of the food of their masters.

(l) Jat., 1,372^. (present story). (2) X.5q .
(3)antardhine va dudraya. Sp.Dh.S., T,1.3.U0 with the comm,

of the Ui.lvala.
(U) 1 .2.9.1-2 ( SBE tr.^ __ (5) Ag^rawala, op.c*t. JJ.lU
(6) varam etam sappi dasanam va kammakaranam va padabbhanjanam

va p^ipa'karane va asit^bam. vfn., iV,2?2. r
(7) VinV, i ,220. •
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Apastamba expresses the noble sentiment that a person 
should stint himself, his wife and children hut not his slave 
who works for him,1 '̂) hut we can harder believe that this maxim 
was taken very seriously, though it shows that in the better 
households >6&Mrtbwere well fed and kindly treated. The slaves 
and hired labourers may not have been starved, but in general 
the food served to them was definitely inferior to that of their 
masters. Thus a brahmana monk boasts that even his slaves and 
servants eat rice and meat, use clothes and ointment made in 
KasT,^-'' which shows that ordinarily they were given inferior 
food and dress. A similar claim is made by the Buddha, who 
says that while in the houses of others the dasas and Kammakaras 
are fed on rice with sour gruel, in the house of his father they 
receive rice, meat and milk«(3) That the slave received a 
fixed type of food is clear from the repeated use of the 
abusive phrase dasa-paribhoga(. Sour gruel was the food of 
a poor man working for wages.(-) A Jataka story refers to a 
potter’s hireling, who after a full day!s work with the clay 
and the wheel 11 sat all clay-besmeared on a bundle of straw 
eating balls of barley groat dipped in a little soup*"(6)

The phrase that a person lived a hard life on a workman’s 
wages commonly occurs in the Jatakas.(^) At one place the

(1) kamamatmanam bharyam putram voparundhyanna tveva dasakarma- 
karam. Ip.pHTs., Tl.fi-.^.ll. ^

(2) dasakammakaragi no salimamsodanam bhunianti, kasikavattham 
nivasenti. Jat.,i,355 (phesent fejgtory )

(3) kanajakam bhojanam diyyati Artg.N., i,lU5*
(U) Jat.Vr,U5l,/+59. ’ T F F  Jat. Jii. 14-06-7. (6) Jat.,vi,372.
(7^ naresam bhatim katva kicchena jivati. Jat.,i,IJ75; ii,139;

iii'^i5',Tio67ffiC7 ------
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workman, who is the Bodhisatta, "bewails his lot in these words: 
"I get a masaka or a half-masaka for my wages and can hardly 
support my mother.11 (l) It is not possible to make much of the 
story in the G-adgamala Jatakaj^ ̂ in which a water-carrier 
proposes to enjoy a city festival along with his wife with the 
meagre savings of one masaka, each contributing half of it.
It is characteristic of the didactic nature of the story that 
the water-carrier refuses to part with his petty sum of a half- 
masaka even when he is offered unlimited wealth by the Bodhis
atta king Udaya. Ultimately he gets half the kingdom, but 
realises the evils of desire and becomes an ascetic to achieve 
its final extinction. The evident moral is that a person could 
remain satisfied even with half a masaka, although it would be 
ideal to do even without it. As the gat ha says: ,!Little
desire is not enough, and much but brings pain."(3) on the 
whole the estimate of Pick that wages of the day-labourers in 
the Jatakas were hardly sufficient to enable them to eke out 
their livelihood seems to be fair. This may well apply to 
large sections of the £udras, who worked as hired labourers.

There does not seem to be much difference between the 
various sub-sections of the serving population. A Jain text 
places slaves, servants ^|>?ssas) and beasts of burden in the 
same category.(^  The Pali texts make frequent mention of

(1 ) Jat.,iiiji326. (2) Bose, op.cit., ii_,U28.
(3) appapi kama na alam, bahuhi pi na tappati Jat., i ii ,1414.6-50.+
(1+) S u y a ., I«ii.2.18.



the dasas, pessas and kammakaras.^' The pessas were messen
gers or servants, who were sent on minor errands. As noticed 
earlier, there was neither any difference in the nature of 
work^2 ) assigned to the flasas and the kammakaras nor,in the 
type of ffood given to them.' 3) jt will he shown later that if 
they committed offences they were subjected to the same puni
shments. There is nothing to show that socially the hired 
labourer was classed beneath the domestic slave. (U) Perhaps 
the difference between the dasas and the kammakaras lay in the 
nature of their relation with their masters. In contrast to 
the kammakara, the slave was regarded as the property of the 
master^) and could be inherited and s h a r e d . ^ ) The absolutely 
servile status of the slave was indicated by his distinguishing 
mark, which seems to have been a shaved head with a topknot.
At one place, however, dasas and kammakaras are reckoned among
the property of a setthi.(^) This indicates the tendency to* •
reduce the hired labourer to the status of a slave. A Jataka 
story shows that while the slaves lived in the house of their 
masters, the kammakaras went to their lodgings in the evening? 
B^ut we do not know how far this was a general practice.

(1) PTgha TT., i , lUl; Atig.N., ii,207-S; iii,37; iv,266,393.
(2) Gaut.Dh.S., U. (3) Jat., iii,300.
(h) References quoted in CHI ,i ,203» do not support this
(5 ) gutta-nipata, 769; Qvaiya, versed; /view.

Uttara. , ill .17 ; Suyagadam II.7.1.
(6) Gaut.ph.S.^xxvlii.13. * *
(7) Jat., vi,133> _ (8)_Jat.,iii,129.
(9) ...attano vasanatthanam gantva. Jat., iii,^U5.



Obviously the life of the hireling was sometimes harder than 
that of the slave.O) He could not enjoy that security of
livelihood which was assured to the slave or the permanent 
domestic servant. Gautama lays down that the arya, under 
whose protection the £udra places himself, should support him 
if he ‘becomes unable to work.' ^  But the practice did not 
conform to this precept, for a gatha states that people throw 
away the outworn servant like a she-elephant.^

There seems to be some difference between the kammakara 
and the hhataka (wage earner)!*1' in the Vinaya Pitaka the 
kammakara is defined as a bhataka who is ahataka. The authors
of the Pali-English Dictionary interpret the term ahataka as 
’beaten*. This would mean that the kammakara is a worker who 
can be beaten - a definition which sounds curious and is not 
given even in the case of a dasa. Perhaps the term ahataka 
is not derived from the word ahata, ^  but from the term ahrta,S
which means taken, seized or b r o u g h t . T h i s  would suggest 
that the kammakaras were attached to their master in a special 
way. They were probably brought under his control either on 
account of their failure to pay debts or owing to having their 
habitations on his land.    —  - ■

^1)^1,1^205. (2) Gaut.Dh.S., jjT.6l._
(3) yavatasTmsatT poso tavad eva pavlnati ; atthapaye jahanti. 

Jat .n,iiTV5h7. 5
(h) Also written as bhataka.
(5) This derivation is adopted in Pali-Eng.Pic., s.v. ahataka.
(6) An alternative derivation from the term ahitaka (i.e. 

pledged) is not by grammatical rules.
jrtiArcrhrt.



 >They seem to "be in the position of semi-slaves, who could
"be sometimes treated even as an item of property. Thus there 
seems to he little evidence for the view that in the pre-Mauryan 
period the kammakaras were free labourers who entered into 
contracts as to their work/ and wages and that in the case of 
disputes wages were settled by experts. This view better
represents the position of the bhrtakas, whose relation with 
their employers was comparatively free from elements of subjec
tion. The bhrtaka lived on wages, i.e. bhrti, which is• •
mentioned by Panini either in the sense of service for hire or 
simply as w a g e s . I t  seems that the bhrtaka was hired for 
a particular period.^'1 According to an early Jain text there 
were four kinds of bhrtakas: (i) the divasabhayaga who worked 
on daily wages, (ii) the jattabhayaga who was engaged on a 
journey, (iii) the uccattabhayaga who was employed on contract 
to complete the work in an agreed time, (iv) the kabbalabhayaga 
(such as an earth digger) who was paid according to the amount 
of work done.^' As workers on contract some artisans may 
have been also employed as bhrtakas. A later Jataka distinemi- 
shes between the bondsmen (attano nurisa) who are asked to keep 
v/atch over the various portions of their masterTs rice fields, 
and a bhataka who gets a salary (bhati) for the same work and

(1)Bandyopadhyaya, Eco.Life and progress in Anc.India, p .9U.
(2)Pa.,t-3.36 ; TTT.2.22.
(3)lbid.,U,1.80.
( i|.)ThanaAga, f2- 271 with the comm, of Abhayadevasuri.
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is liable to the payment of compensation in the case of any
damage to the crops. A  ga tha states that the puri sa should
always work for the interest of the person in whose house he is
f e d . T h e  use of the phrase dasakammakaraporisa shows that

(the hondsman served either as a slave or a hired labourer, 
and that there was not much distinction between these different 
types of workers.

The economic disabilities imposed on the dudras by the 
Dharmasutras shed further light on their material condition. 
Reference has been made to the imposition of compulsory service 
on the artisans for a day in a month by the king. Gautama 
lays down that in order to defray the expenses of the wedding 
of a girl, and when engaged in a rite enjoined by the sacred

( k )law, a person could take money by fraud or force from a sudra;
Members of the vaidya, the ksatriya and perhaps of the brahmana

• •

varnas, who did not observe the rites and duties of their class, 
could be also subjected to this procedure in the order of their 
social status, but only when a 3udra was not available .̂  5)
This law, which provides a license for the extortions from the 
gudra community by the members of the upper varnas, is not to 
be found in any other Dharmasutra, although it has its parallel 
in the Manu Smrti It may be a later insertion, which
reflects the tendency of a brahmanical school to exploit the

(l) Jat.,iv,276-8 . (2) yasseva ghare bhuffjeyya bhogam
tasseva attharp puriso careyya. Jat., vi,o26.

(3) Jat., iv, Aftg/W. ,i ,2061 Vin. ,i ,2ljc .
(U) dravyadanaip vivahasiddjayarthatp dharmatantra sarfiyoge ca 

ludrat. Gaut.Dh.S. , jficviTlTSIT'with Haradatta's comm. "
( 5) anvatraui dudradbahupasorhlna karmapah. Ib&d. ,xxvni . 

with Haradstta* s comrru 06) Manu, 13 •



^udra to the full.
The law of inheritance contains discriminatory provisions

relating to the share of the sc*** of a 3udra wife. According
to Baudhayana in the case of issues from the wives of different
castes, four shares would go to the brahmana, three to the
ksatriya, two to the vai£ya and one to the 3udra son/^) In
such a case Vasistha provides for the shares of the sons of only• «
the three higher varnas, leaving out the 5udra s o n / 2 ) He quotes
the opinion of others as stating that the £udra son may he
regarded as a member of the family but not an heir#^-^ a
provision which is confined by Baudhayana^) to the case of
the nisada (son of a brahmana father and dudra m o t h e r . / 5)• •
Gautama provides for the disinheritance of the 3udra son of a 
brahmana in very clear and emphatic terms. According to him 
if the brahtmana died without male issue, though his son by 
the 5udra wife might be obedient like a pupil, yet he could 
receive only a provision for maintenance out of the estate of 
his deceased father/^) Thus it would appear that of the 
authors of the Dharmasutras only Baudhayana provides for the 
share of the dudra son of a brahmana, Vasistha and Gautama

Bi Bau.Dh.S .,U«2.3«10» (2) Vas.Dh.S., xVTTT .1+7-50.
£udraputra eva gagtho bhavatityahuri tyetedayadaba'jQdhavah. 
Vas.Dh.S.»xv'ij .35.

(k) Bau.Dh.S. , n . 2.3.32. (5) Bau.Dh.S. ,TT. 2 .3*10.
( 6) ^udraputrptpyanapatyasya £ugrusu^cellabhet vrttimu la manta

vasividhina. Gaut.Dh.S., x M T !  .37 •
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being opposed to this. Possibly the liberalism of Baudhayana 
was due to his connections with the south, where brah^nanism 
had not penetrated deeply. Further, the provisions show that 
they related only to the 3udra son of a brahmana. It is not 
clear if such rules of inheritance applied to the dudra sons 
of the ksatriya and the vai£ya, although this is very probable# 
There is no corroborative evidence in the light of which the 
actual operation of these rules can be known. At any rate 
these could affect only a fringe of the dudra population, for 
the regular marriage of the 3udra women with persons of higher 
varnas was not a widespread practice.

In an appraisal of the general economic position of the 
£udras during the pre-Mauryan period, a special note has to be 
taken of their characterization as the serving class, which was 
first clearly stated during this time. It was this function 
of service which imparted homogeneity to the otherwise hetero
geneous elements of that varna. As members of the serving class 
along with the vai^ya peasants, the 3udras performed the 
rOle of the primary producers, and thus provided the material 
foundations for the growth of society. As agricultural
labourers they helped to open to cultivation the thickly

(2 )wooded areas of Kodala and Magadha, which in the textsy

(1) It was laid down by Gautama that the vai£ya and the 5udra 
should make their gains by labour. nirvistam vaidya£udra- 
yoh. Gaut .Dh.S . ,%.^2.

(2) Cf*. Kosambi , "Ancient Kosala and Magadha", JBBRAS ,xxvii r 
pp.19S-201.



are referred to as being divided into large and small holdings
worked by slaves and hired labourers. As will be noticed laiH*,
Kautilya advocated the policy of employing 6udra labour for the
breaking of virgin soil in the new settlements. Further, as
artisans, the 3udras contributed to technological development
and produced marketable commodities, which led to the rise of
numerous towns with their thriving trade and commerce.

But the 3udras did not enjoy the same standards of living
as the members of the higher varnas, who employed them.
Repeatedly in the Pali texts the khattiya, the brahmana and
the gahapati are called mahasala (opulent)^1 ) implying thereby;
that the dasas, pessas, kammakaras, purisas and bhfl^akas were
not in that fortunate position. Some of the rich 5udra
artisans might be prosperous gahapatis, but in a predominantly
agrarian economy, land being mostly in the hands of the
brahmanas, the ksatriyas^^ and the setthis,^3) most of the 

• • • •

dudras had to live on wages in the fixation of which they had 
no voice. It is said that Tthe great mass of the people were 
well-to-do peasantry or handicraftsmen, mostly with land of 
their own*. (U) This may apply to the vai^ya or the gahapati 
class but not to the 3udras, who had to live by working on the

(1) Atfg.h ., iv,?39; Ja_t., i , U9. Literally it means ’havin' great! 
halls’. Phrases of similar import for indicating rich peo
ple are even now used in popular parlance in Bihar.

(2) Fick, op.cit.,fr*llQ. According to Gautama (X.h-6) agricul
ture, trade and usury are lawful for a brahmana provided he 
does not carry on the work himself.

(3) For instances see Fi§er, "The Problem of the Setttp in 
Buddhist Jatakas", AO,xxii, 238-265.

( b) Rhys Davids, BuddhigT€ India, p.102.
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land of others. They were comderme1 4 a this position not
i W

simply because of their birth, but because of .birth in poorA.
families. This point is clearly underlined in the course of 
a Buddhist argument to disprove the brahmana’s claim to suprem
acy. It is said that if the £udra grew wealthy, he could 
engage not only another 3udra as his servant, but also another
ksatriya, brahmana or vai£ya.^^ normally in such cases, which 

be/
would few, the contradiction between the low social status and 
the high economic position of a person could be resolved by 
raisin~ him in the social scale. In later times such a policy 
was practised by the brahmanas in assimilating the foreign rul- 
ing chiefs to the ksatriya fold. It is possible, therefore, 
that those dudras who were favoured by fortune could rise to a 
high social status.

As producing masses the dudras correspond to the slaves and 
helots in contemporary Greek city states. Theoretically just 
as the Greek citizens could claim the service of their unfree 
men, so also the Indian dV/D^s^(twice-born)^ and aryss could 
claim the labour-power of the £udras. But in several respects 
the economic position of the 3udras was different. Neither 
the £udra agricultural labourers nor the £udra artisans, 
especially the latter, were so completely at the mercy of their 
employers as the slaves of Greece and Rome. Unlike the slave

(l) Majj.N., ii,8U-85
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in Greece/'^ the £udra held property, not sufficient enough to
he taxable, hut subject to some other liabilities. Thus the 
law imposed on him the obligation to maintain his master of a 
higher varna by drawing upon his savings, if the latter fell on

3udra should overcome their misfortunes by means of their pro

of his master. Perhaps on account of these differences the 
varna system, which mainly rested on the dudra class as its 
chief source of labour-power, proved to be a more effective 
organization of production than slavery. Though functioning 
in an evidently larger area and population than those of Greece, 
it never felt the necessity of making the £udras work under the 
same conditions as the slaves and helots.

The politico-legal status of the 6udras during this period 
seems to be a counterpart of their economic position. In con
trast to their importance in later Vedic polity they lost their 
place in the political organization of the period. According 
to Apastamba the king could appoint only the aryas, i.e. the 
members of the first three varnas as officials in charge of the

(l) An exception is to be made in the case of the Cretan agri
cultural slave who could own property, in which the dowry 
rights of the female slave were protected. VVestermann, 
op.cit. ,V'l6

evil days.Vt ; It was further laid down that the vai^ya and the

p e r t y . ^ ' 
slave held p

the Dhrase dasa-bhoga shows that even the
H U * -----------

) though.it may have required the consent

A
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villages and t o w n s / L e s s e r  officers serving under them 
were also required to fulfil the same qualifications/^

ftpastamba also lays down that the kingTs court should 
he adorned hy pure and truthful aryas, who were to act as the 
councillors and judges of the king/-^ In these references 
the term arya is rightly interpreted as the member of the first 
three varnas.(*+) No 5udra was ever regarded as an arya, any 
more than he could he 'reborn'/R) But it is wrong to think 
that even during this period the use of the term arya indicates
racial distinction/—  Thus the term arya-krta in P a n i n / 7)• •
evidently means one who is made f r e e / ^  It is stated in a 
Buddhist text that among the J^mhojas and Yavanas the aryas 
become dasas and the dasas become a r y a s / 9) which clearly 
shows that the aryas were free, in contrast to the dasas who 
were unfree. Therefore the political distinction between the 
arya and the £udra seems to have been of the same type as that 
between the citizen and the non-citizen in Greece and Rome. 
Since the 3udra was considered unfree, it was not thought 
proper to associate him with the work of administration. It 
would thus appear that the lower classes had no influence in 
the affairs of the small states of the time. Thus a Jain

(1) gramesu nagaresu ca aryanchucxn^ satya^Tlan prajaguptaye 
nidadhyat .̂ e. ftp.DK'.S., H..I0.26.I*.

(2 ) (51 Ibid., ii .10.25. 12-13.
( b) HaradattaTs comm, to ftp.Ph.S. £J .10.2 5". 13.
(5) Hopkins, CHI, i,2U0. (T) Ibid.

(?) Pa., ij. 1.30. (8) ASSjjsrala, op.cit., p.79.Mgha tt., U.1U9. ^  y “Tir

ftp://ftp.Ph.S


source mentions various categories of ksatriyas and brahmanas
attending the assembly of the king, but does not speak of the
gahapatis (i.e. vai^yas) or the 3udras.^) It seems that
normally even the vaidyas could not be appointed as council1ors,
although according to the Pali texts the setthis, who received♦ •

( 2 ̂the setthichatta (the canopy of a setthl) from the king, ^
mmmm m m ~ • •

may have been given some administrative functions. A Jataka
_informs us that a tailor's son was made treasurer (hhandagarika\• •

but such instances are rare.
It is said that one of the most powerful dynasties of this 

period was of 3udra extraction and that the 3udras acquired 
supreme power in the lower Gadget v a l l e y . T h e s e  statements 
can be considered true only in so far as they indicate the low 
birth of the Nanda rulers. They should not be taken to mean 
that political power passed into the hands of the £udra 
community: for there is nothing to show that the rise of the
Nandas put an end to the political disabilities of the 5udras.

As to their rOle in the republican governments of this 
period, it has been rightly said that the fruling assembly in 
the Samgha-Gana consisted of a ksatriya aristocracy ranking. i ■ nw'.-r m ,mm i — i ii— im w• • •

higher in the social scale than the brahmanas and the gahapatisj
♦

not to sneak of inferior c l a s s e s . o n  the basis of a

(l) Suyagadam, ^  i 8e r , AC, xii, 2-6/•
(3) gat >, ?vTh-5. ( h) Paychaxrcftmri, An Advanced

History of India, p.?l*
(h) Ghoshal, ffThe Constitutional significance of Samgha-Gana 

in the post-Vedifi Period." TC ,xii ,62.
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passage from the Gautama Pharmasutra Jaj^swal says that the duara 
could be a member of the paura (relating to the town or capital) 
body which was consulted by the king.1""1  ̂ Assuming that the 
paura was a corporate body, Jayaswal* s interpretation in the 
case of the dudra is not borne out by the commentary of Maskarin* 
who explains the term ^aura as samanasthanavasT, i.e. an

f o)inhabitant of the same place.v 7
As regards the right to appear as witnesses in the law 

courts, Baudhayana extends this privilege to the members of all
(3)the varnas with certain exceptions. He does not debar the

dudra from acting as a witness in the cases of the higher varnas
- , a provision which is also noticeable in the law book of

Vasistha.^^ According to Gautama the dudras could be summoned • ♦
as witnesses, but in the opinion of his commentators this
eventuality could occur only when the twice-born with the
requisite qualifications were not available.-^' It is not clear
if this relates to their presence as witnesses in the cases of
the twice-born or in their own cases. Probably it refers to
the former situation. Vasistha, however, clearly states that• •
a twice-born of the same varna can appear as a witness for men 
of his own class, good dudras for good dudras, and men of low

f f r  \ _birth for similar people. Good dudras were evidently those

(l) Hindu Polity, ii,6"-70. _(2) Comm, to Gaut.Dh.S., vT,10.
(3) catvaro varna'h putrinah saksinah syuh. Bau.Dh.S. ,^Tl0.1I.T3. 
( k) sarvesu sar^a' eva va'."1 Vas Tpft .S ., .29.
(5) Maskarin and Haradatta on/Gaut.Dh.3., xTTi.3*

api dudraft ------------  "
(6^ .. dudrariam santah sudradcanty anamantayonayah. Vas.Dh.S.,

• • *  • x v T ; 5 0 T ~
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who strictly followed the hrahmanical precepts regarding their
duties. This would suggest that had dudras were not to he
entertained as witnesses in the suits of good dudras. Thus
the later authors of the Dharmasutras, i.e. Gautama and
Vasistha, exhibit the tendency to exclude the £udra witnesses • ♦
from the cases of the higher varnas. We have no means of find- 
ing out whether this discrimination was observed, hut it is in 
keeping with the spirit of the varna legislation which pervaded 
the Dharmasutras. It may he noted, however, that in the 
taking of testimony in Greece during this period the slave 
might he subjected to interrogation under the use of the bastin-

(l)ado or the rack, hut such cruel measures for extracting 
confessions are not prescribed in the Dharmasutras.

Gautama lays down that members of the various castes, 
and guilds of cultivators, traders, herdsmen, moneylenders and 
artisans^could administer their affairs according to their 
respective customs, provided they did not over-ride the dharma 
l a w . ( 2 )  jn  other words those sections of the dudras who were 
organised into guilds of artisans or castes, could follow their 
own rules in the administration of their internal affairs.
But if they were involved in civil or criminal suits with the 
members of the other varnas, they might be subjected to legal

discriminations. As noticed earlier, in civil law the

Westermann, op.cit 
Gaut.Dh »S♦, 20—

o .20-21.p.17.
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dudra son of a brahmana father could .claim either the smallest
K

share in inheritance or no share at all.(^)
In criminal cases also the Dharmasutras provide no

equality before the law. According to the law of Gautamgdf a
brahmana abused a ksatriya or a vaidya, he would have to pay oc 

• *

fineg^, but if he abused a dudra, he would go scot-free.^ ̂
_ OL

Further, if the dudra intentionally reviled the twice-born m/̂ n\
by criminal abuse, or criminally assaulted him with blows, he 
was liable to be deprived of the limb with which he o f f e n d e d . ^ )  

Xpastamba bluntly states that if the dudra abuses a law-abiding 
arya, his tongue should be perforated. (^) Penances provided 
for the expiation of the sins of abusing respectable persons 
and speaking minor untruths also discriminate against the dudra, 
who was ordered to fast for seven days in such c a s e s on the 
other hand, a member of the first three varnas had merely to 
abstain from milk, pungent condiments and salt for three days 
only.(6) And finally Spastamba and Gautama lay down that if 
in conversation, sitting, lying down or on the road, the dudra 
assumed a position equal to that of the twice-born man, he 
should be flogged.^?)

(1) Supra, p̂ >. *
(2) brahmanastu ksatriye pancadat, tadardham vaidye, na dudre

kincit*. Gaut*. Ph. S . , xTj.11-13.
(3) dudro dvijat£nati~sandhayabhihatya vagdandaparusyabhyamahgam

mocyo yenopahanyat. Gaut.Ph.S.,
(i+) jihvacchedanam iudrasya aryam dharmikam akro^atah..ph.s., rnto .2'7 .m.—  —   r
(5) Tnis is also prescrited_for women. 5p.Dh.S.» 3T.9.26.1)..
(6) IMd., X ‘9 ‘26.3^ (7) vaci pathl jjayyayamasana itl saml

-bhavato dandatadanam. Ap.Dh.S..ii.10.27.13: Gaut.Ph.3.
_________________ -____________________   xtT.'Y.
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Laws relating to adultery provide the most severe punish
ment for the dudra. ~Apastamba lays down that if a dudra 
commits adultery with an arya., i.e. a female member of the first 
three varnas, he should he put to d e a t h , w h i l e  the woman might 
he purified hy a penance if no child was horn from their adul
terous intercourse.(2) But, according to the same authority,
if an arya commits the same offence with the dudra woman, he 
should he b a n i s h e d . ( 3 )  jn  the case of theft, the law, as laid 
down hy Gautama, imposes the smallest findfcupon the dudra, 
which increases if the offender belongs to a higher varna* Thus, 
if the dudra is required to pay eight times the value of the 
stolen property, the brahmana has to pay sixty-four times*(^) 
While it may indicate the former*s inability to pay higher fines, 
the law presupposes a higher standard of conduct on the part of 
the members of the higher varnas, who were little expected to 
commit thefts. This is in keeping with the provision that only 
members of the first three varnas should be appointed as offic- 
ials, one of whose chief functions was to protect the people
against thieves.(5)

So far as the operation of these criminal laws is concerned, 
a passage from the Majjhima Nikaya shows that in cases of

(1) vadhyah sudra aryayam. Ap.Dh.S*, 0.10.27.9.
(2) Ibid*,* S . 10 *21*10 *_
(3) nadya_aryah du drayam* Ap.Dh.S., 0*10.27. 8.
( astapadyam steyakilvisam sudrasya., dvigunottaranltaresam 

prativarpam. Gaut.Dh.S., XII* 15-16.
(5) Ap.Dh.S., 11*10*26*6-6*



adultery and theft the same punishment applied to the offender, 
irrespective of his v a r n a * T h e r e f o r e  the discriminatory 
laws of the Dharmasutras in this regard need not "be taken too 
seriously* But the non-brahmanical sources show that the 
offending dasas, kammakaras and other classes of workers were 
subjected to corporal punishments by their masters. Thus we 
can cite two instances of beating, in which the victims are 
female slaves*(2) jn one case the offence is the neglect of 

work^) and in another the failure to bring her wages back to 
her master*^) Although there is mention of a slave who was 
petted, and permitted to learn writing and handicrafts, he lived 
under the perpetual fear of getting ’beaten, imprisoned, branded 
and fed on slave's fare'(5) at the slightest fault.

Corporal punishment was, however, not only confined to the 
dasas, who were not sui juris* Along with them the pessas and 
the kammakaras are frequently described in the Buddhist dia
logues as working under the king harried by stripes and fear, 
weeping with tears on their faces*^^ A simile from a Jain 
text informs us that the pres/iyas (messengers or servants) are 
made to work by being beatetHwith sticks.^) Such being the

(1) evam sante imefcattaro vanna samasama honti* ii ,88*
(2) CHI Vi»205. ■ ~  (3) Ibid*"
(k) Jat., i.Uf2._ _ (5) Ibid*, i,U51.
(6) danda-tajjita bhaya-tajjita assumukha rudamana parikammani

karonti* Ma j j*N*, i,3kk; Satpy.N*, i>76; Aiig.N*, ii, 
207-8; iii,172; cf. Digha N .,

(7) cguyagadam, I *5*2.5*
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treatment of workers who seem to have committed no fault, the
fate of the guilty can hardly “be expected to be "better. That
the smallest offence of the wage-earners was visited with the
most severe punishments forms the subject of the following
passage from the Suyagadafojg.: "A man will (occasionally)
severely punish even the smallest offence of his domestics,
viz., a slave or messenger or hired servant or vassal (bhagilla= 

— (1)bhagika) or parasite; e.g. punish him, pull out his hair, 
beat him, put him in irons, in fetters, in stocks, into prison, 
screw up in a pair of shackles (his hands and feet) and break 
them, cut off his hands or feet or ears or nowe or lips or head 
or face (?)/2  ̂ pierce his feet, tear out his eyes, teeth, tongue, 
hang him, brush him, whirl him round, impale him, lacerate him, 
pour acids (in his wounds), belabour him with cutting-grass, 
bind him to a lionfs tail (I), or a bull's tail, burn him in a 
wood on fire, let him be devoured by crows and vultures, stop 
his food and drink, keep him a prisoner for life, let him die 
any of these horrid deaths .!l (3)

(1) One who gets the sixth part of the products (e.g. of agri
culture) of the work for which he is hired.) SBE,xlv,37U>

/fw»n.9.
(2) Jacobi finds it difficult to translate the two^words 

vegacchahiya and ahgacchahiya. Ibid.. 3 7 f£n.l.
(3) ja vi ya_se bahiriya_parisa bhavai, tarn jahadase i va

pese i va bhayae i va bhaille i va kamifiakarae i va bhogapu- 
rise i va tesirp pi ya gam annayamrasi ahalahugagisi avara-
ftamsi sayameva ganuyam dandam nivattei. Tam .jahaimam 
dandeha, imam mundeha? Trn&m taYIjeHa, imam taleha, imafti 
aduyabandhanam kareha, imam niyalabandhanam kareha, imam 
hub^fbandhanatp kareha, imatp caragabandhanam kareha, imam



The above passage describes the conduct of the unrighteous 
people, who were evidently outside the fold of Jainism, and 
therefore may not be free from an element of exaggeration.
But it undoubtedly shows that the master inflicted various 
kinds of cruel punishments not only on his slaves but on various 
other categories of workers employed by him. All this would 
show that corporal punishment for the offending members of the 
serving class was not uncommon though the artisan members of 
the 3udra varna were perhaps free from this humiliation. In 
Greece also the slave might pay for minor misdeeds with corporal 
punishment, but the free man was exempt from this indignity.

For the first time the Dharmasutra law introduces different 
rates of wergeld for the members of the different varnas, there 
being no such distinction in Vedic times. Three of them lay 
down that for slaying a ksatriya the offender should give one 
thousand cows, for slaying a vaidya one hundred cows and for 
slaying a £udra ten cows, with a bull in every case.^2 ) 
Baudhayana says that the amount should go to the king,^^ but

(footnote continued from previous page) ... niyalajuyala 
satpkodhiyamodiyam kareha, imam hathacchinnayam kareha, imam 
payacchinnam kareha, imam karySachinnaham karefia, imam nakk&ott- 
hasIsamuJEchinnayam kareha, veyagacchahiyam ahgacchahiyam 
pakkhaphodiyam kafteha, imam nayanuppadi^am kareha, imam* 
damsapupp^diydm vasanuppadiyam jTbbhuppadtyam olambiyam kareha, 
gt&siyamk£rehST~gKoI,iyamvIcar^a^~suTaiyam kdreha, sul&bhinnayam 
kharavattiyam kareha, va^tfjhavattiyam karefta, sihapucchiyagam r
kareha, vasabhapucchi^agam kareha, davaggidaddhayangam kaganimam' 
sakh^Tviyangam bhattapananlrudvagatji imam javafTji'vam va^iabandhanafS 
kareha,imam"annayarend asubhenam kumafenam marehd. - - w •
^uya£fldam.II.2.20* Jafeobi*s tr*. Suya., ITE.2.63» SBE X5£V, 374-5• 
(PleasBsee next page for footnotes (l), (2) and (3)*
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but Spastamba seems to favour the brahmana in his place
In any case the amount is not to be paid to the relations of
the murdered man. The nature of penances provided for the
expiation of the sin of murder also varies according to the
varna of the murdered person. According to Gautama, for
killing a ksatriya the guilty man should maintain the normal vow
of continence for six years, for killing a vaidya for three yeaB*
and for killing a dudra for one year.^2 ) Vasistha, however,

• •

increases the terra of the penance by three years in the case
of a vaidya, and by two years in the cases of the ksatriya and
the dudra.(3) sama-vidhana Brahmana, which is regarded

~  *"■
by Burnell^ work of this p e r i o d , p r o v i d e s  the same penance 
for the expiation of the sin of killing the members of the 
first three varijas, prescribing a different penance for the sin 
of killing a dudra.(5) This may suggest that the first 
distinction in respect of the wergeld was made between the

Footnotes belonging to page 157
(1) Westermann, op.clt., p.17.
(2) Bau.Dh.S. 1.10.19. 1 and 2; Sp.Dh.S., 1.9.21*. 1-1*;

Gaut.Dh.S. XXII. 1J+-16.
(3) 1.10.19.1.
Footnotes belonging to this page:
(1) 1.9.21*.1., with Haradatta’s comm.
(2) XXII.11*t 16.
k) Sam.Br., Introd., p.x. (3) XX.31-33.(5) Sam^Br., I.7.5-6

XX.31-33



dudras and the traivarnikas. Later on this was pushed to 
extremes "by prescribing different rates of fine for the murder 
of the members of the different varnas. There must be some 
basis for the law of the wergeld, which is found in most of the 
Dharmasutras. Different rates of wergeld varying according to 
class are found not only in later societies but also in the 
famous code of Hammurabi. But how far and in what ways such 
a law was observed in the case of the dudra cannot be determined 
in the absence of the court decisions on this point*

What is most shocking to the modern democratic mind is the 
fact that Spastamba and Baudhayana provide the same penance for 
killing a sudra as for killing a flamingo, a bhasa, a peacock, 
a brahman! duck, a pracalaka, a crow, an owl, a froc. a muskrat.

• r

^dog etc.^^This extreme view, which attaches the same importance 
to the life of a dudra as to that of an animal or a bird, may
not have found universal acceptance,(2 ) for the same lawgivers

- (3)prescribe a wergeld bf ten cows and a bull for killing a dudra.
«

But there is no doubt that the early brahmanical law attached 
very little importance to the life of a dudra*

Thus, with the complete substitution of society based on

(1) flp.Dh.S., 1.9*25.13; Bau.Dh.S., 1.10.19.6.
(2) It is interesting to note that the Sam.Br., 1.7.7 prescribes 

almost the same penance for killing a dudra as for killing a 
cow.

(3) Supra,p. /T7-
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varna for tribal society during post-Vedic times, the members 
of the dudra varna ceased to have any place in the work of 
administration. They were probably excluded from all admin
istrative appointments and subjected to corporal punishments 
for minor offences. In a way this was natural, for they could 
not generally afford to pay fines. The penalties laid down 
by the law of penances and criminal law in respect of the dudras 
are indeed proportionately much higher than those prescribed 
for offences committed by the higher varnas. But they at least 
imply that the dudra was invested with rights of person and 
property.(l) He could not be killed with -a^-^cich impunity as 
a slave in Greece.

In the pre-Mauryan period the social position of the dudra 
also underwent a change for the worse. The lawgivers emphasis
ed the old fiction that the dudra was born from the feet of the 
god,(2) and apparently on this basis imposed on him numerous 
social disabilities in matters of company, food, marriage and 
education, amounting in several cases to his social boycott by
the members of the higher varnas in general and the brahmanas

• •

in particular. It was laid down by Baudhayana that a snataka 
should not go on a journey with outcastes, a woman or with a
dudra. Haradattafs comment on a passage of Gautama states
that the term snataka here means a brahmana or a ksatriya,^)

(l) Ghoshal, IG.xiv, 27. (2) Vas.Dh.3., IV.2; Bau.Dh.S., >
1.10.19.5^. (3) 11.3.6.22.

(U) Comm, to IX.1, SBE,ii,216.
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which implies that the rule did not apply to the vaidya* Again,
orne of the rites essential for securing success was that the
student desiring it should not talk to women and dudras.(l)
All association with the outcaste (pa"fcta), who is defined as
the son begotten by a 3udra on a female of an unequal caste
(evidently h i g h e r ) , was considered undesirable. These were
obviously meant to reduce apportunities of social contact betweoi
the £udra and the higher varnas. In this respect the Dharma-• «
sutras exhibit a clear tendency to widen the social distance
between the brahmana and the £udra. Apastamba and Baudhayana
hold that if a sudra comes as a guest to a brahamana* he should
be given some work to do and may be fed afte*the work had been
p e r f o r m e d . H e  should not be fed and received by the
brahmana, but by his slaves, who should fetch rice from the
royal stores for this purpose.^^ According to Gautama a
non-brahmana should not be the guest of a brahmana, except on • •
the occasion of a sacrifice,^) when the vai^yas and the sudras 
should be fed with his servants for mercy's sake.^^ On the

(!) Bau.Dh.S., IV.5*4* cf. Bhar.Gr.S., III.6;
Kau^ika jutra, III.4.24.

(2) asamanayam ca £udrat patitavrttil^. Gau.Dh.S., IV.27.
(3) £udramabhyagatam dudrocedagatastam karmani niyunjyat. 

Xp.Bh.S., II.2.4.19; Bau.Dh.S., II.3.5tit.
(4) Ap.Dh/S», II.2.4.20. These stores were to be maintained 

by the king for the brahmanas.
(5) V.43.(6) anyanbhrtyaih sahanrgaryartham. V.45*
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occasion of the Vaidvadeva ceremony, however, even the
candalas, dogs and crows should he given a portion, if they 

• •

came at the end of the rite.^® It seems that this sacrifice, 
in which a number of deities were invited to parkaJte of the 
offerings, retained some of the communal and tribal character
istics, which transcended the new class distinctions.

Gautama lays down that the dudra should be shown consid- 
eration by a young person if he was eighty years old and lived 
in the same town.^2 ) This implies that in showing respect to 
him premium was put on his age and not on his other qualities. 
In contrast to this it was obligatory on a dudra to honour an 
arya, although the latter might be younger in age.(^) Forms 
of salutation and greeting, which are regulated in the 
Dharmasutras according to varna, reflect the servile position 
of the dudra in society. It is laid down by Spastamba that 
a brahmana should salute by stretching forward his right arm 
on a level with his ear, a ksatriya holding it on a level with 
his breast, a vaidya holding it on a level with his waist, and 
a dudra holding it on a level with his feet.^^ Different 
terms are prescribed for making enquiries about the welfare 
and health of the members of the different varnas. Thus the 
term used for the health of a ksatriya is 'anama.yaT and for

(1) frp.Dh.S.» II.4.9.5; Bau.Dh.S., II.3.5.11;
Vas.Dh.S., XI.9. •

(2) VI.10. (3) avaropyarya dudrena. Ibid., VI.11.
(4) 1.2.5.16.
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that of a 3udra is yarogya1. It is further provided that
in greeting a ksatriya or a vai^ya a person should use pronouns
and not their names,K J which implies that only the £udra could
he addressed by his name, the position of the twice-born classes
being too high for such familiarity. In the early Pali texts
a ksatriya is never addressed by his name or in the second

(3)person by any person belonging to the lower classes. The
mother of king Udaya, whom the barber Gahgamala calls by his 
family name, shouts angrily: lfThis filthy son of a barber,
of low origin, forgets himself so much that he calls my son, 
lord of earth, who is a khattiya by caste, Brahmadatta.”

The idea that food touched by the £udra is defiled and 
cannot be taken by a brahmana is first expressed in the 
Dharmasutras. According to Apastamba food touched by an impure 
brahmana or a higher caste person becomes impure, but is not 
unfit for e a t i n g . B u t  if it is brought by an impure 3udra, 
it cannot be t a k e n . T h e  same is the case with the food 
which is looked at by a dog or an apapatra, to whose class 
belong the patita and the candala.^) Another rule states 
that if a 3udra touches a brahmana while the latter is eating, 
he should leave off eating because the £udrafs touch defiles

(1) Ap.Dh.S., I.ij.lU.26-29; Gaut .Dh.S., V. U1-U2.
(2) sarvanamna striyo rajanyavai^yo ca na namna. Ap.Dh.S.,

I .i4-.lt.23. (3) Fick, op.cit., pj33.
(4) Jat., iii, 452. (5) 1.5.16.21.
(6) Ibid., 1.5.16.22. (7) Ap.Dh.S., 1.5.16.30 with

Haradatta*s comm.
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hira.^) Spastamba appears to be more conservative when he
says that it is not permissible to take the food offered by a
3udra even if he follows the prescribed laws.^2 ) But the
word gudravarjam, which is taken as prohibiting receiving the
food of a £udra, does not occur in an older manuscript
This shows that such a view did not prevail in the earlier
stage, when only the food of an impure 3udra was to be avoided.
Nevertheless, the Dharmasutras unanimously enjoin the brahmana
to shun the food given by a sudra.(^) A passage of the
Spastamba Dharmasutra^) read with the commentary of Haradatta » '• — ■  ------
allows him to accept the food of a 3udra in times of distress,
provided it is purified by contact with gold and fire and
abandoned as soon as the brahmana gets an alternative souree
of livelihood.^) No such condition is attached by Gautama,
who, while permitting a brahmana to accept a dudra’s food in

•

the case of his loss of livelihood,^) allows him to accept 
food from a herdsman, a labourer in tillage, an acquaintance 
of the family, and a servant.(8 ) But Gautama does not permit 
him to support himself by following the occupations of a

(l) Ibid., I.5»17*l» (2) sarvavarnanam svadharme vartamananam
bhoktavyam gudravarjamityeke. "Ibid., I.6.1&.13* r

(3) Ms. Gu2 according to Blihler's classification, Ap.Dh.S., 
Introd., p.iii. Ap.Dh.S., II.S.18.2; Bau.Gh.b.,
11.2.3*1; Vas.Dh;S. XIV. 2-U.

(5) tasyapi dharmo^franatasffa. I.6.18.1U* (6)£p.Ph.S.,I.6.18»15»
(7) vyttigcennatareqa ^udrat. XVIIf5*
(8) paSupalaksetrakalfeakakulasamgatakarayitrparicaraka bhojyan- 

nSh XVIIJ6. ’ ^  *
(9) VTf.22.
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Moreover, he is alone in laying down the rule that a snataka
(i.e. a "brahmana or a ksatriya according to Haradatta) should

• •

not sip the water of a gudra.^1 ) in some cases the rules 
regarding the "brahmana1s boycott of the Sudra's food were 
sought to be enforced by various threats and penances. Accord
ing to Vasistha, the most deserving brahmana was one whose • • •
stomach did not contain the food of a 3udra.(2  ̂ Such a rule 
would naturally deprive the guilty brahmana of the sacrificial 
gifts, which constituted the main source of his income. It 
was further declared by the same authority that if a brahmana 
died with the food of a 5udra in his stomach, he would be born 
either as a village pig or in the family of that £udra.(^) 
Further, a brahmana^ whose body is nourished by the essence of 
a £udrafs foody may daily recite the Veda, may offer prayers, 
but cannot find the pathW- that leads upwards. Again, if after 
eating the food of a 3udra, he has conjugal intercourse, even 
his sons would belong to the £udra caste and he would not 
ascend to h e a v e n . B a u d h a y a n a  lays down that if a person 
commits the offence of eating the food of a £udra or of co
habiting with a 3udra female, his sin can be expiated by per
forming seven pranayamas (suppressions of breath) daily for a

(1) IX.ll.
(3) Ibid., VI.27-29.

(2) VI#26.
(4) Ibid.



week.(-^ For the same purpose he also provides the penance of*
(performing the ceremony of taking boiled barley grain.' '

These penances, however, should not be taken as representing the
state of affairs in this period. The first occurs in the fourth
pra^na, which according to one view is as late as the 10th 

( 3)century A.D.,W/ and the second occurs in the third prasna, 
which according to Bflhler, is a later addition to the original 
work. (U)

The Dharmasutras give the impression that generally the 
ideal brahmana avoided the food of a sudra,(-)^especially if he 
was impure. But the penances and threats for enforcing this 
ban seem to be of later origin and were probably not effective 
during this period. It is clear that no such ban was imposed 
on the ksatriya and the vaisya. Thus at the Vai^vadeva cere
mony the sudra could be engaged in the preparation of the food 
under the superintendence of the men of the first three varn^si 
While cooking he should remain absolutely neat and clean so that 
the food might not be contaminated. For this purpose he should 
cause the hair of his head, his beard, the hair on his body and

1) IV.1.5* _ (2) Bau.Dh.S., III.6.5#
Hultzsch, The Baudhayanadharma^Sstra. Introd., p.IX.

U) Ibid. (5l The contrast between the brahmana and the
vrsalamis emphasised in the Nirukta, III.16.

(6) *»•aryadhisthita va £udrah samskartarah syu^. A p .Dh * S ..
II.2.3«1-U* The passage does not occur in a later ms. 
(0 according to Btlhler’s classification). ^Obviously it 
was removed in later times to exclude the sudras com
pletely from preparing food.



his nails to he cut, preferably on the eighth day of each half
of the month or on the days of the full and the new moon.
Besides, he should take his bath with his clothes on.^1^
Ordinarily it was provided that the 3udras living in the
service of the aryas should trim their hair and nails every
month; their mode of sipping water, according to Baudhayana,
being the same as that of the aryas.^2 ) The fact that a
sudra could be permitted to prepare food even at a religious
ceremony, when the greatest degree of purity was expected,
shows that ordinarily his food was accepted by the members of
the higher varnas, perhaps excluding the brahmana in some cases,

• •

Even in a later Jataka the occupation of a cook is described
(3)as one to be practised by slaves or hired labourers. ' In one

case, however, the ksatriya father avoids eating with his
daughter by a slave wife. But this passage occurs in the
present story of a later J a t a k a , a n d  hence may not apply to
this period. Prescriptions^ which forbade contact with food
touched by the impure^andy especially with the leavings of
their table, and punished transgressions of the rules, are
found in the early Pali t e x t s , (5) but there is nothing to show 
   —

(l) Ibid. 11.2.3.6-8 (2) *1.5.10.20; this passage is not
to be found in the ms. c£ (according to Hultzsch*s classi
fication), one of the southern group of the mss. derived 
from a more original form of the text than the northern. 
(The Bauahayanadharmasastra. Introd. p.VIIl).

(3) Jat. >~V, 293 (U) Jat, iv, 11+5-6.
(5) Pick, SONI, p.U7.



that they were particularly directed against the sudras. This 
was probably due to the fact that the old Indo-European practice, 
according to which all the members of the clan could partake of 
the common meals provided on special occasions,^^^ continued to 
exercise influence for some time even when tribes and clans had 
broken up into varnas. [The marriage rules of the Dharmasutras 
were dictated by considerations of varna• Of the eight forms 
of marriage, which first appear during this period, the 
gandharva (love marriage) and the paisaca (marriage by secret 
a.bdvint.i on which implied some sort of consent) were considered 
lawful for the vaisyas and the Sudras. According to Baudhayana 
the first was meant for the vaisyas and the second for the sudr
as. (2) in justification of this view he states that because of 
their preoccupations with agriculture and service the wives of 
the vaisyas and the sudras cannot be kept under c o n t r o l . T h i s  
suggests that the employment of the womenfolk of the lower orders 
for earning their livelihood rendered them comparatively inde
pendent of their husbands; the inability of the women of the 
higher varnas to earn their living made them more dependent but 
more respectable in society.

The stability of marriage relations was considered in terms
of varna. In the opinion of Vasistha the higher the varna, the 

• • • •

IT) Senart, Caste in India,frl&2-3. (~2) 1.11.20.13. ~  ~
(3) ayantritakalatra hi vaidya^udra bhavanti, ^ars^na su^rusa- 

dhikytvat. Bau.Dh.S. I .11.20.11+-15. Bhhler's translation 
that the vaisyas and dudras are not particular about their 
wives does not convey the meaning of the passage accurately. 
(SBE, xiv, 207).



more stable would be the marriage. Thus it was laid down that 
if the husband leaves his home, a wife of the brahmana or the 
ksatriya varna, who has issue, shall wait for five years, a wife
of the vai£ya varna for four years, and one of the duara varna

• •

for three years. If she has no issue, the waiting period will
be cut down by one year in the case of the brahmana, and by
two years each in the cases of the ksfctriya, the vaisya and the
£udra,(l) with the result that in such a case a wife of the
£udra varna will have to wait for only one year. Such a rule
again implies the comparative independence of the women of the
lower orders, among whom marriage ties were easily dissoluble.

But the sudra women were not treated on a footing of equal
ity by their husbands from the higher varnas. It is stated by
Vasistha that a sudra wife, who belongs to the black race, can • •
be espoused as concubine for the sake of p l e a s u r e , ^ )  "bu t

cannot be accepted in a regular m a r r i a g e . A  passage from
the same source allows an arya to marry wives from the sudra
caste, if the wedding is not accompanied by the recitation of
the proper Vedic texts, but Vasistha himself does not consider

• •

it desirable.^) For such a marriage causes the degradation

(l) Vas.Dh.S•9 XVII.78. (2) krsnavarna ya rama ramanaya-
yaiva na dharmaya. Vas.Dh.S*.V  XVIIl.loT Nir., XII.13*

(3) ^bid.{ cf. G-hoshal, IC, xiv, 22.
(U) *̂ udramapyeke mantravarjam tadfrat, tatha na kuryat. 

Vas.Dh.S., I.25-2FI *



of the family and the loss of heaven after death. in the
opinion of Apastamba it is not desirable that a brahmana should

_ ( 2 )cohabit with a 3udra woman or serve a person of the black race.
Both Apastamba and Baudhayana provide for purificatory rites^^^

<£)for those who have connections with a woman of the 3udra varna. 
But the two passages occuring in the Baudhayana Pharmasutra are 
found in the fourth pra£na, which, as shown earlier, is a later 
addition. Therefore such penances need not be taken seriously 
as applying to this period. The view that the sudra wifei
should be avoided comes into conflict with an earlier rule of
Vasistha, which says that a brahmana can take three wives, a
ksatriya two, and a vai^ya and a sudra one each, in the order of
their v a r n a s . (3) This clearly allows the members of the first
two varnas to enter into regular marriage relations with dudra 

♦

women, and hence the idea that the sudra wife should be accepted 
only for the sake of pleasure may have been of later origin. 
Further, it is obvious that a large number of wives could be 
maintained only by well-to-do people. Thus while the rule of 
polygamy for the members of the higher varnas seems to be in 
line with their better economic status, the monogamy of the

(1) ato hi dhruvah kulapakarsah pretya casvargah. Vas.Ph.S♦,
1.27* Among the ancient’̂ u t o n s  a free mank who wedded a 
slave was himself reduced to slavery. Landtman, The Origin 
of the Inequality of the Social Classes, p.282.

(2) I.$.27.10-11.
(3) Vas.Ph.S. f_ 1.24. Baudhayana (1.8.16.1-4) allows four wives 

to the brahmana, three to the ksatriya, tv.fo to the vai£ya 
and one to thfe sudra. * .
g w . a u ,. b L*
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3udi»a ̂ is in keeping with his unhappy economic situation.
Although marriage with women of lower castes was permiss

ible, the Dharmasutras show great aversion for commections of 
the reverse type.(^) According to Gautama a son begotten by 
a £udra on a woman of unequal caste was regarded as a patita.(^) 
It is mostly to such marriages and connections that the early 
lav.' books trace the origin of about a dozen mixed (varnasamkara)  ■ • T  1
castes. Thus the issue begotten by a sudra on a woman ofjbhe
ksatriya varna is known as a ksattr, and the one begotten on a 

• • • •

female of the vai£ya caste as a magadha.^^ The son of a
3udra by a brahmana woman is branded as a c a n d a l a . ^ )  According

• • •

to Gautama people begotten by the brahmana, the ksatriya, the
vai^ya and the £udra on a woman of the sudra caste are respec

ts, _ (ft)tively known as parSavas, yavanas, karanas and sudras. TheA  •

son of a brahmana by a 3udra woman is called a nisada.(7)• •
His issue by a female of the 3udra caste is known as the
pulkasa, and the son begotten by a 3udra on a female of the
nisada caste is known as a kukkutaka.^^ The issues of the 

* •

union of a ksatriya and a £udra woman is known as an ugra,^)

(l) Both Vasistha and Baudhayana prescribe only one wife for the 
ludra, although the former prescribes this for the vailya 
also. (2) Generally the jatis of this age were
endogamous. Fick, 30NI, p.51. (3) IV.27.

(h) Bau.Dh.S., 1.9.17.7. (5) Ibid., Vas.Ph.S., XVIII.1.
(6) IV.21; cf. Bau.Dh.S., II.2.3.30.
(7) Bau.Dh.S., II.2.3.29; Gaut.Dh.S., IV.16; Vas.Ph.S., XVIII.8.
(8) Bau.Dh.S., I .9.17.13-151
(9) Ibid., 1.9.17.5.



while that of a vaisya and a sudra is to be regarded as a
fcathakara.(1) The above list of castes would show that in the
opinion of the Dharmasutras anuloma (in regular order) and
pratiloma (inverted order) connections between the sudra and
members of the higher varnas were regarded as the most plentiful
source of the origin of the mixed castes, many of whom were

/most
relegated to the position of untouchables. But of these mixed
castes were nothing more than backward tribes, who were annexed
to the four original and recognised varnas by giving them a
wholly arbitrary genesis.^2 ) Nevertheless, in course of time
such explanations may have influenced new formations of castes,

( “5)for these have taken place even in recent times.K
Although the early Grhyasutras nowhere clearly refer to the

exclusion of the dudra from the rite of initiation, the
Apastamba Dharmasutra states that he cannot be admitted to the
upanayana and the study of the Veda.^^ The presence of a
3udre* and particularly that of a candala, is considered a

• • (5)sufficient ground for stopping the recitation of the Veda.
Under such conditions Baudhayana and Gautama prefer the inter- 
ruption of all s t u d i e s . T h e  latter further adds that the 
study should not be always carried on in the same t o w n . (7) This 
has been interpreted by Maskarin to mean a town which is inhab
ited mainly by sudras.^) Gautama alone states that if a
(l) Ibi&*, I.9*17.6. (2)Fick, SONI, p.9. (3) There are several 

tribes of this type_in Chotanagpur, and some castes of this 
type in eastern Nepal. (U)a£udranam adustakarmanaHhupayanam 
vedadhyayanamagnyadheyam phalavanti ca karmani,*1.1.1.6. "

(5) Ibid. 1.3.9791 bahkhaVGrJs., T v .7♦35• (6) BauTPh.3., 1.11.21. 
15; Gaut.Dh.S., XVI .19. ("Please see next page for (7) & (6)
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a £udra recites the Vedic texts, his tongue should he cut out; 
and if he remembers them, his body should be split in twain.
This terrible measure seems to reflect the extremist attitude 
of Manu,(^) and hence may be treated as an interpolation in the 
law book of Gautama.

Nevertheless, it is evident that even during this period 
the idea of imparting Vedic education to a £udra was vehemently 
opposed.

A passage from Apastamba, however, favours the education
of the £udra in Vedic literature. Vi/hile stating that a student
should pay the fee to the teacher for the teaching of the Veda,
he declares that the latter can accept it either from an ugra
or a sudra, under all circumstances. 1 This may indicate an
earlier state of things, when the dudra was admitted to Vedic
education. But Hater on this was denied to him, not only by
Gautama and Vasistha but also by Apastaraba himself. The Veda

• •

being the source of the law (aharma), as a natural corollary 
Vasistha declares that a £udra is not worthy of receiving any 
advice or the contents of law.'^) Apparently such a dictum
(Footnotes (7 ) and (8) from page 172.)
(7) Gaut.Dh.S., XVI, i+6. (8) tatra gudradibhuyisthe
ouwodhyayah.

(1) udaharane .iihvacchedah, dharane darTrabhedah. XII.i+-6
(2) viIT.''270-272".------- ^ ----- 7 7 ------------
(3) ♦•^ sarvada sudrata ugrato vacaryarthasyaharanam 

dharmyami tyeke. .PhTsT, I .2.7 .19-21. 5 ~
(k) na^udraya matifn dadyat ... na casyopadiseddharmafti.

Vas.Ph.S., XVIII. 14.



was meant to keep the sudras in complete ignorance of the law 
by which they were governed.

£pastamba provides that women and Sudras may learn a

comprises dancing, music and other branches of everyday art and 
l e a r n i n g ^ )  jn commenting on a passage of Gautama Maskarin 
refers to a similar type of education. He quotes the S^rtis as 
stating that a nisada should be initiated and educated in the

sudras could receive training in arts and crafts but were de
barred from receiving Vedic education, which was more or less 
identical with literate learning. Thus the Dharmasutras sought 
to establish a divorce between literate education, which was 
confined to the members of the twice-born varnas, and technical 
training, which lay in the sphere of the Sudras. It was also 
stated that Vedic study impedes pursuit of agriculture and 
#ice versal^) Such a rule would naturally affect not only the 
Sudras but also those vaisyas who carried on agriculture them
selves. We do not know how far this policy worked in practice.
A later Jataka informs us that two canaala boys went in disguise

• •

to receive education at Taxila, but, when they were detected 
through the inadvertent use of their own dialect, they were

(l) Sp.Dh.S., 11.11.29.11-12^^^ (2) SBB, ii,l69.
(3; Gaut.DtuS. , IV.26. veaah krsivinagaya krsi

vedavina^inl ♦ Bau.Dh.S., I.5*10.3o. *(5) Jat, iv, 391-2.

supplement to the Atharva Veda.^1 ) it is suggested that this

art of elephant t r a i n i n g . (3) All this may imply that the

expelled from Nevertheless, other Jataka
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stories show that the schools had on their rolls sons of mer
chants and t a i l o r s 1) and even f i s h e r m e n ^ ) .  Thus in practice 
even during this period the dudras were not completely excluded 
from receiving education.

The Dharmasutra1s exclusion of the sudra from Vedic 
education naturally led to his exclusion from sacrifices and 
sacraments, which could be performed only with the Vedic mantras, 
A rule of the Asvalayana Grhyasutrav J is interpreted as suggest- 
ing that the sudra could hear the Vedic mantras to be recited on 
the occasion of the madhuparka c e r e m o n y . S i m i l a r l y  Jaimini
quotes an old teacher Badari as stating that the Vedic sacrifice

(*5)can be performed by members of all the four varnas.v 'But he 
does not approve of this i d e a , (6) ana thus seems to represent 
the dominant view of his age. The sudra could not lay the 
sacred fire for the Vedic s a c r i f i c e . H e  could not perform 
any s a c r a m e n t ^ ) He came to be excluded from the Vedic sacrif
ice to such an extent that in the performance of certain rites 
even his presence and sight were to be a v o i d e d . ^ )  Ordinarily 
a sudra could not use even the current exclamation namah^ ^ ^ , he

(1) Jat., iv, 38. (2) Ibid., iii, 171.
(3) 1.21.12 (TJrvandrum ednTT; I.21+.12-15 (SBE tr.).
(k) Hopkins, Mutual Relation of the Pour Castes in Manu, p.86,

fj^.. 1.
(5) Jai.Ml.S., VI.1.25-27. (6) Ibid., VI.1.33f.
(7) Ap.Dh.sT, 1.1.1.6. (8) £udramityasamskaryo — »

vijrlayate. Vas.Ph.S., IV.3.
(9) ffaraskara Q-r.S., II.3.3. (10) Gaut.Dh.S., X.6i+.



could do this only if he was especially permitted to do so.^1  ̂

Gautama, however, quotes certain authorities who allow a dudra 
to perform a select list of small vedic sacrifices known as the 
ipaka-yajnas (simple domestic rites)(2 } Baudhayana quotes 
others as stating that submersion in water and bathing are 
prescribed for all the varnas, but sprinkling water over the 
body along with the recitation of the mantras is the particular 
duty of the t w i c e - b o r n . )

It is argued that the non-perforaance of various ceremonies 
and sacrifices were an advantage to the sudra, who was free from 
the obligation of observing them.(^) But what was an advantage 
to him from the modern point of view was a disadvantage accord
ing to the dominant social outlook of those times, which con
demned those who did not perform sacrifices to a low social 

(*5)status.w  7
Gautama lays down that a sudra shall live with his wife.^^ 

Haradatta quotes another commentator as interpreting this to the 
effect that a sudra can only lead the life of the householder 
and not that of the student, the hermit or the ascetic.(7) jt 
seems that in later times a brahmana, as a rule, passed through 
four, a nobleman through three, a citizen through two, a sudra 
through one of the asramas.^^ This may not have always been

(1) Ibid. (2) X.6f>. (3) II.U.7.3. (4) Dutt, op.cit. ,p.!75.
(5) Dutt implicity recognises thi$ f.act on pp.177-8 of his book.
(6) X.55* (7) na 1 £ramantaraprapc~iAui. Comm, to Gaut.Dh.S. ,X.55»
(8) Max Ivl tiller, p. 3h3* The Hibbert Lectures.



the case, but the discrimination against the 3udra is consistent
with his function of service to the members of the upper varnas -
a task which he could only perform as a householder.

The sudra was, however, permitted to offer funeral
oblations.(1) But Gautama and Vasistha provide that the

• •

impurity caused to him by birth or death of a kinsman (sapinda)
• •

shall last for a month.^2  ̂ According to Vasistha this period• •
lasts for ten, fifteen and twenty days respectively in the case
of a brahmana, a rajanya and a vaiSya.(3) Gautama, however,
cuts down the period by four days in the case of a ksatriya and
eight days in that of a vaigya.(^) The longest period of
impurity in the case of a £udra, if observed, must have caused
great hardship to him. Unable to earn his living, he would be
compelled to throw himself at the mercy of a creditor or his
master. Even in recent times, in the period of impurity caused
by death, poor sudras have been seen begging from door to door.
But during the pre-Ivlauryan period the sudra was not considered
so impure as to be forbidden to touch the corpse of the higher
varnas. He could carry the corpse even of a b r a h m a n a ^ )  to the • •

cremation ground, where he could touch the funeral pyre.(^)
Of the three higher varnas, the brahmana was expected to

(1) Gaut.Dh.S., X.53. (2) Gaut.Dh.S., XIV,2-1+; Vas.Dh.S., IV.30.
(3) Vas.Dh.S., IV.27-29.
(4) XIV# 2-2+7 According toothers the period of impurity in the

case of a vaidya may last for half a month (ibid.).
(5) R.L. Mitra, Indo-Aryans, ii. 131-2.
(6) flgva.Gr.S. (SBE tr.), IV.2.19-21. The word used here is

vvrsalaS.
• • _
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carry out his religious duties most scrupulously. Thus
Baudhayana^lays down that a brhhraana who does not perform the
samdhya morning and evening should be made by the king to do the
work of a £udra.(l) The brahmana also fell from status if he
took to manual occupations. Baudhayana states that the
brahmanas who tend cattle, live by trade, work as <&rtisans,
actors, servants or usurers should be treated like duaras.^^
Gautama goes a step further, and states that if an arya adopts
the occupacions of a non-arya, (i.e. a sudra), he is reduced to
his s t a t u s .(3) Cammenting on this passage, Haradatta thinks
that even a brahmana who performs the occupation of a non-arya
need not be served by a sudra. He curiously adds that a 3uara
who does the work of an arya must not be despised by others
following non-“aryan occupations. Evidently there seems to be
no point in such a contempt, for the aryas were higher in status.
Such rules suggest that the members of the higher varnas,
especially the brahmanas, felt contempt for manual occupations,+
which reduced them to the position of Sudras when they were 
forced to earn their living with their hands.C^+) In the 
Vinaya Pitalca agriculture, trade and tendihfl of cattle are 
regarded as a high type of work.(5) This obviously refers to 
the functions of the vaisya. On the other hand the work of a

(1) Bau.Dh.S., II.4.7.15. (2) Bau.Dh.S., 1.5.10.24; cf.Vas.Dh.S
11.27. (3) aryanaryayorvyatiksepe karmanah samyam samyama
X.67. (4) In the Jatakas the'te are lnstahces of4* 7
brahmanas living by manual occupations.

(5) Vin., lv.6.
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carpenter and a sweeper is regarded as of low type.(^) The same
text enumerates five low occupations (hinasippani) of the
nalakara (hamhoo worker), the kumbhakara (potter), the pesakara
(weaver), the chammakara (leather worker) and the nahapita,   ----
(barber) ' At one place, however, the occupations of the
weaver, the bamboo worker, the potter and the barber are put
in the list of ordinary^raf t s , ^ w h i c h  shows that generally the
fifth craft, that of t^e leather worker, v/as universally looked
upon with contempt.

Taking the social status of these crafts separately, the 
potter does not generallys/appear in dark colours. But at one 
place the work of the weaver (tantavaya) is described as of 
inferior type.^^ The barber also seems to have been an
object of d e r i s i o n . T h u s  although the barber Upali became a 
monk, he was reviled by the nuns^as one of low birth whose 
occupations are shampooing and cleaning of dirt.(^) a h  this 

indicates a tendency to hold some crafts in low esteem. Since 
these crafts were practised by various sections of the sudras, 
in course of time the occupations of the sudra varna as a whole 
came to be stigmatized. This is evident from a passage of the 
Bighanikaya, which uses the phrase "luddacara khuddacara ti"(7)
(l) IbidI The term kotthakakammam is explained as tacchakakamma 

in the Vin.A. ,739 but Horner translates it as work of a 
store-(room) keeper. SBB«xi, 175* _ (2) Yin., iv,7.
Digha.N.,i ,51* (4) lamaka-kamma . Jat., i.356.
Jat.,iii,452-3• (6) kasavato malamaj.jano nihinajacco.Yin.,
iv, 308. (7) Digha N ., iii,95*id
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in defining the functions of the Sudras. This means that the
dudras are those who live on hunting and other humhle pursuits.
In a Jain text also the terms vrsala, grhadasa (horn slave) and
1 low born wretch1 are used as terms of contempt like dog, thief,
robber, cheat, liar etc.^1 ^

The early Pali texts often mefction the five despised castes
of the candala, the nesada, the vena, the rathakara and the • • •

(o')pukkusa.v ' They are described as having low families (nica
kula)(^ ) or inferior births (hina jati).^) The enumeration of
low trades, crafts and castes seems to be broadly true of the
pre-Mauryan times, for the Buddha argues at length with the
monks that they should not create such distinctions in the Order
by insulting speech referring to the former jati, the sippa,
the kamma etc. of the monks.^)

Several despised jatis of the Buddhist texts roughly
correspond to the untouchable sections of brahmanical society.
According to the Buddhist and Jain texts the candalas and the

• •

pukkusas were not included in the 3udra v a r n a . B u t  the
Dharmasutras incorporate them in the list of the mixed castes,
who are supposed to have sudra blood. According to Patanjali
Panini seems to have included the candala and the mrtapa (a 

• • • •

person who watches dead bodies) in the list of those Sudras who
Cl) Ayar., II.4.1.8; cf. Digha N., i.92-3. (2) Ilajj.N., iii,

16^78; ii, 152,183-4. D )  rbid.
- 11Hi* cf. Ahg.N., ii,85; Sarny .N., i>93.
\(5) Yin., iv,4-ll.

6) Sarny.N., 1^102,166; Suya., I.9.2-3; Pick, op.cit. pp.20-30.



lived outside towns and villages, and whose contact permanently
defiled the bronze vases of the brahmanas.^)

Originally the candalas seem to have been an aboriginal• •
tribe. This is clear from their use of their own dialect.
In a Jain text they are mentioned along with the other tribes
such as the jfabaras, the Dravidas, the Kalingas, the Gaudas• •
and the Gandharas.(3) But gradually the candalas came to be
looked upon as untouchables. Apastamba holds that to touch

no
(5)

and see a candala is sinful.^^ This passage, however, is not
to be found in the two earlier manuscripts of his Dharmasutra,
which shows that untouchability appeared probably towards the
end of the pre-Mauryan period. A similar provision occurs in X
the later work of Gautama, who provides that if a candala defiles

(6)the body, it can be purified by bathing dressed in clothes.
In the P5li texts the candalas are clearly depicted as

• •

untouchables. A later Jataka describes the candalas as the
• •

meanest men on e a r t h . C o n t a c t  with the air that touched
a candala1s body was regarded as pollution.($) The very sight 

• •

of a candala forboded e v i l . ^9) Thus the daughter of a setthi • • • •
of Banaras, seeing a candala washes her eyes, that have been

• •

contaminated by a mere glance at that despised person.(10)
C1Q gudranamaniryasitanam. Pa., 11.4*10; Mahabhasya,f,U75.
(2) »Jat.,iv,391-2 (3) Suyagadam (SBE tg), 11.£.27.
(U) Ap.Dh.S., II.1.2.8. (5) MSS. GU^*3 according to Btihler*s

classification (op.cit., Introd., p.Hi). (6) XIV.30 
(7) Jat.,iv,397 (8)' ibid.,iii,233.
(9) iv, 376, 390-1. (10) Ibid.
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Food and drink, if seen by him were not to be taken.
Partaking of his food, even without knowledge, led to social
ostracism. It is said that sixteen thousand brahmanas lost
their caste because they unknowingly took food which had been
polluted by contact with the leavings of a candala1 s meal.^^
There is also the case of a brahmana, who ate the table leavings
of a candala from hunger, and committed suicide in order to 

• •

avoid the contempt of his former caste p e o p l e . I n  a Jataka
story when a candala entersj^townj the people beat him and
render him s e n s e l e s s . A  similar story recurs in a Jain text
of later times. It is said that when two sons of a matahga
leader of Banaras led a singing and dancing party during the
festival of the god of love, the high caste people belaboured
them with kicks and blows and turned them out of the town.(5)
By and large, the Jataka references suggest that although the
candalas were despised as untouchables by the members of the 

• •

higher varnas, they were especially hated by the brahmanas.
• •

When the candalas were absorbed in brahmanical society, 
probably on account of their being hunters and fowlers, they 
were assigned the task of removing dead bodies of animals and 
human beings. They always appear to be associated with 
the removal and cremation^) of corpses.(?) This work was also
(l) Jat.,iv,390. (2) Jat, iv, 387. ^3) Jat.,ii,82-8U.(h.) jat.,iv,376, 391. ( 5) Uttara.Tjka ,13>P.185a quoted in 

Jain, op.cit.,|>.liiJLu(6) Ram. ,I.$8.10.
(7) chavachaddaka-canaala. £omm. to Jat., iii,195.



_ 0)done by the panas, who were known as candalas. The candalas
• • • • •

were also sometimes engaged for street sweeping.^ The
candala does not appear as an executioner of criminals in the 

• •

Dharmasutras. In the Jatakas he is employed in w h i p p i n g  and
cutting off the limbs of the criminal.^2  ̂ It has been suggested
that the coraghataka (executioner of a thief) of the Jataka
may have been a c a b a l a .(3)

Some of the candalas earned their living by the occupations
• •

of jugglers and acrobats,^) - a practice which is still follow
ed by the backward nomadic people wandering from place to place 
in northern India.

The candala led a life of misery and sgualor. A simile • •
from a Pali text informs us that a candala boy or girl, clad in
rags, with begging tray in hand, on entering village or town
assumes a humble mien and then goes on.(^) V̂e learn from a
later Jataka that the candala possessed a pair of coloured• •
gtaments (in order to distinguish him from the restof the popu
lation), a girdle, a ragged robe and an earthen bowl.^)

In popular parlance the term candala signified a person 
who wgs without any virtues, a person without faith and morals.
Pick rightly says that in their depiction of the candala the• •
Jatakas show that the reality was not far different from the
(l) Antaga. , Jat. ,iv, 590. ( 2) Jat. ,iii .hi.179.

• kalopihattho nantikavasi gamamva nigamam va pavisanto
3) Bose, op.cit .,ii,li38. {kj Ibid., U39-khO.

nlcacittam yeva upatthapetva~pavisati. Ang.NY, iv, 37£•
(6) ,~iv757§.
(7) Ahg.N.,iii,206.
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priestly theory.(l) But it is important to note that most of
the references relating to the candSlas are found in the later• •
Jatakas, especially in the fourth volume, and hence may apply • 
to the end of the pre-lvlauryan period or even to later times.

The pulkasas or the pukkusas seem to have "been an aborigin
al trihe that lived by h u n t i n g , b u t  they were gradually 
absorbed in brahmanical society for certain tasks such as 
removing flowers from the temple and the palace. (3) The fact
that they could approach the temple premises to remove flowers
shows that they were not regarded as being quite as degraded
as the candala.

• •

The venas were another aboriginal tribe who lived by hunt-
4

ing and working in b a m b o o . A later Jataka mentions a
vfinukara or velukara who goes into the forest with his knife to
collect a bundle^for his trade.^5) The Dharmasutras invent
an origin for the venas as well. According to Baudhayana a
vaina is the offspring of a vaidohaka father (i.e. born of a
vai^ya father and a ksatriya mother) and an ambastha mother

• • •

(born of a brahmana and a vai^ya mother).(6) Thus, unlike 
the candala and the pulkasa, the vaina was not supposed to have

• 4 4

£udra blood. Although in a later Jataka verse the term veni is 
bracketted with the candala as a term of r e b u k e , t h e r e  is

4 4

(lT Pick, op.cit., p.318. (2) There is no indication of this
in the Pali texts^but Manu (X.U9) and Yisnu (XVI.9) prescr
ibe hunting as their occupation. (3) Jat*.*,iii,195; cf.Piek, 
op.cit. p.321. (k) Bose, op.cit.,ii,Lt-5U-5»( 5) Jat.,iv,251.

(6) Bau.Dh.S., 1.9.17.12. (7T~Jat.,v,306.
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nothing to show that the venas were regarded as untouchables 
like the candalas. The commentary to the Vinaya pitaka 
clearly states that birth as a vena means birth as a carpenter 
(tacchaka) )  The vena and the taksaka being identical, it 
appears strange that the latter, who enjoyed a high status in 
later Vedic society, was relegated to the position of a despised 
caste in the Buddhist texts.

The rathakara is also regarded as a despised caste in the 
Buddhist texts, but in the brahmanical texts he continues to
enjoy a high social standing. The Grh^asutras provide for his

(2) ‘ upanayana.v J Rhys Davids suggests that the rathakaras were an
aboriginal tribe.v3) this does not seem to be correct,
because they formed part of the aryan vis in Vedic times.
It is likely, however, that in later times some of the aborigines
were assimilated to the ranks of the rathakaras. On the basis
of a passage from a later Jataka^^ it is suggested that the
rathakar^ fell in status because of his having taken to
leather w o r k . (5) gut the rathakara also continued to be
employed to make the wheels of the chariot, which was used by
the k i n g s . F u r t h e r ,  although the craft of the leather
worker (cammakara) is regarded as low, he himself is not put in
the list csf the despised castes. Perhaps one of the reasons

i]
1*1

venajati ti tacchakajati. SBB, xi, 173;_cf.Jat.,v,3Q6. 
vasante brahmana^hiupanita. • varsamrathakaram j^isire va> 
Bharadvaja Gr.S.,I.l; Bau.GgTs.?lf.5.6 cf.II.&.5; cf. Jai. 
Mt.S., VX.l.^Q. (3)_Dialogues of the Buddha,i , 100. 

k) Jat.,vi,51; cf. Pet O a  , III .1.13 • ( 5 ) Bo se, op.cit.,iij U56. 
A h g . N .,i ,111-113•



why the rathakara is treated as a condemned caste in the Buddhist
texts is the Buddhist aversion to war, for which the rathakara 
prepared chariots. In any case it is clear that they were not 
degraded to the same level as the candala* and the pukkusa.

It is not so difficult to explain the inclusion of the 
nesadas in the Buddhist list of despised castes. This agrees 
with their low position in the Dharmasutras. They were a pre 
aryan tribal people, who are described as short-limbed, of the

the king who proved tyrannical to the priestly class, may 
indicate the resistance they offered to the process of brahman- 
ization. Even when adopted into brahmanical society, the

the priestly class. The nisada gotra reported by the ganapatha

would not be possible unless some brahmanas had been adopted
from aboriginal priests or had served the aborigines as pries
All the same, it is clear that during this period the nisadas
(l) Kbh.» XII. 59.102-3. ( T T Putt. op.cit., pTioTT
(3) Mbh., XII. 59.99-101. B.C. Law argues that these were

Nisadhas, and not Nisadas (Tribes in Ancient India, p.lOO), 
but the Cr. Sdn. of the Mbh. clearly mentions NisUfdas.

Ik) Jat.,ii,200; vi,71f» 170. (5) Jat,vi,71f. (6) IV.1.100.
(7) Kosambi, JAOS lxxv, kk* This depends on the assumption 

that the nisaddgotra was a brahmanical gotra, which is 
doubtful. * '

complexion of charred wood, with blood-red eyes,(!) high cheek
bones, low-topped nose, and copper-coloured hair.^2  ̂ The 
tradition of their curious origin from the body of Vepa,^^

nisadas continued mainly as hunfiers^^ who lived in their own 
v i l l a g e s . ) Possibly some of the nisadas found their way into

of Panini,^0 ) though not in any of the standard gotra lists,
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At least some of the despised castes of the P|li texts, 
particularly the nisadas and the cap^al^g/, were treated as
untouchables. Collectively the untouchables were known as
the antyas or the bahyas, i.e. people living outside vilieges I

f 1 > I
and towns. Gautama condemns an antya as the vilest >ersonv ' *
(papigthab) • V a s i ^ h a  distinguishes between the good sudras
and the ant.yayonis, who can appear as witnesses only in their \ 

(O')own cases. ' In the Apastamba hharmasutra the word antab
■L ■ .... ■ . — mm m , . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ [ ■ ■ I .  ■■■ ■   ■■■!■ — ^  ■ ■ m m

is used in relation to the candala, and shows that he lived at |
(7)}the end of the village. ' ' In the same text the bahyas, 

among whom the recitation of the ireda is f orb:* doc arc
('4')'■x ' .u/ial by Haradatta as the ugras and the nisadas. ' The 

suitSvasayins are described by vasi§{ha as a caste begotten by 
a jStldra on a vai^ya woman. It is said that a brahmana
father who dwells with the antAvasayins or cohabits with one of 
their women should be rejected. Generally the untouchables

lived at the end of villages or towns or in their own settle
ments. Their segregation was not the result of any deliberate 
policy of expulsion from old aryan settlements. It seems 
bather that the whole population of tribal villages were con
demned to the position of untouchables by the brahmanas.

I* is not possible to accept the explanation of the origin

(3) 1.3.9.15. (9-) 1.3.9.18. (5; x v m . b
(6) Gaut.Dh.S.. XX.1; cf. XXIII,32.
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of untouchability as given in the Dharmasdtras, which attribute
it to the intermixture of castes. It has been suggested that
in the majority of instances the origin of untouchables took
place as a result of complete isolation and loss of tradition
of the Buddhist communities.^^ But such a view is untenable,
for this social phenomenon appears in the pre-Mauryan period,
which witnessed the rise and growth of Buddhism. It »*as been
contended that those who continued beef-eating were condemned as

(2)untouchables. J This may have swelled the ranks of the un
touchables in later times, but cannot be taken as an explanation 
of tieir origin, for, except for a late reference in the Gautama 
Dharmasfltra, y there is nothing which may imply that beef- 
eating was prohibited in brahmapdcal society during this period. 
It 4 s also argued that the spirit of contempt leading to un- 
touchability "was evidently not a part ofthe original Indo- 
Aryan institutions, but was a thing borrowed from the Dravidians 
among whom in the south even in modern times untouchability 
plays such a prominant part."^ J But there is no evidence 
that untouchability prevailed in the south among the Dravidians 
before their brahmanization. On the contrary, Baudhayana, a 
lawgiver from the south, and Jpastamba, who is also sometimes

(1) MR (Dec.1923), 712-13. view has been further devel
oped by Ambedkar, The untouchables, Ch. IX.

(2) Ampgdkar i7i«Un.tsuchables , Ch.X. (3) XXII.lc _eclares cow- 
killing ai a minor sin which has to be expiated by a 
penance.

(4) Dutfc, op.cit., pp.lOfc-7* cf.p.31.



associated with that region, maintain a less conservative 
attitude towards the 3udras in matters of food and company than 
the two other authors of the Dharmasutras from the north. 
Besides, it has been shown earlier how certain crafts and 
occupations were held in ill repute by the members of the upper 
var^as, who claimed to be aryas. Finally, the idea of un- 
touchability has been traced to the theoretical impurity 
of certain occupations.^^ But the vital question is why 
certain occupations should be regarded as impure.

One of the reasons for the origin of untouchability was 
the cultural lag of the aboriginal tribes, who were mainly 
hunters and fowlers, in contrast to the members of brShmapical 
society, who possessed the knowledge afJrmetals and agriculture^' 
and were developing urban life. The low material culture 
and the consequent wretched condition of these tribes is 
described in the Buddhist texts in these words: "A fool,
should he become a human being after the lapse of a very long 
time, comes into one of the low stocks - cap4&las» nesSdas, 
vep.as, rathakSras^ and pukkusas, he is reborn to a life of 
vagrancy, want and penury, scarcely getting food and drink for 
his stomach or clothes to his back ... -

(1) Ghurye, Caste and Class, p.159*
(2; Fick, op.cit., p.324.
(3) ••• na ISbhl annassa panassa vatthassa yanassa ...

Matjtj .N* , iii, 169z70; Ahg.N. , ii,85*
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> This would suggest that these despised castes had a very 
precarious living, and were in far worse conditions than those 
£udras who were employed as dSsas and kammakaras, and as such 
enjoyed some security of livelihood. This contrast in material 
life was accejmtuated by the spirit of contempt growing in 
brahmayical society itself. As in the case of contemporary 
Greek s o c i e t y , t h e r e  had appeared in postt^dic society a 
spirit of contempt for manual works and occupations. Gradually 
as the upper varp.as, especially of tie brahmap.as and the k^atriyas, 
withdrew more and more from the work of primary production and 
tended to be hereditary in their positions andfunctions, they not 
only developed a contempt for manual work but also extended it 
to the hands that practised it.

Against the background of a very low material culture of the
aborigines, the increasing contempt for manual work, combined
with primitive ideas of taboo and impurity associated i t h  certain
materials, produced the unique social phenomenon of untouchabili-
ty. This was particularly true of the work of the cap.<Jalas who
dealt with corpses, with which were linked primitive ideas of
impurity and horror. Consequently it was felt necessary to
avoid contact with such persons. In later times the idea of

to/
untouchability was extended not only the ni§§.das and pulkusas 
but also to workers such as the leather workers and the weavers.

(1) Past and Present, No.6,5.
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For during this period although the crafts of the cammakaras
and pesakaras were considered contemptible, they themselves
were not regarded as untmchables.

We may finally consider how far the religious reforming
movements of this period affected the position ofthe £ddras.
So far as religious emancipation is concerned, Buddhism opened
its door not only to the members of the four var#as, who could
be admitted to the Saipgha and become ascetics, but even to
the cagL<J§las and the pukkusas, who could attain the bliss of

(2 )the nirvana.v J When the robber Angulimala is admitted to the 
Buddhist Order, he exclaims: 11 Verily I have obtained an aryan
birth*' . This would show that the Buddhist admission of the 
5tldras to their church was as good as restoring to them the old 
tribal right of initiation, of which they were dispossessed by 
brahma^ical society. But while the tribal initiation pre
pared the people for the practical life of this world, this 
prepared them for the spiritual emancipation from the miseries 
of life.^^

Buddhism made no distinction in the imparting of knowledge.
The Buddha argues that just as the king or the owner of the
royal domain should not appropriate all revenues to himself, so
also a br§hma£ta or a Jramaya should not monopolise all knowledge 

(S')to himself. In the Buddhist view anybody could be a teacher
(1) Man;) *N. , 182-54; i,211; Sarny.N. ,i,99; Vin.,ii,£39; AAg.N., 

iv,*02; cf .Maj.j.N. ,iii,60; 1,564-; DighaN. ,iii,80-98.”
(2) J5t. ,iii,194; iv,505. (3) ariyaya .jatiya ,j&to« Matj,j ,N. ,ii,

103. (40 cf. Thomson* Studies in Anciet.y Greek Society,ii, 
258. (5) DIgha N . , t, 226=30:-------- ^ ---------------
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irrespective of his caste. It is said that a teacher is always
to be respected, be he a sudda, a ca$<Jala or a pukkusa.^1  ̂ It
is typical of the Buddhis^attitude that in a J&taka story a
brahmapa loses the charm learnt from a capcjala because of

(2 )denying his teacher out of shame. ' In another case the
ca$<J51a, who is the Bodhisatta, kicks a fellow brahmapa pupil,
who is defeated in an academic dispute, but the action is
condemned by the teacher. '

Early Jainism also admitted to its monastic order members
of all the vary.as, and tried to uplift the cap<Jalas. Thus
a later Jain source refers to the case of a king who occupied
a lower seat in learning spells from a matanga. J The
U11 ar 5dhy ay ana informs us that Harisena, a sotfSga (i.e. ca$<j.§la)
by birth, visited the sacrifical enclosure of a brahma^a
teacher and lectured to him on the value of penance, good life,
right exertion, self-control, tranquility and celibacy.

Unlike the brahmaqas, the early Jain monks accepted food
of/ (6s

from lower class families, including those the weavers. J

Similarly a Buddhist monk or nun could approach families of all
the four varp.as for a meal, or could eat at their houses when

(n)invited by them.w /  But we do not know if the lay devotees

(1) J5t.t iv,200ff. (2) Ibid. (3) Jat., iii, 233-
(4)Dasa.Cu. , p.4-5 quoted in Jain, op.cit. , 229* (5) Uttara.XJiji
(5) i.yar~~  II.1.2.2. (9) Vin. ,iilj 184=5; iv,80,177.
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of these religions followed their teachers in this respect.
That the members of the lower orders actually got into 

the Buddhist church is suggested by a number of instances. 
LStanga, the son of a cabala, is said to have attained 
infinite bliss, which many k§atriyas and br§hma$as could not 
attain; a monk is described as a former vulture-trainer 
and ca#<Jalas appear as adopting 1he homeless state although 
Pick thinks that " the actual existence of such holy men is 
extremely doubtful". He gives no good reason however for
his lack of faith in the statement of the P§li canon tfcn this 
point. In the list of the authors of the Thera- and 
Therigathas at least ten among 259 theras*-4 '1 and eight out tff 
about fifty—nine theris^^ belonged to sections of society 
which may be regarded as ^ddras. They included an actor, 
a capcjala, a basketmaker, a trapper, a prostitute and a female 
slave. V We have no similar information to throw light on 
the proportion of the members of the lower orders in the Jain 
church. But it is significant that the first female disciple 
of MahSvIra is said to have been a captured s l a v e . I t  is 
suggested that the homeless condition was often a reaction from

(1) Sut.Nipfi., 137 and 138.
(2)(ftalifffictionary) of Proper Names, i, 174.
( 3 ) P i c k , op.cit.,77-^78 (4) 6ose, op.cit., ii,285, t^n.. 1.
(5) Calculated in the basis of the list given in Law, HPL,ii,

305-16. ibid, ii,501-508; 508-516.
(7) Jain, Life as fiepicted in the Jain Canons, p.107.



surfeit of wealth and power which the people of the lower ordei^ 
were totally denied. But this is hardly borne out by
evidence either in the case of the Buddhist or the Jain church. 
According to a Jain canon some of the causes of the renunciation 
of the world were poverty, sickness, sudden anger and insult.
 ^ There might be some truth in the following abuse hurled
by the householders at the monks: "Those who become srama^as
are the meanest workmen, men unable to support their families,

Golow-caste men, wretches, idlers.11 In order to discourage the
influx of such people, it was said that a miserable man who
becomes a monk in order to get food from others will be reborn

(n.)as a boar greedy of wild rice.v J A Buddhist text informa us 
that in the realm of Bimbisara the Ssag.gha enjoyed special 
protection from the king, on account of which at times prison
ers, thieves, persons condemned to the punishment of whipping, 
debtors and runaway slaves took refuge in the Buddhist order

cr>
and got themselves ordained. \>sWhen these cases were brought
to the notice of the Buddha, he laic £Lown that such people 
should not be admitted into the Order.

(1) Bose, op.cit., ii, 485*
(2) parijunna, rogiglta,. rosa and. a&a<j.hit§. p awajja

Thdnddga, X.JlSZ (3) Suyafladam, II~2.54-.
(4) Ibid.,1.7*25.^  I J  mMm V/ d b V 4i «  ^  W

(5) ...kSrabhedako coro ... coro ... kasahato katadapdakammo 
ipayiko ... daso ... In every case it is said: 
palayitva bhikkhusu pabba,i,iito hoti. Vin., i, 74-76.



-— -> A passage of the DIghanikaya also makes it clear that
members of the lower orders sought an end of their misery by
becoming Buddhist monks. In the SamaTllfia- ohala sutta
AjataSatru of Magadha, after pointing out the advantages
derived by mahouts, horsemen, home-born slaves, cooks, barbers,
bath attendants, confectioners, garland-makers, washermen,
weavers, basket-makers and potters from their occupations,^^
enquires of the Buddha whether the members of the Order, who
have given up the world, derive any corresponding advantages
visible in this life from their own profession. In his reply
the Buddha lays bare the contrast between the luxurious and
full life of the king, who is in possession of the five
pleasures of sense, and the life of a slave-servant who rises
up earlier, goes to bed later, is always keen to carry out
the master*s orders and anxious to make himself agreeable to

(2>>his master in everything.v ' The Buddha further adds that the 
slave wants to live like a king and in order to earn merit for 
that purpose becomes a recluse. And he poses the counter
question: "The very man whom, under ordinary circumstances,
you would treat as a slave-servant, - what treatment would you 
meet out to him after he had joined the Order?11 The king

(1) ... hatharoh.5 assSroha... dasaka-putta alarikS iiappakg
nahapaka sudS m515-kdra rajaka pesa-kara... Digha/N., i,$l.

(2) daso kammakaro pubbutthSyl pacch.5-nip5.tl kiqikarapatissSvl 
man5pa-carl piya-v5dl mukhul1okakoT Ibid., i,SO.
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confesses that he would treat him as a person worthy of honour 
and respect, and would honour him with a seat, robes, a bowl, 
a lodging place and m e d i c i n e . T h e  above discourse the 
Buddha leaves no doubt that the life of a recluse offered to 
the members of the lower orders not only prospects of immediate 
relief from poverty, but was also supposed to earn merit for a
happier life in the next birth. In the same passage the Buddha

ycontrasts the luxurious life of the king with the life of â tasfa- 
• paying agriculturist householder, and states that he may also
be actuated by similar mmtives for a happier life and decide to

(2)become a recluse.v J It is significant that there is no 
mention of tie brahmapas and the k^atriyas in this connection, 
which may suggest that in jointing the Sangha the poorer sections 
of the vai^yas, and the £ddras were generally motivated by 
materialistic interests. They envied the life of the monks, 
who 'having eaten good meals, lie down in beds sheltered from 
the wind.1 ^

But the rulew of the Buddhist and Jain churches did not 
favour the release of considerable sections of the labouring 
masses from their worldly obligations. There was no permission 
either for a slave or a debtor to join the Buddhist church, 
unless the former had been manumitted by his master and the

(1) Ibid., i ,60-61.
(2) kassako gahapatiko k5ra-kSrako rasi-vaddhako. Digha N ., 

i, 61.
(3) samana sak.yaputtiya ... subhojanani bhuhjitva nivatesu 

sayanesu sayanti Vin., i ,^7.
(4) DIgha N . , i,5.



latter had cleared his debts. But the Buddhist position 
with regard to the admission of the slave to the church seems 
to be contradictory. In the course of a discourse tie Buddha 
pointedly asks AjSta^atru if he would claim back the ex-slave, 
who is a member of the Order, and compel him to work again as 
slave. To this the king replies in a clear n e g a t i v e . T h i s
may suggest the possibility of a dasa-kammakara jointing the 
Buddhist church without the permission of his master, but such 
cases were probably rare. In the Jain church also, among 
those who were excluded from entering the monastic order, were
robbers, king's enemies, debtors, attendants, servants, and

(2}forcibly converted people. '

While accepting the existing social and economic relations, 
Buddhism and Jainism tried to improve the position of slaves 
in some other ways. Thus a Dharmasutra forbids trade in 
human beings only for the br§hmapa,w /  who can, howev *r, 
exchange slaves for slaves.v J But the Buddhist and Jain 
sources prohibit trade in human beings even for their lay 
d e v o t e e s . N e v e r t h e l e s s ,  a Buddhist text states that the 
§ryan disciple grows in servitors and retinue, ' which shows

(1) Ibid., i, 60. (2) Thajy.5nga, III.202; Jain, op.cit.,p.194.
(3) lEpTffh.S., 1.7.20.11-12.
(4) manusyjCpam ca manupyaib* Ibid., 1.7.20.15; Vas.Dh.S.,

11.39.
(5) Ang.N. ,ii,208; kesavapij.ie..» Uvasaga. ,t-51.
(6) dasakammakaraporisehi vaddhatiT Ang. N ., v, 137.



that the lay devotees could increase the number of their slaves
by other methods. The monks did not keep slaves. A passage
from a JStaka story^^ has been represented as meaning that
the slaves of the bhikkhus go to town to get dainty fare Jbr
their sick masters. J But this is based on an incorrect
rendering of the passage» y which does not refer to slaves or
servants but to other bhikl^is who attended on their sickA
brethren and who are addressed as avuso - a term usually 
applied to the monks. v '

Buddhism and Jainism tried to inculcate among their 
followers a ppirit of generosity and kindness towards their 
employees. Thus a passage from the Dlgha Nik5ya says that 
employers should treat their slaves and workpeople decently. 
They should not be given tasks beyond their strength. They 
should receive food and wages, be cared for in times of sick
ness, and be given occasional holidays and shares in the ■unus
ual delicacies of the master. On the other hand the servants 
should be content with their wages, work satisfactorily and 
maintain the reputation of their master. Similar instruc
tions were issued by A|oka to his subjects. In the Jatakas 
also, if the master is the Bodhisatt$, the slave receives 
good t r e a t m e n t . A  Jain text states that wealth should
"(l) Jat. ,iii,49. (2) Bose, op.cit., ii,4i4.
(3) JSt.,iii, Tr.,33; text, 48^ (4) Ibid.
(5) DjEa N ., iii, 191. (6) Jat.,i,451.
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be accumulated not only for the sake of kinsmen and kings, but 
also for the sake of dasas, d§.sls, kammakaras and kammakarls, 
suggesting thereby that these latter deserve to be well main
tained by the employer.

We have no precise idea about the extent of the lay follow
ing of the heretical sects among the people of the lower classes 
Buddhism counted some followers in the artisan community.
The Ivika sect was in some way especially connected with the 
potter caste, and made a special appeal to its members.
But in any case the reforming religions did not make any 
fundamental change in the position of the lower orders. The 
proportion as well as the importance of such people in the 
Buddhist"church seems to have been negligible. In spite of 
its theory of equality, a marked leaningtb aristocracy (of all 
the three varieties, birth, brain and bullijj$lingered in

(h}ancient Buddhism as sin inheritance from the past. J It may 
be going too far to assert that the social organization in

(5}India was not in the least altered by Buddha’s appearance.
But evidently the Buddhists rarely questioned the fundamentals 
of the vari^a system which identified the Judras with the 
serving class. Thus while refuting the brahmapical claims to 
superiority over the three other var$as, Gautama argues that

(1) Ay5r; I.2.5*1*
(2) Case oftthe smith Cunda, Diet, of PSli Proper Names, i, 

876-77.(5) Basham, History and Doctrines of the Ajivikas, p. 134-.
(4) Oldenberg, Buddha, pp.l$$-9.
(5) Fick, SONI, p.32.
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as regards descent the k§atriyas are higher and the br£hmag.as
are lower. But he does not question the superiority of either(1)the brahmajjLas o r  the k§atriyas o ve r the v a is y a s  and the £ $ d ra s .

Buddhism, therefore, merely tried to show that caste is of no
(2 )value in the search for emancipation. J Like Christianity, 

none of the religious reforming movements of this period ever 
attacked the basis of slavery; they never tried to abolish 
the economic and political disabilities of the iSudras.

The above study will show that the ambiguous position 
of the £i3dras disappeared in post-Vedic times, when they were 
deprived of the remnants of their tribal rights and saddled 
with economic, political, social and religious disabilities. 
They were sharply distinguished from the three upper var$as, 
denied the right to \/edic sacrifice, initiation, education, and 
administrative appointments, and above all were specifically 
assigned the task of serving the twice-born as slaves, 
agricultural labourers and artisans. In this respect the 
picture of the lower orders, as it appears in the early Buddhisl 
and Jain works, is not essentially dissimilar. The Buddhist 
texts repeatedly describe the members of the first three 
var$as as o p u l e n t , b u t  leave out the £ddras, the d&sas and 
the kammakaras. The Buddha is described as having visited the 
assemblies of the br£hmag.a, the khattiya and gahapati devotees

(1) DIgha N., i, 91-98. (2) Fick, SONI, p.31.
(3) Axte.fr.', iv, 239; Jat., i, 49; Sagy.N., IV, 239.



(upasakas)^) but the assembly of the £udras is not mentioned. 
It would be superficial to suggest that mere ideas of 

ceremonial purity and cleanliness led to the exclusion of the 
5iidras from the sacrificial rites and table of the people of 
the higher v a r ^ a s . ^  The fact has to be stressed that such 
ideas could develop only after a considerable section of 
society had been condemned to the position of a hereditary 
working class and consequently had come to be regarded as 
impure because of their manual work. This spirit of contempt 
for the physical labour of the lower orders ultimately 
degenerated into the practice of untouchability.

The Dharmasutras, especially of Vasi§£ha and Gautama, 
display a strong tendency to reduce the vaisyas to the position 
of £§dras in matters of purity, food and marriage - a process 
which has its parallel in the Buddhist texts. The Buddha 
declares that in the way they are addressed, received, 
approached and treated, the k§atriyas and the brahmap.as take 
precedence over the vaisyas and the £udras.^^ In a later 
Buddhist text (probably of the Mauryan period) gotras are

(h.}associated only with the k§atriyas and the brShma^as.v ' In an
introductory passage of a Jataka it is claimed that the Buddhas
are never born in the vai£ya or the ludra caste but they are
(l) Adg.NT, iii, 507 (2) Putt, Qriginand Growth of Caste

in India, p.135* Even during this period the ^udras prepared 
food for the higher varp.as on the occasion of the vai^vadeve 
sacrifice. (3) Ma,jtj .N. , ii, 128; cf. ii,14-7ff.

(4) Sut. Nip5., 314-15.



born in the two other higher castes, This passage, however,
does not form part of the Jataka proper, and may be ascribed to 
a later period. A similar idea is expressed with regard to 
the birth of the Jain teachers, who are supposed to be never 
born in low, mean, degraded, poor, indigent or brahma$ical

(O')families.v y Apparently the brahmap.as are included in this 
list because of heretical hostility to them. But the 
remaining members of the list may be roughly assigned to the 
lower orders. The tendency to approximate the vai^yas to the 
position of £Hdras probably gained ground towards the end of 
our period. It may have swelled the numbers of the Judras by 
throwing into their ranks impoverished sections of the vai£yas, 
but this does not seem to have affected their status during 
this period. Similarly the reforming religions did not effect 
any significant change in the existing social system, and in 
the main the economic and politico-legal disabilities of the 
liidras continued as ever.

There is very scanty information as to how the Judras 
reacted to these disabilities. But even on this basis it is 
difficult to accept the view that 'the bitter struggle for 
existence was wanting1 and that the social order worked 
harmoniously.^^ A passage from Vasi§tha enumerates the 
following characteristics of the ^ddras: backbiting, untruth,
(1) Jat., i , 4-5; cf. Lalitavistara, t.£oJ(2) ant a kulesiwgL palftta ... tuccEa .. .daridda.. .kivina.. 

bhikkhaga.. .m 5 h a ^ .. .Kalpasutra, II,17,cf. 2 2 ^ ^
(3) Eco. Life and ProKr e ^ n t o c i e n t ^ I n d ia,



cruelty, faultfinding, condemnation of the brahma^as and 
continued h o s t i l i t y . T h i s  may give an indication of the

0
hostile attitude of the ̂ Sddras to the existing order in 
general and to its ideological leaders, the br&hmagas, in 
particular. But, as shown earlier, the masters seem to have
been more hostile and callous towards their^ slaves and hired

(2 )labourersv J than the latter towards their masters. The
solitary instance of the revolt of the dasas, which is found
in the Vina.ya Pitakal^j.s of a mild nature. It is said that
at one time the slaves of the Jakyas of Kapilvastu got out
of hand, and robbed and violated some ̂ akyan women, who had
gone off to a jungle lodging on a picnic. '

The usual form of protest adopted by the members of
the lower orders was to run away from their masters' work.
This happened not only in the case of the Gahapotis oppressed 

( 5)with taxes but also in that of the artisans and the slaves. 
A later Jataka informs us that, failing to carry out the orders 
for which pre-payment had been made, a settlement of wood
workers were summoned to fulfil the contract. But instead 
of 'abiding in their lot' with 'oriental stoicism* they made a 
mighty boat secretly and emigrated with their families, 
slipping down to the ^apga by night, and so out to sea till

(1) d£rghavairama suya cSsatyam brahmauadugaQ.am; pai§un.ya& 
nirda.yatyagi ca jgnly&t iGdraTlaksaasan. Vas. Dh.s. » VI, 24-

(2) S u p r a , (3) iv> i8i_2 .
sakiyadSsaka avaruddhg. honti...saki.yani.yo acchindinisu ca
&EL. , IV, 181-2 ---------- ------------  -------

(5) ill.., V, 98-99-



they reached a fertile island. Escape from work seems
to have been a common practice with the dasas. Mrs. Rhys
Davids wrongly states that there are no instances of runaway

(2)slaves. ' In the Jatakas there are at least two instances of 
slaves gaining freedom by f l i g h t . R u n ^ a w a y  slaves are

fh.')also mentioned as joining the Buddhist church. J In a 
later Jataka, in order to save their lives, intended victims 
for sacrifice offer to work in chains as slaves of a tyrannical 
p r i e s t . T h i s  may suggest that in some cases chains 
were used to prevent the escape of the slaves. The late 
Buddhist tradition about Makkhali Gosala, the Ajliika leader, 
being a run^away slave, even if not true,^) presupposes 
the possibility of escape on the part of a slave. In one 
case the dSsas and the fLammakara, in the absence of any

( 7^control from the master, run away with his possessions.
All these instances show that usually the members of the 
working class expressed their resentment against the existing 
order by fleeing from their work, slave revolts of the Greek 
or the Roman type being absent. The Dharmasutras, however, 
state that in the case of an intermixture of the varpas, even
the brahmapas and the vai£yas can ta^e up arms in self-defence,
(lV jat.', iv, 159; C #K,I. i, 210.
(2) 7^5,1 . , i, 2C5 (3) Jat i,451-2, 458.
(4) Yin., i, 74-76 (5) Jat., vi, 156
(6) Basham, op.cit., p.57 (7) Jat.. vi, 69 (present story).
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the ksatriyas always enjoying this right.^1 ) The fact that
in an emergency only the members of the three varnas could 

(2)bear arms' ' suggests that the lawgiver had in mind an
eventuality when the 3udras might attempt to remove by force
the frontiers of the varnas. Although there is no example
of such an attempt, except the mild revolt of the slaves in Rapt
ilvastu, the provision laid down by Vasistha implies that,

^  • •

in view of the disabilities imposed on the sudras, the members 
of the uppervarnas apprehended revolts on their part.

(1) Bau.Dh.S. > II.2.1+.18. atmatrane varna sambarge ...
Vas.Dh.S . > III.21j.t25* The wobd varhasambarge occurs in
MS. B, which is considered as the mbst Important by
Flihrer (Vasistha Dharma^astra, Introd, p.5)* Other
MSS. use the*terms dharmasambarge and varnasamkare•

• • •

(2) Slaves were not used as combatants in war among the Greeks 
and Romans. Aestermann, The Slave Systems of Greek and 
Roman Antiquity, p.37.



CHAPTER V 
The Mauryan Period

C>£‘ —  b'c 'J

Our chief source for the study of the position of the
sudras during the Mauryan period is the Arthasastra of
Kau^ilya, which can he supplemented by the fragments from the
account of Megasthenes, and the inscriptions of Asoka.
But perhaps no single question in ancient Indian history has
been debated so much as the date and authenticity of the
Art has as f.va S  ̂ On the one hand it is passionately held that
the work belongs to Kau^ilya, the minister of Candragupta;
on the other this is vehemently denied and the work is
ascribed to the first or the third centuries A.D. It is not
possible to recapitulate the whole controversy, but certain
observations seem to be necessary. The one great weakness
of the arguments of the opposite school is their negative
character. A verse at the end of the Arthasastra clearly

(2)attributes this work to one who destroyed the Nandas, ' - a
tradition which is recorded in later brahmapical and Jain 
literature. This verse is particularly valuable in view of 
the fact that such biographical notices about the authors of 
the Dharmasutras and the are conspicuously wanting
in other cases. Further, no literary source gives any

(1) A fairly exhaustive bibliography £n the subject is to be 
found to pp. 285-6 of The Age of Imperial Unity.

(2) AS, XV. 1.



alternative information suggesting that Kau^ilya belonged to 
some other period.

In a recent paper some new grounds have been adduced to 
show that the Arthasastra was a work of the period from the 
first to the third centuries A. D . ^ ^  It is contended that in ! 
Kau-£ilya’s classification of knowledge positive sciences had 
begun to be separated from philosophy, and that this process

(2 )can be assigned to the early centuries of the Christian era. '

But there is no doubt that the principal disciplines mentioned
by Kau^ilya, i.e. kalpa (ritual), v.yakarapa (grammar), and
nirukta (etymology) existed as subjects of study in the pre*-
Mauryan period. It is to be further noted that the mention
of the lokayata (materialistic) system of philosophy in the
Arthasastra does not imply any later date for that work.^^

(4)The lokayata system is perhaps pre-Buddhistic, J and definite! 
pre-Mauryan, for it is clearly mentioned in the early 
Buddhist texts.

It is also argued that the compilation of the Arthasastra 
presupposes a long tradition in the field of political science

(1) V. Kalyanolr, "Dating the Arthasastra” , Papers presented 
by the Soviet Delegation at the XXIII International 
Congress of Orientalists, pp. 40-54-•

(2) Ibid., pp. 44-45.(5) Ibid., p. 45.
(4) P. Garbe, Basting’s Encycl. of Religion and Ethics, viii,

158; cf. Ruben, Einfilhrung in die Indienkunde, p. 126.
(5) Dlgha N . , i, 150; Majj. N ., ii, 165• ”



which could only develop in the course of several hundred
years. This fact is acknowledged by Kau-£ilya himself,
who mentions as many as ten predecessors in his field.
That there was a long tradition of this kind in the pre-
Mauryan period is testified by the Dharmasutras. According to
one calculation the artha contents account for ^/5 of the
Apastamba Dharmasutra, ^̂ 2 Baudha.yana Dharmasutra,

of the Gautama Dharmasutra and of the Vasigtha Dharma-
(*)sutra.v ' This points to tthe growing importance of the

subject of artha, ultimately leading to the creation of an
independent work on the Arthasastra of Kau^ilya.

It is further maintained that the Arthasastra policy of 
avoiding extremes and following a middle path is found in the

('Zl')philisophical work Madhyanta-vibhahRa,v ' which, can be 
ascribed to the third century A.D. But the enunciation of
the doctrine of the middle path^i known as the majjhima pafipada

(S') 1is as old as the text of the Vina.ya Pi taka, where in his
very first sermon the Buddha is represented as teaching his
followers to abandon the two extremes of asceticism add
luxury.

Finally, it is held that the kind of relations of

(1) KalyanoV, op. cit. , p. 4-6.
(2) AS, I. 2, 8.
(3) K.V. Ra^igaswami Aittangam, Indian Cameralism, p. 50.
(4) KalyanoV, op. cit., 0. 48.
(5) Vin., i, 10; Sarny. N . , V, 421.
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j
production, the social system and political institutions
described in the Arthasastra are in a much more advanced stage
of development than those referred to in the reports of
Megusthenes and in the inscriptions of Asoka, and seem to be
characteristic of the period between the first and the third
centuries A.D.^'^ But the evidence for such a view seems
to be tenuous. The capital fact in the relations of
production as known from the Arthasastra is a large measure of
state control over all sectors of economy. The Kau^ilyan
state does not only control trade, industry and mining, but
the superintendents of agriculture, while working the state
farms with the help of the dasas and kammakaras, mobilise the
services of the blacksmiths, the carpenters, the diggers etc.

(2)for the purpose. y This development is borne out by the
'i

fragments quoted by Strabo from Megasthenes. We learn that
great officers of the state not only superintended the rivers
and looked after irrigation, but also measured the land and
supervised occupations connected with land such as those of

( 5 )woodcutters, carpenters, blacksmiths and miners.  ̂J Similarly 
the social system outlined in the Arthasastra is modelled after 
the brahqiap-ical pattern.

The distinctive feature of the Abthasastra polity is to

(1) Kalyano|r, op. cit. , p. 52.
(2) AS, II. 14.
(3) McCrindle, AIMA, p. 86.



exalt monarchical power (raja-sasana) over all other sources
of authority^Ind to make it felt among the subjects through
as many as thirty departments. That this was the general
policy of the Mauryan Empire is in the main borne out by the
inscriptions of Asoka, who acted as a promulgator of the
dharma and who possessed a fairly well organised bureaucracy.
Significantly enough the tendency towards the all-pervading
power of the state as represented by the king also manifested
itself in the empire of Alexander and was carried forward

(2)by the Hellenistic monarchies which arose on its ruins.' '
Thus Strabo, quoting from Megasthenes, rightly compares the 
magistrates in India with similar officers in Hellenistic

r
(3)Egypt. J Kau^ilya claims to have studied the practices

(it)prevailing in the contemporary states, y and hence his 
exaltation of the monarchical power seems to reflect the spirit 
of the age.

But there is no denying the fact that, like so many other
wrorks, the Arthasastra may have been recast in later times.
Therefore the problem is to find out the later accretions made

( S')to the primary kernel. Nevertheless, it is now generally
recognised that the Arthasastra contains genuine Mauryan

(1) AS, III. 1.
(2) K.A. Nilakanta Sastri, "Royal Power in Ancient India",

The Proceedings of the IHC (1944), p. 46.
(3) McCrindle, AICL, p. 53.
(4) AS, II. 10.
(5) KalyanoV, op. cit., p. 54.
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reminiscences.
Although the Mauryan empire extended practically over the

whole of India except the far south and although Kau-filya shows
a wide geographical horizon, possibly the provisions laid down
in the Arthasastra reflect conditions obtaining in northern
India. In so far as the Arthasastra measures were meant to
serve the needs of the empire by overriding parochial and
sectarian considerations, they may have been applied to the
whole of it; but the detailed instructions regarding the
control of economic activities or the policy of bringing virgin
soil under the plough may have been limited to the areas near
the heart of the empire.

In defining the functions of the sudra varpa Kau^ilya uses
the Dharmasutra terminology. He states that the sudra1s
means of livelihood is derived from his service of the
t w i c e - b o r n . B u t  they can support themselves by the

(2 )professions of aBrtisans, dancers, actors, etc., J which are
• • • V 7 '.'J,

apparently independent occupations, not implying the service 
of the twice-born.

The Dharmasutra terminology used by Kau^ilya may suggest 
that the sudtas continued to be completely dependent for their

(l) AjS, I. 3- In the phrase 1 sudras.ya dji.jatisusruga varta' 
the term varta is not used in the sense of the three 
occupations of agriculture, tending of cattle, and trade, 
as Shama Sastry £hinks (TR., p. 7) > hut in the sense of 
livelihood (Jayampgala, JORJC, xx, 11.
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livelihood on their masters of the upper varnas. But the 
A.]' i; has as tra introduces us to some independent sudra cultivators 
owning land. Kau^ilya lays down that in founding a new 
settlement villages, consisting of a hundred to five hundred 
families each, should be set up at the interval of two or four 
miles and should be mainly inhabited by sudra kargakas 
(cultivators).^) Some scholars take the terms sudra and 
kargaka as forming a dvandva compound (sudrakargakaprayam) 
indicating thereby that sudras were not peasants, while others 
treat sudra as an adjective of kargaka.^ ) The interpretation 
of this phrase is rendered difficult by the fact that it occurs 
neither anywhere else in the Arthasastra, nor in any 
brahmapical text; the available commentaries on the 
Arthasastra do not cover the section on the janapadanivesa.
At one place the kargaka has been considered as a karmakara,^) 
i.e. a hired labourer, but probably the word here cannot be 
taken in that sense. It is not unlikely that in new 
settlements initiated by the state landless sudras were enrollec 
as temporary peasants.

Kau^ilya provides that in the new settlements land should

(1) sudrakargakapra.yapi kulasatavaraiji pahcasatakulaparagi gramaip 
krosadvikrosaslmanamanyonyarakgain nivesayet. Ad  ̂ I I . 1.

(2) I.J. Sorabji, Some Notes on the Adhyakgapracara Bk.II of th< 
Kautiliyam Arthasastram, s.v. sudrakargaka ora.yam in Ad , II 
1; J.J. Meyer, Das altindische Buch vom Welt-und Staatsleb»
en, tr. of AS, II. 1.

(3) TGS, i, 109; S S ’s tr. of AS, II. 1.
(4) TGS's comm, to the term dasakarmakarakalpa in AS, III. 13.
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be made suitable for cultivation by the state and then given
to the taxpayers for life.^^ It seems that this settlement
was made with the £udra cultivators, who were responsible for
the payment of taxes to the state. But they held land on a
tenure which probably did not apply to cultivators (presumably
the vaisyas) in the old villages. The sudra cultivators were

(2)to be provided with grain, cattle and money,v ' for, without 
these, landless labourers could not overnight turn into 
sturdy farmers and make use of the land assigned to them. The 
concession was made with the hope that they would willingly 
pay taxes to the state. Secondly, the sudra cultivators 
probably did not enjoy security of tenure. Kau^ilya provides 
that if in the new settlements cultivators fail to carry on 
their work, they will be distrained of their lands, which will 
be allotted to the trader (vaidehaka) or the village servant 
(gramabhptaka) for cultivation.^^ This may not have been 
the case with the old vai£ya cultivators, who enjoyed de facto 
hereditary possession over their fields.

In the new settlements, besides agriculture, the services 
of the sudra population could be utilised for other purposes.
It is stated that a new settlement, which is mainly inhabited 
by the sudras (avara varQapraya), is capable of yielding sure

(1) AS, II. 1. TGS interprets the term 1aikapurugikapi' as 
'individually' (i, 111) and SS (tr.) as 'for life-time'.

(2) AS, II. 1.
(5) Ibid.
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( 1  'results and bearing all burdens imposed on them by the state. ' 
According to the commentary Na.yacandffcka the meaning of the term 
bhoga indicates that the sudras were to be engaged not only in 
cultivation but also in carrying loads and building forts.
It is also said that a settlement inhabited by sudras enjoys 
the advantage of numerical strength.  ̂ For the purpose of 
opening up new lands to cultivation or rehabilitating old. sites 
the sudras were to be drafted from the areas which were 
overpopulated or induced to migrate from foreign kingdoms.
It is stated that the janapada should have a numerous 
population of the lowest v a r p a . ^  All this would suggest 
that the country had a considerable sudra population, perhaps 
the majority belonging to this varpa. It is, however, not 
known what percentage of this population was accounted for by 
these taxpaying independent sudra cultivators. Such 
cultivators, being confined to the new settlements, must have 
been limited in number. And in other parts of the country 
mainly inhabited by established vaisya peasants, the sudras may 
not have been principally liable for payment of the land 
revenue and other charges, as is suggested by G h o s h a l . ^

(1) tasyaqi caturvaraySLbhinivesagi sarvabhogasahatvadavara- 
varpapraya sreyasi bahul.yat dhruvatvacca. AS, VII. 11.
The ̂ Nayacandjtkgl (p.33) explains the term avaravarpa**praya 
as sudrapraya. ~

(2) kargapabharavahana?durgakarapadiviniyogap, tad.yogyatvadity- 
arthah. Nayacandfcka, p . 33.

(3) AS, VII. 11. ‘ ^
(4) paradesapavahanena svadesabhigyanda vamanensftra. AS, II. 1.
(5) avaravarpaprayah. A S , V I . T~T t
(6) Hindu Revenue System, p. 55-
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Even the sudras who were peasants in new settlements were not 
exempt from the imposition of forced labour, for in the section 
on the ,j ana o ad an i v e s a Kau^ilya warns that the king should pro
tect agriculture against oppressive corvee (vigti).^ ^

Probably the main body of the sudra population continued 
to be employed as agricultural labourers and slaves. Slavery, 
as known from the Dharmasutras, was domestic in nature.
Rau-filya is the first and the only brahma^iical writer who
furnishes evidence of dasas being employed in agricultural

(2 )production on a substantial scale. ' While in the early 
Pali texts there are only three instances of big farms, in the 
Mauryan period there seem to have existed numerous such farms, 
worked with slaves and hired labourers in the direct employ 
of the sitadh.yakga (superintendent of agriculture). He 
supplied them with agricultural implements and other accessor
ies, and requisitioned the services of carpenters, blacksmiths 
and other artisans for the purpose. '' This fact is broadly 
attested by Megasthenes, who mentions the officers superintend
ing occupations connected with land and qlso those of the 
artisans. J Arrian speaks of the superintendents of 
agriculture,^^ who probably performed the functions of the

(1) AS, II. 1.
(2) S3, II. 14.
(3) Ibid.
(4) McCrindle, AICL, pp. 53-54.
(5) Ibid., p. 5TT^n. 4.
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si tadh.yakga. He further informs us that the third caste of
shepherds and hunters led a nomadic life and were given an
allowance of corn from the king for keeping out the wild beasts
and birds from the land.^^ They seem to be similar to the
nomadic aboriginals (sarpagrahadikah people engaged in catching

(2)snakes and others) who were pressed into the service of
(3)agriculture by the sltadhyakga. The Mauryan state therefore

was a great employer of dasas and karmakaras, artisans and the 
aboriginal peoples, who apparently belonged to the sudra class. 
And in this respect the organization of agricultural production 
in this period resembles to some extent that which prevailed in 
Greece and Home.

Kau"tiTya lays down that if fields cannot be sown
(apparently due to shortage of labour power), they can be
leased to these who cultivate for half the share of the 
produce. Those who live by bodily labour (i.e. karmakaras)
and therefore do not possess seeds and oxen necessary for 
cultivation, can cultivate such lands, but may retain only 
2j-th or ^th of the produce; presumably their seed and oxen 
were provided by the s t a t e . K a u t i l y a  enunciates the

(1) McCrindle, £ICL, p. 48.
(2) According to Bha-ft&svamin ^he ratjcjuvartakas were svapakas 

and others, and the sarpagrahadikas were sabaras and others 
JBQHS, x i i , 134.

(3) AS, II. 24.
(4) A3, II. 24.
(5) 3®, 11 • 24. Commentary of Bha-ffasv3-111!11, op. cit. , 137•
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principle that the sharecroppers should pay to the king as
much as they can without entailing any hardship upon themselves,
but he does not indicate the nature of such hardships.^ ^
It seems that the sharecroppers were also allotted some land
with hard soil, for which they had not to pay anything to the 

(2 )state. ' Evidently there were two kinds of sharecroppers -
the one retaining half and the other retaining ^th or ■̂ •th
of their crops. The former are described by the commentator

C7)}Shan't a svSmin as grainy akutumbinah.v ̂ ' In the section on the
durganivesa (building of the capital) Kau^ilya provides that
the kufumbinyts should be settled on the boundary of the
capital to meet the requirements of their field work and other

(4)occupations. 7 It is said that they shall work in flowery 
gardens, forest gardens, vegetable gardens and paddy fields^^ 
and^ collect plenty of grain and merchandise as authorised.
In this context the term kutumbinab has been explained by
T. Gapapati Sastri an a person belonging to the lowest var^ia

(S') (7'(varnavaragam) ,  ̂ J and by Shama Sastry as families of workmen.

(1) AS, II. 24.
(2) anyatra kpcchrebhyab• Ibid.
(3) JBORS, x i i , 137*"
(4) karmantaksetravasena va kufumbinaiii si man am sthapayet. AS,

II. 4.
(5) In his translation SS says that these were allotted to 

them, but there is nothing in the text to support this.
(6) i, 130.
(7) T r . , p. 54.
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Thus the ku'fumbin^s were probably sudra sharecroppers and 
agricultural labourers. This use of the term is rather 
unusual since in most sources kutumbinah means simply the head 
of a family, but the context indicates that here it has a 
specialised meaning.

Possibly in the old settlements a large number of sudra
agricultural labourers, slaves and artisans was employed by
proprietors of the higher var^as. The gopa, who is in charge
of the collection of taxes from the peasants, is required to
register the total number of the inhabitants in each village
and also of half a dozen producing sections of society -
namely the kar§akas (cultivators), the gorak§akas (herdsmen
or owners of cattle), the vaidehakas (traders), the karus

(2)(artisans), the karmakaras and the dasas. ' It seems that 
the list includes the members of the two lower var^as, the 
first three groups belonging to the vaisyas and the remaining 
three to the sudras. Megasthenes does not enumerate the 
producing castes in this order. While the vaisya agricultur
ists (kar^akas) of Kau-filya roughly correspond to the caste of 
husbandmen mentioned by Megasthenes,^ ^  the vaisya traders, and 
sudra artisans and labourers correspond to the third caste of 
Megasthenes, the members of which work at trades, vend wares

(1) Hindu Revenue System, p. 200, fn. 2
(2) AS, II. 5$.
(3) McCrindle, AIMA, p. 84.



and are employed in bodily l a b o u r . M e g a s t h e n e s  further
adds that some of these pay taxes and render to the state

(2)certain prescribed services.v ' The first part of the
statement probably refers to the traders and the second part
to the artisans and labourers. In the Arthasastra the sudras
probably come under the category of the non-taxpayers, whose
number also is to be recorded by the gopa.^^ In the
taxpaying villages a list is to be maintained of those who
supply free labour (vi?ti) to the state. Commenting on
a passage of the Arthasastra Bha-ftasvamin suggests that' one
type of villages was meant only for supply of free labour in
lieu, of taxes and its inhabitants were employed in building
fortresses etc. J T. Gapapati Sastri rightly says that this
type of work was done by the karmakaras, for the class of
the dasas and the karmakaras is regarded as always liable to

( 7)forced labour. ' All this would suggest that, excepting 
those who were temporary peasant proprietors in the new 
settlements established by the state or sharecroppers working 
bn the crown lands, the sudras were mostly tax-free and were 
generally employed as agricultural labourers and slaves, who

(1) McCrindle, AICL, p. 53.
(2) Ibid.
(3) a S T i I- 35-
(4) Ibid.
(5) HTTII- 15. etavanto vigtipratikarab... durgadikarmo— 

payogibhib- JBOBS, xii, 198.(6) t / m - :
(7) ••• dasakarmakaravargasca vigtib* A o , II. 15.
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did not possess any independent means of livelihood.
We may next examine the Arthasastra evidence regarding the 

employment, control and wages of the artisans in so far as they 
throw light on the general position of the sudras. Reference 
has been already made to the artisans who were mobilised by 
the state to help agriculture. Many others seem to have been

cp') r ̂ 'employed by the state in weaving, J mining, storekeeping, '
(40 (5^manufacture of arms, J metal workw /  etc. In the earlier

period artisans such as weavers appear in the employment of
the gahapati, but now they are employed in larger numbers by
the state. J The artisans probably owned their tools, but
were supplied with raw materials by the state. There is no
mention of slaves being engaged in any of these crafts.
They also did not work in mining operations, which were conduct-

(7')ed by the karmakaras. r'

But the employment of artisans by the state seems to have 
been mainly limited to the capital and perhaps the important 
cities, which had a considerable artisan population. It is 
laid down that the artisans can reside to the north of the 
royal palace and the guilds of workmen and others should be

(1) AS, II. 23-
(2) Ibid., 11.12.
(3) Ibid., II. 15- 
(4-) Ibid., II. 18.
(5) Ibid., II. I?.
(6) AST“ II. 25.
(7) 15, II. 12.
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(!)allotted their residence in the several corners of the capital.
It is further stated that people of the sudra caste and
artisans manufacturing worsted threads, cotton threads, bamboo
mats, skins, armour^, weapons and scabbards should be allotted

(*.)
their dwellings to the west of the royal palace. Probably

( Z'Nsome of these worked under the sutradhyakga, while others 
worked under the superintendent of armoury. Megasthenes
informs us that the.armour-makers*and ship-builders received 
wages and provisions from the kings and worked only for them^^ 
Besides, in the city there was a committee of five to look 
after everything relating to industrial arts.^) All this 
suggests that the state control and employment of artisans 
was mainly confined to the cities. But Megasthenes also 
states that great officers of the state supervised the

(7)occupations of woodcutters, carpenters, blacksmiths and miners, 
which may indicate some sort of general control over the 
artisans living outside the city.

For the first time the Arthasastra lays down general rules 
regarding the relation between the employer and the employees. 
Artisans are regarded as a source of trouble, against which

(1) AS, II. 4.
(2) tat ah ^aramurna ̂ sutravejgLUcarmavarmasastravarai^akaravassudra 

sea pascimaip disamadhivaseyuh. AS", I I . 47
(5) AS, II. 23.
(4) AS, II. 18.
(5) McCrindle, AICL, p. 53-
(6) McCrindle, AIMA, p. 87-
(7) Ibid. >86.
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several measures are provided in the section on the karukara
raLvganam. The artisans must fulfil their engagements as to
time, place and form of work. Failure in this respect,
except when due to "troubles and calamities", will involve not
only the forfeiture of a quarter of their wages, but also a
fine twice the amount of wages and the payment of damages into
the b a r g a i n . T h e  violation of instructions in the course
of work shall be punished with the forfeiture of wages and a

(2 )fine twice the amount. ' A servant, who neglects his work,
for which pre-payment has been made, shall be fined 12 papas
and be made to work till his job is finished. He will not
be, however, subjected to such a fine if he is incapable of

(4)doing work due to reasons beyond his control. On the other
hand Kau^ilya also lays down certain regulations protecting
the artisans. Thus those who seek to deprive the artisans of
their just earnings, by minimising the quality of their work
or obstructing the sale and purchase of goods, shall be fined

(S')a thousand papas. y' An employer not taking work from his
( 6)labourer shall be fined 12 papas, and if he refuses to take 

work without any sufficient grounds, the work will be taken as

(1) AS, IV. 1.
(2) Ibid.
(3) AST-111- 1Z<-- (h) Ibid.
(5) AST~IV. 2.
(6) bharturkara.yato bhrtakas.yakurvato v5 dvSdasapano dan M -  

AS, III. 15.
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done.^^ Kau^ilya concedes one privilege to the artisans
who are organised into guilds. They can have a grace of seven
nights over and above the period agreed upon for executing the 

(2 )contract.
As regards the fixation of wages, Kau-filya enunciates the 

general principle that wages should be fixed according to the 
time and quality of the work.^/^ He further says that 
artisans, musicians, physicians, cooks and other workmen shall 
obtain as much wages as similar persons employed elsewhere 
usually get, or as much as experts shall fix.^' The servant 
shall get the promised wages; but if they are not settled 
first, a cultivator (i.e. an agricultural labourer) should get
Yq of the crops grown, a herdsman of the butter clarified

1 (S')and a trader —q of the sale proceeds. J Here a distinction
has to be made between the sharecropping agricultural labourers
who were entitled to receive J or crops on the
crownlands, and the general agricultural labourer who received
only y q  of the crops.

According to Rau-filya disputes regarding wages are to be
decided on the strength of evidence furnished by witnesses.

(1) AS, III. 15.
(2) AS, III. 14-.
(4-) karus ilpikusilavac ikitsakavag.il vanaparic arakadiras akarika- 

vargastu .yatha1 n.yastadvidhab kuryat, yatha va kusalab 
kalpayeyuh, tathd vetana® labhet. A S , III. 13.

(5) AS/III .' 13 .
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If they are not available, the employer shall he examined.
The fact that the employee is not to he examined in this
connection obviously makes it difficult to establish the guilt
of the master. But if it is found that he has failed to pay
wages, the master should be punished with a fine either ten
times the amount of the wages or six panas. Besides,
misappropriation of wages will mean a fine of twelve papas

(2 )or of five times the amount of the wages. ' On the basis of
these rules we get two different rates of wages, namely ^

2papa or 2^ papa. Thus it seems that the daily wage of a
3 2worker varied from ^ papa to 2^ papas. At one place Kau^ilya 

states that, in addition to tte provisions, the agricultural 
workers should receive a monthly wage of 1^ papas. The 
Arthasastra shows a wide gap between the pay of the higher 
officials, who, as will be shown, were recruited from the 
upper classes, and the artisans who belonged to the lower 
orders. The highest pay is provided for the priest (ptvij), 
the teacher, the minister, the purohita, the commander of the 
army etc., who get a (monthly) salary of 4-8,000 papas.
Lesser officials are recommended a salary of 24-.000, 12,000 or

(40 (&)8 000 papas, y but the artisans are recommended 120 papas.

(1) AS, III. 13.
(2) Ibid.
(3) a 5 7 ”'v. 3.
(4) Ibid.
(5) Ibid.
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It is important, however, to note that the vardhaki, who 
seems to have been the chief carpenter, is provided a salary

Av
of 2,000 papas like the physician and the charioteer.^ ^
Consideration is also shown to the gramabhytaka (the village

(2 )o f f i c e r ) a n d  the servant leading the the first gett
ing a salary of 500 papas and the second getting 200 papas.
The smallest s(]\̂ ary of 60 papas is recommended for the 
servants who are in charge of quadrupeds and bipeds® workmen 
doing miscellaneous work, attendants upon the royal person, 
bodyguards and the procurer of free labour. J Presuming 
that this payment was made on a monthly basis, it works out at 
the rate of two papas a day for an ordinary labourer. But the

3rate of ^ papa a day worked out earlier may suggest that 
private individuals paid even less than 2 papas.

The artisans and wage earners were the worst paid members 
of society, but we can have no precise idea about their 
standard of living on account of the lack of information on 
the purchasing power of the papa. Kau^ilya, however, provides 
that the dasas ancf karmakaras in the employ Of the state 
should be given "particles of rice" for their support by the

(1) AS, V. 3.
(2) The gramabhytaka cannot be taken as an ordinary village 

servant, as SS thinks (Tr., 277); bis salary of 500 
papas shows that he was a village officer of some import
ance .

(3) Ibid.
(4-) Ibid.
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superintendent of the storehouse. What remains after such
disposal should he given to the cooks engaged in preparing

(2 )cakes,v J who may have been slaves, for these were engaged in 
cooking in the pre-Mauryan period. In connection with the 
disposal of bad liquor it is said that this should be given 
as wages to the dasas and karmakaras because of the low type
of their work. Kau^ilya differentiates between the diet
of an ordinary arya and that of a sudra. An arya should get 
as his ration one prastha of pure and unsplit rice, prastha 
of salt, ^ prastha of soup and ^  prastha of butter or oil;
while an avara should get the same quantity of rice and salt
but g prastha of soup and only half of oil recommended for a 
arya, J butter being not provided in his case. In this 
context an avara means a person of the low caste (nikrgtanam)
and is a sudra. But an arya stands for an ordinary member

( —of the higher varpas, y ' for rations for the aryas of higher
grades such as the king, queen and chiefs of army are provided 
in much greater quantities. All this would show that the 
sudras were fed bn inferior food.

(1) ka^ikah dasakarmakarasupakarai^amato' nyadaudanikapupikebh.yab. 
pra.yacchet. A o , II. 15* The term kapika here presumably 
means a broken part of a grain. The workmen were given the 
broken grain after threshing.

(2) Ibid.
(3) dasakarmakarebhyo va vetanajfi dad.yat. AS, 11.25* with the 

comm, of TGS, i , 2<$2.
(4) puijisafr- gadbhagafrssuoafr. ardhasnehamavarapam. prastha, the 

alternative reading for puipaa, mentioned by S3 and accepted 
by TGS seems to be the correct reading. cf. Prana Natha, 
Eco. Condition in Anc. India, pp. 150-1.

(5) He is described as a madhyamapratipattika sadhupuin?a m  
Bha-ftasvamin. JBORS, xi, 91. (6) AS, II. 15.
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During the Mauryan period the economic position of the 
sudras seems to have undergone several changes. For the 
first time a section of the sudras, who were hitherto 
agricultural labourers, were provided with land in new 
settlements, though differing in some respects from the old 
cultivators. They also came to be engaged as sharecroppers 
on the crown lands. But probably the sudras were employed on 
a far larger scale as slaves and labourers in agricultural 
production by the state. The members of the lower order, who 
lived in villages either working under the individual cultivat
ors or independently, were subjected to corvee on a much 
larger scale than in the period of the Dharmasutras, when it 
was mostly confined to the a r t i s a n s . T h e  phenomenon had 
become now so widespread that a class of government servants

(2
known as the vigfri bandhakas worked as procurers of free labour. 
Though as workers and artisans the sudras were the worst paid 
people in society, fixation of wages may have helped to 
improve their position. Nevertheless, there seems to have 
been no appreciable change in their standard of living, 
except perhaps in the case of the sudra kargakas.

Unlike the Dharmasutras, Kau+;ilya does not make any 
explicit statement excluding the sudras from high administrative 
posts. But his list of requisite qualifications for kingship

(1) T .V/. Rhys Davis , Buddhist India, p . 4-9•
(2) AS, V. 3.



and high governmental posts shows that these were looked upon
as the special preserve of the members of the three higher
varp.as. He states that in preference to a strong and base-
born king, people will naturally obey a king of noble birth,
even if he be weak,^' and therefore in his opinion the king

(o')should be born of a higher family. J He says that just
as the reservoir of water belonging to the cap<Jalas serves
only their purpose, so also the king of low birth confers
patronage only on low born people and not on the aryas.
Incidentally Kau^ilya's dislike of a low born king shows that
he could not have agreed to serve under a king born of a sudra
mother. Hence it is not possible to make much of the sudra

( ̂origin of the Maury as, as has been done in some cases.
It is practically certain that Chandragupta belonged to the

(h \Moriya clan of the K^atriya community. J

In the Arthasastra the amatyas constitute the highest
cadre of officials from which the chief priest (purohita), the
minister (mantrin), the collector (samaharta), the treasurer
(sannidhata), officers in charge of the harem, ambassadors and
the superintendents of more than two dozen departments are

(to be recruited. But an item common to the qualifications

(1) AS, VIII. 2.
(2) AS, VI. 1.
(3) B.N. Dutt, Studies in Indian Social Polity, pp. 185-7- 

J ay a s wa 1, Manu and Ya.inaf vakya, p. 171 •
(4) PHAI, p. 267- ■=*-*-“—
(5) A3|7~I. 8 & 9-
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of the ama"ty£is laid down by Kautilya and other- thinkers whom
he quotes is noble birth. This is ^ p r e s s e d  variously as
•father and grandfather being amaf£y£is' , abhi.jana and janapado-
bhijatafr. ̂  ̂  It is doubtful if such a qualification could
provide any scope for the sudras. As Aristotle puts it, good
birth is nothing but ancient wealth and virtue combined, -
a thing which could hardly be found among the lower orders.
Megasthenes mentions the professional class of councillors and
assessors, who, though small in number, monopolised the highest

( ̂posts of government, executive and judicial. On this
basis two later authorities state that the noblest and the 
richest took part in the direction of the state affairs,

(II')administered justice and sat in council with the king.v '

That they formed an exclusive caste is obvious from the rules 
that they could not marry outside their own caste, exchange 
one profession or trade for another, or follow more than one 
business. All this shows that the avenues to the higher
bureaucracy were closed to the people of the lower orders.

The sudras, however, were given a place in the espionage 
system, which constituted a vital part of the Mauryan 
administrative machinery. Kau-£ilya provides that, amongst

(1) AS, I. 8 & 9.
(2) Politics, p. 165-
(3) McCpindle, AIMA, p. 85- 
(4-) Ibid., pp. 139-155•
(5) Ibid., pp. 85-6.
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others, women of the sudra caste can be employed as wandering
s p i e s . I t  is further said that those, who are employed
as procurers of water for bathing, shampooers, bed-makers,
barbers, toilet makers, water servants, Actors, dancers and
singers, should keep an eye on the private character of the

(2 )officers of the king. ' Evidently most of these seem to 
have been sudras. Working as menial servants, and thus 
coming into contact with their masters every minute, they were 
thought to be the best persons to report correctly on their 
private character . Further, according to Kautilya^almost all 
sections of people, includin g cultivators, herdsmen and 
jungle tribes, should be recAuited as spies to watch the

(3)
movement of enemies, - a provision which covers sudras as well. 
Members of the lower orders also acted as messengers, for
Kanfcilya states that messengers, though untouchables, do not
deserve death. '

What is more important, the Arthasastra provides for the 
enrolment of sudras in the army. The Dharmasutras give the 
impression that normally only the k^atriyas, and in emergency 
only the brahma^as and the vaisyas, could take up arms.
While defining the army as an indispensable element of the 
state, Kau-fcilya also declares that the hereditary army purely

(1) AS, I. 12.
(2) Ibid.(3) aS7~I. 12. ^
(4) ... antgvasg.yino' p.-y adhyab. A S , I. 16.
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composed of kgatriya soldiers is the most splendid.^ ^
But he has no liking for the army of brahmapas, who can be won

82)over by s a l ^ t i o n s  and supplications. J On the other hand
he prefers the army composed of vaisyas and sudras on accounto£-

8 3)of its numerical strength. ' But it is doubtful if the
members of the two lower varpas were actually recruited as
soldiers during this period. Megasthenes clearly states that
the husbandmen (roughly corresponding to the vaisyas) were
exempted from military service, and soldiers were meant to

(il)protect them. J Both Arrian and Strabo speak of the 
fighting-men as forming the fifth caste of the Indian

(5)population and being maintained at the expense of the state. J

That there was a class of soldiers can also be inferred from
86)the use of the term bhatama.yegu in the Asokan inscriptions.

We learn from Megasthenes that one division of the army
supplied servants, who performed miscellaneous tasks, such as
acting as bandsmen, looking after the horses and serving as

8 7) ^mechanics and their assistants. '' Arrian also refers to the 
servants who attend not only on the soldiers but also on their 
horses, elephants and c h a r i o t s . ^  Possibly sudras were

(1) AS, VI. 1.
(2) AS, IX. 2.(3) bahuasaraiji va vaisyasudrabalamiti. I bid.
(4-) MQCrindle, AIMA, p. 84-.
(5) McCrindle, A I M A , p. 211; A I C L , p. 53*
(6) R.E. 4 (Shahbazgarhi), 1. 12.
(7) McCrindle, AIMA, p. 88.
(8) Ibid., p. 211
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recruited as menial servants and attendants in the standing
army and not as full-fledged soldiers. Kaufilya’s rule,
however, may suggest that vaisyas and sudras could be enlisted
in the army in times of emergency. In the new settlements
aboriginal tribes such as the vagurikas, the sabaras, the
pulindc^ps and the capcj.alas were entrusted with the work of
internal defence.

In the administration of law and justice Kau^ilya follows
the principle of varpa legislation. According to him,
degraded people^* (patita) , capcjalas and persons of mean
associations are among those who cannot act as witnesses in
civil suits, except in the transactions of their respective

(2 )communities. ' He also lays down that the servant cannot
(give evidence against the master. y Similarly the pledged 

labourer and the slave cannot enter into agreements on
(h.)behalf of their masters. y Kau^ilya provides for different 

kinds of warnings tendered by the court to the members of the 
different varpas. The most severe warning is to be given to 
a sudra, who is reminded of terrible spiritual and worldly 
consequences which shall follow as a result of his false

C 5 )deposition. ' In this connection only the sudra is to he

(1) AS, II. 1.
(2) H ,  III. 11.
(3) Ibid.
(4) 1 3 7 “ III. 1.
(5) ~A£?, III. 11.
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fined and bound down to service by the court, there being
no mention of these things in the case of the three upper
varpas.^*^ This provision is immediately followed by another,
in which Kau^ilya prescribes a fine of 12 pa#as for witnesses

(2 ) -giving false evidence. ' This may suggest that the penal
measure was probably meant for the sudra witness. Quoting
from Megasthenes Strabo says that a person convicted of
bearing false witness suffers the mutilation of his 

(?>)extremities. "' This measure may have been confined either
to the members of the lower orders or to a particular area.

In the award of punishments Kau^ilya upholds the varna
distinctions of the Dharmasutras. Thus, according to him,
if, among the members of the four varpas and the sHtavasayins
(untouchables), any one of a lower caste speaks ill of a person
of a higher caste, he shall have to pay a higher fine than in
the case of a person of a higher caste defaming a person of a
lower c a s t e . T h e  Arthasastra has also the rule that the
limb of a sudra with which he strikes a brahmapa should be 

("S')amputated. We are in doubt if this passage is the work of
Kau^ilya, for it agrees rather with the extremist attitude of 
Manu. In another provision Kau^ilya states that if a k^atriya

(1) . . . an.yathavade daudascanubandhah• I b i d . In his translation 
SS (p. 200} leaves out the word 1anubandhah*.

(2) AS, III. 11.
(3) McCrindle, A I M A , p. 71-
(4) AS, III. 18.
(5) IS, III. 19-
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commits adultery with an unguarded brahmapa woman, he shall
he punished with the highest amercement, a vaisya shall he
deprived of his property, and a sudra shall he burnt alive
wound round in m a t s . ^ ^  A svapaka who commits adultery with
an arya woman shall he put to death, while the woman shall

(2 )have her ears and nose cut off.^ ' It is not surprising that 
these severe measures were applied against the sudras and 
svapakas, for even in the case of adultery against a woman of 
the svapaka caste Kau+;ilya provides for the branding and 
banishment of the guilty. '

Kau^ilya's law of prohibition of some kinds of food and 
drink does not apply in the same way to the members of all the 
varpas. Thus a person who causes a brahmapa to partake of 
prohibited food or drink will be punished with the highest 
amercement; the same offence against a k^atriya will be 
punished with the middle amercement, against the vaisya with 
the first amercement and against the sudra with a fine of 
54- papas. ' In the case of embezzlement or misappropriation 
the most severe punishment is laid down for the menial servants

(1) brahmanyamaguptSyam, ksatriyas.yottamah, sarvasvam vais.yas.ya; 
sudrah k a t a ^ iSI^'3SEyet:— A § , T v T ~ T ^ ----------- ------ ---

(2) TGS construes this passage differently from S S . VAiile the 
former has svapakasyar.ya gamane vadhah (ii, 181), the latte: 
has sudrasvapakasya bharyagamane vadhah (A3, IV. 15 (p.256) 
TGS, however, seems to be correct in using the word aryl,, 
which also occurs in the Munich manuscript (Tr., o.264;.

(5) AS, IV. 15.
(4) IS, IV. 1J.
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If an officer or a clerk is guilty of this offence, he shall 
be fined, but in such a case a servant shall be given capital 
punishment.^  ̂

In the law of inheritance Kau^ilya maintains the old 
distinction between the varpas. Sons born out of the 
intermixture of castes such as the suta, the magadha, the 
vratya and the rathakara are entitled to their shares only in 
the case of abundance of paternal property. Kau£i/Lya
further provides that the sons who are inferior in birth to 
the above kinds of sons are entitled to no share but can depend 
for subsistence on the eldest son. " ; This naturally excludes 
the ayogava, the k§atta, the ni$ada, the pulkasa and the 
capcjala from shares. The position of the parasava (i.e. a 
son begotten by a brahmapa on a sudra woman), however, is 
better. It is said that if a brahmapa has po issue, the 
parasava son shall get one third share in paternal property;^ J 
the remaining two shares shall devolve either on his surviving 
sapippas, or, failing the*} on his teacher or student.
This may suggest that if the brahmapa father had no issue, even 
the sons born from the sudra wife were given considerable 
shares. In the case of a brahmapa having sons from wives of

(1; AS, II. 5-
(2) IS, III. 6.
(3) H ,  III. 6.
(4) Ibid.
(5) Ibid.
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all the four castes, Kan^ilya accepts the Dharmasutra
principle of division of shares. He extends this even to
the case of kpatriya and vaisya fathers begetting sons bn the
wives from three or two castes, in every case the sudra son

(2 )getting the smallest share. '
The question of the civic status of the sudra vis-a-vis

the position of slaves in the Arthasastra needs a careful
examination. Like the authors of the Dharmasutras, Kau^ilya
clearly recognises an arya as a free man, and states that on no

C7))account can an arya be subjected to slavery. y J As a 
corollary to this he states that the selling or mortgaging 
by kinsmen of a sudra who is/iot a born slave, has not attained 
majority, but is an ar.yaprana (arya in birth), shall be 
punished with a fine of 12 papas, and that everybody engaged 
in the transaction shall be severely penalised. ' This 
implies that sons of the three higher varpas begotten bn a 
sudra womanw ;  cannot be reduced to slavery through the process 
of purchase or pledging; perhaps they might be relegated to 
that position through other processes such as judicial

(1) AS, III. 6.
(2) Ibid.(5) nrr"hi. 13.
(4) udaradasavarjamar.yaprapamapraptavyavaharaifl sudraip 

vikrayadhanaip. nayatsevajanasya dvadasaoapo dapflafr. AS , III 
l'3' •

(5) Cf. Jayaswal, Manu and Yajnavalkya, p. 242.
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punishment, capture in war, voluntary enslavement etc.^
Thus Kau^ilya refers to the 5r,raprana captured in war being

(2)reduced to slavery. Therefore his rule clearly shows that
with the exception of the minor sudra sons of the members of
the three varpas, other members of the fourth varpa could be
made slaves. Even in the case of these specified sudras,
whose numbers must have been very small, the fine prescribed
for making them slaves is the smallest, i.e. 12 papas, which
gradually increases in the cases of the vaisya, the k§atriya

C 3)and the brahmapa.
But under certain special circumstances such as domestic

distress or inability to pay fines or debts even the life of
(#)anarya could be mortgaged> So far as these mortgaged 

people (ahitakas) are concerned, Kautilya lays down a number of 
liberal rules. It is provided that his kinsman shall redeem 
the pledged person as soon as possible. He cannot be 
employed in impure work. If a pledged woman attends on her 
master while bathing naked, or if the master violates her 
chastity or abuses or hurts her, he shall not be entitled to 
the value of that woman, which will automatically secure her 
freedom. In the case of rajpe with a pledged young woman,

(1) Altogether nine sources of slavery are specified in the 
AS (III. 3)- Other varieties also may have existed.

(2) AS, III. 13.
(3) Ibid.
(4-) atha v a ' ryamadha.ya kulabandhanaturyapama-'adi ni^kra.yaqi 

cadhigam.ya balaip sahayyadataram va purvam ni^krlplran.
AS, III. 13. ‘
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the master shall not only forfeit the purchase value, but also
pay a certain amount ( £ulka) to her and twice the amount (of
the sulka) to the government. If the master has illicit
connection with a pledged female slave working as a nurse,
he shall be punished with the first amercement. In the same
content it is stated that use of violence towards a high born
attendant shall entitle him to run away. ̂  ' This shows that
the ahitakas also probably hailed from the higher variia.
Unfortunately in the translation of the above passage Shama
Sastry does not make any distinction between the dasa and the
ahitaka, and indiscriminately uses the word slave for botjr of 

(2)them. ' But that the dasas and the ahitakas were two
distinct categories of employees is clear from two statements
of Kau-filya. He prescribes that agreements entered into by 
the dasa and the ahitaka Would be declared void. ' He also 
states that the king should see to it that people pay attention 
to the claims of their dasas and ahitakas. (4-) In both these 
cases Shama Sastry recognises that the ahitaka is different 
from a dasa and describes him as a pledged labourer or a 
hireling. Since in the chapter on the dasakarmakarakalpa
the ahitakas are confounded with the dasas, the liberal rules

(1) siddhamuoacarakas.yabhi pra;iatas.ya apakramaaam. A o , III. 13.
(2) TrTy?05:------- —
(3) IS, III. 1.
(4) Ibid., II. 1.
(5) Tr. of AS, III. 1. and II. 1.

A
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applying to the former have been taken as applying to the
dasas as well.^1'̂  But the above analysis would show that
these rules of Kau^ilya apply to the pledged labourers, mostly
women and presumably belonging to the aryan varpas. The
above rules also imply that the ordinary dasas could be hurt,
abused and employed in impure work by the master.

Several provisions of Kau^ilya regarding the emancipation
of slaves seem to apply exclusively to the aryas reduced to
servile status. It is enacted that the child of one who sells
himself should be considered as an arya/f(free) A person can
earn without prejudicing the work of his master, inherit his
ancestral property and thus regain his aryahood (aryatvam)

( 3)"by paying his purchase value. An aryaprapa who has been
captured in war can secure his emancipation through the payment

(4)of ransom. ' Failure to recognise a dasa as an arya on the
receipt of proper ransom shall be punished with a fine of
12 p a p a s . I n  all such instances the question of regaining 
aryahood can arise only in the case of those who had it before 
and not in the case of the sudras. At best the above pro
visions can apply to the sons of the three higher varpas born

(1) Jayaswal, Manu and Yajnavalkya, p. 209.
(2) atmavikra.yinab prajamaryam vidyat. AS, III. 13*
(3) AS, III .13.
(4) AS, III . 13-
(5) Ibid.

J
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Kautilya uses two terms to indicate the emancipation of

servile people. In the case of the aryas the term ar.yatvam
is used. But when the non-aryan slaves are to he freed, the
term adasa is used. For instance, it is laid down that if the
master begets a child on his female slave, the mother along
with the child should be regarded as free."^ If, for the
sake of supporting her family, the mother decides to continue
as a slave, her mother, brother and sister shall be liberated

(2 )(adasatsyub) . It seems that these dasas ceased to be
slaves, but they could not become aryas. We may note that in
the early Pali texts the term used for the manumission of the

( 3^slaves is bhujjissa, "J and it is expressly stated that only 
among the Yavanas can an “arya become a dasa and vice versa.

It is difficult to say if the rule providing for the 
emancipation through the payment of purchase value applied to 
the non-aryan slaves in the same way as it did to the aryan 
slaves. Perhaps even on payment the liberation of the sudra 
slaves lay at the discretion of the master. But they were 
also sometimes emancipated, for it is laid down that selling or 
mortgaging the life of a male or female slave once liberated 
shall be punished with a fine of 12 paisas, with the exception

(1) sar. atykam adasam vidyat. A3, III. 13.
(2) AS, III. 13^ after"TGS.
(3) S.Y. Pali-Eng. Diet.
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of those who enslave themselves. It appears that even an
ordinary slave could keep property of which he could not he de-

(o')p n v e d  hy his master. ' This could naturally help him in
securing his liberation.

Kau^ilya lays down some rules to regulate the treatment
of slaves, which may have applied to the sudra slaves as well at

to those of higher varpas. He directs that a slave who is less
than eight years old and without relatives cannot be employed
in mean avocations against his will, and cannot be sold or

(*>)mortgaged in a foreign land.v' y Similarly a pregnant female
slave cannot be sold or pledged without any provision for her
confinement. y Again, the master cannot put his slave under

(S')confinement without any reason. In the chapter on the
janftpadanivesa it is enjoined that the king should compel the 
people to pay attention to the claims of their dasas and 
ahitakas. This sounds similar to the repeated instructions 
of Asoka that slaves and servants should be treated kindly.

But the liberal laws of Kau^ilya mostly cover the 
ahitakas and the ex-aryan slaves whose numbers must have been 
small; only a few of these laws apply to the greater number

(1) AS, III. 13.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
(4) I bid.
(5) Ibid.
(6) A | ~ I I .  1.
(7) HE. 9 (Girnar), 1. 4, H&ll (Girnar), 1. 2.
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of ordinary slaves, who are evidently sudras. Failure to see 
this point has led to the wrong inference that Kau^ilya's laws 
indirectly abolish slavery or that he introduced a policy of 
making his countrymen a nation of freemen.^ ^  His liberal 
laws mainly indicate his anxiety to protect the position of 
the ex-aryan slaves as distinguished from the non-aryan or 
£udra slaves. This is natural, for Kautilya seems to draw 
a line between the sudra and the members of the three uoper

(2!
varpas in the laws relating to evidence, adultery and marriage. 
Although Kautilya does not explicitly distinguish between 
an arya and a sudra as the Dharmasutras do, he makes an 
unambiguous distinction between an arya and an avara in matters 
of providing rations. And there is no doubt that avars
stands for sudra.

The^omparatively detailed laws of Kautilya regarding 
slavery, not to be found in the Dharmasutras, show that there 
was a considerable number of slaves in Mauryan India.
Quoting from Megasthenes Arrian and Strabo say that none of 
the Indians employ slaves. ' But this version is 
substantially modified by the account of Onesikritos whom 
Strabo considers more reliable, for Strabo places Megasthenes

(1) Jayaswal, Manu and Yatjhavalkya, p. 209. B.N. Dutt, Studies 
in Indian Social Polity, pp. 184-187-

(2) Supra, 3.33-y.
(3) AS, I I . 15• Cf. distinction between an arya and a nlca 

In AS, I. 1^.
(4) McCrindle, AIMA, pp. 207-8, 71.
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among a set of liars.*'  ̂ Onesikritos states that the custom 
of not keeping slaves was peculiar to the people in the

(o')country of Moteikanos, L ' which included a large part of modern
Sind. According to him instead of slaves they employed
young men in the flower of their age, as the Cretans employed
the aphamiotai and the Lacedemonians the helots.^"'
This suggests that even the Moltsikanoi had a class of people
who worked as the helots of society as a whole, not being
owned individually. The practice bears out the brahmapical
theory that the sudras are meant for serving the members of
the three upper varpa

On the whole there is no indication of any fundamental
change in the civic and political status of the sudras in the
Mauryan period. The politico-legal disabilities imposed on

♦

them during the pre-Mauryan period continued in the main.
In the fourth {pillar £d ict Asoka eijjoins the rajuka to
introduce v.yavahara-sainata and dapda-samata among the people

( 5)of the janapada placed under his charge. These two terms
have been rendered as 'impartiality in judicial proceedings' 
and 'impartiality in punishments'.v J But in the context of 
the old legal discriminations based on varpa, the above terms

(14 Ibid., p. 20.
(2) McCrindle, AICL, p. 58.
(5) Like helots, they were attached to the soil.
(4) McCrindle, AICL, 41.
(5) P.E. 4. (Delhi-Topra inscription^) , 1. 15*
(6) CII, i, 125. '

ŝ as slaves and hirelings.



perhaps indicate an attempt on the part of an idealist ruler 
to do away with such distinctions. In what ways and how 
far this policy actually operated is not known. Possibly 
in the face of the long standing prejudices such a measure was 
doomed to failure. Besides, since it was issued towards the 
end of his reign in 238 B.C.,^'' it may hardly have been long 
carried into effect before his death. Therefore this decree 
may have only served to arouse the brahmapical hostility with
out achieving anything for the members of the lower order.

As a work mainly concerned with the questions of economics 
and politics, the Arthasastra naturally does not supply as 
much information about the social conditions of the sudras 
as the Dharmasutras do. But it throws welcome light on the 
marriage practices of the sudras and the position of their 
women. It informs us that among the three higher varpas, 
rejection of the bride before the rite of hand-taking 
(papigrahapa) is valid, but among the sudras this is valid 
before the time of cohabitation. C'J Again, it is said that
divorce is not permissible in the case of the first four

( 3 )approved forms of marriage,  ̂J which implies that it is

(1) Ibid. , Introd., p. xxxvi.
(2) vivahanaip. tu tra.yapaiji purvegay varpanaip. papigrahap&siddha- 

mupavartanam. sudrdpdm-ca prakarmapam. A o , III. 15 (p.188) 
TSS has prakarmQaafa (TT\ . 92). He explains this as 
yonikgatimavadhi kytya, i.e. the loss of virginity of the 
girl. SS's translation of this term as 'nuptials' does not 
make sense. Meyer translates it as 'Beischlafung' (p.296).

(3) AS, III. 3-
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permissible in the case of the gandharva, the asura, the 
rakgasa and the paisaca forms of marriage. It has been shown 
earlier that the asura and paisaca forms of marriage prevailed 
among the vaisyas and s u d r a s / ^  which would suggest that 
dissolution of the marriage tie was considered easier among 
them. Kau^ilya also states that while the approved forms 
of marriage require the consent of the father, the unapproved 
forms require the consent of the mother as well.^^ This 
indirectly suggests that the conti uity of matriarchal elements 
among the people of lower orders Imt some importance to their 
women.

The above provisions of Kau^ilya are not noticeable in the
early Dharmasutras. But Kau^ilya fixes practically the same
waiting periods for the wives of the absent husbands of the
different varpas as is done by Vasig-flia, the shortest period

( 3 )being prescribed in the case of the wife of a sudra. All
such injunctions show that the marriage tie was not considered 
so strong in the case of the sudras as in the case of the 
members of the higher varpas, among whom women were much more 
dependant upon man.

It has been suggested that Kau^ilya's provision fixing
Ĉ \the age of sixteen for the bridegroom and twelve for the bride

(1) Supra, p. jitf.
(2) A3, III. 2.
(3) Ibid., III. 4.
(4) A£T7“III. 3 .
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was meant for the non-brahmana castes, especially the working
class who desired early p r o g e n y . S u c h  an assumption is
not at all warranted by the context in which the above
provision occurs. On the other hand, in the absence of any
references to the application of this measure to the lower
varrias, this provision may be taken to set the standard of
conduct for the four var^as in the order of their superiority.

Kau^ilya informs us that actors, players, singers,
fishermen, hunters, herdsmen, distillers and vendors,
and similar persons usually travel with their w o m e n . ^
This was not the case with the women of the higher varrias,
whose activities were limited to the sphere of home. The
outside life of the women of the sudra var^a was due to the
necessity of working in the fields and pastures for the
subsistence of their family. Fory Kau^ilya provides that
wives of sharecroppers and herdsmen are responsible for the

(-5 ̂payment of debts incurred by their h u s b a n d s . '
Normally the castes were endogamous during this period. 

Arrian informs us that the husbandman could not take a wife
(IL }from the artisan class and vice versa.v ' But some marriages

(1) K.V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Indian Cameralism, p. 66, fn. 5*
(2) talapacaracarapamatsyabandhakalubdhakagopalakasaupqlika- 

namanyegadba prasrstdstrikapaift pathyanusaraqamadogah* ~
A S , .

(3) stri va pfatisravapi patikptaip. roam an.yatra gopalakarddhasi- 
tikebhyah. A S , III. 11.

(4) i a , v, 92.
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also took place between the members of the higher var^as and 
the sudras, as is evident from Kau^ilya's lav/ of inheritance 
and his list of the mixed castes known as the antaralas.

■ ■ ■■■■     i

He repeats the brahmapical theory of the origin of the
nigada, the parasava, the cap<Jala, the pulkasa, the svapaka,
the k§atta, the ayogava, the ku^aka (kuklcu-faka of the

GODharmasutras), the rathakara, the vaipya etc. Kau^ilya
states that the functions of the vaipya and the rathakara are 

(2)identical. J He further declares that members of these
( x\mixed castes should marry within their own castes. J The

king should see to it that they follow their respective
(4)avocations. ' He enjoins the king to recognise these orders

( S')and guide his subjects accordingly. ^J It is also laid down 
that among all the mixed castes there will be equal shares of 
inheritance.^0  ̂ According to him the mixed castes (antaralas\ 
with the exception of the cabalas, can live by the 
occupations of the sudras. v ‘ J Hence only the cancjalas are

(1) AS, III. 7- Kau^ilya introduces a new definition of the 
vratyas, who, according to him, are sons begotten by impure 
men of any of the four castes on a woman of lower caste. 
Ibid.

(2) Ifarmana vaip.yo rathakarah. AS, III. 7*
(3) Ibid. This interpretation is on the basis of the construc

tion of the passage according to TGS (ii, 44). SS gives a 
different construction, which suggests that marriage within 
the caste was confined only to the vainyas.

(4) purvavaragamitvaip vpttanuvpttami ca svadharman sthaoa.yet.
AS,' III. 7* '

(5) AS, III 7.
(6) AS, III. 7-
(7) AS, III. 7- after TGS, ii, 44.
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TU.regarded as a despised caste, and rathakaras, ve#as, pukkusas
and nesadas of the Buddhist list are left out.

It has been shown earlier that Pacini seems to have
included the carujlalas in the sudra var^ia. But Kau^ilya does
not consider them as sudras. They have no place in the
fourfold var$a system. Thus, according to Kau^ilya, damage
done to the animals and birds of the carujLalas and forest tribes
should be punished with half the fine of that done to the
similar possessions f>f the members of the four v a r ^ a s T ^
In addition to the four var^as Kau-filya mentions the caste of

(*)the antavasayins, w  y who seem to be identical with the
ca#<Jalas, for the latter lived outside villages near the

(n.)burial grounds. ' It is laid down that if the capxjala
touches an arya woman, a fine of a hundred pa$as shall be

(imposed on him. This may i$ply that no such fine will be
imposed if he touches a sudra woman. Similarly the tank of 
water used by the ca$<Jalas could net be used by anybody else^^ 
So there istio doubt that the ca$<Jalas continued to be regarded 
as untouchables. But the same cannot be said of the other 
mixed castes such as the parasavas and the ni?adas. For 
Kau^ilya provides for the share of the parasava son in the case

(1) AS, III. ^
(2) candalaranya caranamardha dandati. AS, IV. 10.
(3) AS "/ill. 18.
(4) IS. II. 4.(5) AST III. 20.
(6) I. 14.



of the brahmana father having no other i s s u e . T h e
Arthasastra introduces us to a new avocation of the c a b a l a .
He is to be engaged in whipping a transgressing woman in the

(o')centre of the village. J He may be also asked to drag with 
a rope, along the public road, the bodies of such men and 
women as commit suicide by various methods.

Kau^ilya furnishes some information about the religous 
conditions of the sudras. He lays down that if a person 
entertains at a dinner dedicated to god or ancestors such
vpgala ascetics as the Buddhists and the Ajivikas, a fine of
hundred papas shall be imposed on him.^4  ̂ Shama Sastry 
renders vpsala as sudra, but the passage does not actually refei 
to the sudras but to the ascetics, who were looked upon 
indiscriminately as sudras by brahmapas. Nevertheless, the 
ascetics were respected by Asoka without any consideration 
of caste. It is said that op one occasion when Asoka was 
criticised for this by his minister, he replied that consider
ations of caste prevail in marriages and invitations and not in

(c:)the observance of the dhamma.

(1) AS, III. 6.
(2) AS, III. 3- The cap(Jalas may have been specially chosen foJ

the purpose because of the ferocity associated with thetfe 
aboriginal peoples.

(3) Read r a ,j ;j una. AS, IV. 7* SS translates ghat a.y e t s va.y a -
matmanam as "cause others to commit suicide" , vdiich does not
seem to be correct.

(4) AS, III. 20.
(5) Quoted in P.L. Narsu, The Essence of Buddhism, p. 137*
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A provision of Kau^ilya envisages the possibility of
admitting some sudras to religious and educational facilities.
While prescribing certain methods to test the character of
the amatyas, he recommends a particular measure through which
their temptation to disobey his orders on account of religious
conviction is put to trial. The king should dismiss a priest,
who, when ordered, refuses to teach the Veda to an undeserving
person or to officiate in a sacrificial performance undertaken
by a person who does not enjoy the right to sacrifice
(ayajyayajana|tdhyapane) The dismissed priest should try
to mobilise the amatyas for the overthrow of the king on the
ground oi/his being irreligious. If the amatyas do not
succtiLmb to this religious temptation, they should be

(2 )considered pure. ' In this passage the a.yaj.ya is described 
by the Jayamangala as the son of a sudra woman (sudraputra) 
Therefore the rule suggests the possibility of the sudra sons 
of the higher var^as performing sacrifice and taking to study
if the king so desires, thereby indicating the absolute power
of the ruler during the Mauryan period. But perhaps the
normal position in this respect is suggested by another
statement of Kau^ilya, who declares that sacrificial virtues 
fall in value when performed in the company 6f the husband of

(1) AS, I. 10.
(2) I b i d .
(3) JOB, xxii, 32. TGS interprets avaj.ya as vy?allpati, i.e. 

husband of a sudra woman/ (i, 4-8;.
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a sudra woman; so he instructs that such a priest should
not be entertained.^^

During the Mauryan period sudras were employed by the
state as slaves, labourers and artisans on a very large scale.
In spite of the fixation of their wages the economic
organization was showing signs of strain. Since sufficient
dasas and karmakaras were not forthcoming for agriculture
carried 011 by the state, it was found necessary to adopt the
practice of leasing royal lands to sharecroppers, who
presumably belonged to the lower orders. Secondly, by
drafting sudras from overpopulated areas, the state seems to
have adopted the policy of opening up new lands, thus providing
the landless Sudras with land. Politically and socially the
sudras continued to be subject to the old discriminations,
although Kau^ilya seems to have made a number of concessions in
the case of the sudra sons of the people of the higher varnas.
They could not be reduced to slavery, could have share in the

( S')paternal property^ ' and under special circumstances could 
enjoy the right to Vedic sacrifice and education. But the 
larger body of the Sudras continued to suffer from the old 
disabilities.

The Arthasastra gives us some idea about the general

(1) AS, III. 14.
(2) adosab t.yaktuman.yon.yam. Ibid.
(3) This was limited to the rathakara and the plTraiava.
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conduct of the lower orders, which shows that they were not
altogether happy about the conditions in which they lived.
Kau^ilya’s list of offenders and suspects includes many of
those whose castes and avocations were held low in society
(hlnakarmajatim) . They were suspected of being murderers,
robbers or people guilty of misappropriation of treasures and
deposits. Kau^ilya says that, in the case of thefts and
burglaries, poor women and servants of condemnable nature

(2 )should be also examined. J He further provides that, if the 
master is murdered, his servants should be examined as to 
whether they had received any violent and cruel treatment at

(7j)his hands. ' This shows that at times domestic servants
might make fatal attempts at the life of their masters.
Kautilya also ordains that when a sudra calls himself a
brahmapa, steals the property of gods, or is hostile to the
king, either his eyes shall be destroyed by the application
of poisonous ointment or he shall have to pay a fine of

(n )800 papas. J This indicates the hostility of some sudras to

(1) AS, IV. 6.
(2) Ibid.
(3) d3^dhas.ya hpdayamadagdhaift dpgtva va tas.ya paricarakajanagi 

va/dandaparu§y5datimdrget. AS", IV. 7.
(4) sudrasya^brahmapav^dino devadraV.yamavastpnato rajadvistama- 

iisato dvinetrabhedinasca yogahjanenandhatvamagtagato va 
daaflafr. A|, 'IV. 10. There does not seem to be any 
justification for regarding the brahmapavadi sudra as 
distinct from the person who steals the property of god or
is hostile to the king, as SS has done in the translation
of this passage (Tr., p. 255)*
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the priestly and royal powers. There is also a reference to 
the seditious activities of the parasava. His anti-state 
activities are to^countered through the same measure as those 
used against a seditious minister. It is provided that the 
king should employ his spies in fomenting quarrels in the 
family of the suspect, leading to his ultimate execution by the 
government.^x  ̂ The above references show that members of the 
sudra varna were not happily disposed towards their masters. 
Since there were no peaceful channels into which their reaction 
could canalise itself, it occasionally found expression 
through criminal activities such as robberies, burglaries, 
theft of temple property, murder of the master, attack on the 
pretension of the brahmap.as and seditions against the head 
of the state. These actions seem to be symptomic of the 
discontent that prevailed among them. But there is no evid
ence of any organised revolt on their part. In this respect 
conditions during the Mauryan period were probably somewhat 
better than they had been in the earlier r)eriod. The 
Arthasastra does not contain any special provision to meet 
organised revolts on the part of the sudras, such as can be 
inferred from some passages of the Dharmasutras. On the 
other hand Kau^ilya's readiness to enrol sudras in the army, 
though perhaps not put into practice, indicates a sense of

(1) Ao, V. 1. Based on the commentary of TGS.
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confidence which m s  horn of his twofold policy of conciliation 
and ruthless control.
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CHAPTER VI 
The Post-Mauryan Period, 

(circa 200 B.£. - circa A.D. 200)

Most of our direct information about the position of the
sudras during this period is derived from the law book of
Manu, which is generally ascribed to the period 200 B.C. -
A.D. 2 0 0 . ^ ^  Manu looks upon Brahmavarta (the country

rbetween the Sarasvatl and the Dp$advati)v J and Brahmar^idesa
(the plains of the Kurus, the Matsyds, the Pancalas and the
Surasenas) as s a c r e d . O n  this basis it has been suggested
that the law book arose, and was first considered authoritative
within this comparatively narrow province. Such a view,
though possible, is by no means necess-'ry and the influence
of the code of Manu may have extended over a much wider area.

The extreme form of brahmanical fanaticism displayed by
Manu makes it difficult to evaluate the evidence furnished by
his work. But his passages bearing on the position of the
sudras can be scrutinised in the light of information gleaned

( S ' )from the MShabhag.ya of Patafirjali, the dramas of Bhasaw y and

(1) B D  ihler, S E E , xxv, Introd., pp. cxiv-cxviii;cfJayaswal,
Manu and Ya.jflavalk.ya, pp. 25-32; Kane, Hist. Ph. S . , ii, 
p. xi. Ketakar’s argument that the work belongs to
A.D. 2 2 7 - 3 2 0  (History of Caste. . 65) does not seem to be 
convincing.

(2) Manu, II. 1 7 .
(3) Ibid., II. 19-
e o  JohSntgen quoted in Hopkins, Relations of Four castes ir 

anu, pp. 4-5.
(5) The extreme view assigning Bhasa to the 5.th or the 4th cen.

B.C. is not generally accepted. Bhasa's date may be placed 
in the second or third c e n . A.D. (The Age of imperial Mnit.y
p. 261.)
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the Buddhist works such as the Questions of Milinda, the
Div.yavadana, the Mahavastu and the Saddharmapupflartka» ̂  ^
A Jain work known as the Fannavana, which supplies valuable
information about artisans, may be also ascribed to this

(2 )period. y Memorial and votive inscriptions of this period 
also throw welcome sidelights on the position of the sudra 
community.

The descriptions of the Kali age in several early
(*>)Purapas perhaps allude to this agev" y when the varpa-divided 

brahmapical society was undermined by the activities of 
heretical sects and the incursions of foreign elements such as 
the Bafctrian Greeks, Sakas, Parthians and Ku.pap.as. Partly 
as a reaction to the pro-Buddhist policy of Asoka, and partly 
because of the advent of these new peoples, Manu desperately 
tries to preserve brahmapical society, not only by ordaining 
rigorous measures against the sudras, but also by inventing 
suitable geneologies for the incorporation of foreign elements 
into varpa society. Moreover, his undue glorification of the

(1) Since the earliest Chinese translation of the Saddharmaoupd- 
arika took place in the 3rd cen. A.D. ({BE, nxi, Introd.,
p. xxi), the original composition may be assigned to the 
2nd or even the first cen.A.D. (N. Dutt, Saddharmapupdarfka, Introd., p. xvii).

(2) Jain, Life as Depicted in the Jain Canons, . 38. The book 
mentions Sakas, Yavanas, ' :urup<Jas, Fahlavas etc. (i, 58), 
which seems to make it a work of the posb-Haryan period.

(3) Hazara, Studies in the ~°urapic Pecords on Hindu Bites and 
Customs, pp. 208-10.
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/  -| \
power of sword (danda) is also meant to serve that end.A

Man|J reaffirms the old theory that the sudra is ordained 
by God to serve the higher c a s t e s . T h e  king should order 
a vai£ya to trade, to lend money, to cultivate the land or to 
tend cattle, and a sudra to serve the three upper varnas.^^
But in the chapter on times of distress (apad-dharma) Manu 
declares that a sudra should serve the brahmap.a, which would

(h. >secure him all his ends;v J failing that, he may serve a
k§atriya, or migh? maintain himself by attending even on a
wealthy vaisya.^^ In this connection the phrase api (even)
should be particularly noted, since it seems to imply that the
vaisya was seldom the master of the s u d r a . T h i s  further
suggests that in times of distress the service of the sudra was
to be mainly reserved for the brahmapas and k^atriyas. At
another place Manu ordains that the king should carefully
compel the vaisyas and the sudras to perform the tasks assigned
to them; since if these two varpas swerve from their duties,

2 *

they will thip̂ cj the whole world into confusion. This
passage is of particular importance, for it is not to be found 
in any earlier text. Such a measure seems to reflect a period

(1) Manu, VII. 13-30.
(2) Ibid., I. 91.
(3) Ibid., VIII. 410.
(4) Ibid., X. 123; cf. IX. 334.
(5) dhaninam vapyupSradhya vai.syaip iudro ,ii,jivi§et. . . Ibid.,

X. l2l-2.
(6) Hopkins, op. cit., p. 83.
(7) Manu, VIII. 418.



of socio-economic crisis, which is also evident from the Yuga
P u rana, which informs us that during this period even women
took to p l o u g h i n g . T h a t  there seem to have been decaying
farmers and traders, who were recruited as spies by the king,
can be inferred from the comment of Kulluka to a passage of

(2 )Manu. ' Another rule of Manu that the sudras distressed for
cg>subsistence may settle down in any part of the country (i.e. 

even in the land of the MyTchas) also points to some kind of 
crisis, which deeply affected the producing masses. Kence 
Manu's measure for making the- vaisyas and sudras work may have 
been necessitated by social convulsions made worse by 
foreign invasions. 'Derha, s, when the strong rule of the 
Mauryans broke down, it was found increasingly difficult to 
keep the vaisyas and the sudras within the bounds of their 
assigned duties.

The above references also show that distinctions between 
the functions of the vaisyas and the sudras were being 
gradually obliterated. Manu lays down that, if, in times of 
distress, the vaisya finds it difficult to support himself by 
his own occupations, he should take to the occupations of the

(1) Yuga Purana, 167-
(2) Kulluka interprets the term parlcavargam in Manu, VII. 154- 

as five classes of spies, including Kargakafr Kplnayrttih 
and vapijakah kginavrttih. Hopkins takes the word in the 
sense of minister, realm, city, wealth and army (o p . c i t ., 
p. 69), but there does not seem to be any justification for 
taking the parlc a varga in the sense of the five elements of 
the state, which are generally enumerated as seven.

(Ptt %■



sudras, i.e. live by serving the members of the twice-born 
caste. This is also supported by a passage of the Questions
of Milinda, where cultivation, trade and tending of cattle
sere described as the functions of the ordinary folk such as

.. * (2 ̂ the vaisyas and the Sudras, there being no separate mention
of the functions of these two classes.

In spite of the tendency to approximate the vaisya to the
sudra, there is no evidence of the existence of independent
sudra peasants. Generally they continued to be employed as
hired labourers soad slaves, for Manu repeats the old rule that,
instead of paying taxes, artisans, mechanics and sudras who
subsist by manual labour should work for one day per month for

(3)the king. ' He lays down a new provision that the vaisyas 
should meet times of emergency by paying ^ of their corn as

(h.)tax and the sudras by their manual labour.K J In this 
connection Kulluka states emphatically that even in bad times

f c \taxes should not be imposed on the sudras. Manu's
exemption of sudras from taxes is corroborated by the 
Milinda-panha. It informs us that every village had its 
slaves, male and fema&e, wage-earners (bhatakas) and hired

(1) M a n u , X . 98. *— ^
(2) avasesanam puthuvessasudda nam kasi vanirj,ia gorakkha 

karanl.ya. Milinda, p. 178.
(3) Manu, VII. 138.
(4) Ibid., X. 120.
(5) na tu tebh.ya apad.yapi karo grah.yah. Comm, to Manu X. p. 20



labourers (karmakaras), who were exempt from taxes.
Therefore, unlike the vaisyas, the sudras do not appear as 
peasants paying taxes to the state. While enumerating the 
eight-fold functions (agfravidham karma) of the king 
Medhatithi mentions trade, agriculture, irrigation, digging 
mines, settling uninhabited districts, cutting forests e t c . ^ ^  
But there is no evidence of dasas and karmakaras being 
employed in agriculture by the state, as we find in the 
Mauryan period. The Mahavastu describes a village headman as 
hurrying out of the village to inspect the work in the fields, 
but we do not know if he did this on behalf of the king. ' /
It seems that sudras were mostly employed as agricultural 
workers by individual proprietors. Patanjali refers to the 
landowner sitting in a corner and supervising the ploughing

(h)done by five hired labourers.v J Manu also speaks of the
(5)servants of the peasant proprietors. ' ' According to him 

the cultivator should form an item in the additional portion 
to be given to the brahmapa son in the partition of family 
property. J This obviously refers to agricultural labourers 
owned by the brahmanas.

Cl) Milinda, p. 147*
(2; Comm, to Manu, VII. 154-• Hopkins thinks that the

agtavidhaip karma reminds of the seven elements of the state 
(pp. c i t l , pp. 70-71) ?. "but there is no similarity between 
the agtavid&a and the saotanga.

(3) i, 301.
(4) Mahabhag.ya, i i , 33*
(5) . . .bhpt.yanama.jhatkgetrikas.ya t u . Manu , VIII. 24-5.
(6) Manu  ̂ I X . 1$0. .



Although the view recurs in Manu that sudras should take
to the occupations of artisans only if they fail to secure

(0livelihood through direct service of the upper var^as, there
seems to have been not only considerable increase in the
number of artisans but some improvement in their conditions
during this period. This is evident from a large number of
recorded gifts of caves, pillars, tablets, cisterns etc.
to the Buddhist monks by smiths, perfumers, weavers, goldsmiths

(2 )and even leather workers.v J Smiths and perfumers, who are 
repeatedly mentioned, seem to have formed the more well-to-do 
sections of the artisans. Guilds of artisans flourished on 
a far larger scale during this period than in earlier times.
At one place the Mahavastu mentions eleven kinds of artisans 
such as garland makers, potters, carpenters, washermen, dyers, 
makers of bowls, goldsmiths, jewellers, workers in conch shell, 
armourers and cooks, all working under their respective head^?^ 
The same source also refers to the eighteen guilds (astadasa
srenis) of Rajagaha including goldsmiths, perfumers, gem
cutters, oilmen, makers of flour etc. The list also includes

(4)vendors of fruits, roots, flour, and sugar. ' Goldsmiths

(1) Manu, X. 99 and 100.
(2) huder*s List, *5. 53, 54, 68, 76, 95, 331, 345, 381, 495, 

857, 986, 1006, 1032, 1051, 1061, 1177, 1203-4, 1210, 
1230, 1273, 1298; cf. IC, xii, 83-85-

(3) ii, 463-78.
(4) Mahavastu, iii, 442 ff.
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and workers in gems are common to "both the lists; yet there 
seem to have existed about two dozen guilds of artisans.during 
this period. It is to be also noted that the second list
of guilds is quite different from that mentioned in the 
Jatakas .  ̂ Although artisans were employed by the k i n g , ^ ^  
increase in the number of guilds may have weakened the direct 
control of the state over artisans. Y/hat is more significant, 
we do not come across so many kinds of artisans, even in the 
Arthasastra, as we find during this period. The Mahavastu 
gives a list of thirty-six kinds of workers living in the town 
of Rajagaha. J The list does not seem to be exhaustive, for 
it is said at the end of it that there are others besides those 
mentionedv-^ A still longer list is to be found in the 
Milinda-pariha, which enumerates as many as seventy-five 
occupations, mostly of artisans.^ M a n y  artisans of the 
Buddhist lists also recur in a Jain work, which enumerates 
eighteen kinds of craftsmen, and significantly describes even 
the tailors, weavers and silk weavers as aryans by craft, J 

showing therby that these crafts were not held in low esteem 
by the Jains.

(1) Computed on the basis of Mahavastu, ii, 463-78; iii, 442 
ff. Many of these artisans were also small traders. !

(2) IC, x i v , 31-32.
(3) Pat. on Pa., II. 1.1. |
(4) iii, 442-3.
(5) Milinda, p. 331* '
(6) Pannavana, i, 61.
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An analysis of the lists of these artisans would show
that there arose a number of new crafts during this period.
As against about two dozen trades in the Dighanikaya  ̂̂
we meet about five dozen trades in the Milinda-panha. Of
these eight crafts are associated with metal working, ^ J

which shows considerable advance. Occupations connected with
( ' * ) ' )cloth making, silk w e a v i n g , ' making of arms and luxury

(4)articles'* ' also seem to have made progress. All this shows
that artisans of this period made a significant contribution
to technological and economic developments.

These artisans were not attached to their clients in the
same way as the dasas and the karmakaras were attached to their
masters. Thus Patanjali informs us that the weaver was an

(independent worker. While the dasas and the karmakaras
worked in the hope of getting clothes and food, the artisans
worked in the hope of getting wages.v J

llanu lays down a number of laws which affect the economic
position of the su/xas adversely. Thus he introduces rates

(n\of interest differing according to v arna. ' The monthly

(l) Digha N., ii, q0.
( 2 ) suvanns- , satj riha- , sisa- , tipu- , loha- , vaff a- , ay a - , 

mani-kara« Milinda, p. 331.
(3) Pannavana, S"l".
(4) Milinda, o. 331*
(5) ‘-at. on Pa., I. 4.54. ^
(6) tatha yadetaddasakarmakaraiii namaite, pi svabbutyarthmeva 

oravartante bhakta celam ca laps.yai ahe. Pat. on "a. pTII. 1 . 
2o.

(7) A similar rule occuring in Vas. Ph. S ., II. 48 seems to be 
an interpcr&ation, for it is not found in the three other 
Dharmasutras.



interest charged should be two, three, four or five per cent

law did not work in practice. According to a Nasik Inscrip
tion when money was deposited with a weavers*guild, the rate

There is nothing to show that as sudras they had to pay the 
highest rate of interest. A modern apologist has tried to 
justify this gradation of interest on the ground that it is in

implies that the services rendered by the sudras were negligible 
when in fact, along with the vaisyas, they sustained the entire 
social fabric by their producing activities. Although 
Manu's law regarding interest may not have worked in practice, 
in the charging of interest^ probably the brahmap.as were shown 
some consideration while the sudras were made to work off 
their debts.

Manu lays down that a sudra should not be permitted to 
accumulate wealth, for he gives pain to the brahmapas.^^
It is suggested that this injunction is an exaggerated state
ment (arthavada) addressed to the sudra h i m s e l f , b u t  the

(1) M a n u , VIII. 142. According to KpspaparicLita and the
commentators on the parallel passage or Vi?pu (VI. 2), Manu 
and other Smptis, this rule applies only to loans for which

according to the order of the varpas.^- But probably this

of interest paid by them amounted to from 1 to per month.

proportion to the social services of the b o r r o w e r , w h i c h

(2J Lude:#s L i s t , No. 1153. ^  ---
( 3 ) R. V . Rangaswami Aiyangar,, fl: a r m , p . 148.
(4) Manu, X. 129- A _
(5) K.V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Pharma *£astra$, p. 120
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text does not provide any basis for such an interpretation.
The injunction is also compared to an admonition in the 
English prayer-book advising a poor man ’’therewith to be 
contented” .^ ^  Since the passage in question occurs in the 
chapter on times of distress, it may have been directed against 
the Buddhist monks or foreign rulers who were looked upon as 
no better than sudras. At any rate it is evident from the 
law of inheritance that the £udra owned p r o p e r t y . ' This 
can be also inferred from the old rule repeated by Manu that 
vaisyas and sudras should surmount their misfortunes through 
payment.

According to Manu, one of the qualifications of the person
with whom money should be deposited is that he should be an 

(4}arya. This naturally excludes the sildras. But in the
second century A.D. in the Satavahana territory money was

( S')deposited with the potters, the oil millers and even the 
weavers. This practice prevailed among the lay devotees
of Buddhism, who made such deposits for the purpose of 
providing robes and other necessities for the monks. But the 
orthodox also followed such practices, for we have a record 
which shows that during the reign of Huvi^ka (circa A.D. 106 -

(1) Ketakar, History of Caste, o. 98.
(2) Manu, IX. 157-
(3) Ibid., XI. 34.
(4) Ibid., VIII. 179-
(5) Ludeife List, Ho. 1137.
(6) i:iuicrfe hisT, No. 1133-



138) a sum of money was deposited by a chief with the guild 
of flour makers at Mathura, out of the monthly interest of 
which a hundred brahmapas were to be served daily.^!' These 
practices provide further evidence of the independent function
ing of craftsmen organised in guilds. Evidently they could 
purchase their raw materials and implements with money 
deposited with them, and could pay interest on it out of the 
proceeds from the sale of their commodities.

Manu lays down that the brahmap.a can confidently seize
the goods of his sudra slave, for he is not allowed to own

(2)any property. J Jayaswal thinks that this probably 
legalises seizure of property of the Buddhist Saqigha which had 
become enormously rich. "' But perhaps the rule applies only 
to those sudras who work as slaves. In Manu's opinion, even 
wrhen starving, a ksatriya can never seize the possessions of a 
virtuous brahmap.a, but he can appropriate the possessions of a 
dasyu or of one who neglects his sacred duties. ' This 
suggests that the k$atriyas and vaisyas/ who neglected their 
essential rites could be subjected to such expropriation. In 
such a case the sudras cannot be considered to be safe. For 
Manu provides that as the sudra has nothing to do with the

(1) El, x x i , Inscr. No. 10. The term used is samitakarasrenl
ITbid., 1. 12).

(2) Manu, VIII. 41?.
(3) Manu and Yajnavalk.ya, n. 171*
(4) Manu, XI. 18.



sacrifice, the sacrificer of the twice-born caste may take

rules show a definite attempt on the part of Manu to keep
down the sudras economically.

We can obtain some idea about the wages of the workers
and the general living conditions of the lower orders during
the post-Mauryan period. In the fixation of wages, Manu
follows the principle of Kau^ilya, and states that a hired
herdsman may milk with the consent of the owner the best cow 

(2 )out of ten. ' In this respect Manu seems to be more
generous towards the hired labourer than Kau^ilya, '' for he
permits the labourer to milk the best cow. But he is severe
towards a negligent workman. A hired workman who falls to
perform his work according to the agreement out of pride,
without being ill, shall be fined eight kyg^alas, and no wages
shall be paid to him. y Manu makes no corresponding
provision protecting the interests of the labourer against the
employer, such as we find in the Arthasastra. From a simile
used by Manu it appears that the servant had to wait iDatiently

(Sifor the payment of his wages. We learn from Patanjali that
there was a wide difference between the wages of the

from him two or three articles required for it.^1  ̂ All these

(1) Ibid., XI. 13.
( P i  M s m i .  V T T T .  P ^ l  _

milk as the share of a 
that he should milk the best

cow.
Manu, VIII. 215 
TBTcT. , VI. 4-5.
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karmakaras and the bhptakas On the one hand and those of the
priests on the other. Thus while the latter received cows
as their wages, the former received only i of a nigka daily,
i.e. 7H ni^kas per month. In the Arthasastra the daily v/age
varies from ^ papa to 2 papas, but we have no means of
establishing any relation between the purchasing power of the
wages known from these two sources.

There seem to have been separate streets of the wage-
earners in towns. A Buddhist source speaks of the bhrtakavr-
thi, presumably in Rajagpha, where the brahmapas and
householders (probably vaisyas) went to hire labourers."' ^
Another source draws a contrast between the street of the
poor (daridravithl) and the luxurious house of a rich man in 

(3)a town. " Possibly this daridravithl was identical with the
bhrtakavithl and was inhabited by poor people who lived dm
wages. We also learn about three bhrtakas, who cleared dirt
near a rich man's house and lived in its vicinity in a hovel 

(40of straw. ' Patanjali repeatedly states that the house of 
a vp^ala, i.e. a sudra is reduced merely to a wall (kud.ya) . v 
This suggests that presumably it had an earthen or brick wall

(1) Pat. on Pa. , I. 3.72. V.S.* Agatp^ala thinks that the nigka 
is identical with the karsaoana. India as known to Fanini,
pp. 236-7-

(2) Div.ya. , p. 304-.
(3) Saddharmapundarika, Ch. IV, p. 76-
(4) . . .katapalikuncika.yam. Ibi d . , IV. p.78. SEE tr. of the 

phrase seems to be correct. It does not occur in Edgerton's 
BHS Dictionary.

(5) kud.yibhutam vpgalakulamiti. Pat. on Pa-, T.2.47 & VI. 3*81.



and the other three sides were enclosed by
also possible that the term kud.ya^ ^  here

The bhptaka was distinguished by his lacerated body,
(o')dishevelled hair and dirty clothes,v J for a well dressed

person could not find employment in the bhptakavithl, although
(B')he waited there for the whole day. Manu gives some idea

of the food and dress of the sudras who were employed as
domestic servants. In this respect he merely repeats and to
some extent elaborates the old provision of Gautama. A
£udra servant should be allotted by his master a suitable
maintenance commensurate -frith his ability, industry and the
size of his family.v J He should be given remnants of food,

(S')refuse of grain, worn out clothes add old beds. '' In the 
Milinda rafiha tender wives of k§atriyas, brahmapas and gahapatts

(cNare described as eating tasteful cakes and meat, ' but there 
is no mention of the wives of sudras in this connection.

During the post-Mauryan period the economic distinctions 
between the sudras and the vai^yas were tending to become 
blurred. But the sudras chiefly continued as agricultural

(1) kudi is a wrong reading for kuti (3.V. Fonier-Williams, 
Sansk-rEng. Diet.), and kud.yi mav be a form of kudi»

(2) sphatitapmrkga rukgakesa v alinaTVastranivasanal. . Divya. , 
pt 304. Edgerton doubts the correctness of puruga and 
suggests paruga in its place (S.V.Sphatita, BIiG Diet.), 
but the existing reading gives a better sense.

(3) Divya. , p. 304-.
(4-) Manu, X. 124-.
(5) Ibid., X. 125* Cf. V. 140.
(6) Milinda, p. 68.

straw/. It is:*aŵ5
indicates a hut.
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workers employed by individual landowners. Artisans seem 
to have functioned more independently than in the earlier 
period. They increased not only in number and variety but 
also showed signs of prosperity. Manu's lav/s imposing new 
economic disabilities on the sudras were probably ineffective. 
But there is no indication of any change in the living 
conditions of the main body of the sudras.

Manu supplies considerable information about the position 
of the sudras in post-Mauryan polity. He lays down that a 
snataka should not dwell in the country of a sudra ruler.
This apparently points to the existence of sudra rulers 
during this period. But they do not seem to have arisen from 
the fourth varpa, for contemporary political history does not 
know of such rulers. They probably refer to the Greek,
Saka, Parthian and Ku^apa rulers, who were affiliated to 
Buddhism or Vi^puism, and whom Manu describes as degraded 
ksatriyas reduced to sudrahood on account of their failure to 
consult brahmapas and to perform enjoined Vedic rites/'" ^
The Purapic descriptions of the Kali age speak of the sudra 
kings performing the asvamedha sacrifice and employing

(1) na sudrarajye nivaset. Manu, IV. 61.
(2) vpsalatvaiji gataloke... Manu, X. 4-3-44-.
(3) Mat. P. , 144/ 43a; Brahnaridah, II. 31.67b; V o . P. , 58. 

67a wrongly reads 1nasvamedhena' for 1casvamedhena1 of the 
Brah.ma.Qda (Haz^ira, op. cit. , . 206, fnT 59) •
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brahmana priests.^1'' While referring to the Xali rulers, the
VI s q u  Purana states that the people of various countries will

(o >intermingle with them and follow their examples.v J This
......

seems to refer to the rulers of foreign extraction. They
were the followers of heretical sects, J which further aroused
Manu’s hostility towards them. It is in order to prevent
contact between brahma^as and these rulers that Manu forbids
the snatakas to dwell in their kingdoms. He further prescribe!
that brahma^ias should not accept presents from a king who is
not descended from the kgatriya race.^r' All these rules
are obviously meant to prevent the recognition of foreign
rulers by the brahmapas. But gradually this open hostility
gave away to tolerance and ultimate recognition of the alien
rulers as kgatriyas, though of an inferior kind.

During this period some Buddhists also do not favour
rulers from low castes. The Milinda-panha states that a
person who is low-born and base in lineage is not fit for 

(<=>)k i n g s h i p J

Manu lays down that the king should appoint seven or eight 
ministers whose ancestors have been royal officers, who are 
skilled in the use of weapons, descended from noble families

(1) Kurma. , Ch. 30, o. 304-.
(2) Vignu P . , IV. 24*19.
(3) radanafr sudra bbu.yigfrhatt pakhahdanap pravarttakatw 

Bra. P . , ot ii, 31.41.
(4) Manu, V. 84.
(5) MiTTnda, p. 358.



and are men of experience.^ I t  is obvious that the sudras
could be hardly expected to fulfil these qualifications.

Manu warns that the kingdom of that monarch who looks ony
while a sudra settles the law, will sink low like a cow in 

(2 )morass.v  ' Such a rule perhaps again refers to the kingdoms 
of the barbarian rulers, who may have appointed some sudras 
to carry on the administration of justice or to perform other 
administrative functions. But Manu emphatically states that 
even a brahmapa who subsists mainly by the name of his caste 
(i.e. merely by calling himself a brahmapa) can interpret the 
law, but a sudra can never be appointed as a judge (dharma- 
pravakta) .  ̂ The commentators add that k^atriyas might be

(IL)employed in cases of necessity, J but they do not mention 
vaisyas. This fits in with the scheme of Manu, in which 
k§atriyas cannot prosper without brahmanas and vice-versa, but 
closely united they prosper in this world and in the next. "' 

Probably in brahmanical kingdoms the first two varpas 
monopolised all administrative and judicial posts.

Manu repeats the old principle that members of the four 
varpas and the untouchables can act as witnesses in the 
transactions of their respective communities.^'^ But he adds

(1) Manu, VII. 54.
(2) Manu, VII. 21.
(3) Ibidl , VIII. 20.
(4) Kulluka, Paghavananda and Nandana on Manu, VIIT. 20.(5) Manu, IX. 322.
(6) Ibid., VIII. 68.
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that k?atriyas, vaisyas or sudras, provided they are
householders, have sons and are indigenous, are competent to
give evidence when called by a suitor.^~^ In the opinion of
Kulluka this applies to civil cases such as detjts et£i^
This provision of Manu makes a definite advance on the
provisions of earlier times which do not permit the sudras to
appear as witnesses in the cases of the members of the higher
varpas. As to cases such as defamation, assault, adultery
and theft, anybody can be called as a witness irrespective of

( 3)the qualifications required in civil cases. "' If qualified
witnesses are not available, Manu permits even slaves and

( 4 }servants to act as witnesses.v ' Manu does not introduce any
varpa distinctions in boundary disputes between villages;
witnesses are to be examined in the presence of the crowd of 

( S')villagers. Amongst those whom Manu does not permit to
appear as witnesses (evidently in civil cases) are artisans,
actors and dancers.^0 ' Kulluka justifies this on the ground
that these people are always occupied with their work and that

(7)they can be won over by bribery. ' Born slaves are also not 
permitted to act as witnesses.^ '

(1) Manu, VIII. 62.
(2) h u l l . on Manu, VIII. 62.
(3) Manu, V I I ~  £>2 and 69 with the comm, of Kull.
(4) Manu, VIII. 70.
(5) Ibid., VIII. 254.
(6) Ibid., VIII. 65-
(7) Kull. on Manu. VIII. 65-
($) M a n u , VIIIK 6b with the comm, of Kull; adbyadl.ina is

explained as a garbhadasa (Ibid.).



Manu repeats the old rule of giving warning to the members 
of the various varpas before making depositions.^^ If a 
sudra gives false evidence, he is held guilty of all sins,^2 ^

(3)and is threatened with the most terrible spiritual consequences.
But he adds that a judge should cause a brahmapa to swear by
his veracity, a k^atriya by his chariot or the animal he rides
on, a vaisya by his kin, grain and gold, and a sudra by
imprecating on his head the guilt of all grievous sins.^4 ^
S i g n i f i c a n t l y ^ . l a n u  does not ordain any special royal
punishment for the sudra witness. He states the general
principle that, in the case of giving false evidence, the king
should fine and banish men of the three lower castes, but

(S')should only banish a brahmapa. 'J Similarly, according to 
Manu, brahma^ias are not liable to corooral punishments, which

(s:
can be inflicted only on the members of the three lower castes.
Therefore in these respects the sudra is placed on a footing of
equality with the k§atriya and the vaisya.

It is laid down that the king should take up the cases of
(n\the litigants in the order of their var\ias. (J In settling

(1) Ibid., VIII. 88.
(2) Ibid.
(3) T'ossibly a whole series of exhortations made by the judge 

in Manu, VIII. 89-101 are addressed to the sudra witness.
(4) Manu, VIII. 113-
(5) Ibid., VIII. 123-
(6) Manu, VIII. 124-5.
(7) Ibid., VIII. 24.
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( 1 )the law he should take into account the customs of every caste.
( 2Conduct of good people is regarded as a source of law by Manu,

and, according to a commentator of the 17th :en. A.D., this
includes the practice of the good sudras as well.^^

Like the early lawgivers, Manu is guided by considerations
of varpa in the administration of justice, which affects the
position of the sudras adversely. If a k$atriya defames a
brahmapa, he shall be fined a hundred papas, a vaisya 150 or
200 papas, but a 5pdra shall suffer corporal punishment.
If a brahmapa defames a k$atriya, a vaisya or a sudra, he

(shall be fined respectively 50, 25 or 12 papas. ' J The fact
that a fine of 12 papas is prescribed in the case of a
brahmapa abusing a sudra is significant, for in the

, Gautama Dharmasutra no fine is provided in such a case.^'^
Generally Manu lays down very severe punishments for

sudras offending against the members of the superior varpas.
Thus if a sudra insults a twice-born with gross invective,

( n)he shall have his tongue cut out. J The term twice-born 
(dvl.jati) indicates only the brahmapa and the k|atriya, for 
this punishment is expressly forbidden in the case of a sudra

(1) Ibid., VIII. 41.
(2) Ibid., II. 6.
(3) Quoted in K.V. RaHgaswa ti Aiyangar, Ra.iadharma, op. 155-6.
(4) Manu, VIII. 267-
(5) Ibid., VIII. 268.
(6) XII. 15.
(?) Manu, VIII. 2?0.



reviling a v a i s y a . M a n u  further provides that if a sudra 
mentions the names and castes of the twice-born (dvijati) 
with contumely, an iron nail, ten fingers long, shall be

(o')thrust red-hot into his mouth. J If he arrogantly teaches 
brahmapas their duties, the king shall cause hot oil to be 
put into his mouth and into his ears. ' Jayaswal suggests 
that these provisions are directed against the 'dharma'- 
preaching learned sudras, i.e. the Buddhist or Jaina sudra£ 
and sudraSwho claim^ equality with the higher classes.^4"' 
Apparently these provisions are laws against political 
opponents of the author, who flout the established order.
It is difficult to say how far these laws were put into effect. 
Perhaps they may have been the suggestions of a fanatic and 
were rarely if ever put into practice.

In cases of assault and similar crimes the punishments 
prescribed for the sudras aope very harsh. It is provided that 
the very limb with which a man of low caste (ant.ya.jah) hurts 
a man of the highest caste (sregthah) shall be cut off.^^
Here Kulluka takes antya.ia in the sense of sudra,  ̂ which

(1) M a n u VIII. 277-
(2) Manu, VIII. 271. Dvi.iaM is explained by Kull. as 'brahman- 

as and others’ . but probably it refers to brahmap.as alone.
(3) Manu, VIII. 272.
(4) Manu and Yarjhavalk.ya, p. 150.
(5) Of. K.V. RaMgaswamiAiyangar, Manu, p. 132.
(6) Basham, Wonder that was India, o. 80.
(7) Manu, VIII. 279-
(8) Kull. on Manu, VIII. 279-
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agrees with a similar rule of earlier times. The term
srestha refers to brahmapas and not to the men of three
higher castes, such as is sometimes understood.  ̂  ̂ In the
following verse Manu states that he who raises his hand or
a stick shall have his hand cut off; he who in anger kicks
with his feet shall have his foot cut off.^^ Probably this
also refers to the offences of the sudra against the brahmapa.
It is further laid down that if an apakygfa,jah (a man of the
lowest birth) tries to place himself on the same seat with a
person of high caste (ubkrgtafr) ? he shall be branded.on his hip
and banished, or the king shall cause his buttock to be
gashed. ' The apakpgja.ja stands for the sudra and the

( S)utkpsta for the b r a h m a p a . S i m i l a r l y  if oub of arrogance 
the sudra spits on a bralimana, the king shall cause both his 
lips to be cut off; if he urinates on him, the penis; if he 
breaks wind against him, the anus/°^ Again, if the sudra 
lays hold of the hair of a brahmapa, the king should unhesitat
ingly amputate his hands, likewise if he takes him by the feet,

(7)the beard, the neck, or the scrotum. J Perhaps to cover all

(1) G-aut. D h . S . , XII. 1; This rule also occurs in the Ao.
(2) 3BE, xxv, 303.
(3) Manu, VIII. 280.
(4) Manu, VIII. 281. ^
(5) Kull. on Manu, VIII. 28. Medha. and Govidara.ia concur ith

Kull. (SBE, xxv, 303).
(6) Manu, VIII. 282.
(7) Ibid., VIII. 283.
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such cases, Manu lays down a general rule that the king shall
inflict on a hase-born sudra, who intentionally gives pain to
brahmapas, various corporal punishments which cause terror.^''
Giving pain to the brahmapas is interpreted as causing him

(o')physical pain or stealing his property."'
Most of the provisions enumerated above are directed

against the sudras offending against the brahmapas. Even the
mere existence of these provisions in the law book shows that
relations between the highest and the lowest varpas were very
strained. We have hardly any evidence to determine whether
such provisions were carried out. The Mahavastu, however,
informs us that sometimes severe bodily tortures were inflicted
on the hired labourers in order to make them work. This text
states that some people cause these workers to be shackled with
fetters and chains, ordering the hands and feet of many to be
pierced, and the nose, flesh, sinews, arms and back of many to

C7)')be slit five or ten times. The Saddharmapurtdarika refers
to a young man of good family bound in wodden manacles.^ 
Therefore it is small wonder if sudra offenders were subjected 
to corporal punishments, but v/hether the penal laws of Manu

(1) Ibid., IX. 248.
(2) Kull. on Manu, IX. 248. >
(3) Mahavastu, i r 18. Senart has the term hastinigada dibhih, 

but Bailey reads it as ha^io, which also occurs in Divya., 
pp. 3^5 and 435 la the sense of fetters (SBB^xvi, 15, fn.2). 
The term harahlgorahi is used in Maithill in the sense of 
wooden shackles.

(4) p. 289.
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were literally applied, to them is open to doubt.
harsh punishments are, however, not prescribed in the 

case of people of equal castes assaulting each other. It
is laid down that he who breaks the skin of an equal or
draws blood from him shall be fined 100 papas; he who cuts
a muscle six ni§kas, and he who breaks a bone shall be
b a n i s h e d . A c c o r d i n g  to Raghavananda this rule refers
to sudras assaulting Sudras.

For the expiation of the sin of murder Manu prescribes
the performance of the lunar penance, which varies in length
according to the varpa of the murdered person. A penance
lasting for three years is prescribed in the case of the
murder of a brSh^jnapa and a penance for 2^ months in the case
of the murder of a Sildra.^^ For killing a Sddra Manu
prescribes ^wergfcld of ten cows and a bull, such as is
found in the earlier law books. But he adds that this fine
is to be paid to a brShmapa. Similarly, like the earlier
lawgivers, he prescribes the same penance for billing a sudra
as for killing a number of small animals and birds. Such
provisions leave no doubt that Manu attaches very little
importance to the Life of a sudra. Curiously enough, in one

(l)Manu, VIII, 284. (2) S,B,E. XXV, 304.
(3)Manu, XI, 127 cf.129-131(4) Ibid, XI, 128-31
(5)~lbld, XI, 131
(6) Manu, XI, 132, 141. This rule shows a discrepancy between 

the religious and 1 secular' punishments of Manu and other 
lawgivers, for according to secular provisions a wergfild

of ten cows and a bull is prescribed for killing a Sudra.



provision of Manu's rules regarding murder there is no 
trace of var^a distinctions. If the case involves the 
death of a member of any var$a, a falsehood may be spoken 
and the sin arising therefrom may be expiated by making 
offerings to the Sarasvati.^ ^  Manu also declares that 
slaying women, £\idras, vai£yas and k§atnjyas is a minor offence, 
causing loss of c a s t e . B u t  this rule is probably merely 
meant to emphasize the importance of the life of a brahmapa.

Manu holds that the higher the varp.a, the greater is the 
crime in committing theft; the guilt of a £\idra is considered 
the smallest, for the habit of stealing is thought to be 
more usual with him.

In the law of inheritance Manu upholds the old rule 
of giving the tenth part of property to the £udra son of a 
brahmapa, even when the father has no son by wives of the

(h.')higher castes.v J There also recurs the old idea that the 
Iddra son of a br&Ma^a, a k§atriya or a vaisya is not entitled 
to any share; whatever is allotted to him by his father becomes 
his share; a 3Hdra can be regarded as a kinsman but not
an heir. As regards inheritance among the lildras, even if

(n\there be a hundred sons, their shares shall be equal. Thus,
(1) Manu, VIII, 104-5.
(2) TBISf, XI. 67-
(5) Ibid, VIII. 337-38-
(4) TbTdi, IX. 151-154-
(5) Manu, IX* 155"
(6) Ibid, IX, 160.
(7) ISIS, IX* 157.



only the Sudra sons of the higher caste people were mot 
always certain of receiving shares. Generally, members 
of the Sudra varpa enjoyed the right to property. This 
can be also inferred from another law, according to whichy 
property stolen by thieves must be restored by the king to 
the members of all the varpas.^ ^

Manu's laws of adultery do not discriminate so much 
against Sudra women as against Sudra men. If a brahmapa 
approaches unguarded women of the three lower varpas, he 
shall be fined 500 papas; for a similar crime against an 
antyl^ja woman the fine shall be raised to a thousand papas.
The same fine shall be imposed on a kpatriya or a vaiSya if 
he has intercourse with a guarded Sudra woman/ If a
brahmapa dallies with a v.p^ali for a night, he removes that 
sin in three years, by subsisting on alms and daily muttering

sacred t e x t s . W h i l e  most these laws are meant to 
preserve the purity of the brahmapa by preventing moral

lapses on his part, they make it clear that Manu also protects 
the purity of the Sddra woman. This is in keeping with his

(5)principle that women of all the four varpas should be protected

(1) Ibid., VIII* 40.
(2) Manu, VIII*385*
(3) TEIcL VIII. 583*
(4) Ibid,, XI* 179*
(5) Manu, VIII.359*
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But the rule of Manu that people should not converse
with the wives of others does not apply to some sections of
Sudrassuch as actors and singers, for they live on the intrigues
of their wivew.^^ Nevertheless, those who converse with
these and female slaves under the charge of a master are

(2}required to pay a small fine.v ' Buddhist and Jain nuns
( *are also included in this category, K'/J for they were probably 

recruited from the lower orders, and, like monks, were looked 
upon as £ddras.v̂  Manu prescribes the most severe punish
ment for a £udra ma^te adulterer. The £ildra who has intercourse 
with an unguarded woman of the twice-born caste shall lose 
the part offending and all his property; in case of such an 
offence against a guarded woman he shall lose everything, 
even his life.^'^ Eere the term twice-born (dvlj^ti) seems 
to refer to the br^ahma$a, for the two following rules provide 
punishments for k^atriya and vaisya offenders against a 
brShmapa woman. ' ' But if these two offend against a guarded
brShmap.|[ who is the wife of an eminent brahmana, they shall be

(6)also punished like a sddra or be burnt in a fire of dry grass.
It may be recalled that in this case Kau-filya provides the

(1) Ibid#, VIII. 361-2 *
(2) Manu, VIII. 363.
C3) Ib3Z,
(4) Jayaswal, Manu and Ta,iSavalkya, pp. 167-8*
(5) VIII, 374♦
(6) Ibid, VIII, 375-6*



punishment of death by burning only for the ludra offender,^ ^  
although Vasi^-fha provides similar punishments for K^atriya 
and vailya offenders as well.^^ A passage of Manu is taken 
to mean that in such a case the Iddra shall be punished with 
d e a t h , S i n c e  the death penalty for the ludra adulterer 
is generally corroborated by other sources, this provision of 
Manu may not have been ineffective.

Manu's laws regarding slavery throw considerable light 
on the civic status of the 1-Q.dras. According to Kau^ilya 
the ludra sons of aryan parents cannot be reduced to slavery.
But although Manu allows shares in the inheritance of family 
property to lildra sons, he does not refer to this practice.
He is the first to enunciate the principle that slavery is 
the eternal destiny of a ludra. But this applies only to 
Jihe^relations between the brahmapas and the sudras. Manu 
states that a ludra, whether bought or unbought, should be 
reduced to slavery because he is created by God for the service 
of a brdhmaga. ' In the next verse he adds that a sildra 
cannot be released from servitude because servitude is innate 
in him.w /  As compared to the ludras, the members of the

(1)A|, IV* 13. (2) Vas. Q^j.S.+XXI* 2-3*(3) Manu, VIII*359. With the torn**- of Kull. 'The term used is 
/abrahmana which is taken.: in thl“senseyofulftdra by Kull. 

(4-lfludra;itu kgLra.yeddas.yajji kritamakritameva va; dasyayaiva hi 
srgto sau brahmaaasya ffiagibhuva. Manu, VIII*4-13*

(5) na svamina nisrsto^i ludro dasyadvimucyate; nisarganam hi 
tattasya HjastasmSttadapohati. Manu, VIII* 4-14-. This is 
treated by MedhStitffci as a glorified exaggeration (arthavada 
but probably it better indicates conditions in the time of * 
the commentator than that of Manu.
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twice-born caste cannot be reduced to slavery. If a 
brahmapa compels men of the twice-born castes to work as 
slaves, he shall be fined 600 (papas) by the king.^1*' In 
this connection Kau^ilya provides a graded scheme of fines; 
the highest fine of 48 papas is provided by him for enslaving 
a brfthmapa. v J Manu does not refer to such distinctions 
but provides a far heavier fine for enslaving the people 
of the three upper varpas.

Even in the law book of Manu, all the lildras are not 
treated as s l a v e s . T h e  legal distinction between a 
£ddra and a slave is clearly recognised by Manu, who refers 
to the son of a ludra by a xxirodc dasl (female slave of his 
slave). J Thus, though the slaves may have been generally 
recruited from the £udra varpa, sometimes the Idaras themselves 
owned slaves. But the distinction between the ^ddra and 
his slave was not so wide as that between the twice-born and 
his slave. Thus, according to Manu, if permitted by the 
father, the son of a ludra by a female slave could take a share

(ci\
of the inheritance. But this is not provided in the case

(l)Manu, VIII.412* (2) A|, III®13.
(3) This question has been dealt with in detail by G.F.Iluin,

D , "j§udras l*n& jSklaven in den altindischen Ge s ebb tic hern" c
Gessellschaftswissenschaftliche Abtailung, 1952, No.2. 
pp.10$-108. Cf. Senart, op. cit. 10^.

(4) das.yam va dasadag.y^mi va yah sudras.ya suto bhavet.
Lianu, IX%l79.

(5) Ibid•



of the similar sons of the twice-born. Incidentally, the 
above law of Manu shows that slaves enjoyed the right to 
property. According to the comment of Kulluka on a 
passage of Manu, when the master is abroad, for the sake of 
his family the slave can represent him in business transactions, 
which the master cannot rescind.^1/1 At another place, how
ever, this is denied by Manu; sale made by one not the real

(2.)owner is declared invalid. ' It has been pointed out 
earlier that on failure of competent witnesses even slaves 
and servants could give evidence. All this would show that 
even the slaves had some status in law.

But the slaves and the hired labourers did not enjoy the 
same rights as the citizens. This can be inferred from the 
conditions obtaining in the republican states of the Malavas
and the Kpudrakas.   ------

Commenting on a passage of Papini PatafLjali states that 
the sons of the Kpafcdrakas and the Malavas are respectively
known as Kpakdrakyas and Malavyas, but this does not apply

(to the sons of their slaves and labourers.
Manu’s provisions regarding the politico-legal position 

of the ludras are mostly based on the similar rules of the oldei

(2) Manu 
(5) iAag.

/n\ nere une uerrn aanvaanina m Manu, VTII«*199*  ̂ ' dasa according”'to >:ult.'"Ma
Idam tarhi kgaMdrakapamapatyam malavaHamapatyamiti.
atripi kgaudrakyap m§.lavya iti naita~5Thsani dase va

“ . Pat. on Pa, IV.1.168. K±xxkx,
3. 114.

E$re the tepm adhyadhina means dasa a c c o r d o  Kix 11.1 "h a n u ,V
yam malava Hamapatyamiti. 
iti naita-STesam dase va
sa acc
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authorities• Of his new provisions some were directed against
the foreign rulers and followers of heterodox sects who were
condemned as ^fldras* and others against the lildras as such.
The provisions of the later type mainly relate to Sudras
offending against brahmapas. But even in this respect
Manu!s policy of gross discrimination against the £ddras could
not make any appreciable headway. . He not only retgfcis the old
provision of wergeld for the life of a £\ldra but also prescribes
a fine of 12 papas for the brShmapa abusing a 5tidra - a
provision which is not to be found in the earlier law books.
It is significant that towards the end of this period the
Satav&hana ruler Gautamlputra Satakarpi (A.D. 106-130) claims
to have restored order out of the confusion of the four varpas
by conciliating the brShmapas and the Sudras (avaras)^^ This
alignment of the varpas was directed by the brahmapa ruler

(2 )against the k§atriyas,v J who perhaps belonged to the foreign 
ruling dynasties.

Manu*s provisions regarding the social position of the 
5ddras are largely the re-mastications of the views of the 
older authorities. But he introduces certain new discrimin
ations against them. He recounts the old story of creation

(1) di.javara kutflba vivadhanasa ... vinivatita cgtuvana 
samkarasaT Nasik Cave Inscription of Vasi^-fhlputra 
T>ulumavT7 1s.5z6 ff.c. Sircar, Select Inscriptions, i,197).

(2) Ibid.



which gives the lowest place to the Judras.^^ He also
repeats the old law prescribing different forms of greetings
(presumably used by a brahmapa) in relation to the members

(2 )of the four varpas.v / But he adds that a brShmapa who does
not know the form of returning salutation must not be saluted
by a learned man because he is like a £udra.^^ We learn from
Patafijali that in returning greetings £ddras were addressed
differently from non-^ddras. Thus an elevated tone was not
to be used in addressing 5ddras. The term bho (a vocative
particle) was to be used in addressing a rSjanya or a vai£ya^^
but not a £ddra. Hence varpa distinctions were reflected even
in the formation of grammatical rules* Manu provides that a
5ddra can be respected if he has reached the tenth decade of

(5)his life.w /  But such a rule can have covered only a very 
limited number of £ddras.

Manfc, introduces var^a distinctions even in the ceremony of 
(naming) of the child, which naturally emphasises the low 
position of the Sddra. According to him a br§hma$a's name 
should denote something auspicious, a k§atriya*s name power,

(6)
a vaisya's name wealth and a £ddra's name something contemptible, 
As a corollary to this he states that the titles cf the members

(1) Manu, 1.31. (2) Ibid., 11.12?. (3) Ibid* * 11.126*
(4) bho ra.janya. vij.5mv5. Pat. on Pa. * VIII.2.82-63.
(5) Manu, Il.lffft.' cf. Gautama who declares that a £udra is 

worthy of respect on reaching the age of eighty.
(6) Manu, 11.31.
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of the four var^as should respectively imply happiness,
protection, prosperity and s e r v i c e . W e  have no evidence
that this practice was widely followed, but Manu's provisions
with regard to names show that the members of the lower orders
were generally objects of contempt in brfihmapical society.
Thms the w>rd vrgala used for the 5ddra was a term of abuse and
opprobrium. While illustrating a rule of Papini regarding the
formation of the samdsas Patafijali states that 'like the female

(2}slave' or 'like the vp§all' are terms of abuse,v ' suggesting 
thereby that Jddras and slaves were considered despicable 
elements in society. The vp§ala was placed in the category 
of the thief, and both aroused brahmapical hostility. We 
also learn that the vp§ala, the dasyu and the thief were 
treated as contemptible pf6^ple.^^

The company of the 5udra was considered contaminating for 
a brahmapa. Manu states that a brdhmapa who lives in the 
company of the most excellent people and shuns all low people 
becomes most distinguished; by the opposite conduct he is 
degraded to the position of Iddra.^^ He reproduces the 
provision that the sn&taka should not travel with the Itldras.^^

t£ ~ L
Manu recalls^ the vai$yas and 5-Qdras come to the house of a
brahmapa as guests, out of compassion they should be permitted
(1) 5armayadbrahmanasya s.yadrajflo rakgdsamanvitam; vai5.yas.ya 

pugtisamyuktam Ifldrasya pres.yasagiyutam. Manu, II.32.

(5) Pat. on PS., II.2.11 and III.2.12?. (4) Pat7“on’p§.,V.3.66;
cf. Pat* on PS. ,111.1.107-8. (5) Manu. IV.24-5.(6) Manu, IV.14-C7 He, however, uses the word vrsala in the place
of Stldra.
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to take their food along with the s e r v a n t s . M a n u  provides 
that the snStaka should not eat the food of a |udra.^^ In a 
long list of these whose food should not be taken by the snStaka 
are blacksmiths, ni^Sdas, stage-players, goldsmiths, basket- 
makers, trainers of hunting dogs, distillers and vendors of 
spiritous liquors (3au$$ikas), washermen and dyers. It is
further stated that the food of a king impairs the vigour of the 
snataka, the food of a Iddra his excellence in sacred learning, 
the food of a goldsmith his longevity and that of a leather- 
cutter (carmavakartinahS his f a m e . ^  Curiously enough* along 
with the food of the various sections of the 3ddra community, 
the food of the king is also considered as detrimental to the 
welfare of the snStaka. Manu further adds that the food of 
an artisan destroys the offspring of the snStaka, that of a 
washerman his physical strength and the food of the tribal 
groups and harlots excludes him from the higher w o r l d s . I f  
he takes the food of any of these people unintentionally, he 
must fast for three days; but if he has done so intentionally, 
he must perform a difficult penance known as the kycchra.
It seems that in all these references the snataka probably 
means a Vedic student from the brahma^a var$a. The result of

(1) Manu, III.112. (2) Ibid., IV.211. (3) Ibid., IV.215-16.
(4) i m ., IV.218.
(5) kSrukSnnam prajam hanti balam nirnejakasya ca; ganSnnam

gattikannagi ca lokebhyab pankrntati. Manu, IV.21$.
(6) Manu, iv722£.
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these restrictions, if enforced, would he to prevent all social 
contacts between the lower orders and the educated brahma^as.
Manu lays down that the learned brahmafla must not take the cooked 
food of a Iddra who does not perform the rites of jiraddha, but 
on failure of all other means of subsistence he might accept raw 
grain sufficient to maintain him for one night. But such a
rule is not valid in abnormal times. Manu cites several examp
les of4ie distinguished sages who took forbidden food in times

(2 )of distress.v J Thus hungry Vi£vamitra, who could distinguish
between right and wrong, was ready to eat the haunch of a dog,
receiving it from the hands of a cajjwJ&la. ̂  Generally the
food of the £ftdras was accepted in normal times. Manu lays
down that, among ^tldras, one may eat tie food of his share-cropper

Wa friend of his family, his cow-herd, his slave and his barber.
Patahjali informs us that the plates of carpenters, washermen,

( S')blacksmiths could be used after proper c l e a n i n g . T h i s  would 
suggest that in matters of food there were relations of give and 
take between the members of the higher var$as and these sections 
of the Iddra community. To eat the leavings of the Iddras was

(i) Ibid., IV.225. (2) Manu, X. 106-8. (3) Manu. X.108.
W  gSiiggg $8eiP£5$ ffiSPtiVMSr £e3k

This seems to be more in the spirit of Manu than if it were 
taken as referring to all sharecroppers etc. Manu, IV* 
253* The term ardhikah has been wrongly translated 
as ‘labourer in tillage"* in SBE, xxv, 168. The cow-herd 
was probably a Iddra of high grade, for the term maha^ddra 
is used in the sense of an abhiIra/in the Mah&bhagya of 
PataiLjali.

(5) Pat. .an Pa.,11.4.10.



considered a great sin. It is stated that he who has eaten 
the leavings of women and 3ddras should remove t h ^  impurity 
by drinking barley gruel for seven days and n i g h t s . P e r h a p s  
this rule applies to the brShmapa. Similarly a brahma^a who 
drinks water left by a dra should expiate his sin by drinking 
water in which the kus'a grass has been boiled for three days.^^ 
Manu's provisions throw some light on the ditftary habits of the 
^ddras. The twiceborn should perform the candrayana penance 
if he eats dried meat, mushrooms growing on the earth and meat 
about the origin of which he has no knowledge, or which had been 
kept in a slaughter house. Similarly if the twice-born
takes the meat of carnivorous animals, boars, camels, cocks, 
crows, human beings and asses, he should perform a very diffic
ult penance known as the taptakycchaa. If in these
references the dvija is taken as a member of the first three 
var^as, it would imply that 5ddras were free to take all 
varieties of meat. Commenting on a passage of Manu Kulldka 
states that, by eating garlic and other kinds of forbidden 
roots, the Sudra cannot commit an offence leading to loss of 
caste. This would suggest that garlic, onion and various
kinds of meat were regarded as theAfood of the members of the 
lower orders.

It seems that the vai|yas and 5udras followed forms of
(l) Manu, XI.1$3« (25 Ibid., XI. 14-9 with the comm, of Hull.
(3; Ibid., XI.156. (4) IblS., X.157. (5) Manu, X.126.

RSghavSnanda also includes the act of keeping a slaughter
house with this.



marriage which were different from those of the higher varnas.
Manu quotes the opinions of authorities, according to whom
the first four forms of marriage, i.e. the brahma, the tiaiva,
the arsa,and the prajapatya are prescribed for the brShmana,
the raksasa for the ksatriya and the asura for the vaisya and
and the Sudra.^0 jje adds that the brahmana can also follow
the asura and the gandharva, the ksatriya can also practise
the asura, gandharva and the paigaca and so also the vai^.va
and the sudra. Thus the ksatriyas are distinguished from

•

the vai^yas and sudras only by the provision that they can
practise the raksasa form of marriage* But perhaps in this
case the main object of Manu is to demarcate the brahmanas from
the three other varnas* In regard to the two lower varnas, the

• •

real position is reflected in the statement quoted by Manu and
(3)also occurring in the Adi Parvan that the asura (marriage by

purchase) of the bride usually prevails among the vai£yas and
Sudras. Manu ordains that the asura and paisaca forms of
marriage must not be p r a c t i s e d . ^ K u l l u k a  comments that this

-  ( *5)rule applies to the brahmanas and the ksatriyas,v ' which
• •

suggests that these two forms of marriage were especially 
meant for the two lower varnas.

Manu's rules regarding the striahana differ according to

(1) Manu, 1 1 1 . 2 k (2) Ibid., III.23
(3) Ch757.ll. (4) Manu, III.25.
(5) Kull. also says that the raksasa form of marriage is

prescribed for the vaisyas ahd Sudras. Comm, to Manu,III.25.



the forms of marriage. It is said that in the asura, raksasa  ----

and pai^aca forms of marriage if the wife dies without leaving 
any issue, the stridhana belongs to her mother and father, i.e. 
to her parents1 family and not to her husband, as is the case in 
the first four and the gandharva forms of m a r r i a g e . T h i s  

would show that matrilineal elements had some importance in 
the forms of marriage practised by the vaisyas and sudras.

Manu avers that niyoga (levi*rate?) cannot take place
(2)in marriages that are performed according to the Vedic mantras. 

Since these mantras are not permitted in the marriages of the
_ (3)Sudras, it is clear that niyoga was confined mainly to the

sudras. This can be inferred from a further statement of Manu
who asserts that widow remarriage and levirate are regarded as 
beastly practices by the twice-born people learned in the 
£astras.^^ Jolly thinks that Manufs views on the questions 
of niyoga and widow remarriage are contradictory,^) for he 
approves of them in some passages and condemns them in others. 
But these passages can be easily reconciled if we bear in mind 
that Manu's approval of niyoga and widow remarriage is meant 
for the Sudras and his condemnation of these is meant for the 
members of the three upper varnas. THe prevalence of the 
above mentioned practices among the Sudras would show that

C1 ) Manu, IX. 196-7 with the comm, of Kull.
(2) Manu, IX.65*
(3) Vas.Dh.S• , 1.25. (1+) ayam dvijairhi vidvadbhih pagudharmo

vigarhitah. Manu, IX.66.
(5) Jolly, Hindu Law and Custom, p.l55«



women were not so dependent in their community.
As regards the inter-varna marriages, Manu quotes the dLd

dictum which permits the member of a higher varna to marry the
(1)woman of a lower varna.v / But he adds that if -t4w twice-born

men wed women of their ov/n and of the other lov/er varnas, the
seniority, status and habitation of these wives must be settled

(2 )according to the order of the varnas. 7
Manu, however, detests the idea that a £udra woman should

be the first wife of either a brahmana or a ksatriya. According• •
to him there i s no precedent for this in any ancient story.
Probably the £udra wives of the people of the higher varnas had
a very low status. Patanjali informs us that the dasi and
the vraalT were meant for sfying the pleasures of the people • •
of higher c l a s s e s . M a n u  declares that the twice-born men 
who wed £udra wives soon degrade their families and children 
to the status of sudra.^5) According to Kulluka this rule 
applies to all the three upper v a r n a s . ^ ) In support of his 
statement Manu quotes the views of several authorities.
According to Atri, if a brahmana marries a 3udra woman, he 
becomes an outcaste; according Saunaka a ksatriya is 
reduced to this position on the birth of a son; and according 
to Bhrgu a vai^ya becomes an outcaste if he has male offspring

(l) Manu, III.13* (2)_Ibid., IX.35*
(3) Ibid., III.1U* (U) Pat. on Pa., 11.3.69. and 1.2.1$.
(5) Manu., III.15.
(6) Comm, to Manu, III.15.



by a 3udra wife alone.^1  ̂ But Manu very strongly disapproves
of the idea of a brahmana having intercourse with a dudra woman.
Such a person, in his opinion, will sink into hell after his
death. If he begets a child by her, he will lose the rank 

(la)of a brahmana and in absence of issue other than sudras, his
(2)family will quickly perish.v 7 For the Sudra son of a

brahmana, though alive, is a corpse, and hence he is called a
parasava.(^) There can be no expiation for the man who drinks
the moisture of a sudra’s (vrsali) lips, is tainted by her

• •

breath, and begets a son on her.(^) The context shows that
this prohibition was meant for the brahmanas only.^^

Manu mentions the old mixed castes such as the nisada,^)
the para£ava, the ugra, the ayogava, the ksattr, the canaala,

• • • •

the pukkasa,^^ the kukkutaka, the £vapaka and the vena,(^)
• •

who are said to have originated from the intermixture of the
varnas. He ascribes a similar origin to a long list of new
castes. A brahmana begets on the daughter of an ugra an avrta,

• •

on the daughter of an ambastha an abhira, and on the woman of• •
the ayogava caste a dhigvana. (9) Further, on an ayogava woman 
the dasyu begets a sairandhra, the vaidehaka a maitreyaka, the 
nisada a margava or a aasa who is also known as a kaivarta.^^)

(l) Manu, 111.16. with the comm, of Kull. (la) Manu, III.17.
(3) Ibid., III.64. (£*) Even during this period we hear of the

country of the Ni.adas (Pat. on Pa., IV.2.104; Junagarh
Rock Ins fr. of RucLradaman I, 1.11 (Sircar, Select Ins bff.,

_  i,172). {%) Ibid., IX.1J8. (if) Ibid., III.19.
(£j Ibia_., 111.17-1$. (7) Manu (XII.55) states that a slayer of

a brahmana shall enter the womb of a candala or a pukkasa.
• • •

p . t. o .



(Footnotes continued from previous pageO:
(8) Manu X, 8-9, 12, 16, 18, 19. By now some of the old castes

had_become hereditary, for we hear of the sons of the
nisadas and candalas (Pat. on Pa., IV.1.97.)

• • •

(9) Manu X.15.
(10) Ibid., X, 33-34



X *1

On a vaidehaka woman the candala hegets a panausopaka and the
• • • •

nisada an ahindaka.^^ On a woman of the vaidehaka caste the • • •
nisada also begets a karavara; and a vaidehaka begets an

_  _  / p  \andhra on a karavara woman and -fc-h-e meda on a nisada woman.v '
A nisada woman bears to a candala a son called the antyavasayin,
who is despised even by those who are excluded from the fourfold
varna system tbshyas) . ^  Manu further states that the sut^a,
the vaidehaka, the candala, the magadha, the ksattr and the

• • • ♦

ayogava beget on women of similar castes issues who are more 
despicable, more sinful than their fathers, and are excluded
from varna s o c i e t y . H e  adds that bahyas and hinas (lov/• 1 T "
people) produce fifteen kinds of low castes^) on women of
higher castes. Although Manu does not enamerate these castes
by name, they seem to have been covered by the list that has
been given above.

The above-mentioned castes were to be distinguished by
their o c c u p a t i o n s # ^ )  The candalas, svapakas and antyavasayins• •
were engaged for executing criminals, and were given their
clothes, beds and o r n a m e n t s . ^ )  The nisadas lived by fishing
and the medas, andhras, madgtue and cuncus were employed in
hunting wild animals.^^ Ksattrs ugras and pukkasas are

• /

(l) Ibid., X. 37. (2) Ibid., X. 36.
(3) Ibid. ,_X. 39. (k) Ibid., X. 26-29.
(5) pratikulam vartamana bahya bahyataranupunah; hina hin§~n- 

prasuyantb varngYvpancadasaiva ca. Manu*, X. 31.
In his comm. Kull. tries to show that the total of such
castes was thirty. This may have been a later development.
Manu, X. i+0. (7) Manu, X. 56, 39, cf. Mahavastu,ii,73.
Manu, X. i+8.



described as engaged in the catching and killing of animals 
living in holes.^1) Apparently all of these were backward ab
original tribes, who retained their occupations even when they 
were absorbed in brahmanical society. Manu informs us that 
some of the mixed castes pursued important crafts. The ayogava 
practised wood work;^2  ̂ and the dhigvana and the karavara
worked in l e a t h e r , a n d  the pandusopaka dealt in canes.

• •

The margava or the dasa subsisted by working as a boatman and 
was known as the kaivarta by the inhabitants of Aryavjrta. (5)
The venas played on druiis) and the sairandhra was considered 
skilled in adorning and attsnding on his master. The latter, 
though not a slave, lived like a slave or subsisted by snaring 
animals.^^ The maitreyaka is described as a sweet-tuned 
fellow, who rang a bell at the appearance of dawn and was

( Q \constantly engaged in praising great men.' 1
Some low castes of the above type are also mentioned in a

Buddhist source. It is stated that the followers of the Buddha
or the Bodhisatta shall have nothing to do with the canaalas,

• •

kaukkutikas (poulterers), sahkarikas (pork butchers), £aundikas • • • • •
(sellers and vendors of spirittims l i q u o r s ) , ^ )  mandsakas

A

(1) Ibid., X. 149. (2) Ibid., X. 1*8.
(§) Manu, X. 36, 49. Incidentally this shows that leather work 

had become an important craft, for three categories of
workers^namely the carmakara, the dhigvana and the karavara. 
were engaged in it.

(4) Ibid., X. 37. (5) Ibid., X. 3k.
(6) Ibid., X. 49. (7) Ibid., X. 32.
(8) Ibid., X. 33.
(9) Tr. of this terra as mutton butchers does not seem to be 

accurate in SBE, xxi, 438.



("butchers), maustikas (boxers), nata-i^r takas (actors and dancers)j 
jhallas and mallas (wrestlers) .^"^ These people were despised 
"by the Buddhists on account of their association with cruel and 
uppuritanical activities.

Most of the mixed castes enumerated "by Manu were untouch
able. After stating the functions of the nisadas, ayogavas, 
medas, andhras, cuncus, madgus, ksattrs, pukkasas, dhigvanas and
venas Manu ordains that they should live outside villages near
famous trees and burial grounds on mountains and in groves.^)
This shows that these tribal people lived outside brahmanic
settlements. Certainly the candalas and £vapacas lived outside*• •
Pood v e s s ^ s  used by them were discarded for ever. Their sole
property consisted of dogs and donkeys; they took their food
in broken dishes, used ornaments of iron and clothes of dead
people, and wandered from place to place.(3) They were not
permitted to appear in towns and villages at night, where they
could work only during the day.^^ Manu provides that the
candalas and £vapacas should be distinguished by marks at the 

• •

king’s c o m m a n d . R a g h a v a n a n d a 1 s explanation that the candalas

(1) The_list also includes the AjTvikas, Nirgranthas and 
LokayatikaSfSaddharmapundarlka, pp.180-1, 3H-;2. Cf. Bose, 
op.cit., ii, 463“4. _A bbw butcher and his apprentice is 
mentioned in the Mahavastu, ii, 125. (2) Manu X. 49-50.

(2) Manu, X. 49-50. Balacarita, II.5; Agimajg^raka, VI.5-6- 
gusalker, Bha^sa - A Study, pp.358 and 391*

(3) Manu, X. 54-55* H D  .. cihnita rajagasanaih. Manu, X.55*
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should "be "branded on the forehead and other parts of the "body
is not corroborated "by any contemporary evidence. Possibly
the candalas and svapacas were required to put on some kind • •
of uniform to distinguish them from the rest of the people. 
They could not enter into any transactions with others re
garding marriage, debt, loan etc., which could take place 
only with the members of their own castes. Manu ordains
that members of the higher varnas should not give them even

(2 )grain with their own hands. 7
But in particular Manu wants to avoid all contact between 

the brahmanas and the untouchables. He lays down that a
snataka (generally a brahmana) should not stay with the

— — r ( 3 )candalas, pukkasas, antyas and antyava sayins.W 7  Among those • •
who should not look at the brahmana at the £raddha ceremony
are the candalas, village pigs, cocks, dogs etc.^^ Manu 

• •

further declares that if a brahmana either has intercourse
with dandala or antya women or takes their food, he shall fall 

• •

from his brahmanahood. But if he does these things intention- 
ally, he shall be reduced to their status.^) This would 
imply that such connections of non-brahmanas with the candalas 
were not looked upon with strong disapproval, since Manu does 
not specifically condemn them.

(l) Medhatithi takes these marks in the sense of ’axes, adzes 
and so forth used for executing criminals and carried on 
the shoulder’. Govindar^a^ja explains them as ’sticks and 
so forth,* and Sarvajnanarayana as ’iron ornaments, pea
cock feathers & the like(SBB, *xxv, i4l5>fn.55)* Cf. Bose, 
op.cit., ii, p.h37. (2) Kull. says that this should be

. . aone through servants. Manu, X. 53~5U. (3) Manu, IV.79.
(ti) Ibid., III.23Q. (<TTbid., XT. 276. ----



Whether the untouchables and the mixed castes were
regarded as sudras by Manu is not clear* Manu categorically
states that there are only four v a r n a s , w h i c h  may imply
that the mixed castes were included in the 3udra varna. The
myths of their origin show that they were supposed to have
£uara blood in their veing. At one place in Manu the
antyaja is explained as a dudra by Kulluka^^. But the term
antyaja is also used by Manu in the sense of a candala*^)

• •

The mixed castes such as the suta, the vaidehaka, the candala
• •

the magadha, the ksattr and the ayogava are known as bahyas,
• •

who are regarded by the commentators as people outside the 
fourfold varna s y s t e m . M a n u  distinguishes an antyaja from
a £udra in connection with his penalties for the crime of

( *5) — ^  — _a d u l t e r y , a n d  an antya vasayin from a 3udra in his lav/ of
evidence. But Patanjal
candalas and mrtapas whose food vessels could not be used by • • •
the people of the higher varnas;^) $his suggests that these
untouchables were considered sudras. Manu also uses the
term apapatra (i.e. those whose vessels could not be used)
for such sudras.4^ )  Thus iX"seems that the mixed castes
(l) X.U. (2) Manu, VIII. 279 (3) Manu, IV.6^ According to 

later sources the term antyaja indicates rajakas, carmaka- 
ras, natas, burudas, kaivartas, bhillas and medas. Par- 
asara and Atri quoted in K.V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Some 
Aspects of the Hindu view of life according to the 
Dharmasastra, pp.115-6. (U) Manu, X. 29-31 with the comm
of Medha, Goiinda. and Kull. £5) Manu, VIII. 385*

(6) yairbhukte patram samskarenapi na sudhyati te niravasita 
Pat. on Pa., II.U.10*. (7) Manu, X.51.

i defines niravasitas duaras as



and the untouchables were being absorbed as inferior sudras 
who were distinguished from the ordinary sudras by their 
separate habitations, backward culture and primitive religious 
beliefs.

Manu’s provisions regarding the boycott of the food,
U )

conroany and women cf sudras apply mainly to the brahmanas.
We observe a similar social distance between the brahmana and
the vrsala in the Hahabhasya of Patanjali. Thus while the 

• « •
( 2 )brahmana has white teeth, the vrsala has blackp 1 the 

• • •

br&hmana gets a high seat but the vrsala a low seat.(3) a
• •

person can indulge in illicit and disreputable dealings towards
the vrsalT and dasi but he should behave with due respect • •
towards a brahman!.^)

It is argued by Bhandarkar that the vrsalas formed a
• •

community consisting of people from all the four varnas after
the pattern of the aryan c o m m u n i t y . ^ )  gut generally the
vrsala was identical with the sudra. Thus while the Dharma-
sutras enjoin the snataka not to travel with sudras, Manu
instructs him not to travel with vrsalas.^^ His denunciation

• •

of connections between a brahmana and a vrsali occurs in tie
m

context in which he bans all connections betv/een a brahmana 
and a 3udra.(7) Although nowhere in the Mahabhasya, the

(1) The terms brahmana and £udra are used to cover the whole 
population in thfe Mahavastu, i, 188.

(2) Pat. on Pa., 11.2.3*11. C3 )Pat. 0n Pa., II.2.11.
(4) Pat. on Pa., 1.3.55. (5) Some Aspects of Ancient Indian 

Culture, pp. 51 and 54. IV. 140.
(7) Manu, III.19.



term vrsala distinctly refers to a ^udra,^1 ) the similar status 
• •

— (2)of the vrsall and dasTv 7 and the proverbial poverty of the • •
v r s a l a ^ ) show that the vrsala was no better than a £udra.
Like the term £udra, the term vrsala was also used inaiscrimin

• •

ately to cover barbarians and heretics. But commonly vrsala
• •

signified a member of the fourth varna, and hence the contrast
between the brahmana and the vrsala in the Mahabhasya should be
taken in the sanse of that between the brahmana and the dudra.

Manu reproduces the old injunction confining Vedic studies t 
to the twice-born.^^ In contrast to them the Sudras are 
called ekajati, i.e. having one birth.'' first birth of
the aryan is from his natural mother, but the second birth takes 
place on the tying of the girdle of munja grass^). Therefore a 
twice-born man who, not having studied the Veda, applies himself 
to other occupations, is reduced to the condition of a £udra, and 
his descendants also meet the same fate.(7) The presence of the 
3udra is to be scrupulously avoided while the study of the Veda 
goes on.(^)

Notwithstanding these provisions, we hear of some teachers 
instructing Sudras. Manu provides that he who instructs £udra

(1) S.K. Bose, IC,ii,596-7. (2) Pat. on Pa., 11.3.69 & 1 .2.1+8.
(3) Pat. on pa., 1.2.1+7 & VI.3.61. (1+) 11.165.
(5) Manu, X.T+7 (6) Ibid., 11.169-70.
(7) Manu, II.168. Cf.II.172,_X.110. It is suggested that the

upanayana of girls and sudras was done without a formal
ceremony (Rangaswami Aiyangar, Manu, p.ll+5)> but there seems
to be no evidence for this.

(8) Manu, IV. 99 and 108.



pupils or learns from a sudra teacher should not "be invited at 
the £ r a d d h a  ̂ It is not clear whether the sudra teacher or 
pupils refer to heretics. In a list of ten kinds of people 
who may receive education from the teacher occurs the name of (2)
the Jusrusu, who is taken by Kulluka as a servant (paricaraka),
and perhaps may refer to a 3udra.

But generally the sudra seems to have been deprived of
education. Like Vasistha, Manu ordains that nobody should give

• •

advice to a dudra or should explain the law to him.^-^ He
strengthens this provision by enacting that a person who acts to
the contrary shall sink into the Asaltavrta hell together with the
person whom he instructs.

In the religious sphere the sudra continued to be deprived
of the right to Vedic s a c r i f i c e . I t  is said that the sudra
cannot suffer loss of caste; he is not worthy to receive the

- (6)sacraments and has no right to follow the dharma of the aryans.
A twice-torn should not associate his sudra wife with the per
formance of r i t e s . ^  If he does this foolishly, he should be

/ Q \regarded despicable as a candala.v 7 Perhaps this rule refers to• •
the brahmanas. It is also laid down that a brahmana should not • «
beg from a £udra anything required for the sacrifice; if he
does so, he will be born as a candala after death.

• •

(1) 111.156. (2) Manu, 11.109. (3) Ibid., IV.80. (U) Ibid.,IVa.
(5^ Pat. on Pa., IV.1.93. (6) Manu, X.126.
(7) Manu., IX.86. (8) Ibid., IX.87.
(9) Ibid., XI.2k.



But there was a class of priests who ministered to the 
religious needs of the sudras. Manu states that those who 
officiate as priests for a sudra "by obtaining wealth from him 
and offering an agnihotra are censored by the brahmavadins 
(reciters of the Veda) as 3udra rtvijas (priests)]* and considered 
i g n o r a n t . C o m m e n t i n g  on a passage of Manu Kulluka states

(2)that the sudras can perform minor domestic sacrifices (pakayajfias 
Vi/e learn from Bhasa that dudras worshipped the deities without 
m a n t r a s . ) Manu avers that the virtuous Sudras obtain praise 
if they emulate the habits of the good, but they should do so 
without reciting the Vedic t e x t s . H e  further provides that 
the Sudras can offer water to their ancestors, like the members 
of the three upper varnas. In this connection he states that the 
Sukalins are the manes of the dudras and Vasistha their progeni
tor.^) All this would suggest that Manu invests the sudras 
with some religious rights which they did not enjoy in the 
Mauryan or the pre-Mauryan period.

Man#, lays down the same moral code for the members of all 
the four varnas. They should practise non-injury, truth, non- 
stealing, purity, sublimation of passions, and freedom from spite, 
and should beget children on their wives only.^) But from the 
religious point of view he consider women and sudras as the most

(1) Ibid., XI.W-U3. (2) Ibid., X.126. (3) Pratima., III.5.
(4) Manu, X.127. (5) Manu, III.196-198. Vasistha appears

as a lawgiver dn Manu# VITi• lij-0 aflhd as one of* the ten
Prajapatis in Manu, I.35*

(6) Manu, X.63.



impure sections of society. They are to be avoided by a 
sacrifice engaged in the candrayana vow.^) He prescribes less 
rigorous rites of purification for them.^2 ) a 3udra should keep 
himself pure hy shaving once a month and, like the vaisyas, sho
uld observe rites of purification in cases of death and birthi-^ 
But he endorses the view of the old lawgivers that a vai£ya*s
period of impurity lasts for 15 days and that of a sudra for a
m o n t h . H e  adds that at the end of the period of impurity a
brahmana can become pure by touching water, a ksatriya by touch-
ing the animal on which he rides and his weapons, a vai^ya by 
touching his goad or the nosestring of his oxen and a sudra by
touching his s t a f f . v ^) Manu also provides that a aead brahmana

•

should not be carried by a Sudra, because if he defiles the
(6)burnt offering by his touch the deceased does not reach heaven.

Thus he maintains the distinction between a sudra and a brahmana
even after the latterTs death.

If the descriptions of the i age in the Puranas are taken
even as a faint indication of the conditions prevailing during
the post-Mauryan p e r i o d , ^ )  ^  Would appear that the sudras

openly defied the existing social system. The excesses
committed by the sudras are described in the Kurma Purana:

•

(l) Ibid., XI.221+ (2) Ibid., V.139* Patanjali places dasa and
bh£rya in the same category (Pat. on Pa., II.l.l).

(3) Manu, V.II4O. (U) Ibid., V.83. (57 Ibid., V.99.
(6) V.10U. (7) Hazra, Studies in the Puranic Records

on Hindu Rites and Customs, pp.208-10.



"The foolish sudra officials of the king force the brahmanas to 
give up their seats and beat them. The king dishonours the

the Sudras occupy high seats among the brahmanas. The brahmanas,
• •

who are less educated in the Vedas and are less fortunate and
powerful, honour the Sudras with flowers, decoratings and other
auspicious things. Though thus honoured, the Sudras do not cast
even a glance at the brahmanas. The brahmanas dare not enter the

• •

houses of the sudras but stand at the gate for an opportunity to 
pay respect to them. The Brahg(manas, who depend upon the sudras 
for their livelihood, surround them, when they are seated in 
vehicles, in order to praise them and teach them the vedas.

which prophesies that the dharma of the £rutis and Smrtis will 
become very lax and the varnasrama dharma will be destroyed.
It deplores that the people will be of mixed origin, the sudras 
will sit with the brahmanas, eat and perform sacrifices with them,

Brahmanda Purana state that in the Kali age the sudras act as
Brahmanas and vice versa. They inform us that the sudras are 
respected By everyBody, and that, unprotected By the-itings, the

ff.
ahmanda P ., Pt.ii, Ch.31, 39-49.

Brahmanas in the Kali on account of the changeing times, and• t

A somewhat similar picture

and pronounce mantras with thera.^2  ̂ The Vayu Purana and the

Brahmanas depend for their livelihood upon the sudras.



Probably the above statements refer to conditions in the
£ost-Mauryan period* They do not seem to apply to the times of
A^oka, who, with all his zeal for Buddhism, cannot be charged with
such gross intolerance towards the brahmanas as is represented in
the Puranic statements* Although the insertion of the descriptior
of the Kali age in the Kurma Purana is ascribed to the period
700-800 A.D*,(^) it looks back to post-Mauryan times. Some of
the passages in this description are exactly the same as can be
found in the earlier texts of the Vayu and the BrahmandaS 2  ̂ in
an inscription of the first half of the fifth century A.P. the
Pallava ruler Simhavarman is described as ever ready to save the
dharma from the sins of the Kali a g e . (3) This may suggest that
the conception of the Kali age was not very old.^^ As pointed
out earlier, the mention of the mlecchas and of the intermingling
of various peoples in the description of the Kali age better suits
conditions obtaining in the post-Mauryan period. The Puranic
statements that the foreign rulers will kill the brahmanas and
seize the wives and wealth of others is generally applied to this 

( 5)period, ' and is in consonance with the spirit of similar 
allegations in the Yuga Purana. ̂ ̂ )

(1) Hazra, op.cit.,
(2) Portions dealing with the Kali age in these Puranas are 

ascribed to 200-275 A.D. by Hazra (op.ci
(3) kaliyugadosav^Pkanna-dharmauddharana^nitya sannaddhasya. 

EI,viii, Ifascr. No.l5>1.10» *
(U) Pargiter thinks that the Kali age begins from the time of the 

Bharata battle, but the description of the sins of the Kali age 
at the end of an age (yugante)seem to refer to the period of 
chaos between the fall of the Mauryan & the rise of the Gupta 
Empires.

fn.n (5) & (6) overleaf.



The descriptions of the Kali age, which are in the form of
complaints and prophetic assertions made by the brahmanas,^)
cannot be brushed aside as figments of imagination. They depict
the pitiable plight of the brahmanas on account of the activities
of the Greeks, 3akas and Kusanas. It is likely that their

• •

invasions caused an upheaval among the sudras, who were seething 
with discontent. Naturally they turned against the brahmanas, 
who were the authors of discriminatory provisions against them.
How long, and in which part of the country this social convulsion 
prevailed is difficult to determine for lack of data. But it 
seems that the intense hostility of' the brahmanas towards the 
heretical 'sudra* kings was on account of the latters* frater
nization with the Sudras. The servile position of the sudras as 
slaves and hired labourers may have been undermined by the policy
of the foreign rulers such as the Sakas and Kusanas, who were not

• •

committed to the ideology of varna^divided society.
The condition of society during the post-Mauryan period was 

perhaps similar to that which followed the collapse of the Old 
Kingdom in Egypt, when for some time the masses fought against the 
priests and nobles, and played havoc with the established order. 
Therefore I£anu*s provisions were meant to combat the forces of
(f.n. continued from previous pageQ:
(5) Jayaswal, Hist, of Ind. (150-350 A.D.),pp.151-2.
(6) Ibid.,p.46. Yuga Purana, 95ff« Tarn doubts whether the picture 

in the Yuga P .is meant for the result of the Greek conquest. 
The Greeks in Bactria and India, p.456.

(l) A similar literary style was adopted by the Hebrew projphets 
in describing the fall of Assyria.



disintegration which followed the break-up of the Mauryan
Empire, rather than to undo the measures of Asoka. His strong
emphasis on the servile nature of the Sudra was obviously
necessitated by the latter*s refusal to work. He enjoins the
king to compel the vaisyas and Sudras to work,^^ which shows
that the masses did not feel any common interest with the
members of the two higher varnas. Manu ordains that the king
should maintain the varna-dharma, for the state which is sullied

(2)by intermixture of varnas perishes together with its inhabitants, 
i.e. the established order is destroyed. Such measures are 
broadly analogous to the decrees issued by the Roman Empire in 
the third century A.B., commanding people of various callings 
to stick to their trades. But Manu also applies some spiritual 
sanctions. If the £udra fails in his duty, he is born as a
cailadaka (a kind of goblin feeding on moths but if he

*

performs it loyally, he gets a higher birth next time.^^
Manu provides a number of safeguards against the hostile 

activities of the sudras. Unlike Kautilya, he lays down that
the king should settle in a country chiefly peopled by the
aryans,(5) for the kingdom having majority of §udras (gudra-
bhuyistha) soon p e r i s h e s . M a n u  confines the protection of 

• •

(1) Manu, VIII.*418. (2) Ibid., X.6l.
(3) Manu, XII.72. ( k) Ibid., IX.337.
(5) Manu, VII.69. It is said that the country should be ana-

vilam which is explained by commentators (Nar. and Nand.) 
as r£ree from defilement such as a mixture of the castes'.
(SBE, xxv, 227).

(6) The commentators1 interpretations that this refers to the 
predominance of sudra Judges or administrative officers 
seem to be gratuitous.



the state only to the people who live like aryans.^^ He 
further states that those non-aryans fi.e. Sudras) who wear 
marks of aryans should "be treated as thorns and removed without 
delay*^2 ) In particular the mixed castes (mostly Sudras)
were considered non-aryans who were cruel and violent.^)

All these statements of Manu "betray his complete distrust of 
the Sudras and his consequent anxiety to guard against their 
hostile activities, which were either apprehended or actually 
took place in times of foreign invasion^. Manjx probably has 
such situations in mind when he ordains that if the members of 
the three upper varnas are hindered in the performance of their• i
duties on account of the outbreak of revolution, they should
take up arms.^) In the Context of the description of
conditions at the end of the Kali age the Vayu Purana refers

• |

to the exploits of Pramiti (an incarnation of god Madhava)
who raised an army of armed brahmanas and set out to annihi-
late the various peoples such as the mlecchas and the
v r s a l a s . ^ )  This may be taken as a faint echo of violent 
• •
struggle between the brahmanas on the one hand, and the Sudras 
and foreign rulers on the other. This was natural, for the

(1) Manu, IX. 253. (2) Ibid., IX.260.
(3) Ibid., X.5?^€
( 4) ^astram dvijatibhirgrahyam dharmo yatroparudhyate ;

dvijatln^m ca varnanam vifrlave kalakarite, Manu, VIII.
348. This provision i*s also found, V*g. but not in such 
clear terms, (ill.24*25). **

(5) Quoted in Patil, Cultural Life from the Vayu Purana 
pp.74-75. The author thinks that this description 
applies to the early cens. of the Christian era preceding 
the Gupta age (p.128)* !



vrsalas were regarded as the breakers of the established 
• •

(*1 ̂order' ' and not its preservers• Manu*s elaborate
provisions for punishing sudras offending against brahmanas
are attributed to his hostility chiefly against the learned
sudra.(^) But his measures as a whole show that he was no
less hostile to the £udra masses.

In the earlier periods the main distinction lyy between
the sudras and three upper varnas. Although this distinction
is retained by Manu as a matter of form, his work shows a far
stronger tendency towards the approximation of the vaidyas
and dudras in matters of legal provisions, food and marriage.
The development was probably due to the fact that large
numbers of vaisyas were being thrown into the ranks of the
sudras. The Visnu Pmnana states that in the Kali age the

• • •

vaisyas will give up agriculture and trade, and will take to 
servitude and mechanical arts,^^ and the prevailing castes 
will be those of the s u d r a s . T h a t  the traditional vai^ya 
varna was gradually disappearing is evident from a passage of 
Manu. He attributes the quality of truth (sattra) to the 
brahmana and^ajas^ (luxury-) to the ksatriya;'D ' the Sudras 
and mlecchas are cast together as representatives of the dark
(1) vrso hi bhagavandharmastasya yah kurute hyalam; vrsalam~~ 

tkfn vidurdevastasmaddharmam na lopayet. Manu,VIir.l6.
This provision is also repeated in the ganti P .but is not 
to be found in earlier brahmanical texts.

(2) Jayaswal, Manu & Yajnavalkya,*pp.91-92. (3) Visnu P .,
VI.1.36. ~{ij) ^udra-prayastatha varna bhaftsyanti Ifcalau
yuge. Ibid., VI.1.51*

(5) Manu., XII.U6-8.



quality (madhyama tamasT gati) produced by actions in a former 
life,^) but there is no mention of vaisyas in this connection. 
This may suggest that the vaisyas were being lost in the 3udra 
masses•

Hopkins states that some of the provisions of Manu imply
antagonism between the two upper varnas on the one hand,

(2)and the two lower varnas on the other.' ' in this conflict
it seems that the upper varnas were led by the brahmanas, and

• •

the lower varnas were led by the sudras. There is indication 
of subdued friction between the Sudras and the other varnas 
even in the earlier periods. But in the post-Mauryan period 
it assumed acute and violent forms. In a recent study of 
Manu it has been claimed that economic inequality and friction 
could hardly arise in a society planned on Indian lines.
But this is not borne out by the nature of relations subsis
ting between the varnas on the basis of Manu. The latter 
clearly states that a £udra should not be permitted to amass 
wealth, for he gives pain to the brahmanas.^)

But it would not be fair to hold that Manufs diatribes 
against the Sudras mark the nadir of their fortunes during the 
post-Mauryan period. These should be taken in the nature of 
desperate measures which were suggested to maintain the old

(1) Ibid., XII.43.
(2) Hopkins, Mutual Relations of Pour Castes in Manu, p.78,

.cf. p.82.
(3) Rangaswami Aiyangar, Manu, pp.151-2. He admits that 

the nTti^astras occasionally ,fhave a fling at millionaires*
(p .o t   n



form of society threatened by the appearance of new forces.
Even the law book of Manu could not ignore several changes 
in the position of the £udras, which had appeared perhaps as 
a result of their struggle against the brahmanas, the advent 
of new peoples and developments in arts and crafts.

Notwithstanding Manufs insistence on the servitude of the 
sudras, they do not appear as slaves and labourers on the same 
scale as in the pre-Mauryan and Mauryan periods. We do not 
hear of big individual or state farms being worked.with slave 
and hired labour. Presumably slaves and hired labourers 
working on the Mauryan state farms were now in the process of 
being transformed into tax-paying agriculturists. Manu is 
the first writer explicitly to describe the 3udra as a share
cropper, a fact which can be only deduced from the 
Artha^astra of Kautilya* While the sharecropper (arahasitika) 
retains only l/5th or l/4th portion of the produce in the 
Artha£astra,in Manu he seems to retain half of the produce 
(ardhikah) (2 ) There seems to have been/not o nl^an increase) 
in the share of the sharecropper, but also in their numbers. 
Instead of the paid officials of the Arthasastra Manu gives a 
list of graded oificers who are to be remunerated by grants of 
l a n d . jn the absence of references to slaves employed

(1) IV. 253. (2) AS,II.23; Manu, IV.253. While the
sharecropper in the AT~receives land from the state, in 
Manu he receives it Trom the individual.

(3) Manu, VII.119. Here we have an important germ of feudalism.



in agriculture, we may presume that these plots of land were
cultivated by sharecroppers and hired labourers. Perhaps in
no other period was there such a great accession to the
numerical strength of the sudras. In order to assimilate
numerous aboriginal tribes and foreign elements Manu made a far
greater use of the fiction of varna-samkara (intermixture of• •
varnas) than was done by his predecessors. In the majority 
of instances the mixed castes were lumped with the dudras^^ 
in respect of their hereditary duties. But the new sudras do 
not seem to have been recruited as slaves and hired labourers 
like their old counterparts. They pursued their old occupation 
and were possibly taught new methods of agriculture,v ' which 
gradually turned them into tax-paying peasants. Thus while 
the aborigines benefited from the knowledge of civilised life 
imparted to them by brahmanical society, the latter could 
overcome its internal weaknesses by the addition of new 
producing masses.

The formation of new guilds of artisans and rise of new/\
crafts betoken changes of considerable importance,^^ not only 
in the economic life of the period, but in the position of the 
Sudras. With the disappearance of the all-powerful Mauryan 
state they helped to secure the comparative independence of 
artisans, therefore leading to some improvement in their status, 
which is evident fro© epigraphic records of numerous donations

1) K.V. Kangaswarai Aiyaagar,£1anu, p.102) Kosambi, JAOS,lxxv, 1*1. C3 ) Existence of independent
handicrafts is generally regarded as am important feature

• of feudal society in medieval Europe.



made by them to the Buddhists. The economic policy of some
rulers also indirectly helped to improve the position of the
Sudras. The Saka ruler Rudradaman, a supporter of varna
society,^) claims to have made the repair of the Sudarsana

(2 )lake without imposing any forced labour upon his subjects.
This must have meant a great boon to 3udra slaves and labourers 
who were usually subjected to corvee.

The literary evidence for the rise of new crafts and 
guilds can be linked up with the numismatic evidence and the 
testimony of foreign writers regarding trade between Rome and 
India* which was at its height during the first two centuries 
of the Christian e r a / ^  especially in the Satavahana territ
ory. This remarkable increase in the volume of trade must 
have softened the rigours of the caste system at least in the 
trading-ports^'^ and some other inland towns, and thus may 
have improved the social position of the lower orders.

-Wv®
Similarly we can notice some improvement in legal

-and political status. Manu's punishment -againet a brahmana 
abusing a sudra is significant,*^) for the Dharmasutras

the brahmana goes scot-free. Again, the fact that the brahman 
___________ •__________________________________________________________ a
(1) Junagarh Rock Inscr. of Rudradaman I, 1.9*
(2) Ibid., 1.16. (3) The problem has been discussed in 

warmington's The Commerce between the Roman Empire and 
India. For recent archaeological evidence see Wheeler,
Rome beyond the Imperial Frontiers, Chs. 1£-13•

(k ) Sixteen of the coastal towns are singled^By Ptolemy as 
emporia, Wheeler, op.cit., o.l^l

(5) VIII.2^8.



ruler GautamTputra Satakarni felt it necessary to court the
support of the a v a r a s / ^  shows the importance that was being
accorded to them in the second century A.D.

Lastly, ManuTs mention of Vasistha as the progenitor
• •

of the Sudras points to their better social and religious
(2)position. This may have also improved on account of the

liberal religious outlook of the Kusana rulers. Being mainly• •
Saivites and Buddhists, rather than supporters of the orthodox 
brahmanism^they were probably better disposed towards the 
lower classes. Similar results may have been produced in the 
Satavahana dominions, where Buddhism undoubtedly enjoyed an 
important influence during the first second centuries A.B.

These signs of change in the position of the 3udra permit 
us to conjecture that the old society which treated him as a 
helot saddled with numerous disabilities had begun to decline 
and was being partly replaced by a new society which gave him 
a better position - a process that was carried further in the 
Gupta period. The repeated mention of the end of an age 
(yuganta) suggests the destruction of values on which the old 
society was based. Thus for some time the idea of birth, 
which was seen as the basis of varna society, was completely 
undermined. While describing the conduct of the foreign 
invaders the Visnu Purana prophesies that during their rule

(1) Nasik Cave Inscr. of VasisthTputra Pu^umavi, lA.5-6 
(B.C. Sircar, Select Inscbb., i, 197).

(2) 111.196-198.



property alone will confer rank, wealth alone will be the 
source of dharma and liberality wfiill constitute dharma.(l

(1) tata^cartha evabhijana hetur dhanamevasesadharmahetuh dginameva dharmahetuh acihyataiva sadhutvahetuh. 9
Visnu p., IV. 2iu 21-21?; cf. Yuga P., 95-112.
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CHAPTER VII 

The Gupta Period 
(circa A.D. 200 to circa 500)

The Smptis of Vi§pu, Yajfiavalkya, Narada, Bphaspati and 
KatySyana^1  ̂ constitute the main source for the study of the 
position of the £ddras in this period. Of these the 
Yajfiavalkya seems to have been the most important because of 
the authority it came to enjoy in Northern India in subsequent 
times. Perhaps its provisions reflect more faithfully than do 
the other Smptis the developments in society during the Gupta 
period. This law book either undoes or ignores the extremist 
measures of Manu against the sudras, and provides the punish
ment of branding and banishing even for the brShmapas.^^

We can only guess about- the regions to which the lawgivers 
belonged. Yajfiavalkya probably flourished in Mithila,^^ and 
Narada seems to have been from Nepal. J Other lawgivers also 
may have lived in the north, and hence their works reflect the 
conditions obtaining mainly in Northern India.

(1) Kane gives the following dates for these Smptis:- Visnu 
100-500 A.P., Yfijflavalkya 100-500 A.D. , NSrada 100-40(5 A.D. , 
Byhaspati 500-500 A .D . , KSt.ya.yana 400-600 A.D. Hist. Ph. S ., 
ii, pp. I, p. xi. Although Visnu and Y5,i. seem to be earlier 
roughly all these law books can bd treated as authorities 
for the Gupta period.

(2) Ya,i. , II. 270; Visnu, V. 5* Hopkins thinks that this is 
scarcely possible to be true of Ya,i. , (Mutual Relation 
between the Four Castes in Manu, p. 51), but this is 
consistent with YStj .*3 popular attitude in several matters.

£5^ Hopkins, CHI, p. 2/9•
Ibid., 28ST"



These Smptis expand the texts of the Dharmasutras, and
in many cases reproduce the verses of Manu.^1  ̂ New informatioi
can "be obtained only from the variants, which do not always
have direct bearing on the subject of our study.

The information gleaned from the Smptis is sometimes
corroborated and supplemented by the Smpti sections of the
Mah5bh5rata and the Purajjas. Hopkins holds that masses of
didactic matter were intruded into the epic between 200 B.C.
dKfci200 A.D.^^ This seems to be true of several verses of the
Safcti Parvan, which are exactly similar to those in Manu.
But variants in the Sgftiti Parvan and the Anutas ana Parvan
seem to be more in line with the Smpti sections of the
Pur§p.as, which belong to a later period. Hopkins himself
thinks that the swollen Anutasana Parvan was separated from the
Saftfci and recognised as a separate book in the period 200-400 

(*)A.D.W /  There is no reference to the Smpti contents of the
rzi.')Purap.as in the pre-Christian era.v J The chapters dealing 

with the duties of the varnas in the Visnu, the Marksm-flaya^
(O') ( Q 'Sthe Bhavig.ya,v' J and the Bhagavatav J Pur&pas may be roughly

(1) In its original form the Brhaspati Snirti may have been read 
as a running commentary on Manu's Code»G0S. No LXXV, Introd
p. 118.

(2) Hopkins, The Great Epic of India, pp. 397-98.
(3) Ibid. C f ." 5 HI"," i7"SfgT----------
(4) Hazra, Purap.ic Records on Hindu Rites and Customs, p. 5.
(5) Ibid., p. l75-
(6 ) Ibid., p. 174.
(7) Ibid., p. 188.
(8 ; Probably the first half of the sixth century A.D. Ibid., 

p. 177.



assigned to the Gupta period.
A characteristic feature of the Smgti writings of this 

period is their Vaiggavite leanings. This is noticeable 
particularly in the Vignu Smrti. the Brhaspati-Smrti % ̂ 1  ̂ the 
Viggu Puraga,^^ and the Matsya Pur Spa Probably the
worship of Kpgga and the influence of Vaiggavism account for 
the more liberal views that are so largely represented in the

(h.)great epic. ' As will be shown later, the Vaiggavite 
tendencies liberalised the brahmag(8g)al attitude towards the 
Sudras, who were granted narrow but de finite rights in the 
sphere of religion.

Information supplied by the works of Kalidasa and 
Sudraka is also in the spirit of the Smgtis. KalidSsa is a 
portrayer of varga^rama i d e a l s , a n d  the same seems to be 
true of SUdraka.^^

The Buddhist works Lankavatara Sutra and Varjrasfl^l also 
supply some information about the position of the sGdras.

(O')The former was compiled before 443 A.D.,W /  but the date of 
the latter is not so certain. It does not seem to be the work

(1) GOS, No. LXXXV, Introd., p. 173-
(2) Hazra, op. cit., p. 19*
(3) Ibid., p. 51* In the Brahmagda Puraga there are a few 

chapters which indicate influence of Vaiggavism (Ibid.,p.18
(4^ Cf.Jopkins, Ethics of India, p. 241.
(5) Das^upta, Hist, of Sansk* Lit., Introd., p. xxx.
(6 ) It is said that Sudraka was a great brahmaga minister 

J. Charpentier, JRAS, 1923> pp. 596-7.
(7) Suzuki, Lankavatara Stitra, Intcod., p. xliii
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of A3vagho§a^who flourished in the post-Mauryan period, for
it does not find place in the list of his works mentioned by
the Chinese pilgrim 1-tsing.^1  ̂ The Chinese translation,
done between 973-981 A.D., ascribes it to the Buddhist
logician Dharmaklrti, who in all probability flourished in the

(o\fifth century A.D. y Quotations from the Manu Smrti in the 
VajrasflcI show 6hat the latter belonged to a later period.
The major Buddhist and Jain commentaries, which probably 
belong to this period, also give some incidental references 
about the subject of our study.

Technical works such as the Nltisara of Kfimandaka, the 
Natya^astra of Bharata,^^ the KSmasiitra of Vatsy&yana, (6)the Amarakosa of Amarasiijiha, the Brhat SagihitS of Varahamihira 
throw welcome light on the conditions of the £fldras during this 
period.

(1) S.K. D., Hist, of Sans. Lit., p. 71
(2) Dasgupta, op. cit., p"! 532, fn. Keith ascribes him to the 

7th century A.D. JHSL, Preface, p. xxii)
(3) Motichandra has used them for describing the dress and 

costumes in the Gupta period (BharatIya Vesa-bhflsa, Ch. ix)
(4) The third cen. A.D. seems to be tiie probable date of this

work (The Age of Imperial Unity, p. 270). Cf. 2nd cen. A.D
(M. GhoshV Hatya§astra, Tr. , Introd., p. lxxxvi); Also see 
Dasgupta, Hist, of bansk. Bit»% p. 522.

(5) Schmidt assigns it to the 2nd cen. B.C. (Qpoted in Dasgupta
Hist, of Sansk. Lit., p. 645) and H.P. Sastri to the first 
cen. A.6 .; but feanerjee Sastri, Chakladar, Jolly and 
Winternitz ascribe it to the 3rd-4th cens. A.D. (Soc. Life 
in Anc. India, pp. 33-37)• Chakladar thinks that 
VStsySyana flourished in Western India. (Ibid. ,|k96).

(6 ) Varahamihira is ascribed to the period 505-587> and all his 
works are placed in the middle of the sixth cen. A.D.



Inscriptions do not mention the sddras as a varpa, but 
they repeatedly refer to the tax-paying peasants and artisans, 
and also speak of the latters* guilds. This helps us to 
determine the nature of changes in the economic conditions of 
the sfldras.

During this period also we come across the familiar maxim
(i)that the duty of the sudra is to serve the three other varnas.

A O  1M ,

Just -like Manu, it is claimed that he should particularly 
serve the b r 5 h m a $ a s I n  the Santi Parvan a ruler boasts 
that in his kingdom the sddras duly serve and wait upon the 
other three orders without any malice.

The Anutasana Parvan holds that the Sudras are workers 
(karmakaras), and states that there would be no workers if 
there were no £ddras.^^ There is no doubt that a considerabl< 
section of the £€Ldras continued to be employed as wage earners, 
for all the eleven synonyms for wages occur in the £ddravarga 
of the Amarakoga. S i m i l a r l y  names of various types of 
hired labourers and servants are also listed in the same secticn 
There are four names for wage earners, two for carriers, two 
for porters and eleven for domestic servants (bhptyas).

(1) Kamandaka NItisara, II. 21; SP, 60. 26; 92. 2; Anu. P. 
CSjfc), 9. 18; EESg. P., XI. 177 19; bhav. P.. I. 44. 2?; 
Mark. P., 28. 3-8; VisnuP., III. 8 . 32 & 33-

(2) Asvamedhika P ./ (SE), 97* 29*
(3) Ch. 78. 17. '
(4) Anu. P. (SE), 208. 34.
(5) Ibid., 208. 35.
(6 ) AK, II. 10. 38-39.
(7) M i  H -  1 0 . 15-1 8 .



The bhytakas (wage earners) were divided into three 
categories by Narada and Byhaspati, i.e. those who served in 
the army, those who were engaged in agriculture and those who 
carried loads from place to p l a c e . T h e  first were 
considered the best, the second the middle, and the third the 
lowest type of workers.

We have some idea of the wages of the workers who were 
employed as agricultural labourers and cowherds. YSjfiavalkya, 
N&rada and KStySyana repeat the rates of payment as prescribed
in the Artha£astra of feau-fcilya. According to this a

1 0 1 cultivator should get y0 of the crop, a herdsman of the
1 C7) ̂butter and a pedlar j q  of the sale proceeds as his wages.

Such a statement seems to be conventional in nature, and does
not take into account the changes in wages during the Gupta
period. These can be deduced from variant passages found in
the Santi Parvan and the law books of Narada and Bphaspati.
As regards the wages of a herdsman the Santi Parvan states that
if he keeps six kine for others, he should get the milk of M e

(4)cow.v J It adds that for keeping a hundred cows a pair of 
animals will be given to the h e r d s m a n . N a r a d a  gives a 
lower rate of remuneration. For tending a hundred cows a

(1) NSrada, V. 23; Brhasbati, XV. 12 & 13.
(2) TbiT T  --------
(3) A§, III. 13; Y5,i., II. 194; Nar., VI. 2-3; Katya., verse
(4) Ch.*60. 24.
(5) Ch. 60. 24.



heifer shall be given as wages every year, for tending 200 cows
a milch cow shall be given, and in both cases the cowherd
shall be allowed to milk all the cows every eighth day.^^
This provision of Narada considerably modifies his statement
in which he lays down the conventional rate of j q of butter
as wages for a herdsman. Contemporary Jain sources show that
these provisions were often approximately followed in practice.
Thus we hear of a herdsman who was given the whole milk of a
cow or a buffalo on the eighth day.^^ In another case the
remuneration is much higher; a cowherd received ^th of the
milk produced as his w a g e s . T h u s  there was a definite
advance in the wages of herdsmen. Moreover, provisions for
the possession of animals indicate the relatively independent
status of the herdsman, who was supposed to own his own house
and patch of land for fodder.

The Santi Parvan and the Brhaspati-Smpti lay down higher
rates of wages for agricultural labourers than the other texts
of around this period. Thus, according to the former, if a
cultivator is supplied with seeds etc., he may take a seventh

(4 }part of the yield.v ' Bphaspati is more liberal. According 
to him the workers engaged in cultivation (sira-vahakas).should

(1) Nar., V I .  10. This works out at the rate of the milk of
one cow for tending eight cows.

(2) Pipda Niryhkti, 368-369*
(3) &rnatkalpa Bhagya, 2. 358.
(4*) £>P, .60. 25. The Santi Parvan provisions refer to thevaisya herdsmen and agricultural labourers, but they mayhave applied to the Sudras as well.
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be given ^ of the produce if they are provided with food and
c l o t h i n g . I f  they work without being given food and
clothing by their employer, they should be given ^ of the 

(o')produced J Obviously these provisions apply to the 
agricultural labourers and not to the sharecroppers who 
supplied their own seeds, oxen and implements. There is no 
justification for the view that the sira land was identical 
with the slta land of K a u ^ i l y a . W h i l e  the sit§. was crown 
land, the sira was in the possession of individuals, who 
employed labourers for its cultivation.^^

The rates of payment prescribed by Bphaspati suggest that 
towards the end of the Gupta period wages of agricultural 
labourers were doubled. Further, the fact that they worked 
without the provision of food and clothes indicates the rise 
of a new stratA*»of labourers, who possessed resources to meet 
their requirements and were consequently less dependent on 
their employers. Thus it is clear that during this period 
there was a definite increase in the wages of herdsmen and 
agricultural labourers, which meant consequent improvement in 
the economic position of a considerable number of sudras.

There is also some information about the condition of

(1) Br., XVI. 1-2.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Pran Nath, Eco. Cond. in Anc. India, p. 158.
(4) Cf. Si/V. Sir. Wilson, A Glossary of Judicial & Revenue

Terms, p. "555. -------- ---------------------



domestic servants. The Kamasutra informs us that, in addition
to food and drink, servants (bhytyas) should receive their
wages monthly or annually. The SafEti Parvan emphasises
that the sddra servant must he maintained by masters of the

(2)three higher varpas.v y But it repeats the old rule that he
should be given worn out umbrellas, turbans, beds and seats,
shoes and fans, and torn clothes by the twice-born. ''

The Saftti Parvan upholds the theory that the sudra was
created by Prajapati as the dasa of the three other varnas.
And hence he is required to practise the dasa-dharma
But this does not mean that all the £ddras were slaves. On
account of the prevalence of slavery^6  ̂ some of the sddras
may have been slaves. But they were not slaves employed in
producing activities. Although NSrada mentions fifteen kinds

(n)
of s l a v e s , b o t h  he and Bphaspati make it clear that they 
are employed only in impure work.^^ This consists in sweep
ing the gateway, the privy, the road, removing the leavings of

(1) K5ma. S ., IV. 1. 33 & 42 with comm.
(2) ...avalya bharaalyo hi varnanani sudra uc.yate. Santi P .,

60. Jl.
(3) Ibid., 60. 32-33.
(4) Ibid., 60. 27.
(5) Anu. P . , (SE), 208. 34.
(6) There is a simile of sale and purchase of slaves in a Gupta 

insc^*. (CII, iii, No. 6, 1. 2). The Br. refers to the 
dasalekhyam, a deed for the sale of slaves (VI.7). , InJ;jie. 
Mrcctiakatika slavery was in vogue as an institution -£ioens-

by the state (IHQ, v, 307).
(7) Nar., V. 26-28. Of these slaves some are slaves improperly 

called according to the citation in the Vivadaruava^setu % 
where it is attributed to Bphaspati (H.T. Colebrooke, A 
Digest of Hindu Law, ii,12). Six classes of slaves seem to
have been mentioned in contemporary Jain works (Jain. Life
as Depicted in Jain Canona, p. 107;. ----(8) Parry v : m m L \ 3- v xv. i b  is.



iUC
food, ordure, wine etc. and rubbingAmaster's limbs or
shampooing the secret parts of his body.^1  ̂ On the other hand
those engaged in producing activities, namely agricultural
labourers or porters^are looked upon as doing pure work.^^
Therefore there is hardly any evidence of slaves being employed
in production^either by individuals or by the state^such as we
find in the pre-Mauryan and Mauryan periods.

The period shows a number of other signs which indicate
the general weakening of the institution of slavery and the
increasing freedom of the sddras from the obligation to serve
as slaves. As it is shown earlier, Kau^ilya's laws of
manumission of slaves generally apply to those who are born of
aryan parents or are aryans themselves. But Yajfritvalkya
introduces a very important principle when he asserts that
nobody can be reduced to slavery without his consent; such a

(person has to be emancipated. ' According to the commentary 
of Jagannatha Tarkapahcanana this means that a £ddra, a k?atriye 
or a vai£ya employed in servile work without his own consent

(lL)shall be released by the king. J Thus the above provision 
completely reverses Manu's precept, whichprovides for the 
forcible enslavement of a siidra.^^

(1) Nar., V. 6-7-
(2) Ibid., V. 23-25.
(3) bal5ddasikrta£caurairvikrit£capi mucyate♦ Yatj., II. 182.
(fO Colebrooke, op. cit., ii, p.
(5) This theory is, however, repeated by Katya, verse 722.



In the earlier texts members of the three upper varnas 
or their sons born of Aiidra wives cannot be reduced to slavery. 
But there is no indication of such a special privilege for the 
twice-born in the Smytis of the Gupta period. YAjfiavalkya, 
NArada and KAtyAyana state that slavery should take place in 
the natural (anuloma) order of the varnas and not in the revers< 
(pratiloma) order that is to say, a slave should be of lower 
varpa than his m a s t e r . K A t y A y a n a ,  however, makes the

claim that slavery is provided for the three lower varnas
(o')and not for the brAhmapas.v ' Nevertheless, these provisions 

imply that the Aiidras were no longer singled out for 
enslavement.

Narada and Bphaspati strongly deprecate the attitude of
the wretch who, being independent, sells h i m s e l f . T h e
Anutasana Parvan states that a person should not sell others; 
how much more one's own c h i l d r e n . A l t h o u g h  rules for 
manumission of slaves (especially Aryans) are found in 
Kau-fcilya, the ceremony for their emancipation is first laid 
down by Narada. ' J All this may have undermined the slave.

(1) YAj. , II. 182-3; Nar., V. 39; KatyJ, verse 716.
(2) Verse 715- Cf. V i j w s V. 154.
(3) vikrlnite svatantro yah samatmanaip. narSdhamah; sa ,iaghan.ya- 

tamah tu egam so*pi dAsyanna mucyate. NAr., V. 3^; Br.,
xv. 53.

(4) Anu. P . 45*23 quoted in Kane, Hist. Bh. S ., ii, pt. I, p.l8<
(5) NAr., V. 42-43* Cf. rules of manumission in KAtyA.» verse 

7T5* iUar. , however, adds that certain classes of slaves 
cannot be manumitted (V. 29) except by the favour of the owner.
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system,
NSrada states that in local disputes a class of people

known as the vargins may he called as witnesses. According
to Kfityayana, among those to whom the term vargin applies are
the leaders (nayakas) of dasas.^^ Thus the prevalence of
organisation among slaves may have further weakened the
institution of slavery.

There seems to be, however, sufficient evidence of the
existence of female slaves, who served as maid-servants in the
houses of the wealthy. The word daslsabham (multitude of
female slaves) is used in the Amarakosa as an illustration of

(o')words showing multitude.' J Jain works * of the period show
that numerous female slaves and maid-servants were recruited
from tribal peoples.

For the rest, the general condition of the slaves
remained unchanged in the Gupta period. They could be beaten,
put in f e t t e r s , a n d  were considered u n r e l i a b l e T h e y

(6)had no status in law,' J and were treated as an item of
(n\property either to be owned in c o m m o n ' o r  to be divided

(1) K5ty&., verse 550.
(2 ) AK, H I • 5- 2?.
(3) Tain, op. cit.» pp. 362-365* The ByhatkalpabhSgya g&th£ 

refers to three napita-dasis (6094) •
(4) Ghoshal, The Classical Age, p. 558. KStya., verses 962-3. 

Mrcchakatlka, Vlll. 25.
(5) Mrcchakatika (Karmarkar's edn.), p. 309.
(6 ) Katya., verse 92.
(7) ViSPU, XVIII. 44.



among the coparceners.^^ Narada and KStyayana repeat the 
dictum of Manu that the dasa has no right to property, 
hut K§tyayana also states that the master is not entitled to 
that money which the slave gets by selling himself openly.

In spite of all this the general weakening of slavery 
during the Gupta period seems to be evident. A significant 
factor which contributed to this development was the fragment
ation of land through the processes of partitions and gifts. 
The laws of inheritance as laid down in the Dharmasdtras, 
the Arthasdstra of Kau^ilya, and the law books of Manu and 
even of Yajflavalkya never refer to the partition of landed 
property, which is mentioned for the first time in the oodes 
of Naradav ' and Bphaspati. This may suggest that in the
middle or towards the end of the Gupta period big joint 
families, owning large stretches of land, began to break into 
smaller units. Once the principle of the partition of land 
was recognised, the increasing density of population in the 
fertile river valleys of Northern India, after the earlier 
phases of settlements, was bound to accelerate the pace of 
the fragmentation of arable plots of land. The pressure of

(1) Kdtya., verse 882; B£.(SBE),, XXV. 82-83-
(2) Ear., V. 41; Katya., verse 724.
(3) Verse 724. This could not have been possible without the 

consent of the master. Kane prefers the reading of the 
VivadacintSmahi, Katya., p. 267* fn. on verse 724.

(4) Nar., Xlll. 3&.
(5) B£., XXVI. 10, 28, 43, 53 & 64.



population on land is indicated by an epigraphic record of the 
5th cen. A.D., which shows that it was not possible to obtain 
^2 of land at one place in northern Bengal; it had
to be purchased in smaller plots at four different places.
The purchase was made for the purpose of making gifts, of 
which we have numerous examples during this period. Land 
grants, made to the br&hmapas and temples, further helped the 
process of fragmentation. We no longer hear of large plots of 
500 karisas or of the state farms of the Mauryan period. 
Epigraphic references to -the plots of one kulyavapas or of 
4, 2# and 1# dropavapas do not suggest big p l o t s . A c c o r d i n g  

to Pargiter a kulyav&pa was a little larger than an acre.^^
But if the kulyavaya measure of land prevalent in the dachar 
district of Assam be considered identical with the kulyavSpa, 
the area of the latter would be about 15 acres. Since one 
kul.ya is equal to 8 drojLas, it would appear that the average 
plots of land in North Bengal varied from seven acres to three 
acres. During the same period a survey of the land grants 
made by the Maitraka rulers of Valabhi in Gujrat shows that the

(5)average plot of land did not exceed two or three acres in size.

(1) El, xx, Inscr. No. 5* Is. 5-11*
(2) Ibid.
(3) IA, xxxix, 215-16;
(4) Bharatavarsha» 134-9* pt. 1, p. 384. (quoted in History of 

Bengal, i^ 652).
(5) Krishnakumari J. Virtji, Ancient History of Saurashtra, pp. 

246-7 * 267 ff. -------------------------------



Naturally smaller holdings made it uneconomical to employ a 
large number of sudra slaves and labourers. While some may 
have been employed in twos or threes, others may have been 
dispensed with.

It has been suggested that during the Gupta period land 
grants to brShmapas served to promote village settlements by 
private enterprise.^ ^  This may have been the case in the 
undeveloped areas in Central and South India but not in 
Northern Bengal, where it was difficult to obtain land at one 
place, or in Gujrat. Possibly either the waste and undevelop
ed land was settled with surplus £udra population, for the old 
peasants would not like to shift from settled areas, or 
aboriginal cultivators were enrolled as sddras in the 
brahmapical social organization. The gradual disappearance 
of slaves and hired labourers engaged in agricultural 
production, not only secured them freedom but helped to 
prepare the ground for their eventual transformation into 
sharecroppers and peasants.

The traditional view that vaisyas were peasants recurs in
(2}the literature of this period. J In the Amarakosa words for 

cultivators, are listed in the vais.ya-varga (section).
But there are reasons to think that £ddras were also becoming

(1) Kosambi, JAOS, lxxv, 237.
(2) 3P, 60. 22PS5, 92. 2.
(3) A|> I I - 9.6.
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peasants. Like Manu, Vi§pu and Yajrlavalkya show that land 
was rented out to the sudra for half the crop.^^ This would 
suggest that the practice of leasing land to £udra share
croppers was growing stronger. Gradually they established 
permanent possession over the land. A  ̂ allava land grant of 
this period (250-350 A.D.) informs us that four sharecroppers 
(ardhikah) remained attached to the land even when it was 
gifted away to the b r A h m a p a s T h e  grant also mentions the 
transfer of two kolikas, ' who may have been peasants or 
agricultural labourers of the K<>i t r i b e A n o t h e r  ̂ allava 
land grant of the Same period speaks of the transfer of a plot 
of four nivartanas cultivated by a person called Atuka,^^ 
who may also have been a sharecropper. This would suggest 
that at least in some cases the £ddra sharecroppers of the 
state could not be dispossessed of the land even when it was 
transferred to others.

Narada includes the kinasa (peasant) among those who are
(n\not fit to be examined as w i t n e s s e s . A s a h S y a ,  a

(1) Manu, IV. 253 and Vigpu, LVII. 16 ..use the term ardhikah» 
but Yatj. , I. 166 uses the term ardhasirikah.

(2) El, i, Inscr. No. 1, 1. 39- The term ardhikah has been
wrongly rendered by Biihler as a labourer (Ibia., p. 9).
The kulikas are mentioned as a people in Ljy (Saijiskara, 4-04)1 
They also appear an a list of peoples in a Pala inscription 
of 11th cen. A.D. El, xxix, Inscr. Nol 1, 1. 39-

(5) The |£ols are an important group of aboriginal people of the 
L'iunda stock in ChotanSgpur.

(6) El, viii, Inscr. No. 12, 1. 6.
(7) M r . ,  I. 181.
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commentator of the 7th cen. A.d A 1  ̂ explains the term kinasa7 1 ' '
(O')as a ’stidra’.̂  J This interpretation seems to be correct, 

for next to the klna£a the son of a sudra wife is also declared 
by Narada to be an incompetent witness. This shows that
£ddras were probably considered as peasants. This is also 
corroborated by Byhaspati, who provides a very severe corporal 
punishmentyfor the sudra, acting as a leader in boundary 
disputes relating to fields. It is obvious that they
could lead these disputes only as owners of fields. The 
IvlarkaQ.de.ya Purana defines the village as a settlement where 
Sudras are numerous and cultivators t h r i v e . S o m e  of these 
cultivators may have been sudras. Katyayana lays down that 
if a person cannot pay his debt, he should be made to work it 
off; if he is unable to work, he should be sent to jail. But 
this law applies only to the members of the three lower varQas 
who are cultivators, and not to the b r a h m a n a s . T h e

(1) The Age of Imperial Unity, p. 299*
(24 klna^ah sfldrah kadar.yo va. Comm, to Nar., I. 181.
(3) m r . , 1 .  181.
(4-) .yadi sfldro neta syat... By. , XIX. 6.
(5) tatha sudrajalapra.yah svasamrddhikygibalSh. Mark. P. , 49. 

49. Cf. Refs, to sudra villages in the Anu^asana Parvan% 
Ch. 68 (quoted in Bandyopadhyaya, Economic Life and Progeesi 
in Ancient India, p. 329).

(6) .. .kargakan ksatravit^'Q-drSn samahinagistu dapa.yet. Kat.ya. , 
verses 479-80. The context here shows that the term 
karfakgn qualifies the phrase kgatrav î u d r5n. In his 
translation Kane treats the term karsakdn as an independent 
noun (Tr., verses 479-80), but this does not seem to fit in 
with tEe tenor of the passage which introduces kargakan 
between the terms brahmana and kgatra&tasudran. cf. 
verse 586.



Brhat^&imhita states that the outbreak of fire in the south
would cause pain to the mgras and vaisyas, and its outbreak
in the west to the sudras and cultivators.^^ This may
suggest that sudras and cultivators were regarded as closely
connected with one another. Thus the above references
indicate that sudras were gradually becoming peasants.

The land grants of this period, made in Central India,
repeatedly refer to the tax-paying kutumbins and karus
(artisans). It is beyond doubt that the karus were sddras,
but this cannot be said of the kutumbins with the same
certainty. The latter have been taken as cultivators^^ or
houseslaves.v J It is also suggested that the kutumbins
belonged to the professional artisan classes who cultivated
land as subsidiary means of l i v e l i h o o d . B u t  it seems
that, in contrast to the karus, the kutumbins were cultivating
householders. In the early Pali texts they appear as house-

(6)holders of substance, ' and may have been vai£yas. In the 
Arthas5stra of Kautilya the sharecropping kutumbins have been 
taken as sddras by T. Gapapati Sastri. It is not unlikely
that the tax-paying cultivator families of the Gupta period

(1) Br* Sam., 51* 3-4-•
(2) CII, iii, Inscr. No. 60, 1. 12; No. 27, 1. 6; Nol26, 1. 6(
(3) Fleet, CII, iii, p. 123.
(4-) Kielhorn, El, iii, 314-.
(5) Prdn Nath, op. cit., p. 157*
(6) S.V. *kutumbika1V Paii-Eng. Diet.
(7) AS, i, 130.
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included Sudras as well.
Again, if the interpretation of the term uparikara â /a

tax levied on temporary peasants is a c c e p t e d , i t  would
appear that the ddsas and karmakaras who worked in the fields
of the state or of the individual proprietors in the early
period were now being temporarily provided with lands.

Perhaps it was on account of the rise in the number
of cultivators, pressure of the increasing population on land,
and the inability of the new peasants to pay higher taxes,
that the burden of land revenues was reduced from ^ th> to

(2 )1th of the produce. J Bphaspati lays down that the .o.ng 
^ 1 1 1should take g, g or of the produce according to the
nature and yield of cultivation.^^

In the first half of the 7th cen. A.D. Hstian Tsang describ-
(U }es sudras as a class of agriculturists, ' a description which 

is confirmed by the Narasimha Purag.a, where agriculture is 
laid down as the duty of the sddras.^^ But it seems that

(1) Fleet, CII, iii, p. 98; Ghoshal>Hindu Revenue System, pp. 
191, 216. For other views see Barnett, JfiAS, 19%1, p » 165; 
Sircar, Select Inscrs., p. 266, fn. 5*

(2) Haghuvajji^a, xVlI. 6 5; Nar., XVIII. 48; B£. ,Apaddharma, 7*
(3) B^T, 1.43-44. In the text the term iclnaiTa is used, which, 

according to the comment of Asahaya on Nar. I. 181 means a 
&ddra.

(4) "The fourth class is that of the sudras or agriculturists; 
these toil at cultivating the soil and are industrious at 
sowing and reaping". Watters, On Yuan Chwang*s Travels in 
India, i , 168.

(5) Narasimha Pur ana, 58. 10-15* This PurSp.a was known to Al- 
Blrunl (8ach.au, i , 130) sand hence its latest compilation 
may be placed in the 10th cen. A.D.
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this significant development took place during -the Gupta
times. The view that the firmer population was largely
composed of sMras^1  ̂ seem to he more true of the Gupta period
than of earlier times.

It may he suggested, very tentatively, that this transition
was facilitated hy the use of iron on an extensive scale.
The Ainarakosa gives seven names for iron and two names for iron

(2 )rust, J and a Buddhist commentary of the period makes a 
detailed classification of m e t a l s . T h e  Amarakosa also

(h \gives five names for ploughshare,v J which may indicate ready 
supply of this most important agricultural implement and 
intensive cultivation of land. Without a plentiful supply of 
such implements former dasas, ksa?makaras, aboriginal peoples 
and the growing number of new families among the higher varpas 
could not have carried on agriculture. Unfortunately no 
attention has been paid to the excavation of various phases of 
village settlements in Northern India, which might throw light 
on the extent of the use of iron agricultural implements during 
earlier times. For the lawgivers inform us that hired
labourers were supplied with implements which had to be fceturned

(l) Hopkins presumably uses the word ’slaves' in place of 
^ddras. CHI, i, p. 268.

(2} AK, II. 97^8 &99.
(3) Vibhahga Atthakatha, p. 63 quoted in s.v. loha in gali-Eng. 

Diet. As is evident from the Mehratjili Iron Pillar ox 
TTandra, the technical knowledge in iron-working reached 
its high watermark during this period.

(4) AK, II. 9.13.



(1)to the masters at the end of the work. J But they could 
not become agriculturists without their own implements, which 
were probably provided for them by the growing inon industry 
of the period.

During this period sudra artisans gained further importance
The earlier lawgivers permit arts and crafts to the sudras
only when they fail to earn their livelihood through the
service of the three high varpas, but this condition is now 

(2)waived, 7 and handicrafts are included in the normal
,  (*)occupations of the s u d r a s . T h e s e  crafts are defined by

Bphaspati as working in gold, base metals, wood, thread, stone
and l e a t h e r . T h e  Amarako^a list of craftsmen, which occurs
in the sudra-varga, gives two names each for general artisans,
heads of their guilds, garland makers, washermen, potters,
bricklayers, weavers, tailors, painters, armourers, leather
workers, blacksmiths, shell-cutters and workers in copper.
The list gives four names for goldsmiths and five names for
carpenters.v J Amara also includes players on drums, water,

(n)flute and vlga, r' actors, dancers and tumblers in the

(1) YS.i., II. 193; M r , ,  V. 4-.
(2) This view, however, is repeated in the Bhag.P., XI.18.49.
(3) Kam. N. S., II. 21; cf. IS. 54-56; Mark. P., 28. 3-8; 

yisnu £ .1 III. 8. 32-33; Ya^., I. 120! YTsnu, ill. 5; 
sddrasya... sarva^ilpani, Br., Samskara, verse 530.

(4) B£., Xlll. 53.
(5) AK* II. 10. 5-10.
(6) Ibid., II. 10. 8 & 9.
(7) Ibid., II. 10. 13.



£udra-varga. ̂  ̂ Thus the list would suggest that^all varieties
of arts and crafts were practised by £udras.^^

The old provision that artisans should work for a day in
a month for the king is repeated by Vi§pu.^^ This rule
continued to work in practice, for an inscription of the
sixth century A.D. in Western India states that forced labour
(vigti) should be imposed on smiths, chariot-makers (rathakaras,]
barbers and potters by the elders (varikena). Vasis^ha
states that no taxes should be imposed on the earnings of

(S')c r a f t s m a n s h i p , b u t  during this period there began the 
practice of levying taxes on the artisans. The Santi Parvan 
lays down that artisans and traders should be taxed after takinj 
into account conditions of production and the nature of their 
crafts. Assessment may be made on the basis of the number of 
commodities produced and taxes may be collected in kind.^)
It is beyond doubt that artisans paid taxes to the state, for 
this fact is repeatedly mentioned in the inscriptions of this

(1) Ibid., II. 10. 12.
(2) Some of these people such as garland makers, goldsmiths, 

washermen, actors, dancers etc. are also mentioned in the 
Kamasutra (I. 4. 28, V. 2. 12, VI. 1. 9), probably 
providing for the luxuries of the nagaraka.

(3) Gaut. Ph. S ., X. 31-33; Vas. Ph. S ., XIX. 28; Manu, VII.
138.

(4) It is not clear whether this was done for the sake of the 
king or the village elders. JRASB, series III, xvi, p.121, 
Law No. 72.

(5) XIX. 37.
(6) SP, Ch. 88. 11-12. Note on 12 in Cr. Ed., Ra,ja Pharma,

Pt. II, Fas. 19, p. 668. Cf. Ch. 87- 16-77*



period. A Pallava inscription of 4-4-6 A.D. from western India
informs us that blacksmiths, leather-workers, weavers and even
barbers paid taxes to the king.^^ All this testifies to the
material progress and growing importance of s-ddra artisans in
society. The commentary on a passage of the Kamasdtra suggests
that a £ddra could accumulate earnings through the occupations
of craftsmen, actors etc. and could thus become a nagaraka,

(o\i.e. a respectable and dignified citizen. '

Provisions for the payment of taxes show that artisans
were no longer employed and controlled by the state in the
same manner as they were in the Mauryan period. Probably

(artisans living in the capitalv y were attached to the king.
But the frequent mention of artisans in villages shows that 
they were far more numerous in the rural areas, where they 
lived and worked more or less independently.

The strengthening of the guilds contributed to the growing 
importance of artisans. Guilds (srenis) came to be regarded
as the constituent elements in the organisation of capitals or

(4) ~ (5)
towns.v J Evidently these were the associations of artisans

(1) El, xxiv, Inscr. No. 4-3, Is. 18-19- The inscr. also refers 
to the imposition of the marriage tax, a custom which pre
vailed till recent times in Northern India.

(2} I. 4-. 1.
(3) B£- , I. 34-. This is also provided in the Arthasastra of 

kau^ilya.
(4-) AK, II. 8. 18.
(5) There are references to the guild of artisans (silpisamgha) 

in the Raghuvaip^a XVI. 38 and to masons under the master- 
builder in the Pahcatantra, pp. 4— 5.



and traders. While the earlier law books and the Arthasfistra
of Kautilya enjoin the king to pay respect to the customs
of the guilds (sreaidharma), those of the Gupta period
instruct the king to enforce the usages prevalent in the

(2 )guilds.v ' Bphaspati lays down that whatever is done by the 
heads of guilds towards other people, in accordance with 
prescribed regulations, must be approved by the king, for 
they are declared to be the appointed managers of affairs.
He also warns that if the usages of localities, castes and kula 
are not maintained, the people will get discontented and wealth

(h.)will suffer thereby. ' Thus it seems that the guilds were 
free to act in whatever way they liked, and the king was bound 
to acdiept their decision. In other words they seem to
have been more or less independent units of production, 
practically free from the control of the state. They 
continued their old functions of receiving money as deposits, 
paying interest on them and obviously investing them in their 
trades, as would appear from an inscription of the guild of 
oil-pressers of Indore in the fifth century A . D . ^ )  Such

(1) Gaut., XI. 21-22; Manu, VIII. 41 & 46; Mookerji, Local 
Government in Ancient India, pp. 125-151*

(2) Nar. , i. 2. cf. Vignu, V. 168 uses the term samvid; teggLm 
vrttim palayet. Yap., II. 192, cf. I. 561.

(5) ^ . 7  XVII. 18.
(4) Ibid., I. 126.
(5) Majumdar, Corporate Life in Ancient India, p. 62.
(6) CII, iii, Indore copper-plate Inscr. of bkanda Gupta (465 

ATE.).
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activities naturally promoted their material prosperity, which 
is evident from the construction and the 2epair of the temple 
of the Sun by the silk-weavers of Mandasor in the fifth 
century A.D.^1  ̂ It would be wrong to think that when the 
power of the brahmapical priesthood began to predominate 
guilds began to decline.v ' Not only the increasing power 
of the guild was recognised by brahmapical lawgivers, but the 
two guilds mentioned in inscriptions of the Gupta period were 
either patronised by the brahmapas or had brahmapical associa
tions.

A remarkable development of the Gupta period is the
provision of trade as one of the functions of the sudras.
Yajfiavalkya states that if the'3udra cannot maintain himself
by the service of the twice-born, he can become a trader.
Bphaspati allows him to trade in all articles as one of his
normal occupations^ The Purapas also state that a stldra
can carry on buying and selling^) & & & can subsist on the

( 7)profits of trade. (J Bphaspati lays down that a sudra partner

(1) CII, iii, Inscr. No. 18, pp. 80-85-
(2) Narsu, Essentials of Buddhism, p. 141.
(5) In the tailfka grepi of Indore money was deposited by a 

brahmapa, and the silk-weavers erected temple to the Sun, 
a brahmapical deity.

(4) Yai., I. 120.
(5) ••• vikrayafr sarvapapyanam sUdradharma udahptah- By.,

(Sapskara;, verse 5^0 -
(6 ) Mark. P., 28. 3-8.
(7) Visnu P ., III. 8 . 32-33-



in business should pay g of the profits to the king, a vaisya 
a k^atriya and a brahmapa This would show that

conditions for the 3udra traders were not so favourable as in 
the case of the members of the higher varpas. Moreover, 
good Sudras were not expected to deal in some commodities such 
as wine.^^

But it is certain that Sudras could carry on trade, and
in this respect the brahmapical lawgivers obliterated the
distinctions not only between :them and the vai^yas, but in
some cases between them and the first two varpas. Generally
the sudra traders may have served as pedlars. The lawgivers
of the period repeat the Artha£5stra rule that a pedlar should
6et j q  of the sale p r o c e e d s , b u t  the Santi Parvan raises 

1 (4-)this to ' Perhaps this change indicates the position in 
the Gupta period.

As artisans and traders the Sudras played an important 
part in promoting trade and industry, which seem to have made

(1) B£., XIII. 16.
(2) Bhayig.yat P . , I. 44-. 32.
(3) AS&, III. 13; Ya£., II* 194; M E - » V I - 2“3; K&tya., verse 656.
(4) 3P, 60. 25- Although the SP wage is provided for the 

vai5ya pedlar, it may have applied to the sddras as well.



great strides during this period. Probably the Gupta
period also witnessed the rise of iddra peasants who sustained 
the agrarian economy of the country.

But in comparison to the members of the higher varpas the 
Sudras continued to have a lower standard of living. The 
housing rules laid down by Varahamihira provide that a 
brShmapa should have a house of five rooms, a k^atriya of four, 
a vaisya of three and a £ildra of two. In every case the
length and breadth of the main room should vary in the order of

(o\the superiority of the four varpas. J Such a rule may have 
been observed only by orthodox brahmapas, but it shows that 
members of the lower varpas were not expected to enjoy better 
housing conditions.

During this period also we hear of sddra rulers such as 
those in Sallrap^ra, Avanti, Arbuda and Malwa. Along with them

(1) This is evident from detailed rules about partnership 
which appear for the first time in the Yan.# It is 
significant that, unlike Kau-fcilya and Manu (VIII. 206-210), 
Ya.i. (II. 265) states the law of partnership for merchants 
and foreign traders first, and adds that the same principles 
shall apply to priestly partnerships and to that of 
agriculturists and artisans. Similarly the increasing 
foreign trade of the period made it necessary for Narada
to say that contracts of loans entered into in foreign 
countries were to be governed by the laws of the place of 
contract (Nar., I. 105-106). Cf. Jayaswal, fflanu & 
%a,jflayalkya, p. 198 & 211. The Brhatkatha of (iupa’phya, 
a work of about 500 A.D. (Keith, Hist, of Sansk. Lit., 
p. 268), deals not^Siuch with kings as with merchants, 
traders, seafarers and handicraftsmen. (Ibid.)

(2) Brhat Saghita, 52. 12-15.



are mentioned the traditional Sudra, Abhlra and Mleccha
rulers, who all are described as reigning in the regions of
Sindhu and Kashmir, and are assigned by Pargiter to the fourth 

(2}century A.D.V ' But they were labelled sudras not because 
they arose from the fourth varpa, but because these tribal 
and foreign rulers did not patronize the brahmapas and did not 
follow the brahmapical dharma. J In a drama, however, there 
is the example of a c o w ^ t .  who became a k i n g W h e n  

Yajfiavalkya repeats the old injunction that a SHataka should 
not accept presents from a king who is not a kpatriya he has 
probably such rulers (either tribal or 3iidra) in mind.^^
But in course of time these rulers received brahmapical 
recognition and were turned into reppectable k§atriyas.

As regards the appointment of ministers, YajfLavalkya and 
KAmandaka repeat the old view that they should possess noble 
birth (kullnah) and knowledge of the Vedas,^) which rules 
out the possibility of Sudras being taken as ministers. But 
the Safiti Parvan breaks new ground when it provides for a body

(1) The AinarakoAa distinguishes between sudrl who is the wife 
of a sudra, and £udra who is a woman of the sAdra tribe.
The woman of the Abhtra tribe is called maha^udrl. AK*
II. 6. 13.

(2) Pargiter, DKA, p. 55* „ o d d  i * , , p(3) Ibid.
(4) Case of Aryaka who was a gopaladaraka (Mrechakatikau~VI71D
(5) Yaj.. , I. 141.
(6) Manu, VII. 54; Kam. N. S . , IV. 25; Yaj.. , XIII. 312. 

cf. Kam. N . 8 ., V. 68-70. Katya verse 11 lays down that 
the amatya sEould be a brahmapa.



of eight mantrins of whom four should he brahmapas, three loyal, 
disciplined and obedient sudras^and one a suta.^^ We do not 
know whether such a precept was followed, but it shows a 
significant change in the brahmapical attitude towards the 
Sudras.

There is no sign of such a liberal attitude in the 
appointment of judges and councillors (salbhyas). Yajhavalkya 
lays down that the king should administer justice with the
assistance of learned brahmapas who can act as judges in the

(2)case of the inability of the king to do so. ' Katyayana 
adds that if a brahmapa is wanting either a k§atriya or a vaisyj 
should be appointed as a judge, but a sudra should be carefully 
a v o i d e d , a  view which is also upheld by Bphaspati in the

(II)appointment of the sabhyas. J The latter also repeats 
the warning of Manu that the kingdom, strength and treasury of 
the ruler who carries on his work with the assistance of the 
sudras (vygalas) suffer destruction.^^

At the district level, however, the head of the artisans, 
who was a £udra, had some share in the work of administration.

(1) &P, 85* 7-10. The passage, which provides for a body of
57 amatyas of whom four should be brahmapas, eight k^atriyas 
twenty-one vai£yas, three sudras and one suta (oP, (Cal.), 
85* 7-11), does not occur in the Critical £dn. of the SP.

(2) Yaj-> H -  1-5; cf. Br., I. 67-
(3) Verse 67.
(4) I. 79.
(5) Be ., I. 72.



The two Damodarpur copper-plate inscriptions dated 4-33 and 4-38 
A.D. represent the prathamakulika Dhptimitra as a member of 
the district council of Ko^ivar^a (in North Bengal), which was 
in charge of a kujaaramatya. ̂ ^  The term kulika has been 
interpreted variously as a senior town judge or a merchant?^ 
But such interpretations are not supported by early texts.
The term kulika is probably identical with the kulaka of 
the Amarakosa, which means the head of the artisans and occurs 
in the £tldra-varga of that work.^^ The term also seems to 
have been used in the sense of an artisan by the NSrada Smrti 
which includes the kulika in the list of false witnesses.

(6'Therefore the prathamakulika was the first among the kulikas,v ' 
i.e. the head of the guilds of artisans, and as such had a 
place in the advisory council of the district of Ko-fivar^a in 
North Bengal. Probably the same practice was followed at the 
district head quarters of Vai^&li where we find individual

(1) El, xv, p. 130.
(2) Jayaswal, Hindu Polity, Pt. i, p. 55; Pt. ii, p. 105*
(3) T. Bloch, ASH / i$Q3ZZC p . 1 0 4.
(4-) kulakah s.ygit kulasregthab. AK, II. 10. 5* Diksitar v 

accepts this interpretation (Gupta Polity, p. 257)*
(5) Nar., I. 187* It seems that old prejudices against sudra 

witnesses continued during this period.
(6) Eighteen seals of kulikas (heads of companies of artisans) 

have been discovered! at Basarh (Vaisali). ASR, 1903-4-* 
pp. 114— 16.



seals of two prathamakulikas. ̂ ̂  The association of the head 
of the guilds of artisans with the administration of the 
district was in keeping with their growing importance, which is 
also reflected in a Jain work of the period, which describes 
the vaddhai or an architect as one of the fourteen jewels.
All this suggests some improvement in the civic status of the 
£udra artisans.

Generally the sudras continued to perform minor 
administrative tasks. Kamandaka repeats the view of Kau^ilya 
that domestic servants should act as spies in reporting the 
activities of high state o f f i c i a l s . N a r a d a  provides that 
the ca^d^las, executioners (vadhakas) and similar persons 
should be employed in tracking down thieves inside the village, 
and that those living outside should search for them outside.

In the judicial administration the old discriminations 
generally continued. Byhaspati provides that witnesses should 
belong to respectable families and regularly perform religious

(1) ASR, 1903-4, p. 117. In the 10-llth cens. A.D. the kulika 
appears as a minor officer in the Chamba state along with 
the saulkika, gaulmika and others (Vogel, Antiquities of 
Chamba State, pt. I, Inscr. No. 15> Is. 8 & 9) • The 
mahapandhakulika is also mentioned with the saulkika, 
gaulmika and others in an inscription of 1031 A.D. from 
Gorakhpur in Uttar Pradesh (El, vii, Inscr. No. 9> 1- 54). 
Possibly kulikas and mahapandhakulikas were officers 
collecting taxes from guilds of artisans.

(2) Jambuddivapannatti, 3* 55 (p* 229)*
(3) XII. 44-45t
(4) XIV. 26.



rites as prescribed in the Vedas and the Smptis.^^ This 
naturally excludes the Sudras. The provision that sudras
should appear as witnesses only for Sudras is repeated by the

(2)lawgivers of this period. ' iiatyayana lays down that the
case against the accused should be proved by witnesses who are
similar to him in caste. A litigant of a lower caste should
not establish his case by the evidence of witnesses of higher 

( z)c a s t e s . N a r a d a ' s  list of false witnesses includes jugglers
public dancers, sellers of spirituous liquors, oil pressers,
elephant drivers, leatherworkers, cap<J.§las, sddra peasants
(kfnasas), sons of sudra women and outcastes (patitas).
But Narada also moderates the old provision regarding varpa
witnesses by providing that members of all the varpas can
appear as witnesses in the cases of all the v a r p a s . I n
certain cases such asy adultery, theft, defamation and assault
anybody could act as a w i t n e s s . I n  boundary disputes
relating to houses and fields Bphaspati permits peasants,
artisans, hired labourers, herdsmen, hunters, gleaners, diggers

( n')of roots, and kaivartas (fishermen) to act as witnesses w '

(1) V. 38.
(2) Ya,1 ♦, II. 69; Katya., 341; Nar., I. 154- uses the term 

irreproachable sudra.
(3) Verse 348.
(4) I. 178, 181-185.(5) I. 154.
(6) Yai-i H -  72 -(7) 26-27-



as a matter of course. This seems to be a significant 
development, for Yajhavalkya allows such a concession only to 
herdsmen, peasants and foresters in boundary disputes confined/

still more limited nature. It is only in relation to
boundary disputes between villages that Manu permits hunters,
fowlers, herdsmen, fishermen, root-diggers, snake-catchers,
gleaners and foresters to act as witnesses and that only on
failure of witnesses from the two or four neighbouring

(2 )villages.v J Bphaspati's provisions for witnesses who mostly
belonged to the £ildra caste make an important concession to
the Sudras, which is in accord with their new position as
peasants and artisans. This was an important right, for
boundary disputes were naturally expected to be more frequent
than any other type of disputes.

The lawgivers of the period, however, retain the different
warnings administered to the members of the different varpas
at the time of their giving evidence, the most severe warning
being prescribed for the sudra witness.

Varpa distinctions in ordeals, which are not found in 
(il)Manu, J are laid down by the lawgivers of this period. "

to fields. The corresponding provision in Jfanu is of a



Yajnavalkya states that the ordeals of fire, water or poison 
should be administered to the sudra and that of the balance 
to the brahmapa; ̂ ^  he does not mention kgatriyas and vai^yas 
in this connection. But three other lawgivers lay down that 
a brShmapa should be tested by the balance, a kgatriya by fire, 
a vaisya by water^and a sddra by p o i s o n . B u t  here again 
KgtySyana provides the alternative that all these ordeals can 
be administered to the members of all the varpas, except that 
of poison, which cannot be administered to the brShmapa.
Narada also gives the alternative rule that the ordeal of 
poison can be administered to the k§atriyas, vai^yas and 
Sudras. Vigpu states that this ordeal cannot be administer
ed to a brahmapa,^ ^  as is done by Narada and Katyayana.^^ 
Vigpu prescribes different kinds of oaths, and ordeal by sacred 
libation for the £ddra, according to the value of deposit 
denied, or of the theft or r o b b e r y . I f  the value exceeds 
half a suvarpa, the judge may administer to the sudra any of 
the four ordeals, namely balance, fire, water or poison.
But although Vigpu gives detailed rules about the application

(1) II. 98.
(2) Nan., I. 354-355; §£•, VIII. 12. Katya, verse 422.
(3) Verse 422. katyayana also does not permit the orde&ls of 

fire, water and poison to those who deal with these things, 
(v. 424).

(4) I. 322.
(5) IX. 27.
(6) Nar., I. 355- Kgtyg., verse 422.(7) ITT 3-10.
(8) Vignu, IX, 11.



of these four o r d e a l s , h e  does not prescribe them for
different varpas as other lawgivers do. Perhaps some
consideration was shown to the brahmapas to whom poison could
not be administered, otherwise varpa distinctions in matters
of ordeal did not prevail. The practice of ordeal by water
obtained in Western India, probably in the kingdom of the

(2)Satavahanas, in the third century A.D.,V J but there is nothing 
to show that it was confined to the members of any particular 
varpa. It seems, however, that special types of ordeals 
prevailed among the tribal peoples and foreigners, who wepe 
being absorbed in the lower ranks of brahmapical society. 
Therefore KatySyana lays down that the king should observe the 
ordeals peculiar to the untouchables (asprsyas), low people 
(adhamas), slaves and mlecchas.^^

Manu provides that petitions should be entertained by 
the court in the order of the varpas, ' but this rule does not 
seem to have been mentioned by the lawgivers of this period.
But varpa distinctions are maintained in civil laws. Thus in 
the lawsuits requiring deposit of sureties Katyayana makes a 
distinction between the twice-born and the sudras. On failure 
to provide surety, a twice-born person should be merely guarded

(1) Ibid., IX, X, XI & XII.
(2) Bardesanes quoted by Johannes St^obafOs (500 A.D.) 

McCrindle, Anc. India as Described by Classical Writers, 
pp. 172-4.

(3) Verse 433*(4) VIII. 24.



by the warder*, but the sUdras and others should be kept
(i)confined and fettered. y Nevertheless, irrespective of 

varpa considerations, he provides the same fine of eight
(2)papas for all those who break the restraint and run away. J 

He also adds that while in restraint there should be no
obstruction to the performance of daily obligatory rites in the
case of the members of all the four varpas.

The laws of inheritance continue to have the provision of
(4)giving the smallest share to the sUdra son of a higher caste 

person. Vi?pu fixes the share of the sudra son of a brahmapa 
in various circumstances, and lays down the liberal rule 
that if the twice-born father has a sudra son, he can inherit 
one half of his p r o p e r t y . B u t  hyhaspati repeats the old 
view that even an excellent and obedient £udra son of a man
having no other male issue shall receive onlyh maintenance.^^

//
It is said that the son of the twice-born from a sudra woman 
is not entitled to a share in landed p r o p e r t y . B u t  at one 
place the Anusasana Parvan emphasises t&at the sddra son must

(1) dvijatijp. pratibhuhino rakg.yah syad bahyacaribhih; sudran- 
dinpratlbhuhinan bandhayennigadena tu . a at.yS., v . 118.

(2) Verse 119.
(3) Ibid.
(4) Ya,i. , II. 125; By. , XXVI. 41-4-2; Anu. P., (SE) 82. 18 & 2  

THE) 47. 18 & 21.
(5) XVIII. 38-39.
(6) Visau, XVIII. 32.
(7) By., XXVI. 125. Cf. Anu. P., (SE) 85. 15. (NE) 47. 15.
(8) B£., XXVI. 122.



receive property, a provision which is generally corroborat
ed by the law books of this period.

It is provided that the property of the sddra shall be 
equally divided among his sons.^2/ Yajfiavalkya states that 
the son of a ludra from a slave shall receive a share in 
property if the father desires s o / ^  The Anusdsana Parvan

(4)
adds that this share should be the tenth part of the property.

The old provision making for different rates of interest
for the four different varpas recurs in the two law books of 

(S')this period. But Yajflavalkya modifies this by stating
that whatever is agreed upon may be paid as interest.

The law of the treasure-trove is based on considerations
of varpa. According to the lawgivers, if the brahmapa finds

(n\treasure, he may take the whole of it.w /  Vi$pu adds that in
such a case the k^atriya should make over ^ to the king and
the brahmapa each, and retain the remaining half; a vai£ya 
should give ^ to the king, # to the brahmapa and should retain 
^ for himself; a sudra should divide the find into twelve 
parts, give five parts each to the king and the brghmapa and 
should retain g for himself. Although the sudra1 s share

(1) Anu. P., (SE) 19. 82. (NE) 47. 19.
(2) Anu. P ., (SE) 82. 57» (NE) 47. 56.
(3) Yai., II. 133.
(4) Anu. P .. (SE) 84. 18.
(5) YJU., II. 37; Visnu. VI. 15.(6) ITT 38.
(7) Visnu II. 58; Yaj.., II. 34-35; NSr., VII. 6-7 .
(8) Vigpu, III. 59-£IT



in the treasure trove is the smallest, it is double the share 
of the labourer as provided by Kau£ilya.^^ How far the 
laws regarding treasure-trove worked is difficult to say.
A Jain text refers to a king who confiscated the treasure-trove
discovered by a merchant but honoured a brShmapa who discovered

(o}a similar treasune-trove. v J

Generally Narada, and in some cases Bphaspati, repeat the
cruel corporal punishment against sddras offending against 

( 3)brahmapas. Bphaspati states that a sudra should not be
subjected to pecuniary punishments but to beating, chaining

(IL)and ridicule.v J Bphaspati is particularly harsh on the
pratilomas (i.e. those born of higher caste mothers and lower
caste fathers) and the antyas (untouchables), whom he considers
the dregs of society. If they offend against brahmapas, they

(should be beaten and never amerced in a fine.w /  The same 
provision occurs in Narada in regard to the svapacas, medas, 
capd&las, elephant-drivers, dasas e t c . ^ ^  Narada adds that in 
these cases the offended parties should punish the offenders

(1) dvSdasamaiii^a bhrtakah. AS, IV. 1.
(2) Hsltha curpi, £o. p. 281. Quoted in Jain, op. cit. , p. 62.
(3) Nar. , XV & X V I , 22, 23-25, 26-28, Introd. t^^laint, 11.37.
(4) tadanam bandhanam caiva tathaiva ca v i d a n n a k a m ; ega dando 

hi ^udrasya narthadapdo brhaspatifr. B p ., IX. 20. The word 
vidambanam in ms t*~ according to Rangaswami Aiyangar's 
classification gives a better reading than vidannakam.

(5) B£., IX. 18.
(6) XV-XVI)(, 11-14.
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themselves, for the king has nothing to do with the penalty to
be inflicted on the g u i l t y . T h i s  is an important
indication of the weakening of state power. The rule that if
a brahmapa abuses a sudra he must pay 12# papas as a fine is
repeated in the law books of this time.^2  ̂ But Bphaspati
adds that this applies only to the case of virtuous Sudras;
no offence is imputable to a br5hmapa for abusing a £udra
devoid of virtue. Probably this refers to the untouchable
sections of the sudras, who in such cases had no redress in
law. But in this respect other sections of the £ddras
enjoyed legal protection against offences committed by the
members of the three higher varpas.

Although it is stated that the sudras should be subjected
to corporal punishments, the scale of punishments which is
provided by Bphaspati for dddras abusing vai£yas, kpatriyas

C 5)and brahmapas does not give any indication of this.
Fa-hsien informs us that in the Middle kingdom the king governed 
without decapitation or other corporal punishments. J This 
may be an exaggeration but suggests that corporal punishment 
was used less frequently than before, a factor which worked in

(1) Nar., XV-XVI, 13.
(2) Manu, VIII. 267-9; Nar., XV & X V I . 16; Br., XX. 12.
(3) XX. 13.
(4) BB., XX. 10.
(5) Ibid., XX. 16.
(6) J. Legge, A Becord of Buddhistic Kingdoms, p. 43.



favour of the sudras. Although Yajfiavalkya accepts the
principle of varpa legislation,^1  ̂ he does not repeat the
Draconian measures of Manu against offending 3\Idras. In one
of his provisions regardhg assault there is no trace of m r p a
distinctions. He states that if both parties threaten with
arms, the punishment shall be the same to all.^2  ̂ But if a
non-brahmapa causes pain to a brahmapa, he shall be deprived 

(of his limb. '' It is not clear if this law applies to 
Sudras assaulting brahmapas.

Vigpu provides the highest amercement for connection with 
a woman of one's own caste, and the second amercement for 
adultery with a woman of the lower c a s t e . C u r i o u s l y  

enough he lays down the punishment of death (unless the term 
vadhya be taken in the sense of beating) for adultery with a 
woman of one of the lowest c a s t e s . t h i s  is in conflict
with another provision of his, according to which a brShmapa
guilty of intercourse with a cap^ala woman for a night can 
remove his guilt by subsisting upon alms and constantly 
repeating the Kayatri for three years.v J It is to be noted, 
however, that the severe punishment prescribed by Manu against

(1) II. 206.
(2) parasparam tu sarvesam £astre madhyamasahasah. Ya.j. , II.216.
(5) Ya,1. , II. 215* In the text the term pidanam is explained

by VijSane3vara as beating etc.
A) V. 40-41.
5) antyagamane vadhyah. Visnu, V. 41.
6) VigpuV LIV. 9»



a sudra committing adultery with a twice-born woman is not
mentioned in any law book of this period.

The law books of this period do not provide for the
discriminatory scale of compensation for the murder of the
members of the four varpas. Vi§pu, however, introduces such
a scale of penances for the expiation of the sin of murder.
Thus a person guilty of killing a br&hmapa, a k^atriya, a
vai^ya or a sudra should perform the mahavrata penance
respectively for 12, 9, 6 and 3 y e a r s . T h e r e  is nothing
to show that such penances were enforced, but they refledt
the relative importance of the life of the members of the four
varpas. Nevertheless, Vi§pu and YSjfiavalkya regard the murder
of a k§atriya, -oc- a vai£ya, or a 3ddra as ^fcrime of the fourth

(2 )degree (upapStajfc.) ,v J and according to the former the guilty
are required to perform the capdrS.yapa or par5ka penances, or

(-z)to sacrifice a cow.w /  Such a provision places the sudra on 
a footing of equality with the vai£ya and the k§atriya, and 
emphasises the special position of the brahmapa. A passage 
in one of the manuscripts of the Santi Parvan also betrays 
this tendency. It states that if a k^atriya, a vaisya, or a 
£udra kills a br&hmapa, either his eyes should be taken out or

Hi) Vigpu, L. 6 & 12-14.
(2) Vigpu, XXXVII. 13, 34; Ya£., II. 236.
(3) Ibid., XXXVII. 35« The provision for sacrificing a cow is 

evidently very ancient, and we cannot believe that it was 
followed in Gupta times. No doubt Vi§pu took it over 
uncritically from a much earlier source.



he should he killed; but if the offender is a brahmapa,
he should be b a n i s h e d . A n o t h e r  passage from the same
manuscript states that the brahmapa who is guilty of sinful
actions and is a murderer or a thief among the vipras. and a
k§atriya, a vai£ya or a sudra guilty of killing the brahmapas

(2)should be deprived of their eyes.v ' Thus there is no mention 
of varpa^ distinction in this case.

It seems that varpa distinctions in the administration 
of the criminal law were undermined in the Gupta period.
An inscription of the 6th cen. A.D. in Vvestern India does not 
mention varpa punishments for defamation, assault and injury.^* 
Fa-hsien informs us that in Mid-India every criminal was fined

(h.)according to the gravity of his offence,v ' which suggests 
that the offender was not punished according to his varpa.
It is likely that in the administration of the criminal law 
the brahmapa was shown some favour, but the sudra was not 
singled out for harsh punishments in the same manner as we find 
in earlier times.

%•Narada upholds the old view that^ inA theft, the brahmapa's

(1) MS. D^S. (acc. to Cr. Edn. classification), verse 45. In 
the Mrcchakatika (IX. 39) the presiding judge recommends 
the exemption of the brahmapa Carudatta from^ct'eath penalty. 
For such immunity also see Katya., verse 483.

(2) MS7 DsS (acc. to Cr. Edn. classification), verse 55*
(3) JRASB, Series III, xvi, p. 118,
(4) S. Beal, Travels of Fa-hien, pp. 54-55* Giles also gives 

a similar translation (Travels of Fa-hsien, p. 21), but 
Legge translates that "criminals are fined according to 
the circumstances (of each case)" (Record of Buddhist 
Kingdoms, p. 43), which may suggest varpa distinctions.



guilt is the highest and that of the sudra the lowest.
This was perhaps based on the principle that a brahmapa should
acquire and practise the full measure of dharma, a rajanya
^ dharma, a vai£ya dharma and a sudra ^ dharma. The
heaviness or lightness of sins for purposes of expiation of eacl
of four varpas should be determined upon this principle.
Katyayana also seems to think of theft when he provides that a
k§atriya or a br5hmapa should be awarded double the punishment
which is provided for a stldra.^^ The fact that the vai£yas
are not mentioned in this connection shows that they were
becoming merged with the Sudras. But all this wou&d suggest
that sudras were considered habitual thieves, an inference
which is also corroborated by the Amarakosa,in which words for

(4)thieves and das.yus are listed in the sudra-varga. ' J

The das.yus are repeatedly mentioned in the S&nti Parvan 
as enemies of the king, always threatening the peace and

( c r \tranquility of the r e a l m . P r o b a b l y  this refers to enemies 
outside the state and not to the sudras. For it is provided 
that if the troubles created by the dasyus cause the inter
mixture of varpas, brahmapas, vai£yas and sudras - all can take

(1) Manu, VIII. 337 & 8; Narada, Appendix (theft), pari£i§ta, 
5 T T  52.

(2) SP, 36. 28-29.
(3) Terse 485-
(4) AK., II. 10. 25-26. Cf., Anu. P. (SE) 143. 21* (NE) 94. 21
(5) SP, 12. 2?, 25. 11, 67. 2, 76. 5, 88. 26, 90. 8, 98. 8, 101 
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up arms.^) It is argued that, he he a sddra or be he a 
member of any other order, he who becomes a raft on a raftless
current, a means of crossing where means there are none,

(O')certainly deserves respect in every way. J The person who
protects helpless men against the dasyus deserves to be
worshipped by all as if he were a kinsman. J The Dhanurveda

(4)Sagihitd  ̂ lays down that while the members of the three
upper varpas can ordinarily take up arms, the £udra can do so

(S')only in times of d a n g e r . B u t  it adds that a brthmapa
should use a bow, a k^atriya a sword, a vaisya a lance and a

( 6)sudra a mace. J Thus the above references clearly show that 
sddras were conceded the right to bear arms. This indicates 
a very significant change in their civic status, for the early 
lawgivers do not permit them to bear arms. The new development 
links up with the transformation of sddras into peasants, and 
shows that the old apprehension of their getting completely 
out of hand no longer exercised the minds of the upholders of

(1) SP, 79* 17-18, abhyutthite das.yubale ksatrar the varpasam- 
kare; ... brahmapo .yadi va vais.yah sudro va rajasattama; 
das.yubhyo1 tha pra,ia rak§eddapdam dharmepa dhara.yan... 
Ibid., 79. 34-56.

(2) 3F7"78. 37.
(3) Ibid., 78. 38.
(4-) Although this work is ascribed to 'Vasi§-fcha, its style is 

not similar to that of the law book of Vas^-pha. But the 
importance which it attaches to archery may suggest that 
the work was compiled not later than the Gupta period.

(5) Dhanurveda Samhita, verse 3-
(6) Ibid., verse 8.



the var^a system. It seems that sudras were actually enrolled
in the army. In a drama of this period two army officers are
represented as belonging respectively to the castes of barbers
and leather workers.

But concessions made to sddras did not bring about the
complete cessation of the internal conflict between the varpas.
There are at least nine verses in the Santi Parvan stressing
the necessity of combination and harmony between the first 

(2 )two varp.as, ' which probahly indicate some combined opposition
on the part of the vaidyas and sudras. It is complained that 
at one stage the dddras and vai^yas, acting most wilfully, 
began to unite themselves with the wives of brahmapas.^ ^
There are several references which suggest that the sudras were 
especially antagonistic to the existing order. The Anusasana 
Parvan avers that Sudras are destroyers of the king and hence

('Zl 'Na wise ruler should not be complacent towards this danger. '

A long passage of the Asvainedhika Parvan, which partly 
reproduces a similar passage from the Vasistha Dharmailastra, 
characterises the sudras as hostile, violent, boastful, short- 
tempered, untruthful, extremely greedy, ungrateful, heterodox,

(1) Cases of Vlraka and Candanaka in the Mrcchakatika, VI. 22 
& 23.

(2) SP, 75. 9, 74. 4, 5, 8, 10, 28, 32, 75- 13, 22.
(3) SP, 4-9. 60-61.
(4-) sddrab prthiv.yaiji bahavo rarjhagi bahuvinasakab. tasmdtprama- 

daift susroai na kurydt pa&dito nrpab. Anu. P ?T (SE) 214-. 58.



lazy and i m p u r e . S i m i l a r l y ,  like Manu, the Santi Parvan 
defines a vp§ala (i.e. a 3udra) as one who defies the 
established order (dharma).^2  ̂ The hostile attitude of the 
£udra can be also inferred from a passage of the Narada Smyti. 
It declares that if the king does not exercise the power of 
sword (danda) brahmapas, k§atriyas and vaisyas will all

0 (7)'abandon their work, but the sddras will surpass all the rest.w< 
Yajhavalkya repeats the provision of Kau^ilya that the sudra 
who pierces the eyes of others,v J pretends to be a brahmapa 9 
and acts against the king should he fined a sum of 800 papas. 
Certain sections of sudras such as actors, gamblers, keepers of 
gaming houses and other persons of this kind are considered 
sources of disorder to the state, for they cause harm to the 
better classes of subjects (bhadrT'ic&b praj a£).(6) A passage 
from a manuscript of the S§nti Parvan ordains that dSsas and 
mlecchas should be dealt with through the same agencies, and

(7)that force should be used against the ca$?alas and mlecchas.

(1) Vas. Ph. S . , IV. 24; Asvamedhika P ., (SE) 118. 17-20*The 
Amarako§a (II. 10. 9) characterises the sudras as lazy 
and dexterous (daksa).

(2) SP, 91. 12-15.
(3) M r . , XVIII. 14-16.
04^ Acc. to Viramitroda.ya
(5) Yafj. , II. $04. Lanu (IX. 224) provides the punishment of 

death for a diijalingin sudra (who pretends to be a brah- 
mapa), but he does not refer to his opposition to the king 
in this connection.

(6) SP, 89- 13-14. Kau^ilya does not permit such people to ent 
er new settlements, AS, II. 1.

(7) MS. D*]s (acc. to Cr. Edn. classification), verse 20.
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All this suggests that the old friction between Sudras and the
ruling classes continued in some form or other, but it
probably lost in intensity thanks to the provisions for sudra
ministers, the association of the head of the guilds of
artisans with the work of the district administration, the
lessening of varpa distinctions in the administration of law,
and finally the recognition of the sddtas1 right to bear
arms in times of emergency.

The old fraction about the origin of the four varpas^^
continues to be repeated, but the Va.yu and Brahmanda Purapas
affirm the statement of Manu that Vasipt'ka was the progenitor

( 2)of the sudras,v ' which means continued recognition of their 
improved social status.

The association of the four colours white, red, yellow 
and black respectively with the four varpas shows their 
relative social s t a t u s . I n  representing the actors, the 
N5t.ya£astra prescribes red for the brahmapa and the kpatriya^^ 
and dark or deep blue for the vaisyas and Sudras. This
work also lays down that in the auditorium a white pillar

(1) Y&.1. , III. 126.
(2) Va. P ., ii. 11. 90; Bralimapda P . , iii. 10. 96.
(3) Va. P ., App. No. 818. Quoted in Patil, Cultural History 

from the Vdyu PurgLqa, p. 304. This distinction also occurs 
in the Santi Parvan.

(4) In another manuscript the sanda (fair) colour is prescribed
(5) Natya£astra, XXI. 113* Black is also recommended for the 

Pancalas, Surasenas, Mfigadhas, Angas, Vangas and KaliAgas 
(Ibid., XXI. 112). -
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should be erected for marking seats for the brahmapas, a red
pillar for the k§atriyas, a yellow pillar for the vaisyas
and a blue-black pillar for the s u d r a s . G o l d  and ear

dnrga^ments should be thrown at the foot of the brSLhmapa pillar,
copper at the foot of the k§atriya pillar, silver at the foot
of the vai£ya pillar and iron at the foot of the £udra pillar^2 '
Such provisions are similar to the fiction invented by Plato
that philosophers were made of gold, warriors of silver, and
agriculturists and artisans of brass and iron.^^

The rule that only the sddra should bear the title of 
O')dasav J does not seem to have been followed. Thus the name

of an ancestor of Raiiiklrtti, a brahmapa, was VarShadasa;
and the name of a ruling chief of the Sanakanlkas, who was a
feudatory of Candra Gupta II, was Mahar&ja Vi$pudasa.^)
The Nat.ya£§stra ordains that in the drama the names of the
brdhmapas and k^atriyas should indicate their gotra and
functions, those of traders their generosity, and those of

(n\servants different kinds of flowers.w /  It is not clear why
the Sudras were to be named after flowers.

The rule that different terms should be used in enquiring

(1) Ibid., II. -4-9-52. .
(2) Irfald., II. 55.a«-;.cŵ ~~>
(3) The Republic (Jowett's Tr.), pp.126-7-
(4) Visou Smpti, XXVII. 6-9-
(5) CII. iii,~5o. 35 (dated 555-4 A.D.), Is. 9-12.
(6) CIII, iii, No. 3 (dated 401-2 A.D.), Is. 1-2; Cf. Fleet,

op. cit., p. 11, fn. 1.
(7) m r ; - 9 5 - 9 9  -
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about the health of different varpas does not seem to have been 
emphasised during this period. But the Nat.yasastra provides 
that in the drama a mode of address indicating command should 
be used in conversing with servants of both sexes, artisans 
and mechanics. This shows that low caste people were 
addressed contemptuously.

In the Mpcchakatika abusive expressions such as 1 sons of 
slave women1, 1 sons of concubines* and ‘bastards' aa?e used in 

\ addressing low class people.
The Nat.yasastra also prescribes a different kind of gait 

and movement for the portrayal of menial servants on the stage. 
According to this text one of their sides or^head or a hand 
or a foot should be lowered, and their eyes should move to 
different o b j e c t s . S u c h  behaviour suggests lack of 
confidence and shows that members of the lower orders were 
not encouraged to hold their heads high in the company of their 
masters.

(4 )
Yajfiavalkya states that an elderly sddra deserve* respect. 

Unlike the early lawgivers, he does not insist that vaisya and 
sudra guests should be made to work and then fed with the 
servants. He provides, however, that guests should be

(1) XVII. 73.
(2) Mrcchakatika, Act I, p. 5* Act II, pp. 63-64. Some of 

these terms such as chinalia putta is still used in Bihar.
(3) ...nlcadi cetadinam. XII. 14&-8.
(4) Yaj. , t . 116. Unlike Gautama, he does not fix the age TTmit of eighty years.



received and fed in the order of their v a r ^ a s / 1  ̂ But his
provision that a guest should not be turned away in the evening
and should be offered whatever is a v a i l a b l e i s  not confined
to the members of any particular var$a. The Dharmasutra
rule of providing food to cap<Jalas at the end of the Vai^vadeva
ceremony is repeated during this p e r i o d , a n d  slaves, £vapacai
and beggars are added to this list.^^

The texts of the period repeatedly state that a
brahmaya should not accept the food of a £udra, for it reduces
his spiritual s t r e n g t h . T h e  Santi Parvan does not allow
the brahmapa to take the food of carpenters, leathenworkers,
washermen and dyers. According to Yajflavalkya the food
of the £\idras and outcastes (patitas) is not permitted to the 

(n)afcataka. He further specifies that a p a t a k a  should not
take the food of a stage-player, a bamboo worker, a goldsmith, 
a weapon seller, an artisan, a tailor, a dyer, one whose living 
is by dogs, a butcher, a washerman or an oilmaker.^^ There 
also begins the tendency to b an the food of some sudras for the

(1) Ibid., I. 107.
(2) Ya^., I. 107.
(3) Ap. Dh. S . , II. 4. 9. 5; Ban. Dh. S., II. 3. 5. 11.
(4-) Yai*, I - 103; Anu. P .,(SE) 154. 22, 250. 15-
(5) Asvamedhika Parvan, (SE) llo. 17-20, 61. 44-4-5; Brhaspati, 

Sraddha Khap<Ja, verse 43.
(6) &P, 37* 22-23. The term rahganivinah may indicate either 

a dyer or an actor.
(7) I. 160.
(8) Yatj. , I. 161-5* The term cakrika may mean an oilmaker, a 

potter, or a coachman.



k^atriyas. It is said that a k^atriya must eschew food given
by those £\Idras who are addicted to etfil ways and who partake
of all manner of food without any s c r u p l e . T h e  Anusasana
Parvan declares that the man who takes food from a sudra
swallows the very abomination of the earth, drinks the
excretions of the human body, and partakes of the filth of all 

(2)the world. y Perhaps this is meant to deter the brahmapas 
from adopting such ajtourse. Penances are provided for the 
purification of the brShmapa who accepts the food of Sudras 
or eats in the company of vaisyas and k§atriyas.^^

The rules for the boycott of the ^ddra's food have a very 
limited application. They mostly apply either to the 
brahmapas or to the sljtpltal̂ , who may have been chiefly brah
mapas . Even the brahmapa is permitted to t ake milk and curd
at the house of a sddra.^^ Further, if the brahmapa is
unable to procure food from the twice-born for his livelihood,

( 5)he may accept it from a £ddra. Yfijhavalkya repeats Manu’s
rule that, among the stldras, the srtqataka can take food from his 
herdsman, a friend of the family, his slave, his barber, his 
sharecropper and one who surrenders himself to him for the 
sake of maintenance.^^ Bphaspati also provides that food

(1) Anu. P., (NE) 135. 2-3. (SE) 198. 2-3.
(2) Anu. P., (NE) 135. 5. (SE) 198. 5.
(3) Anu. P . , (NE) 136. 20-22. (SE) 199- 20-22.
(4) Asvamed’hika P. , (SE) 110. 24.
(5) Ibid., 110. 32.
(6) T 7 T 6 6 .



can be accepted from slaves and domestic servants.
The idea that a twice-born should eat or touch the leavings

of the ^ddra's food was considered horrible, and appropriate
(2)penances were provided for the expiation of the s m . v y

There is no evidence of forbidding the practice of 
accepting water from certain 3udra castes, except in the case 
of the capcjalas and other untouchables. The Mrcchakatika 
informs us that the same well was open to the sudras and 
brahmapas.w /

Yajfiavalkya prohibits certain kinds of food for the twice- 
born. The 1towice-born is not permitted to take wine.
Penances are provided for the brahmapa wife if she violates
this rule, y but according to Vijhane^vara these are not 
necessary if a sudra wife drinks wine.^^ Drinking seems to 
have been a vice specially associated with the sudras, for the 
list of words for spirituous liquor and various processes of 
its preparation, and for intoxication are enumerated by Amara 
in the sudra-varga; w o r d s  for gambling are also listed in
tfce same section.w /  In the Parlcatantra a drunken weaver is
represented as beating his wife.^^ Yajfiavalkya also forbids

(1} XV. 19.
(2) Brhaspati, PrSya^citta, verses 34, 86-88, Actfara, verse 8?.
(3) i. 32. '
(4) Yfy.. , III. 255-6.
(5) Comm, to Yafj., III. 255-6.
(6) AK, II. 10. 39-43.
(7) Ibid., II. 16. 44-46.
(8) Pahcatantra,#p. 15.



the use or the milk of a cow in heat, within ten days of the 
birth of her calf and of one without a calf; as also of a 
camel, a single-hoofed animal, a woman, a wild animal, or a 
sheep. An oblation intended for gods, sacrificial viands,
si&;ru (a kind of horseradish), unhallowed meat, fungi, carnivor
ous animals, and a number of birds such as the parrot, the 
swan, the vaka, the cakravakafaje.are declared uneatable for 
the twice-born, and penantes are provided for the expiation
of the sin arising out of the violation of the rule in some

C 3)c a s e s . Y a j h a v a l k y a  further states that, among the five-
clawed animals, the twice-born should not take the pcrcupine,
alligator, tortoise, hedgehog and the hare; he also specifies

(il)the four varieties of fish which a twice-born should take. J

He prohibits the eating of roots, onion, garlic, village pig,
mushroom and leek; those who violate this rule should perform

(S')the candra.yana penance. '' Fa-hsien informs us that onion and 
and garlic were taken only by the cap.cj.alas. Yajhavalkya
lays down that the person who compels a £udra to partake of 
the prohibited food shall be subjected to half the punishment 
involved in the first amercement, which shall increase if 
the offence is committed against the members of the higher

(1) Ya.i., I. 170.
(2) I M d . ,  I. 171-173.
(3) Ibid., I. 175-6.
(4) Ibid., I. 177-8.
(5) Ibldl, I. 176.
(6) Legge, A Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms, p. 43.
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varpas.^*^ This would suggest that certain items of food
were tabooed even for the sudras, hut these are not specified
by Yajhavalkya. On the other hand the list of food items
prohibited for the twice-born clearly implies that they could
be taken by the Sudras. The Brhaspati Smyti states that in
the Middle Kingdom labourers and artisans eat the meat of 

(2 )cows, ' which shows that even the strong brahmai^ical
propaganda against cow slaughter did not always succeed in
stopping this old practice among the masses of the people.
This can also be inferred from a didactic anecdote, probably
inserted in the Vayu Puraua during this period. It relates
that Pp§adhra, son of Manu Vaivasvata, ate the flesh of his
preceptor's cow, upon which the sage Cyavana cursed him to
become a s u d r a . T h u s  the above discussion would show that
the food habits of Sudras were somewhat different from those
of the members of the twice-born var^as.

Family life is enjoined on a sddra in the same manner as
for a member of any other var^a. ' But the sddras continue

( S')to have their own marriage practices. The Anutasana Parvan

(1} II. 296.
(2) madhyadese karmakar&h silpina£ca gava^inah* By., p. 21, 

verse 128. Ambedkar argues that beef-eating was one of the 
root causes of untouchability (The Untouchables, Ch. IX), 
but there is nothing to show that these artisans and 
labourers were regarded as untouchables.

(3) Quoted from Va. P ., in Patil, op. cit♦, p. 38.
(4) Mark. P ., 69* ?2. Quoted in Hazra, op. cit., p. 232.
(5) The Anutasana Parvan (NE 44.9; SE 79*9) repeats the old 

rule that the asura and paisaca forms of marriage should 
not be performed, presumably by the twice-born.
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avers that the marriage of the three higher varg.as has to be
accomplished throughuthe joining of hands with the mantras,
but the marriage of the sudras is accomplished through sexual
intercourse.^^ A Jain source refers to a sva.yaqtvara hall
at Tosall, where a slave girl selected her husband from an

(2)assembly of slave boys.^ ' Several references suggest that, 
in the 3ddra community, women continued to be comparatively 
freer than in the higher classes. Commenting on a passage 
of Yajfiavalkya Vi^varupa is of the opinion that the Smpti 
texts about ni.yoga refer to Sudras, and supports his view 
by quoting two verses of Vpddha Manu and a gatha of the

(IL)T/ayu Purana.v / In the case of the absence of the husband it 
was far easier for a £udra wife to secure dissolution of the 
marriage tie and take another husband than in the case of the 
wives of the other three var$as. In such a case the 
Anusasana Parvan prescribes a waiting period of only one year 
for the sudra wife. But Narada, who specifies the waiting
periods for vaisya, k§atriya and brahmapa wives, declares that 
no such definite period is prescribed for a sudra wo^an whose

(1) uttamanam tu varnanagi marntravatpanisamgrahah; yivah.akaranaq 
c5hub iflaranSgi sagiprayogatafr. Anu. P ., (Sfe) 249* 9»

(2) Brhatkalpa BhSgya, 2. 3446. Quoted in Jain, op.cit. , p. 159*
(3) evam tacchudrapaiii niyogadhikarah uktah on Ya,j. , I. 69, Kane, 

Hist. Dh. S ., ii, pt. 1, 604.
(4) (Texts quoted in Kane, Hist. Dh. S., ii, pt. 1, pp. 604-5*
(5) Anu. P. , (SE) 149. 15-15:
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husband, is gone on a journey.^ Again the repetition of the
provision that wives of herdsmen, oilmakers, distillers etc.
are responsible for the payment of debts incurred by their 

(2)husbandsv J shows that these sudra women did not always depend
for their livelihood on their menfolk.

Vî jjiu states that if a girl is not married after she has
attained maturity, she should be considered as a degraded 

( 3)w o m a n . T h e  commentator Nandaraja observes that this rule
applies to young women of the lower castes only,^^ but there
is nothing in the text to warrant such an assumption.

The view that members of the higher var^as can take wives
from the members of the lower var$as is expressed in the texts

(of this period also. But there also recurs the idea that
wives k*om the lowest order, i.e. £udras^are to be espoused for
the sake of p l e a s u r e . ^ )  The Kamasutra does not differentiate
the maid servants, kumbhadasis (maid servants employed in
carrying water or harlots?) and wives of washermen and weavers

(7)from the prostitutes.v(' According to this work intercourse
( 8with a 3fldra woman is neither prohibited nor considered wise, 

tfatsyayana commends marriage within one's own varpa.^ In

(1} XII. 100.
(2) Ya.i., I. 48. Katya. , verse 568.
(3) Vignu. XXIV. 41.
(4) SBE, vii, 109 fn. 41.
(5) Nar., XII. 4-6. Anu. P. (NE) 44. 11. (SE) 79. 11.
(6) Anu. P .. (NE) 44. l2 & 13. 7
(7) VI. 6 . 54. with comm.
(8 ) Kama S., I. 5.3 .
(9) Ibid., III. 1.1.



particular, the idea that the brahmapa should wed a sudra, or 
have intercourse with her or beget sons on her is strongly 
discounted in the texts of the period. But there are
cases of deviations from this rule. In the Mycchakatika 
the brAhmapa Carudatta marries the prostitute Vasantasena, (23although this is done with the special permission of the king.
The same drama represents the brahmapa Sarvilaka as marrying
his slave MadanikA. The literature of the period also
supplies instances of kpatriyas marrying sudra women.

That marriages between the members of the higher varpas
were not altogether absent is also suggested by the repetition

(of the theory of the origin of the mixed castes. ' ' The 
Anutas ana Parvan enumerates fifteen old mixed cafetes,^^ and

K'introduces four new castes of mamsas, svadukaras, kpaudras, 
saugandhas, who are represented to have been born from

(o)magadhl mothers through wicked men of the four varpas.

(1) YAfj. , I. 56-7; B£* , Apaddharma, verse 47, Sapskara,
verses 575-7; Anu. P .. (NE) 44. 15, 47. 8-9; Ajvamedhika 
Parvan, (SE) 117* 10. If a person has intercourse with
a pukkasi, he is purified by performing the par aka penance. 
By., Prayascitta, verse 70.

(2) Mr. Kat., Act. X.
(5) An epigraphic record of the 8th cen. A.D. informs us that 

the maternal ancestor of the ruler LokanAtha, who was a 
brahmapa, begot a son on a £udra wife (pArasava). El, 
xv, p. 501.

(4) MAlavikagni+mitra, I, p. 10; Jain, op. cit., pp. 155-6.
(5) YAfj., I. 91-94; NAr. , XII. 108, 111 & 115; AmarakoAa, II.

To. 1—4•
(6) Anu. P., (NE) 46. 5-27, (SE) 85. 5-27. (SE) 84. 17.
(7) Anu. P . , (NE) 47. 22. (SE) 85. 22.



There is also mention of the madranabhas, who are supposed to 
have been derived from the ni^adas and described as riding 
on cars drawn by asses. The vr&tya is defined fas\otj one
who has fallen from the duties of the twice-born, but as one 
who is begotten upon a k§atriya woman by a £udra,^^ and is 
placed in the category of the capcjala.^^ It is also stated 
that a vaidya is begotten by a sudra on a vaisya woman.
This is typical of the low esteem in which physicians were held 
in early times. The Amarakosa introduces a new caste 
mShi§as, who are described as the issues of k^atriyas fronji

If
vaisya (arya) women. Probably they were identical with the
Mahi^akas, who appear as degraded sudras along with the Dravicjas
Kalihgas, Pulindas, W^Inaras, Kolisarpas, Sakas, Yavanas and 

( 5)Kambojas.w ' Though the theory of the origins of new castes 
through the intermixture of varpas was fanciful, by this time 
it may have influenced the course of social developments; for
even in our times such cases are noticeable in Eastern Nepal.

The law books of the period retain the distinction between 
the sddras and untouchables. Thus Yajfiavalkya lays down that 
a 5udra who has intercourse with a capcj&la woman is reduced 
to her p o s i t i o n . S u d r a s  and svapakas are mentioned

(1) Anu. P., (NE) 47. 23* (SE0 83. 23.
(2) Anu. P., (SE) 49. 9.
(3) Anu. P., (SE) 84. 28.
(4) Ibid., (NE) 49. 9-
(5) Ahu. P. (Cal.), 33. 21-23.(6) II. 294.
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separately in several t e x t s . ^  But in the Amarakosa mixed
castes and untouchables are looked upon as part of the sudra
community. Ten mixed castes, the kara^a, the ambas-fcha, the
udgra (probably ugra), the magadha, the mahi§a, the k^attp,
the sdta, the vaidehaka, the rathakara and the cap4ala are
included in the ^xldra-varga of that w o r k . ^ ^  The vaidehaka
(trader) is, however, listed in the vaisya-varga also.^^

Amara gives ten names for ca$<Jalas, some of which such
as olava, divakirti ,janari-gama are rarely mentioned in the

(4)earlier texts,v J which may suggest an increase in the number 
of this untouchable caste. This can be also inferred from the 
fact that while the capcJLalas are not mentioned by the Greek 
writers of the earlier period, they attracted the special 
attention of Fa-hsien.

The $ombas, who came to form a numerous section of the 
untouchables in Northern India in subsequent times, seem to 
have appeared as a caste in the Gupta period. The Jain sources 
describe them as a despised c l a s s . T h e y  were probably one 
of the aboriginal tribes, who were assimilated to the lower 
orders of brahmapical society. Wild tribes such as the

(1) Katya., verse 351* Asvamedhika Parvan, (SEO 116. 19-
(2) Ak, II. 10. 1-4.
(3) Ibid., II. 9. 78.
(4) Ibid., II. 10. 20.
(5) Legge, A Record of the Buddhistic Kingdoms, p. 43.
(6; Vyayah5ra Bhag.ya, 3. 92; NiSltha Curni, 11» p. 747 quoted 

in Jain, op. cit., p. 360.
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kiratas, sabaras, and pulindas, along with the Mlecchas, are
included in the sQdra-varga of the A m a r a k o s a , w h i c h  shows
that large masses of tribal population were being absorbed
in the 3€Ldra community.

During this period there seems to have been not only an
increase in the number of the untouchables but also some
intensification in the practice of untouchability. The
Brhaspati Smrti provides a penance for removing the sin arising

(2 )out of touching a cap<Jala. J Fa-hsien informs us that when
the cap4§las enter the giate of a city or a market-place, they
strike a piece of wood to give prior notice of their arrival
so that men may know and avoid them.^^ The Markandeya
Purana provides a purificatory rite for the person who looks at

(n\an antyana or an antyavasayin.v ' But the practice of 
untouchability was observed mainly in respect of the cap451as. 
There is no direct evidence that the <J°mbas were regarded as 
untouchables. Similarly there is nothing to show that the 
carmakaras, who came to be looked upon as untouchables in later 
times, were regarded as such during this period.

There is not much new information about the occupations 
of the mixed castes and untouchables. Llanu's rule that these

(1) AK, II. 10. 21.
(2) B£., Prayasotta, verses 49-50. A penance is also provided 

for a ra.jasvala, if she is touched by a svapaka (Ibid., 
Prayascitta, verse 87)*

(3) Legge, op. cit.. p. 43.(4) 25- 34-36.



castes are to be recognised by their occupations recurs in
the Anus as ana Parvan/ 1  ̂ The capcjalas continued to be
employed in the work of cleaning streets, working in the
cremation grounds, executing criminals and -ija- tracking down

(2 )thieves at night. J Hunting constituted an important
occupation of the lower sections of the sudras. Curiously
enough, the Amarakosa catalogues not only fowlers, and hunters
in the s u d r a - v a r g a but also ordinary dogs, dogs trained
for chase, village hogs, and deer wounded on the right side;^^
so also are mentioned snare, net, rope and cage for trapping

(S')birds in the same section. Fa-hsien informs us that the
capcjalas are fishermen and hunters, and sell^Tlesh and meat.^^
But the capcjalas are mentioned by Kalidasa as separate from the
fowlers and fishermen although they all belong to the same

(7)class.w y  Thus in this period the cap<Jalas do not seem to havi
been primarily hunters, though hunting may have been one of
their subsidiary occupations. A Jain source states that the

(8)medas used to hunt animals day and night with bow and arrow.v J 
We also learn that the £vapakas cooked the flesh of dogs and

(1) Anu. P . (NE) 47. 29-30> (SE) 83. 29-30.
(2) Mahavamsa, X. 93. Vyavahara Bhas.ya, 7. 449-462, p. 79;

Nar., XIV. 26.
(3) AK, II. 10. 14.
(4) Ibid., II. 10. 22-24.
(5) Ibid., II. 10. 26-27.
(6) Legge, op. cit., p. 43. Giles translates the term candala

as 'foul men (lepers;', op. cit., p. 21.
(7) Up§dhyaya, India in Kalidasa, p. 170.
(8) Brhatkalpa Bhag.ya, g&th§ 2766 •



sold bow strings.
There is some information about the manners, customs

and religious beliefs of the mixed castes, especially of the
cap<Jalas. Iron objects were the chief ornaments of the mixed 

(2)castes, y who lived outside village settlements. A capcJLala
is represented as besmeared with the dust raised by dogs and 

( 3)asses. Fa-hsien informs us that only the capL<J.alas drink
intoxicating liquor and eat onions or g a r l i c , w h i c h  shows
that they were particularly addicted to these practices.
Being hunters and fowlers, they were naturally habitual meat-
e a t e r s . A  Buddhist source declares that those who eat meat
are born again and again in the families of the cap<Jalas,
pukkasas and cjLombas. J It adds that when a dog sees even
from a distance the persons who desire to take meat, he is
terrified with fear, thinking "they are death-dealers, they

(n\will even kill me". (J

Singing, presumably for the entertainment of the people, 
seems to have been an important occupation of the (Jombas.^^ 
They lived on singing and selling winnowing baskets and similar

(1) V.yavahara Bhag.ya, 3. 92; Nisitha Curni, 11, p. 74-7 quoted 
m  Jain, op. cit., p. $60.

(2) Anu. P., (NE) 47. 32, (SE) 83. 32.
(3) Anu. F ., (NE) 101. 3# (SE) 158. 4.
(4) Legge, op. cit., pi 43.
(5) Cf. Mrcchakatika, X.
(6) LahkSvatarasutra, p. 258.
(7) Ibid., d . a-g.
58) They were a caste of degraded musicians, representing early 

inhabitants of Northern India. Jain. ou. cit., p. 380.



a r t i c l e s . T h e  Amarakola includes candalika, a kind of 
vulgar lute, in the sudra-varga, ̂  ̂ which may suggest that the 
c a b a l a s  also had some share in providing popular entertainment.

The <jLombas and the matangas had their own deities known 
as the Yak§as (Jakkhas).^^ A Jain source informs us that 
the shrine of the Jakkhas of the matangas was built on the 
bones of human beings who had died recently. This practice
was probably the result of the capKjala' s association with the 
cremation grounds.

The untouchables, and the cap<J51as in particular, are 
portrayed in very disparaging terms. It is stated that the 
ant.yavas5.yins are characterised by impurity, nntruth, theft, 
heterodoxy, useless quarrels, passions, wrath and greed. 
Ferocity appears as a special trait of the cap4§la's character.
In the Mrcchakatlka the capcjalas argue that they are not
capcjalas, though born in their family, but cabalas and sinners 
are those who persecute a virtuous m a n . ^ )  A Buddhist text 
contends that if a brahmapa does not cultivate truth, 
asceticism, sublimation of passions and compensation for all

(1) Jain, op. cit., po. 14-4— 5.
(2) II. 10. 21-32.
(5) Jain, op. cit., pp. 220-222. Songs about Jattas and Ja^tls 

are still prevalent among the people of the low castes m  
Bihar.

(4) Avasyaka Curpi, II. p. 294-- quoted in Jain, op. cit. ,p. 222,
(5) Bhag. P ., XI. 1?. 20, Cf. VII. 11. 30.
(6) X. 22.



beings, he is like a cap^ala.^1  ̂ In the same spirit it is
r*'

provided that by serving kine and brahmapas, practising the 
virtues of abstention from cruelty, compassion, truthfulness 
of speech and forgiveness, and, if need be, by saving others 
by laying down their very lives, persons of the jnixed castes

(o')can achieve success.v y
For the first time the Santi Parvan declares that all the

(*>)four varpas ought to hear the Veda,w /  and that a person ought 
to acquire knowledge even from a sudra. Such injunctions
are in sharp contrast to those of Manu, which provide very 
severe punishments in such cases. The precepts of the 
3 anti Parvan may have been thwarted by the deep-rooted prejudic< 
against allowing Vedic education to the sddras,^^ but the 
recitation of the epics and Purapas was certainly open to the 
Sudras. The Bhagavata Purana states that instead of the Veda 
the Mahabharata has been provided for women and sudras.
It is not clear whether the Mahabharata was to be read or ohly 
to be heard by the £ddras. In the case of the Purapas, how
ever, the Bhang .y at Pur ana states that they should/^beXjieyer)

(1) Va.jrasuci (S), verse 16, p. 5*
(2) Anu. P ., (NE) 47. 53-5% (SE) 83, 33-5*
(3) sravye ca caturo varnan. Mbh., XII. 328. 49 quoted in 

Hopkins , The Religions~of ̂ India, p. 425-
(4) prapya jhtoam. . . sudradapi. Mbh. , XII. 319*87ff. quoted ib

id.
(5) Mark. P ., XXI. 31; Nat.ya Sastra, I. 14.
(6) stP5udradyi,iabandhunaqi tra.yl na srutigocarah; karma sreyas: 

mudhandin §reya evam bhavediha; iti bharatamakhyanam krpa.ya 
munina kytam. Bhag. I. 4.2$; I. 4. 29.



studied by the sudras, but should be heard by them.^^
Possibly the religious practice of narrating stories from the 
Pur&pas and epics to all sections of the people for their 
edification and salvation originated in the Gupta period.

iv&t.yasastra or dramatics was another branch of learning 
which was brought within the reach of the sudras. This is 
declared to be the fifth Veda, which was composed out of the 
elements of the four Vedas and which men of all castes should 
e n j o y . M o r e o v e r ,  the two philosophical systems of Yoga^^ 
and Saijikhya, * which probably took their final form during 
the Gupta period, were also open to the Sudras. The fact
that the Veda formed one of the sources of proof according to 
the Saijikhya system was not inconsistent with that system being 
made available to all; similarly the epic, which contains 
Vedic quotations, was equally open to sudras to hear.^^

The Gupta period also provides instances of educated 
sudras. A passage of Yajfiavalkya suggests the existence of the

(1) ... £rotavyameva sudreija nadhyetavyam kadacan#. Bhav. P., i,1. 7T.
(2) Nat.yasastra, I. 12 & 13.
(3) The Yoga-sutra of Patahjali is probably not older than the 

3rd cen. A.D. Keith,.The Samkhya System, p. 57*
(4) Isvarakr^§qa, the author of the Samkhya-kaAka was an 

earlier"contemporary, according to Chinese evidence, of 
Vasubandhu, who lived in all probability about 300 A.D. 
IMhd., p. 57.

(5) Ibid., p .  100.
(6; Keith, The Samkhya System, p. 100.



teachers of servants.^-1) In the Mrcchakatika the judge
reprimands Sakara: "A low caste fellow, you are talking of
the sense of the Vedas, yet your tongue has not fallen off"
The existence of such sudras is also attested by the Vafjrasucl a
which speaks of the Sddras who are learned in t£e vedas ,
grammar, mlmdgisa, sagikhya-vaiSesika, lagna e tc.^^ This
statement does not refer to the Buddhists but to the sudras,
for the Buddhists were condemned as ^udras in the br§hmapical
idiom but not in that of the Buddhists. Jayaswal argues
that learned Sudras and the sudras talking Sanskrit, referred
to in Buddhist texts, were sons of the brahmapas through sddra

(4)women. ' This is probable, but some advanced sections of the 
siidras, who tried to uplift their brethren, may have been 
educated.

There is no doubt, however, that, compared to the members
of the upper varpas, the sudras functioned at a low cultural
level. Thus in the dramas women and low caste people always
speak Prakrit, the tongue of the vulgar, in contrast to the
refined tongue of the higher class characters who speak 

(S')Sanskrit. The Nat.yasastra provides, however, that
queens, courtesans and female artistes may use Sanskrit

(1) bhytakadhyapakafr. Ya,j. , I. 223*
(2) vedarthan prakrtastvaip. vadasi na ca te tjihva nipatita. IX.,

(5) Va,jrasuci, (M), p. 4.
(4) Manu & Y5.jS.ava Iky a , p. 241.
(5) Nat.yasastra, XVII. 37*



according to circumstances. Sometimes distinction was 
made even in the use of the dialects of Prakrit; SaurasenI 
was used for persons of good position in the drama while Mdgadh! 
was reserved for those of low rank.^2  ̂ The Nat.yasastra 
assigns local dialects (vibhasas) to various tribes and 
occupations such as those of the c a b a l a s , pulkasas etc.^^
All this would suggest that member^if the lower orders did not 
receive literate education, which would enable them to speak 
the refined tongue Sanskrit.

It is contended that as a student of military science the 
£udra passed through the ceremony of the upanayana, which was 
accompanied by the recital of Vedic mafhtras,^^ but there is 
no reference to such a rite in the Dhanurveda Saiiihita.
Probably as artisans the sudras continued to have vocational 
or technical training in their family or under outside experts, 
but this remained divorced from literate learning. Neverthe
less it is clear that the texts of the Gupta period not only 
take a liberal view of the education of the sudras but also 
testify to the existence of some educated sudras.

The old maxim that the sudras have no religious rights is 
repeated in this period. It is argued that their sacrifice

(1) Ibid., XVII. 59.
(2) T!eTth, HSL, p. 31.
(3) XVII. 54-56.
(4-) looker,ii, Ancient Indian Education, p. 347.
(5) H I .  262; Anu. P ., (SE) 14-9. 13; Cf. SP, 70. 5-



consists in performing the service of the three higher varpas
In keeping with this attitude Narada states that consecrated
water should not be given to atheists, vratyas and slaves.
But Vi§$u provides that under certain circumstances a sudra
has to undergo the ordeal by sacred libation (kosa)
There also appear other indications of changes in the religious
position of the Sudras. The MarkapqLeya Puraqa assigns the
duties of making gifts (dana) and performing sacrifices (yafjna)
to the £udra.^^ There is no doubt that the sudras were
conceded the right to perform the five great sacrifices
(pahcamah5ya,ifias) )  Manu does not clearly state thisip but
Yajfravalkya makes it explicit that a £udra can perform five
sacrifices with the namaskara maflBfcra.^^ Hopkins is not
correct when he says that this statement does not appertain to

(7) M*the sddras,w ' for this- is corroborated by other sources as—w e M  
While Manu regards initiation into sacrifice (yarihadikga) as 
one of the births of the twice-born, this special privilege

(1) £udra paricarayajhah... Anu. P. , (SE) 14-7- 1. Cf. 
Brahmapda P., it. .£9 . 55.(2) i. 33S.

(3) Vispu, IX. 10.
(4-) 25. 7-8.
(5) Brahmapda P . , III. 12. 19* These five devotional acts were 

brahma \y a n&a, pitrya.ifia, daiva, bali and nrya,ifLa. Manu, 
III. 69-70.

(6) Yjy,., I. 121.
(7) Hopkins, Mutual Relations of Four Castes in Manu, p. 86, 

fn. 1.
(8) Brahmapda ? «, III. 12. 19-
(9) Manu, III T69*
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is not mentioned in the corresponding passage of Yajfiavalkya. 
This is in consonance with the latter*s liberal attitude, 
which allows sacrifice to the Sudras. The Santi Parvan 
unequivocally declares that the tra.yl (three Vedas) allows the 
sudra the use of svahakara, namaskara and maflgtra, and adds 
that with the help of the first two he can perform the 
pgkaya.jhas, after boning formally consecrated.^2  ̂ In 
justification of this reform the precedent of the sudra 
Paijavana is cited. It is said that in ancient times he 
performed one of the pakayajhas, and according to the rules of 
the aindragni (a one-day sacrifice) he made the gift of a 
hundred thousand vessels full of rice (purpapatras).^ ^  This 
reminds us of the similar practices of modern social reformers 
who hunt out old precedents in favour of widow marriage, divorce 
etc. While allowing domestic sacrifices to the Sudras the 
3anti Parvan makes the important assertion that ill the varpas

(1) Yaj.., I. 39.
(2) svahakaranamaskarau mantraft siidre vidhiyate; tabhyam sudra 

pgkayaj&airyajet vraffiansvayam. 3P, 60. 36. The central 
group of MSS distinguishes betweeiVbhe yajfla allowed to the 
^udra and that to the twice-born. It denies the use of 
svaha.kg.ra, namaskara and matytra to the sudra, but permits 
him to perform the pakaya.j&as without a dlkga vrata. 
Critical Notes on & P , 60. -Rajadharma, pt". I I . Fas'cidiriLe 19 
pp. 660-661. The pakayajflas are also recommended for all 
the dasyus (SP, 65• 2 1 - 2 2 ) , which shows that these were 
being extended to people outside brahmapical fold. Cf., 
Brhaspati, Saijiskgra, verse 529*

(3) 3p", 5cT 1 7 - 3 8 .



enjoy the right to perform sacrifices provided they possess 
f a i t h . ^

As an important corollary to the sudra's right to
sacrifice follows his right of performing penances. Yajfiaval-
kya lays down the candaa.yapa penance for the sudras, who are
obviously covered by the use of the term avakrsta by h i m . ^ ^
This provision is considered to be an interpolation,^^ but
it is in keeping with the liberal attitude of Yajhavalkya and
a similar provision in the Brhasnati Smrti, which prescribes
the pr5fj5patya penance for the ^ddra in the case of his
snapping the thread of a brajpnapa.

The Brhaspati Smrti provides the sacraments of karpavedham
(ear-borinfe)^^ and cudakarapa ^  ) (tonsure) for the Sudras.
The first ceremony is not mentioned in the Gphyasutras, but the

(n\second, which is prescribed by thenr'J and is confined by
(8)Manuv J to the twice-born, is now extended to the sudras.

(1) ... yajflo maniga.ya tata sarvavarpegu bharata; ... tasma-
tsaryegu varpegu §raddha.ya,iflo vidhlyate.. ~  S P , 60. 3 9-4-5, 
cf. $1-5^• Sarvavarpa is glossed as traivarpika by the 
comm. Cn (according to the classifiaation of the Critical 
Edn.). Fascicule, 19, pp« 660-661.

(2) Ya^., III. 262.
(5) Gampert, Die Shfrnezeremonien in der Altindischen Rechts- 

literature p. 94.
(4) Bj;. , Prayascitta, verse 60.
(5) , Sapskara, verse 101. But the metal of the needle for

piercing the ears differs according to t h e m r p a  of the chil< 
(Ibid.)

(6) Ibid., Samskara, verse 154- (a).
(7) R.B. Pandey, Hindu Sapskaras, p. 161.
(8) cud 5k arm a dvijatindm sarvegameve dharmatah. Manu, II. 55*



Several texts of the period deny ascetic life to the
sudra. i^alidasa deliberaMy repeats the Ramaya^d's
condemnation of the sudra ascetic Sambuka^"^ who, in his
opinion, threatened the security of the established order by
trying to acquire merit through asceticism. He dommands the
punishment of death inflicted on Sambdka by Rama; and he
argues that as a result of this the £udra obtained the position
of the virtuous which he could not secure even by his severe
austerity, for this was being done in violation of the rules

(2 )of his class.v ' But on the question of the relation between
the varp.as and the asramas the $anti Parvan adopts a different
attitude. It insists that a brahmapa should go through the
four asramas, but does not make this obligatory on the three
other var#as,w y  who, however, cannot adopt the life of an
a s c e t i c . T h i s  implies that a sudra, if he so desires,
can enter the first three asramas, the fourth being closed not
only to him but also to the vai£ya and the k^&triya. But
Katyayana refers to the £udra ascetic who is to be punished by

( S')the king if he forsakes the order of the sannyasins.

(1) Probably the story of the death of Sambuka at the hands of 
Rama, which reflects the attitude of Manu, was inserted
in the Rama.yana (Uttara napxja, Chs. 74- 76) x 3n the post- 
Manryan ori-

(2) RaghuvagJa, XV. 53; cf. Anu. P ., (SE) 270. 11.
(3) SP; 63• 9-11; Cr. note on 63* 9, ^asc. 19, x>. 662.
(4) 3?, 63. 12-14.
(5) Katya., verse 486. The Mark. P ., also mentions sudra 

ascetics (XXII. 19), but we have no idea of the time to 
which they belong.



Yajfiavalkya provides that sudra ascetics should not he fed in 
the worship of the gods and the ancestors. This may refer 
wither to Jain and Buddhist monks or to ascetics from the 
£ddra var^a.

It is laid down that a hrahma^a should not accompany the
corpse of a sudra to the pyre; if he does so, he is purified
by bathing, touching fire and eating ghee.^^ The old rule
providing for the highest period of impurity in the case of
death in a stidra's family is maintained by several texts of

(3)the period. But in such a case Yajhavalkya prescribes
one month for an ordinary sudra and fifteen days for a pious
(ngayavartin) sddra, thus placing the latter in the rank of
the vai£ya.^^ Vaisyas and £ddras are also placed in the same
category in connection with the observance of fasts. It is
provided that the vaisyas and Sudras should observe fast for
only one n i g h t . I f  from folly they observe fasts for two
or three nights, these do not lead to their advancement.^^
On special occasions, however, they can perform fasts for

(o)two nights.w /  But sometimes it is also asserted that only 
the br§hmapas and k^atriyas can observe the Vow of fasts. J

., II. 235.

., III. 26.
hmanda .P., III. 14.86-87; Visnu P ., III. 13*19; Br., 

Asaifcca, verse 39*
(4) III. 23.
(5) Anu. P ., (HE) 101. 11-12. (SE) 163* 11-12.
(6) Ibid.
(7) Anu. P ., (NE) 101. 13* (SE) 163* 13*
(8) Anu. P ., (HE) 106. 2 y (SE) 163* 2.

(1) IM 
(2> Yaj 
(3) Bra
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Bphaspati lays down that in the case of stilib birth
(nanmahani) a brahma^a is purified in 10 days, a k§atriya in
7 days, a vai£ya in 5 days and a 3udra in 3 days.^1^

The impurity of women and sudras in relation to ceremonial
(2)occasions is also maintained by the texts of this period, '

In some cases penances are provided for seeing sddras and
outcastes (patitas), who are considered to be as impure as 

( 3)dogs. "  Penances are also provided for the k^atriya student 
who comes into contact with a vai£ya or a sddra, and for the 
vai£ya student who comes into contact with a sddra.^^

The srAddha rites, as laid down in the Gphyasutras, are 
not prescribed for a £udra,^^ but the texts of this period 
clearly allow these rites to a sudra. ' He can perform 
not only the ordinary (sadharana) sraddha but also the 
extraordinary (vrddhi) £r5ddha, in which offerings are
made to dead ancestors on special occasions such as the birth
of a so n . ^ ^  We further learn that after death Pra,iapat.ya
is the heaven assigned to the brShma^as who perform the 
ceremonies, Aindra to the k^atriyas who do not flee in battle,

(1) B £ . , AsaUca, verses 34-35* Certain sections of people such 
as artisans, cultivators, physicians, slaves of both sexes,
barbers, kings, and brahmapas learned in the srutis were 
always considered pure. Yaj..Ill.28-29; %Adauca, verse Si

(2) SP, 36. 35* C3) B £ . , Acara, verse 37.
(4) B£.,Praya£citta, verses 74— 75*
(5) Pandey, op. cit., p. 439*
(6) Yai- » I. l5l Va. P . , ii. 13. 4-9-
9?) Iviatsya P . , 17* 63-64.
(8) Ibid., 17. 70.



Maruta dko the vai^yas who carry out their duties, and Gandhgflflfei
to the sudras who are engaged in menial service.

The sudras could make offering of water and other things
to their pitaras, who are referred to by the epithet SukSlin
in the Pur&pas^^ and are dwscribed as p a r k i n  colour.
B u t , unlike the members of the three higher varpas^who are
described as sons of the f§is, the sudras are not supposed to
have any pravaras.

An important religious development of this period is the
emphasis on the iSddra's right of making g i f t s . C h a r i t y  is
declared to be the best course for a dudra, by performing which
he gains all his ends. J A sudra who practises truth and
sincerity, honours mantra and brahmapas, andmakes gifts attains

(7}heaven and even brdhmapahood in the next birth. (' In a 
special vow known as the anangadana-vrata, prescribed for 
prostitutes, it is provided that a bfahmapa should recite the 
Vedic mafatras while accepting the cow of a prostitute, who was

(1) Mark. P . , 49. 77-81; Visnu P ., I. 6.54-35.
(2) Bghmanda P ., III. 10. 93-99; Vayu P . , ii. 11.90. Mark. P .,

96. 2i
(3) Mark. P ., 96. 36.

Braiimapda P . , II. 32. 90, 121-122.
(5) Mark. P . .“"28. 3-8.
(8) deLdgi sarvdi^amaptirasya safjja.yate. Mats.ya P .. 17* 71*
(7) Anu. P ., (SE) 21?. 13-15. For the importance of gifts in 

expiating sins see Hazra, Purapic Records on Hindu Rites 
and Customs, p. 250.
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normally thought of as a £udra.^^ We are further told that 
a Sai^jte prostitute named Lllavati and a sudra goldsmith made 
gifts, as a result of which the former attained the region
of Siva (sivamandiram) after death and the latter became

(2 ")a paramount sovereign named Dharmamurti. J A Buddhist
commentary of the 5th century A.D. provides instances of at
least a dozen persons of the lower orders who enjoyed the 

r-Npleasures of heaven and the joys and comforts of the Buddhist
vimanas as a result of their gifts to the Buddha, the
Bhikpus or the Saipgha. '' Thus the doctrine of gift was
common to both the Buddhist and br&hmapical systems.

There is no evidence to show that any vigorous propaganda
was made by the brahmapas to popularise the piety of making
gifts earlier than the time of the Yajflavalkya Smrti.v '

With the lawbook of Bphaspati the doctrine of salvation through
(S')gifts reached its high watermark. The fact that this

doctrine was repeatedly emphasised in connection with the 
Sudras may suggest that they were in a position to make gifts,

(1) . ..ka idam kasmadSditi vaidikaigi manrfcramirayat.Mat. P . »
69* 51-54-* C&s. 69-7S on vows corresponding to 70-71 of 
’Jivanafe.a's edn. have been assigned by Hazra to A.D. c.550- 
650 (op. cit., p. 176).

(2) Mat. P ., 91. 25-52.
(5) Calculated on the basis of B.C. Law's summary of the 

Vimanavatthu comm, in Heaven and Hell, pp. 56-4-5.
(4-) Hazra, op. cit. , p. 24-7T
(5) K.V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Brhaspati, Introd., p. 162.
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which was in accord with the change in their economic position.
The provisions for the performance of sacrifices, penances,

sraddhas and various other rites by the sudras presuppose the
employment of br5hmap.as, who were the recipients of the gifts
made on these occasions. Even a sddra is allowed to accept
gifts, but the merit of the donor increases according to the
varp.a of the person accepting gifts. The repeated
condemnation of the priests who officiate at the rites

f 2)performed by the 3udrasv J not only betrays old prejudices
against these priests, but also suggests that the practice of
engaging them was becoming more frequent. Unlike Manu, ' '

Yajhavalkya does not condemn £udra priests (rtvi,is). The
Vajrasdcl avers that brahmap.as are to be found even in the
families of the kaivartas, rajakas (washermen), and captjLalas,
among whom the rites of cucjakarapia, muflja, dap<Ja (staff)
and k&§t;ha (wood) etc. are performed. This suggests that
the br&hmap.as officiated as priests even for the lowest sections
of the sudras. The Vajrasuci also states that k^atriyas,
vaisyas and sudras are seen sacrificing and officiating at

(5)sacrifices, studying and teaching, and accepting gifts.

(1) B£., Samskara, verse 288.
(2) Visnu, LXXXII. 14 & 22; SP, MS. D7s. 5; Bralunapda P., III. 

1^. 44. /
(3) Manu, XI. 42.
(4) Vajrasdcl, (BB) p. 7*
(5) Ibid., (0), p. 4.
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This development, if true, may indicate a spirit of revolt in
certain sections of the people against the brahmapical monopoly
of priestly functions• Several movements of such a type
have taken place in more recent times.

While the champions of Buddhism continued to argue
against birth as the basis of varpa,^"^ the growth of certain
br&hmapical reforming ideologies, especially the creed of
Vai^pavism, secured a large measure of religious equality for
the sddras. Vai§pavism reached its high watermark in the
Gupta period, when we find numerous epigraphic, numismatic and
sculptural records testifying to its unparalleled influence
not only in Northern India but even in parts of Southern and

(2 )Western India. ' The doctrines of this sect, as propounded 
in the didactic sections of the Mahabharata and Puranas, 
show that, unlike the old orthodox form of br&hmapism, 
Vai§pavism did not keep^T the Sudras and untouchables at a 
distance, but extended to them the privilege of knowing God

(7,\and attaining liberation. The Vai§pava texts never fail
to emphasise that women and sudras can attain emancipation 
through their devotion to Kp§pa, Narayapa or ^asudeva. ' 
Bhagavan^ is represented as claiming that the whole world from

(1) Ibid., (£&) + (GI) pp. 8 & 9.
(2) K.G. Goswami, "Vai^pavism", IHQ, xxxi, 132.
(3) Kaychandhuri, The Early History of the Vaispava Sect, ?.117 
(4-) BhagavadL Gita, IX. 32; Bhag. P . , V II. 7« 54— 55; 5TT* 5*4-.



the brahmapa to the svapaka is purified if devoted to H im.^^
A Svapaka possessed of sincere faith and devotion is considered
dearer to God than a brahmapa endued with other qualities but

(o)lacking in faith. ' If the person of low birth utters the 
name of God only once, he is liberated from bondage.
It is asserted that "brahmapas learned in the Vedas regard a 
virtuous sudra as the effulgent Vi§p.u of the universe, the 
foremost one in all the w o r l d s " . T h o s e  who disregard the 
sudra devotees of Vi§$u are condemned to hell for ten million 
(koti) y e a r s . H e n c e  a wise person should not disregard 
even a capxjLala devotee of Vi?£u.^^ Through devotion to 
Vi$:pu a rajanya obtains victory, a brahmapa learning, a vaiSya 
wealth and a sudra happiness.

A similar assertion is made with regard to all the four 
varpas if they recite the hymn dedicated to Mahddeva.  ̂ If 
vaisyas, women and sudras listen to the story of the Dak?a-Siva 
conflict from the brahma$as, they receive a place in the

(1) Bhag. P ., III. 16. 6.
(2) Ibid., III. 55. 7.
(3) Ibid., V. 1. 35- cf., Asvamedhika P ., (SE) 117. 2.
(4) vaidehakam sfldramud&foaranti dvi,ja maharaja srutopapannab; 

aham hi pasyami narendra devam visvasya visaum jagatab prad* 
hanam. 5P (C&l.), 296. £6. The use of the term vaidehaka 
as an adjective of Stldra seems to be cuifous.

(5) Asvamedhika P ., (SE) 116. 21.
(6) Ibid., 116. £2.
(7) Ibid., 116. 31.
(8) Anu. P., (NE) 18. 81 „ (SE) 49. 81.7
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Rudra-loka. Like the members of the three higher varpas,
a sudra devotee of Siva is also promised the status of 
Gapapati provided he is not a drunkard. Thus|it would
appear that Saivism also kept its doors equally open to the 
Sudras.

Tantricism, which was connected with both Vaigpavism and
Saivism, also did not recognise varpa distinctions in matters
of religion. The Jayakhya-samhita, a Tawtra work of the fifth

(*>)century A.D., permits members of all the four varpas to be
initiated into Taiatricism, preferably by a brahmapa; if a
brahmapa is not available, worthy members of the kgatriya, 
vai^ya and sudra varpas can act as initiators for their 
respective classes, or for people of lower classes.

Vaigpavism, and to some extent Saivism, 'Canted manyA
followers among the members of the ruling class in the Gupta
period, but we have hardly any means of ascertaining the extent
of the influence of these sects among the lower orders. It is
suggested that in Vaisali the artisan class was considerably
influenced by Vaigpavism, for two craftsmen (Kulikas) bear the

(€>}name of Rari. ' This may have been the case at other places
(1) Vayu P ., i. 50. 18.
(2) Vayu P . , 11. 59* 552-4. In the Appendix to the Vayu Purana 

in a story a barber named Mahkha installs an image of 
Gapesa Kgemakajat Varapasl. Patil, op. cit., p. 58.

(5) On paleographical grounds this work has been placed about 
450 A.D. B. Bhattacharya, Jayakhya-samhitp, Foreword, p.54.

(4) J ayakhya-s amhi t a , 18. 5-5*"
(5) suQsa?; jatiye'na sudrepa tadysena mahadhiya; anugrahabhige- 
„ _. kau ca kar.yat^ sudras.ya sarvada. Ibid. , 6-9.
(6) r .G. Goswami, ih(a, xxxi, IRb.



also.
Under the influence of the reforming creeds the religious

texts of the period shift the emphasis from the observance of
rites and sacraments to that of good conduct, which determines
the social status of a person. It is stated that neither thi1^
performance of the agnihotra nor the knowledge of the Veda is
of any avail, for the gods are satisfied through good conduct
which is fostered by the Srutis; brahmapas who do not maintain
good conduct (slla) should be regarded as £udras.^^ A person
bereft of good conduct (slla) should not be honoured; on the
other hand even a religious sudra should be honoured.
A sudra not only may become a non-regenerate (asaiiiskrta)dvi,ia,
but he should be revered like a regenerate person, if he is

(h )"pure of heart, and of subdued senses*’,v ' since f!not birth, 
nor sacrament, nor learning, nor stock (santatih) make one

(1) Several provisions, however, emphasise the necessity of 
observing the rites, especially on the part of the 
brahmapa. If he does not say his prayers^perform the 
agnihotra, and takes to the duties of a trader or a 
cultivator, he is reduced to the position of a sudra or a 
vp§ala. Anu. P . . (NE) 104. 19-20, (SE) 161. 20. (SE) 21?. 
10-12; Asvamedhika Parvan, (SE) 116. 11-12; Cf. SP, XII. 
63. 3-5; Non-observance of the religious rites and 
samskaras such as keeping fire, up an a.y an a , vows etc., and 
officiating for -the non-sacrificing people as well as 
serving the 3ddras are regarded as many uoapatakas for a 
br&hmapa. Ya,j . , III. 234-242.

(2) Asvamedhika Parvan, (SE) 116. 5-6.
(3) Anu. P ., (NE) 48. 48„ (SE) 83. 47.
(4) ^astu £udro dame satye dharme ca satatotthitah; tam 

brahma^amahaifl man.ye vrttermhi bhaved^ri.jah. Yana Pi TOal,).



regenerate, but only conduct". The argument that even 
a sildra of good conduct can attain brdhmapahood in the next
birth is repeatedly advanced in the didactic sections of the 

a a
(3)

Mahabharat a and the Purapas,^^ and is also reproduced in the
Vatjrasuci.

Appropriate anecdotes are cited to support the above 
theory. In the Yana Parvan occurs the legend of the brahmapa

||JL
pgi Kausika who was taught the duties ofAvarpas and code of 
moral conduct to be followed by them by a dharma-knowing fowler. 
It is claimed by this dharmav.yadha of Mithila that he served 
elders and superiors, always spoke the truth, never envied 
anybody, used to make gifts according to his means, and lived 
upon what was left after the service of the gods, the guests
and his dependents. He never spoke ill of anyone and he hated

(5) ^none.w /  It is argued that this anecdote is Buddhistic, but
the tenor of the fowler's statement is quite in keeping with
Vaigpavite doctrines, and does not necessarily presuppose
Buddhistic influences. Even the Buddhistic argument in the

(1) *. »na yonirnapisamska.ro na srutam na ca santatib. ..
Anu. P. (Calj, l4p. 46-50. C f . ^ana .Parvan^ (Cal)* 181.4-2- -jf-:—   r J

(2) Anu. P.* (Cal)?14-3. 51; &P (Cal.), 189. 8; Yana P. * (Cal)J
lfiO. 25-26, cf. 35-56; Bhapgya P ., I. 44. 31; cf. /
Bhag. P ., VII. 11. 35.

(3) Va,jrasuci (KK) verse 4-3, p. 10.
(4-) Yana Parvan (Cal.), 205- 44; 206. 10-25-
(5) Yana Parvan (Cal.), 206. 20-22.
(6) Holtzman, Neunzehn Bilcher, p. 86 Quoted in Hopkins, 

Religions of India, p. 4-25.



Vafjrasuci that Vyasa, Kausika, Visvamitra and Vasi^-fha all 
were lowborn but came to be regarded as brahmapas on account of 
their codduct in this wor l d ^ ^  is apparently derived from the 
old traditions embodied in the Purapas.

but the influence of the reforming sects should not be
exaggerated. \ai?pavism was utilised by the ruling classes
to maintain the basis of the Tarpa-divided society. Vai^yas, 
women and sftdras are condemned as people of low origin.
It is asserted that nothing offers salvation to the sudra 
excepting the service of the twice-born and devotion to Vi§pu^^ 
This is more or less a corollary of the theory of karma, and of 
the general belief in the imperative necessity of performing 
the duties of the order in which a person is born. It seems
that members of the lower orders were made to believe in this
doctrine by the br&hma]^8\£)&l ideologies. In the urcchakatika
a bullock-cart driver refuses to carry out his master's orders 
to kill Yasantasena on the&e* grounds that: "Destiny and sins
made me a slave at birth; I do not wish to fall again into the 
same misfortune, and therefore I shall refuse to commit a

(1) Va,irasucl, (G), verses 9 & 10, p. 2. C f ., (Y), verse 27,
P • 7 • y

(2) Gita, IX. 52* Even the dharms^yadha believes that service
is prescribed for the sudras (karma sudre...).

(3) dvi,iasusru?apagi dharmah sudrapaip. bhaktito mayi...
Asvamedhika Parvan, (SE) ll8. 15-16•

(4) Manu, IX. 335.



c r i m e " . S u c h  a belief naturally prevented the masses of 
the people from looking for the causes of their miseries in 
the actions of human agencies.

But there is no doubt that during thfc Gupta period the 
religious rights of the sudras were enlarged, and in respect 
of several ceremonies they were placed on a level with the 
members of the three higher varpas. It is argued that the 
spiritual betterment of the sddras was motivated by the selfish 
interests of the brahmapas who naturally wanted that a large 
section of people should observe brahmapical r i t e s . B u t  

the same selfish interest of the brahmapas may equally well 
have existed in earlier periods, when there is not mucjr
evidence for such a development. Perhaps the reasons for the
broadening of the religious rights of the sudras lay in the 
improvement of their material conditions, which enabled them 
to perform sacraments and sacrifices by paying for priests.
For the ability to sacrifice was rightly believed to be 
intimately connected with the a b i l i t y t < j / p a y . R o u g h l y  speak
ing, the developments in the religious position of the sudras 
during the Gupta period may be compared to what happened in 
Egypt at the beginning of the Middle Kingdom, when certain

(1) ,jepa hmi gabbhadase vipimmide bhaadheadosehim. ahiaidca na
klpi§jajfl tepa akatjtjam oalihaiami'. Mpcchakatika, Vllf. £5 
x^armarkar1 s T r ., p . .

(2) Ghurye, Caste and Class, p. 95.
(5) Anu. P ., (SE) 164. 2-3^ (NE) 107- 2-3.



funerary rites, hitherto confined to the ̂ haraohs and nobles,
were extended to the masses of the people. But this was

(2)accompanied by improvements in their economic conditions,v ' 
a fact which seems to be also true of the position of the 
sudras in the Gupta period.

The Gupta period witnessed momentous changes in the status 
of the sudras. Not only was there an increase in the'jates 
of wages paid to hired labourers, artisans and pedlars, but 
slaves and hired labourers were gradually becoming sharecroppers 
and peasants. This change is broadly reflected in the 
politico-legal position of the sudras. The admonitions of

(3)the Santi Parvan advocating the appointment of sudra ministers 
may not be taken seriously, but certainly the heads of the 
guilds of artisans were associated with the work of the 
district government, and in times of emergenct^fc the sudras 
were conceded the right to bear arms. The rigours of the 
varpa legislation were softened and probably some of the harsh 
measures against the sudras were annulled. The religious 
rights of the sddras were considerably enlarged. Social 
degradation undoubtedly took place in the case of the untouch
ables, who were regarded as Sudras only theoretically, but for 
all practical purposes were marked out as a separate community.

(1) Murray, The Splendour that was Egypt, p. 185*
(2) Moret and Davy, From Tribe to Empire, p. 222.
(3) SP, 85. 7-rlO.



But it would be wrong to think that other sections of the 
Sudras were socially degraded in the Gupta p e r i o d , T h e r e  

is no evidence for this in regard to food and marriage 
practices. As regards education, the sildras were definitely 
conceded the right of hearing the epics and the Purapas, and 
sometimes even the Veda. Considered as a whole, the 
economic, politico-legal, social and religious changes in the 
position of the sudras during the Gupta period may be regarded 
as marking a transformation in the status of that community.

(1) As does Ghurye, who is of the opinion that in the period 
300 A.D. to 1000 A.D. the sudra became socially more 
degraded (Caste and Class, p. 94-)*



CHAPTER VIII 
Recapitulation and Conclusion

The main phases in the development of the position of the 
SGdras, from their earliest appearance to cir. A.D. 500, may 
be roughly indicated. It seems that the defeated and 
dispossessed sections of the Aryan and non-Aryan tribes were 
reduced to the position of Sudras, who came to be regarded as 
the collective property of the conquerors. Since originally 
a considerable number of Sudras formed part of the Aryan 
community, they retained several of their tribal rights, 
especially religious, in later Vedic society. But when varna 
society was completely established in the pre-Mauryan period 
(cir. 600 B.C. - cir. 300 B.C.), they were deprived of these 
rights and saddled with economic, politico-legal, social and 
religious disabilities. The Sudra was considered identical 
with the slave, although only a section of Sudras may have been 
legally slaves. Therefore it is wrong to render the word 
"Sudra" by "slave", as has been done by H o p k i n s . S i m i l a r l y ,
it is not correct to charactorise the Sudra as a serf, as has

(2 )been done in the Vedic Index, } for a serf means a person whose 
service is attached to the soil and is transferred with it.
We can roughly say that for a Dong time the term Sudra was a 
collective name given to the he^rogenoiis working class which 
stood in a relation of servitude to the members of the three



i\̂

upper varnas; and in this respect they may be very roughly 
compared to the helots of Sparta. The Sudras1 servitude 
assumed different forms, for they served as domestic servants 
and slaves, agricultural slaves, hired labourers and 
artisans. A recent writer condemn them as incapable of 
constructive efforts^) but it has to be emphasised that the 
Sudra labour and skill, together with the surplus produced by 
the vaiSya peasants, provided the material basis for the 
development of ancient Indian society.

m  the Mauryan period, the tendency to employ Sudra 
labour in agriculture reached its climax, and never before or 
after did the state exercise so much control over the slaves, 
hired labourers and artisans. The view that, in the
ArthaSastra of Kautilva, the Sudras were regarded as aryas 
and as such could not be reduced to slavery is not sustained 
by a close examination of the passages in question^} And 
ASokafs attempt to abolish varna distinctions in the 
administration of justice probably irritated the brahmanas,

(cir. 200 B.C. - cir. A.D. 200) marks a critical stage in 
the position of the Sudras. Menu’s fanatical anti-Sudra 
measures and the Quranic denunciations of the Sudras for their

1. Valvalkan, H indu Social Institutions, pp. 327-8.
2. AS, III, 13.

but did not benefit the lower he po‘St-Mauryan period
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anti-brahmanical activities indicate a phase of bitter varna • •

struggle, which was perhaps aggravated by the intervention 
of the foreign elements in favour of the sUdras. Probably 
as a result of this conflict, the disappearance of the strong
state power of the Mauryas, and the rise of new arts and 
crafts there began signs of change in the position of the 
sudras, which became more clearly visible in the Gupta period 
(cir. 200 - cir. A.D. 500).

During this period the sudras gained some religious and
civic rights and in many respects were placed on a par with 
the vaisyas. The bracketting of the vaisyas and sudras is 
not unknown in the earlier texts, but it becomes more 
frequent in the texts of the post-Mauryan and Gupta periods,
and in the light of other developments it carries a new
significance during the Gupta period. Apparently the status 
of the vaisya was degraded towards servitude, that of the 
sudra levelled upward towards freedom. The former process 
can be inferred from numerous land grants made to the 
bi*Shmanas in the developed areas, which tended to depress 
the position of the old peasants by creating a class of 
intermediaries between them and the K i n g ^ ^ . The imposition

(l) The earliest epigraphic evidence for land grants can be 
traced back to the first century ±J.C. (Sircar, select 
Inscriptions, p. 188, Inscr. no. 82, 1. 11), but such 
grants become more frequent in the Gupta period.



of forced labour (visti), which seems to have been confined• ♦
to the dasas and karmakaras in the Mauryan period, was now 
extended to the peasants, and this further diminished the 
gap between the vaisyas and sudras. The Sudras1 climb to 
the position of the vaisyas is evident from their transforma
tion into peasants and from their growing importance as 
artisans and traders. Land grants to brahmanas in the 
undeveloped areas seem to have added to the number of sudra 
peasants, who were recruited into the brahmanical social 
organisation from the aboriginal population. Whirls. in the 
earlier periods the service of the sudras consisted in 
supplying labour to the higher varnas, from the Gupta period 
onwards this consisted in supplying part of their produce 
as artisans, traders, and especially as peasantsf. 'l’heir 
old forms of servitude still continued, but perhaps the 
sudras in this condition were less numerous than the new type 
of sudra who appeared at this time.

In spite of the servile status and miserable conditions 
of the sudra masses, particularly in pre-Gupta times, there 
is hardly any evidence of sUdra revolts, excepting the 
references to their violent anti-brahmanical activities 
during the post—Mauryan period. In comparison with the 
slave revolts in Home, occasional and sporadic anti— state 
activities of the sudras are insignificant. In a study
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of the social and rural economy of Northern India (600 B.C. to
A.D. 200) it has been suggested that the lower vaisyas 
constituted the middle class (petty bourgeois)1^ , which held 
the balance between the Sudra and dvija c l a s s e s T h e  

use of the term dvija classes is inaccurate, for the vaiSyas 
were also regarded as such. But even the fact of the 
vaiSyas acting a^4tabilising sector between the first two 
varnas on the one hand and the Sudras on the other can be true 
only of the period before the.beginning of the Christian era, 
since roughly from that time the two lower varnas began to 
approximate to one another till in the Gupta period they 
practically lost their independent identities.

We may, however, suggest some other reasons to explain the
comparative calmness of the Sudras in ancient Indian society.
It seems that money economy had not developed in India to the

(3)extent to which it had in Greece and Rome, and hence, 
notwithstanding the theoretical servitude of the Sudras, 
very few of them could be seduced to slavery through failure

(U)to pay debts, which was a major source of slavery in Greece 
Except in the pre-Mauryan and Mauryan periods, there is no 
evidence of the employment of agricultural slaves. Slavery

(l) Technically this term stands for the members of the shop
keeping middle class, but the vaiSyas were mainly peasants 
at this period.

(2) Bose, op. cit. , ii, i486-if87«
(3) cf. Thomson, Studies in Ancient Greece Society, ii,

pp. 19^-6.
(if) cf. Solonfs Debt Laws towards the beginning of the sixth 

century B.C.



was mostly domestic, under which there subsisted intimate
relations with the master, and the slaves formed not a
sharply marked class, but merely the lowest rung of the
household ladder.

In the case of oppression the Sudra labourers may have 
(1)taken refuge among the free tribal population, or have

migrated from one state to another. Further, in contrast
to the brahmanas and lisatriyas, the Sudras were not a . •
well-organised, closed community, capable of making any 
combined efforts against their masters. As time passed, they 

-0fln#/nriented into numerous subcastes of unequal social status, 
which went on multiplying through the accession of numerous 
tribes. It is suggested that, in the AmarakoSa , craftsmen 
such as garland-makers, potters, masons, weavers, tailors, (2)painters etc. are noted in an approximately descending order
There is no doubt that among the Sudras domestic servants,
s^&aa^croppers, herjsmen and barbers were regarded as higher
in the social scale^ than most other types of SUdra^for their

(3) ^food could be taken even by the brahmana master . Greater.
weakness of the lower orders lay in their division into 
Sudras and untouchables, which appeared in the time of Panini,• K

(1) A case of the desertion of the Pancala Kingdom by the 
oppressed subjects is reported in a Jataka.
Kosambi, JOR, xxiv, 6l.
Ya,j , I. 1567us
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was perpetuated in later tfmes and accentuated in the Gupta 
period. The SQdras gained in status not only through their 
levelling up with the higher varnas but also through their 
exaltation above the untouchables, so that, with a class of 
people lower than they, they might satisfy their sense of 
vanity in the brahmanical hierarchy.

And, lest perchance the discontented Sudras resortcito 
arms, the lawgivers prescribed a consistent policy of keeping 
them disarmed, which was possibly modified in the Gupta 
period.

A powerful factor which helped to preserve the essentials
tifi the varna system and thus to keep the Sudras down was
the indoctrination of the masses in the theory of the karma
and of the bad consequences following the non-performance
of the varna or jati duties ordained by gods. It is argued
that since the masses wkre widely educated and endowed with
critical acumen, they could not believe in the natural

(1)superiority of the higher varnas , but there is no basis 
for such a wild claim. On the contrary, the minds of the 
labouring masses were so strongly enchained by the 
brahmanical ideology that there was very little scope either 
for direct coercion against the Sudras or for violent revolts 
on their part.

(i) K.V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Aspects of the social and 
freiltie&l SystteM QF Manusmrti, p. 13̂ 4*
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But the brahmanical ideologues were not always the slaves 
of their theories. Considerations of birth did not prevent 
them from inventing suitable ksatriya genealogies for

(i)aboriginal and foreign chiefs. Probably the few adventurous
Sudras, who may have risen to influential status from time to
time, were neatly fitted into the brahmanical system as
-fcsatriyas, so that they could defend the dominance of the
higher varnas with the usual enthusiasm of new converts.
The traditional account of the brahaana KaUtilya's support to• •
the Sudra-born Candragupta shows that such developments
were not impossible.

The reforming religious movements of Buddhism, Jainism,
Saivism and Vaisnavism did not question the fundamental theory

• •

of karma, which provided the doctrinal basis of the 
brahmanical social order. By promising religious equality 
in place of other forms of equality they helped to reconcile 
the lower orders to the existing social system. The spirit 
of protest against social inequities, whichjcharacterised these 
movements in their earlier stages, withered away in course 
of time, and they identified themselves with the essentials 
of the varna organisation. Thus the complex of all these 
factors helped to maintain the comparative calmness of the 
£Hdras and to secure their permanent servitude.

(1) This process has continued even to recent times. Census of 
India, 1891, 13 (Madras), p. 213* Quoted in ZDMG-, 1, 510.
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